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Introduction

The name Highlander Folk School has rarely evoked a neutral response, even among southerners who have heard of it only vaguely. Several years ago a friend and I were talking with a college freshman from Sewanee, Tennessee, located about nine miles from the school's original site near Monteagle. Too young to remember the time when Highlander operated so close to his home, the student seemed puzzled as I recounted its history until I mentioned that the school had come under attack for its interracial activities. Suddenly he brightened. "Oh," he exclaimed, "you mean that Communist training school!"

Other southerners have viewed Highlander much differently. Frank Adams, author of a book on the idea of Highlander, acknowledges that there is a temptation to cast the school "in a heroic mold, badgered by men with small minds and governments with mean ways." Yet Adams proclaims that his own account is "biased," for Highlander exemplified his philosophy that "education should foster individual growth and social change and nourish the fundamental value of complete personal liberty while encouraging thoughtful citizenship in community." Other southerners have been even more sweeping in their praise.

This book aims to provide a comprehensive and thorough history of the Highlander Folk School, trying to avoid the easy labels and simplistic generalizations that have often confused or obscured its work. Its second, broader objective is to use Highlander's history to examine the course of the organized labor and civil rights movements in the South, as well as the work of southern radicals since the 1930s. Shaped by the Great Depression and the South's system of segregation and racial discrimination, Highlander was an integral part of larger campaigns against economic, political, and racial oppression and reflected both the achievements and limitations of dissent and reform in the region. During its thirty-year history it served as a community folk school, a training center for southern industrial labor and farmers' unions, and a major meeting place for black and white civil rights activists. At the heart of Highlander's programs was a belief in the power of education to change society. Through an education based on their experiences, Highlander hoped to empower the poor of Appalachia and the South to take control of their own lives and solve their own problems.
The school opened in 1932 near the small Cumberland Plateau town of Monteagle, Tennessee, with the announced intention of educating "rural and industrial leaders for a new social order" and enriching "the indigenous cultural values of the mountains." During the early and middle 1930s staff members struggled to define Highlander's role in the emerging southern labor movement as well as in the Monteagle community. They aided striking coal miners, woodcutters, textile mill hands, and government relief workers in the surrounding area. They also held workshops at the school for potential union leaders and operated cooperative, cultural, and recreational programs for Grundy County residents. In 1937 the HFS faculty joined the southern organizing drive of the Committee for Industrial Organization (later renamed the Congress of Industrial Organizations in 1938). Over the next decade the staff helped organize textile workers in Tennessee, North Carolina, and South Carolina, directed large-scale labor education programs in eleven southern states, and developed a residential program to build a broad-based, racially integrated, and politically active labor movement in the region.

The late 1940s and early 1950s were transition years for Highlander. The declining militancy of the CIO and the maturation of the southern labor movement after World War II eroded the school's relationship with organized labor. For several years staff members worked on behalf of the Farmers' Union in Tennessee, Alabama, and Virginia, but their efforts to create a farmer-labor coalition in the South failed. Meanwhile, Highlander and CIO officials were unable to reconcile their differences over the aims and functions of labor education, and by 1953 the productive relationship between the school and organized labor had dissolved. The frustrations of these and other disappointing experiences led HFS leaders to conclude that racism presented the greatest obstacle to the kind of economic and political order they had envisioned since 1932.

Thus, beginning in 1953, almost a year before the Supreme Court's historic Brown v. Board of Education ruling, the Highlander staff launched a series of workshops for black and white community leaders and students. These sessions initially centered on public school desegregation and gradually grew to encompass the problems of communitywide integration. A Citizenship School project started on the South Carolina Sea Islands in 1957 taught thousands of black adults to read and write in order to register as voters. In 1960 and 1961, as sit-in protests spread across the South, student activists met at the folk school to explore the possible goals and directions for a new era of black protest. Through these programs Highlander became the educational center of the civil rights movement during the 1950s and early 1960s. But as the school grew more prominent in the struggle for racial equality, southern white segregationists mounted a sustained assault against what they described as a "Communist training school." After a barrage of legislative investigations, propaganda campaigns, and dramatic trials, Tennessee officials revoked Highlander's charter and confiscated its property in 1962.
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This did not mean the end of Highlander. In 1961 Highlander officers secured a charter for a new institution to be located in Knoxville and called the Highlander Research and Education Center. During most of the 1960s staff members continued to support the civil rights movement and for a time promoted a multiracial poor people's coalition. At the same time, Highlander increasingly turned its attention to the complex troubles facing the poor and powerless in Appalachia. After moving the center to its present location near New Market, Tennessee, in 1971, the staff helped community and county groups grapple with such problems as strip mining, land and mineral ownership, and occupational and environmental health hazards.

As its turbulent history suggests, the Highlander Folk School was no ordinary school. Its flexible and indefinite educational approach was difficult to explain, and its programs and personnel changed many times over three decades. Yet there were certain characteristics common to all of Highlander's major programs that gave an overall direction to its work. Staff members were primarily concerned with developing leadership and organization among economically and socially oppressed southerners to create a more democratic society. The HFS staff never spelled out its concept of democracy or its other basic goal of brotherhood. Those who worked at the school tended to insist that both ideals were expansive and connoted more than a precise blueprint of the good society. In general, Highlander envisioned a system in which people had more control over their lives, in which they could achieve a higher standard of living, gain unrestricted access to community services and institutions, associate with whom they chose without penalty, make government responsive to the popular will, and exercise individual creativity that contributed to the common welfare. Similarly, brotherhood suggested justice, a respect for individuals, love, and human relationships free of prejudices or barriers that prevented the fullest enjoyment of life.

Residential workshops played a central role in Highlander's efforts to achieve these goals. Lasting anywhere from two days to eight weeks and focusing on specific, concrete subjects, the workshops usually attracted between fifteen and forty adults of various racial, religious, and educational backgrounds. The purpose was to help these people solve their community's problems, but the process of analyzing and responding to the problems was as important as the solutions themselves. There were no grades, credits, examinations, or degrees, and the needs of the students largely determined the curriculum of the sessions. Meeting in a relaxed, friendly atmosphere on Highlander's two-hundred-acre campus, workshop participants defined their concerns, discussed what had been done to improve conditions at home, and determined the most effective course of action to attain the group's objectives. Staff members refrained from imposing a preconceived set of ideas, but used consultants, movies, audio recordings, drama, music, and written materials to build on the students' knowledge and introduce new values, options, and perspectives. Participants then evaluated their findings, assessed their new understanding of
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their problems, and developed plans to initiate or sustain activities when they returned to their communities. HFS personnel measured the value of a session by how well the students carried out the decisions they made at the school. Though staff members tended to magnify the results, their work often did lead to immediate and genuine gains. The union, organizational, and community leaders who attended Highlander were already in a position to implement what they had learned, and a successful workshop often stimulated them into taking more productive action back home.

Indeed, the folk school faculty regarded the workshop as only one part of a learning process that had begun before the participants arrived at Highlander and would continue long after they left. Staff members followed the more promising students and helped them initiate their own educational projects and enlist other leaders in support of reform campaigns. Once labor education, literacy training, leadership development, or voter education classes had been firmly established, the HFS staff transferred responsibility for the programs to labor or civil rights organizations with larger resources. Highlander thus served as a resource and a catalyst for action, inspiring grass-roots leaders to work for greater human dignity and justice.4

Like other alternative educational institutions founded in the Appalachian South during the 1920s and 1930s, Highlander had historical roots in the Danish folk schools of the nineteenth century. Bishop Nikolai S.F. Grundtvig (1783-1872) promoted the idea of residential adult education programs to enlighten and enliven the Danish peasantry after centuries of exploitation under a feudalistic system. The first folk schools, established in the 1840s, sought primarily to preserve the language and cultural traditions of Denmark. As the number of schools multiplied over the next fifty years and as their faculties became more committed to advancing the economic and political interests of their students, the folk schools sparked the rejuvenation of the economy, the growth of political sophistication, and the revival of Danish patriotism in the late nineteenth century. By 1900 the folk school idea had spread to Germany, Norway, Sweden, Finland, and England.5

There were several American attempts to apply the folk school approach to the South, particularly southern Appalachia, but with limited success. As David Whisnant points out, educational experiments as diverse as the John C. Campbell Folk School and Black Mountain College, both in North Carolina; Commonwealth College, in the Ozarks; and the Macedonia Cooperative Community, in northern Georgia, were all “idealistic and admirably motivated; all were directed by energetic and imaginative people; all were in some ways at odds with mainstream values, assumptions, and processes.” All of them failed to bring about “substantial and durable change,” however, because they tried to impose “an essentially alien ideology and social program which ultimately could not be successfully integrated with local ideas, customs, mores, and institutions.”6 In contrast, Highlander survived and achieved some meaningful change because it remained both sensitive to southern culture and committed to
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transforming it. Although the school operated throughout Appalachia and the South, its programs remained rooted in the local community. Highlander shaped its curriculum to fit the needs of its students. It focused not on the symptoms but on the causes of the problems facing black and white southerners, and it both anticipated and responded to larger movements for social change.

This book is more than a chronicle of an extraordinary institution in Tennessee. It is also an analysis of how a particular approach to adult education was applied to the economic, political, and racial problems of the South and of Appalachia. It is a biography of Myles Horton, Highlander's longtime educational director, who devoted his life to challenging entrenched power and privilege. It is a history of modern southern radicals, of those who recognized the fundamental importance of race but sought to unite blacks and whites in behalf of their common class interests. And it is a history of the organized labor and civil rights movements in the South since 1932. In sum, it is a history of a school on the cutting edge of social change.
In large part, the Highlander Folk School was the product of a personal and intellectual odyssey by its cofounder, Myles Falls Horton. During the summer of 1927, while conducting a vacation Bible school in the small Cumberland Plateau town of Ozone, Tennessee, Horton discovered that bringing local adults together to discuss their common concerns and to find their own solutions was a far more effective way to address community problems than a conventional education program. He spent the next five years trying to translate his discovery in Ozone into an educational approach that would meet the needs of the people of the southern Appalachian region. The quest took him from a position as a Young Men's Christian Association student secretary for Tennessee to the challenging academic atmosphere of Union Theological Seminary and the University of Chicago and to the folk high schools of Denmark. He investigated several American labor colleges and alternative communities and explored the ideas of theologians, educators, sociologists, socialists, and advocates of Danish folk school education. In the end, Horton decided that the institutional form of his school and its specific goals and programs would evolve out of particular situations faced by the students themselves. Horton's education in effect brought him back to his informal meetings in Ozone and to a technique based on group discussion and analysis of firsthand experiences. As Horton recalled years later, he and his colleagues had to unlearn much of what they had learned and then begin to learn from the people. The initial work of the Highlander Folk School reflected both this simple lesson and the various influences that led a handful of southern radicals to start a school dedicated to fundamental economic and social change.¹

One crucial element in this new school was the personality of Myles Horton. Born in Savannah, Tennessee, on July 9, 1905, Horton was a descendant of Joshua Horton, a Scotch-Irish woodsman who evidently received the first land grant in what is now the northeast corner of Tennessee. Myles's
parents, Perry and Elsie Falls Horton, stressed to their four children the Calvinistic values of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church. The Horton family expressed its sense of Christian responsibility by aiding those whites and blacks less fortunate than themselves with food and clothing, exposing young Myles to the concept of social service and to people of different social, economic, and racial backgrounds. Perry and Elsie Horton, both former schoolteachers, also considered education central to an individual's development, and Myles never questioned their insistence that he get an education. At the same time, his father offered an example of personal independence by voting Republican in predominantly Democratic districts and by opposing labor unions for their intrusions on individual freedom.²

Myles entered Cumberland University in Lebanon, Tennessee, in the fall of 1924, intending to pursue some form of religious education. Majoring in English literature, he read widely. He especially appreciated Percy Bysshe Shelley's idealism and romantic defiance of authority, and he was impressed by John Stuart Mill's argument that individuals should assume responsibility for their own conduct and act upon their own opinions.³

Other lessons came from Horton's experiences outside the classroom. He organized his fellow freshmen against the traditional hazing rites at Cumberland, and he refused to join a fraternity when he heard that students were required to belong to one. Working at a Humboldt box factory in the summer of 1925, Horton astounded other employees by his open support of John T. Scopes, then being tried in Dayton, Tennessee, for violating the state law against teaching evolution in the public schools. As president of the Cumberland YMCA in 1927, Horton attended a conference at the Southern YMCA College in Nashville. There he mingled on an equal basis with people of different races, only to confront the fact that he could not take a Chinese woman into a restaurant or enter a public library with a black man. Resenting such restrictions, the young man began to question racial exclusion and segregation and soon made it "an operating principle that nobody could have their rights interfered with as long as they were tending to their own business."⁴ Shortly after the Nashville YMCA conference, John Emmett Edgerton, president of the Southern States Industrial Council and a member of Cumberland's board of trustees, lectured the student body on the mistake wage earners made when they tried to improve their conditions through labor unions. Although he knew little about unions, Horton was outraged by the suggestion that working people had no need to determine their destinies, and he visited Edgerton's textile mill in Lebanon to talk with workers about the necessity of exercising their rights. His activities provoked such a commotion at the university that officials threatened to expel him if he visited the mill again.⁵

The most decisive education Horton received came in the summer of 1927, when he directed a vacation Bible school for the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., in Ozone, Tennessee. Having spent the two previous summers operating similar schools in the area, Horton had become increasingly dissatisfied with the
limited usefulness of his work. In an attempt to make the school more relevant to the interests of the Ozone community, he invited the parents of the Bible school children to attend informal meetings at the church in the evening. To his surprise, he found that the adults were eager to learn more about farming, employment in textile mills, public health, cooperatives, and the general economic conditions of their region. Horton realized that the value of the discussions lay in the group’s willingness to share their problems and find some answers to them among the people of the community itself. This experience, Horton said later, “was probably the biggest discovery I ever made.” At attendance at the meetings steadily increased, and at the end of the summer Ozone residents urged the young man to forgo his final year of college and remain to start a permanent adult education program. Despite his excitement over the success of his summer experiment, Horton decided that he had not fully assessed the possibilities and problems of a major educational undertaking. He returned to Cumberland in the autumn of 1927, promising his friends in Ozone that he would come back when he had “something to offer.”

Following his graduation in the spring of 1928, Horton started to explore the potential of extending his Ozone experience to other communities in Middle and East Tennessee. In the process, Ozone became less a location for a school and more a reference point for Horton’s elusive educational ideal. During the summer of 1928 he conducted another children’s Bible school in Westel, Tennessee, a small community not far from Ozone, and once again he attracted an increasing number of local adults to informal meetings and talks by experts on education, cooperatives, migration, and labor. Although pleased by the response to the sessions, Horton also recognized that adult education was more effective when it was a permanent part of the community, and in the fall of 1928 he became YMCA student secretary for Tennessee in the hope of finding institutional support for the educational program he had in mind. Traveling to high schools and colleges across the state, he was disappointed to find that none of them appeared to take into account the interests, attitudes, and needs of the people in the southern mountains. He began to realize that he could not work in a “regular” school. He needed an approach, as he said later, “that would allow me to bring people in regardless of anything and talk about anything regardless of anything.” That was the way to tap the “vitality of people.” Interpreting the YMCA’s stated goal of “a worldwide fellowship” of young men literally, Horton held interracial meetings throughout the state, usually without securing the permission of his YMCA superiors. He well knew that such conferences were illegal and dangerous, and he later recalled that his employers were relieved when he resigned his post after a year of service.

By then, Horton was thoroughly perplexed. It was clear that no one would be willing to sponsor the amorphously conceived adult education program of a young man who was unable to convey his ideas clearly. He had not found a way of joining knowledge and action in a concrete plan, and his brief YMCA career
had revealed the enormous obstacles to using Christian ethics to change social conditions. He knew that he had to learn more.

Fortunately for Horton, his work for the Presbyterian church and the YMCA during and after his college years had taken him to the home of Abram Nightingale, a Congregationalist minister in Crossville, Tennessee. Under Nightingale’s guidance, Horton immersed himself in books about Tennessee and southern history, the culture and problems of southern Appalachia, and the place of morality in a modern capitalistic society. In the summer of 1929 Nightingale bluntly told Horton that he needed more formal education to gain a broader perspective on his concerns and urged him to take courses at Union Theological Seminary in New York City. To overcome Horton’s hesitancy, the minister obtained an application for admission to Union and gave the young man a copy of *Our Economic Morality and the Ethic of Jesus* by Harry F. Ward, professor of ethics at the seminary.\(^\text{10}\)

*Our Economic Morality*, Ward’s spirited critique of the American scene in the late twenties, helped Horton mesh his own increasingly radical view of contemporary society with his strong religious values. One of the most active reformers among the theologians of the 1920s, Ward insisted that the extremes of luxury and poverty in western societies revealed the material failure of capitalism. He asserted that America’s “money-making” economy was fundamentally antagonistic to the Christian ethic of brotherhood, creativity, equality, and “a just and fraternal world.” Religion, particularly educated idealists of absolute moral vision, must either redeem modern society and release it from its lust for power or blindly lead “this blind age” into the twilight of decline and destruction. Ward’s heavy-handed analysis persuaded Horton that while the faculty at Union might not provide all the answers to his dilemma, it would sharpen his understanding of the social and economic weaknesses of capitalism.\(^\text{11}\)

Horton entered Union Theological Seminary in the fall of 1929 with no intention of becoming a minister or obtaining a degree. He attended classes on comparative religion, Biblical history and criticism, ethics, and applied Christianity and read books on socialism, progressive education, and industrial unionism. But his initial hopefulness about his studies gave way to a growing uncertainty about his personal beliefs and plans for a school in the southern mountains. Horton gained a reputation among friendly faculty members and students as a “mystic,” though he considered himself an idealist or a “pluralist” without quite knowing what he meant by the terms. He was also ambivalent about his nonconformity, and in January 1930 he feared that he was “in danger of being sidetracked” by religion, by his interest in organized labor, or by some “easier and more popular task.” Tempted to leave Union, he nevertheless remained determined to find some effective approach to adult education as well as a “tenable philosophy.”\(^\text{12}\)

Horton’s efforts to educate himself during 1929 and 1930 followed no clear
pattern. He learned about the problems of the urban poor by working at a boys' club in the Hell's Kitchen neighborhood of New York City and by visiting the city's Greenwich House and Henry Street Settlement. His sympathy toward labor unionism increased after he served as a volunteer organizer in an International Ladies' Garment Workers Union strike in New York and observed a bitter textile strike in Marion, North Carolina, during the winter of 1929-1930. He subsequently visited Brookwood Labor College, a residential labor school near Katonah, New York, dedicated to training potential labor leaders who would usher in a new, nonviolent social order. Brookwood disappointed Horton. The college seemed too formally structured and not readily adaptable either to the rural South or to the educational approach that had seemed so promising in Ozone. In the summer of 1930 Horton traveled to see what remained of the Oneida colony in upstate New York and of the cooperative experiments at Rugby and Ruskin in Tennessee and at New Harmony, Indiana. These alternative communities simply demonstrated to him how a small group of idealists could live apart from society and exert no impact on it. Meanwhile, Horton continued to search for clues on building an educational program in books on organized labor, the social gospel, socialism, and education, including works by British Fabian Socialist Richard H. Tawney and American educators John Dewey, George S. Counts, Eduard C. Lindeman, and Joseph K. Hart. Horton also received an unexpected lesson on the adversity confronting radicals in America when he unwittingly wore a red sweater to a May Day parade in New York and received a clout on the head from a mounted policeman for being a "god damn Red."

The most powerful influence on Horton during his stay at Union during 1929-1930 was Reinhold Niebuhr. Leader in the newly organized Fellowship of Socialist Churchmen, member of the pacifist Fellowship of Reconciliation, and prolific author of articles in religious and secular journals, Niebuhr had come to Union from a small parish in Detroit the year before Horton arrived. Enrolling in one of the theologian's seminars on Christian ethics, Horton was overpowered by the passion and complexity of Niebuhr's ideas. He was about to drop the course until other members of the class admitted that they did not fully understand the lectures either. Niebuhr persuaded the young Tennessean to remain in the class, and the two men developed a friendship that was to last the next four decades.

Niebuhr's lectures in the seminar formed the basis for his book *Moral Man and Immoral Society*, published in 1932. The theologian shared Horton's sensitivity to the tension between individual ideals and the cruelties of modern society, as well as his skepticism about the redemptive power of the social gospel. Like Horton, Niebuhr had become convinced by the late twenties that basic changes in the American political and economic system were necessary, even though neither had a clear strategy to bring about such changes. Niebuhr's basic thesis in *Moral Man* was simple: there is a fundamental distinction between the behavior of individuals and of groups, and those individuals
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seeking to create a better world must adopt coercive methods that they themselves consider ethically "embarrassing." Group conflict is inevitable and unending, and "liberal moralists" invariably involve themselves in unrealistic or confused political reforms because they fail to understand "the power of self-interest and collective egoism in all intergroup relations." Thus the problem reformers face is how to pit power against power in order to obtain an approximation of justice, which Niebuhr defined not as love or as an end to conflict but as a form of equality in a society "in a perpetual state of war." Neither nations nor privileged classes could be expected to transcend their interests to contribute to a new social order, Niebuhr believed. Only the "self-conscious and politically intelligent" proletariat, with its ability to combine "moral cynicism and unqualified equalitarian social idealism," holds the power to make a new order.  

But if politics was forever destined to remain an area in which conscience and power met to work out "tentative and uneasy compromises," what chance did the proletariat have of achieving a just social order? Niebuhr ruled out revolutionary socialism, for its " fanaticism" permitted absurdities in religion and cruelties in politics. Evolutionary or parliamentary socialism was not much better, for it was not at all certain that such socialism could force industrial society "in the direction of equality." Nonetheless, if evolutionary socialism could approach an "approximation of a rational social ideal," its nonviolent coercion was preferable to the violence of revolutionary socialism. Perfect justice remained an illusory goal. But the illusion was necessary, Niebuhr concluded, for it generated a "sublime madness" in those who believed in "the possibility of a purer and fairer society than will ever be established." As long as reason and individual ethical impulses sought to minimize the destructiveness of social conflict and to enhance the economic and political power of the "disinherited," Niebuhr was satisfied.  

Horton seemed to find new inspiration in Niebuhr's radical yet harshly realistic analysis. He was drawn to Niebuhr's attacks on corporate capitalism and the flaccid idealism of the social gospel, to his clear commitment to the interests of the working classes, to his call for new forms of education, and to his concern with the relationship between spiritual values and material welfare. In an essay written sometime during his year at Union, Horton wrote that the "laws, moral teachings and codes of ethics" traditionally used in confronting problems should be tested for their "validity and utility in the light of the present needs," and those that were obsolete should be replaced with "new thought processes." For his part Niebuhr was sympathetic if uncertain about what Horton intended to do in the southern mountains. Like some northern socialists, Niebuhr hoped that the relative sharpness of class tensions in the South would hasten the emergence of a genuinely radical proletariat. Perhaps Horton's proposed school would help.  

Although Horton had not reached any definite conclusions after a year in New York and at Union, his interests had turned from theology to sociology, and
in the fall of 1930 he began attending classes at the University of Chicago's prestigious Graduate School of Sociology. Again, Horton did not go to Chicago with the intention of making sociology his profession, and again he approached his studies with optimism. "For the first time in my school history," Horton noted to himself at the end of 1930, "I am taking what I want—regardless of credit or degree. My education looks hopeful." From Robert E. Park and other professors he learned that combining "techniques of accurate observation" with personal involvement in a community could enable him to "detect the real desires of the people and plan his work in light of this discovery." Park's theory that society was composed of individuals more or less antagonistic to each other, yet united by a set of accommodations that permit them to attain collective aspirations, suggested to Horton that educators should not try to resolve conflicts but seek some way to use them to move people away from the status quo. When people were satisfied that they were "headed in the right direction," Horton noted, there was no reason why they should not "plant" themselves in an environment that was conducive to their "desired type of growth."

Yet Horton continued to question whether his intellectual concerns had any relevance to his plans for a school in Tennessee, and once more he looked for answers outside the classroom. On several occasions during the 1930-1931 academic year he visited Hull House and discussed his embryonic ideas with Jane Addams and her colleague Alice Hamilton. Horton agreed with Addams's assessment that his proposed school resembled "a rural settlement house," though he saw his work in terms of an educational program using some of the techniques of settlement houses. He cultivated his interest in socialism as president of a local Socialist club and midwest representative of the League for Industrial Democracy. Horton's most important discovery in Chicago came in the spring of 1931, when he met a Danish-born Lutheran minister, Aage Møller, who had opened his church to university students for square dancing. One night Møller remarked that he had been a student and teacher at folk schools in his homeland that might provide a model for Horton's own endeavor, and he suggested that the Tennessean visit Denmark and study them. Further encouragement came from Enok Mortensen, pastor of an all-Danish congregation in Chicago, who invited Horton to attend services at his church. Fascinated by the vitality of the small Danish community, Horton spent the rest of the spring of 1931 learning more about the culture, language, and folk schools of Denmark.

The original purpose of the Danish folk schools, as conceived by Bishop Nikolai Grundtvig, was to awaken and develop patriotism and civic responsibility among the nation's long-oppressed rural peasantry. Through what Grundtvig called "the living word," the "people's high schools" were to make students aware of their shared cultural heritage, offer useful technical information, and encourage individual expression as well as a spirit of cooperation that would spread throughout the nation. Grundtvig never realized his own plan for a "Royal School for Life," but Danes had seized upon his idea to restore their
country's economic prosperity, social stability, and national pride after suffering a decisive defeat in a war with Prussia and Austria in 1864-1865. By the late 1920s the folk schools were widely credited with improvements in agricultural practices and the growth of intellectual activity and political participation among the rural population of Denmark. Their success inspired the formation of similar schools throughout Scandinavia and attracted considerable attention among adult educators in the United States.25

Excited by the possibility of adapting the Danish folk school concept to the southern mountains, Horton read everything available on the subject, including John C. Campbell's *The Southern Highlander and His Homeland*. Campbell and his wife, Olive Dame Campbell, who helped her husband collect material for the book and actually wrote most of it herself after his death in 1919, had believed for years that an educational venture patterned after the Danish folk schools might supplant existing mission schools in the mountains, and in 1925 Olive Campbell had established the John C. Campbell Folk School near Brasstown, North Carolina. Horton had learned about the school while he was at Union Theological Seminary, but he had believed it to be little more than a quilt-making cooperative, irrelevant to his own more politically radical interests. He was partly correct. Olive Campbell saw the Danish folk school as an alternative to the urban-oriented curriculum of the traditional rural school system, a way of relieving rural isolation, and a substitute for newer rural schools that stressed individual achievement rather than cooperation. At the same time, she admitted, the folk school approach would have to be readjusted "to conform to generally accepted American ideals."26 As David Whisnant has pointed out, Olive Campbell maintained "a gradualist, meliorist approach to social change, directing her work at the [John C. Campbell] folk school toward the small-scale economics of family farms and cooperatives, and assuming that individuals could find adequate room for mobility within an essentially unaltered system."27

Rejecting Campbell's essentially romantic view of rural life and social reform, Horton nevertheless thought in mid-1931 that he had discovered in the Danish folk school a first-rate model for his own adult education program. Denmark's remarkably rapid improvement certainly seemed to be due to the folk high schools, socialist politics, and cooperative agriculture. But he remained skeptical. How could such schools exert so much impact on the country's development? Møller again urged him to learn the language and investigate the folk schools for himself. By the end of the 1931 spring term, Horton had decided to go to Denmark. Undeterred by offers of a graduate assistantship from Professor Park and a position as principal of an academy in Tennessee, by his parents' financial needs, even by the pleas of his radical friends to stay and fight for revolutionary changes at home, Horton wanted time to fully explore the adaptability of the Danish folk schools to southern Appalachia and to sort through all the ideas and experiences he had accumulated since his undergraduate days. Reinhold Niebuhr endorsed the plan, and by working during the summer of 1931 in New York as a research assistant to Dr.
T.H. Aimes, a psychiatrist whom he had met in Chicago, Horton earned the money for a first-class ticket to Denmark.28

Arriving in Denmark around September 1931 with little money and only a slight understanding of Danish, Horton spent the next several months traveling, observing, and talking with folk school teachers and students. As his knowledge of Danish improved, Horton began to give lectures on the United States to civic clubs, labor unions, and folk school groups. Many of his talks, based in part on his reading of Vernon L. Parrington’s *Main Currents in American Thought* and Edwin A. Burtt’s *Principles and Processes of Right Thinking*, focused on race relations and southern Appalachia, subjects on which he could claim some limited knowledge. In one lecture, Horton depicted racial prejudice in the United States as the product of “a basic economic conflict” between the races, which capitalists manipulated to their advantage, and an individualistic ethic held by both blacks and whites. Dismissing old racial stereotypes, Horton described blacks as a “new racial type created in America and thus more distinctively American” than other “racial or national groups” in the country.29

The notes Horton took during his tour, with their reference to his symbolic “O school” in Tennessee, show that what he found in the folk schools was intriguing but ultimately disappointing. His rambling, disjointed thoughts suggest deepening frustration and uncertainty. “I never seem to get past the inspirational point,” he complained on one occasion. “I don’t seem able to clothe any idea in usable dress so that others can see them. At bottom I am damn lazy. There is a curiosity that keeps me working but no clear plan.”30 Never had he felt freer to pursue his educational project. At the same time, he feared that he was faltering, losing faith in his plan, and allowing his ideals to succumb to the temptations of conformity, comfort, and respectability: “Am I pitching my life on a plane to [sic] high? Is the air too thin to hold my weight when I am weary of flying?”31 The sense of doubt, the feeling that he was drifting from one school to another in Denmark as he had in the United States, plagued him. Horton observed that the strength of the folk schools lay in their informality, close student-teacher interaction, highly motivating learning process, and clear objectives. But he also noted that the original emotionally and morally charged mission that had made the schools successful had been lost or had become hazy. Many of the older, rural schools seemed to be draining “life from a buried past,” retaining the form of the earlier folk high schools but not their spirit.32 Horton responded more positively to the newer, urban folk schools for industrial workers, such as Johann Borup’s school in Copenhagen and the Workers’ Folk School at Esbjerg. It seemed to him that these schools effectively addressed the specific problems of Danish laborers and farmers while maintaining a commitment to far-reaching social and economic reform.33

During the winter of 1931-1932 Horton made several tentative decisions about his future work. He would return to the South, “to backward mountain sections at least one hundred years behind the most advanced parts of the country,” and begin a loosely structured “workers school” that would avoid “all
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semblance of a training school." Ideally, his school would be located on a farm, where students and teachers would have time both to reflect and to raise food, but there would be no attempt to glorify rural life. The curriculum would fulfill several functions. Beyond basic subjects such as mathematics and literature, courses would be flexible and oriented toward the students' actual needs, and they would provide the opportunity to introduce new ideas on socialism and labor unionism. Students and teachers would also seek to develop a greater sense of community in the surrounding area by promoting the formation of agricultural cooperatives and by staging social events for local residents. Through this combination of residential and community education, Horton somehow hoped to serve the cause of organized labor and socialism while rooting it in the culture of southern Appalachia. Sowing the seeds of a new social order would take time.35

Finally, on Christmas night 1931 Horton decided to end his quest. Unable to sleep, he sat down and wrote out his thoughts. It was time to stop trying to design a curriculum and a teaching approach in advance. He should simply go back to the southern mountains and open a school that would gradually assume its own institutional form and allow the "mountaineers" and factory workers of the region to develop the educational program themselves. The school would be a place where small groups of young southern men and women, black and white, could meet for three to five months at a time to learn "how to take their place intelligently in the changing world." Free of credits and examinations, teachers would help students acquire information relevant to their specific concerns and "broaden" their outlook so that they would be able "to make decisions for themselves and act on the basis of an enlightened judgment." In the years to come, Horton hoped, the school would become "a stopping place for traveling liberals and a meeting place for southern radicals."36 Horton doubted that the folk school idea would completely solve the problems of Appalachia. By February 1932, however, he was satisfied that his chosen method was "best suited for my personality and for the work I want to do."37

Tired and broke, Horton returned to the United States around May 1932, outlined his plans for a school to Reinhold Niebuhr, and secured his aid in raising financial support for the project. Niebuhr's announcement in late May 1932 of the forthcoming establishment of a "Southern Mountains School" emphasized the larger, more radical goals Horton had developed since his summer in Ozone. The new school, Niebuhr wrote, would train "radical labor leaders" in the necessity of both "political and union strategy" in "southern industrial areas." The school was to begin somewhere in the mountains of North Carolina on a budget of $3,000; it would help educationally disadvantaged adults learn how to make decisions about their own lives and bring about "a new social order." Although Niebuhr recognized the risks of starting a new venture in 1932 when so many other radical organizations were suffering financially, he was convinced of the need for a school to develop "an educated radical labor leadership" in the South.38 Horton persuaded Sherwood Eddy, secretary of the international YMCA, to donate $100 as the first contribution
to the school. With the aid of an advisory board that included Niebuhr, Eddy, Socialist party leader Norman Thomas, and Kirby Page of the Fellowship of Reconciliation, Horton would raise over $1,300 by early 1933 and receive the support of such luminaries as John Dewey, Roger Baldwin of the American Civil Liberties Union, and Frank P. Graham, president of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

While fund-raising went on, Horton began to assemble a teaching staff. Two of his former classmates at Union, John B. Thompson and James A. Dombrowski, agreed to join him after they completed their graduate studies. Thompson, a native Tennessean and a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Beloit College, was finishing a bachelor of divinity thesis under Niebuhr on "The Social Consequences of Religious Orthodoxy in the South." Dombrowski was writing a doctoral dissertation on the "Early Days of Christian Socialism in America," in which he attacked the futile dependence of the social gospel on goodwill as a technique for social change and its failure to appreciate the influence of economic power on politics. Thompson would come to Horton's school sometime during the spring of 1933 and stay less than a year; Dombrowski would arrive that fall and remain for nearly a decade.

Horton next began searching for a suitable location for his school. For much of the summer of 1932 he traveled throughout the mountainous regions of Tennessee, Kentucky, and North Carolina, looking for a site that fit the pastoral ideal he had imagined in Denmark. At one point he went to Atlanta seeking advice from Will W. Alexander, executive director of the Commission on Interracial Cooperation. Alexander only vaguely understood Horton's plans, but he knew a young man named Don West who was also interested in establishing a folk school in southern Appalachia, and he suggested that the two young men might work together.

Don West's background, education, and ideological commitments resembled Horton's in several respects. Born in rural north Georgia in 1906, West had worked his way through Lincoln Memorial University in Harrogate, Tennessee, where he had been president of the student YMCA and active in organizing Sunday schools in isolated mountain communities. In 1928 he entered Vanderbilt University and developed a keen interest in folk school education under the guidance of Alva W. Taylor and Joseph K. Hart. After spending a year in Denmark studying folk schools, West returned to Vanderbilt and obtained his bachelor of divinity degree in 1931. In his thesis, a sociological survey of rural Knott County, Kentucky, West passionately argued that the solution to the area's social and economic problems was a Danish system of education that would not only help "mountain people" improve their communities but also move them "to see the advantages of cooperation—Socialism" over "the present inhuman system." Tall, athletic, and given to writing poetry about southern Appalachia, West assumed the pastorate of a small Congregationalist church near Crossville, Tennessee, while waiting for an opportunity to open his own folk school in the region. He learned that Lilian
Johnson of Monteagle, Tennessee, was about to retire and wanted to turn over her farm to someone who would use it for a community project. West visited Johnson in the spring of 1932, impressed her with his plans for a folk school, and prepared to begin work in Monteagle that fall.43

Horton, when he met Don West at the Blue Ridge Assembly in North Carolina, found him to be a "mountain socialist" who was "growing more revolutionary every day."44 After several days of discussion, the two men decided that since each had something to offer—Horton the financial backing for a school and West a physical location for it—they should secure Johnson's property and operate a school as codirectors. By the time they reached Johnson's home in September 1932, the "Southern Mountains School" had become the "Highlander Folk School." The name seemed appropriate. The two men were adopting a label commonly applied to Appalachian culture in the early twentieth century to designate the people they intended to educate in the southern mountains. But first, they had to gain Johnson's approval.45

In the early 1930s Lilian W. Johnson aptly described herself as "by nature a promoter and organizer, rather than an educator."46 Born in 1864 into a wealthy Memphis banking and mercantile family, Johnson had earned a Ph.D. degree at Cornell University in 1902 and gone on to a distinguished career as an educator and advocate of agricultural cooperatives, temperance, and women's suffrage. In 1915 she moved to Summerfield, a small community near Monteagle, and built a large house as a community and educational center for both children and adults in the area. Over the next seventeen years Johnson promoted numerous local cooperative and educational programs. In 1925 she recruited May Justus and Vera McCam nell to teach reading to children and to offer night classes for adults in Summerfield. Yet most of Johnson's well-meaning efforts failed, largely because her condescending view of the community prevented her from ever understanding why her neighbors would not completely adopt her ideas. By 1932, a weary and elderly Johnson was ready to retire and donate her property to some worthwhile project. Following a series of meetings, she made a simple verbal agreement with Horton and West. The two men could use her property for a school as long as they ran it themselves, developed good relations with the community, and achieved tangible results with their programs. If at the end of one year she was not satisfied, they would have to go.47

On November 1, 1932, the Highlander Folk School opened for business. Horton and West—the "two young Galahads," as Alva Taylor dubbed them—had chosen a most appropriate place to begin their work.48 Located at the southern tip of the Cumberland Plateau, Grundy County was by all accounts a very depressed area. The 9,700 people living in the county in 1930 had known poverty, disease, and illiteracy for many years. The coal and lumber industries, on which the county had based its prosperity, had collapsed well before the Great Depression, leaving only devastated resources and exhausted cropland that Department of Agriculture officials declared incapable of supporting a farm population. The result was what Horton called a "stranded population," almost
entirely dependent upon some form of government relief. For decades younger people had left Grundy County in a futile search for jobs; their return merely worsened its economic problems. The government of Grundy County, according to the Tennessee Taxpayers Association, had “almost ceased to function” because of the inefficiency and indifference of county officials. There was little indication of leadership or sense of community among local residents. There were two county seats, at Tracy City and Altamont, thirty churches, an elementary school, a small resort area, and a number of good farm-to-market roads, but there was no hospital or public library. Most important to Horton and West, there was no adult education program in Grundy County.49

The area seemed to offer not only an open field for Horton and West but also a history of economic exploitation and labor protest that suggested to them at least the possibility of radical reform. The county was created in 1844 and named after Senator Felix Grundy, a noted criminal lawyer, attorney general under President Martin Van Buren, and land speculator in the Cumberland Mountains. The discovery of rich coal deposits in the 1850s had begun an almost continual drive for profit in land and coal. Mine operators acquired thousands of acres for as little as 12½ cents an acre, and by the 1880s the Tennessee Coal, Iron, and Railroad Company had emerged as the largest firm in the county. TCI managers crushed a Tracy City assembly of the Knights of Labor formed around 1884 and bitterly fought a United Mine Workers local organized in 1898. The most dramatic labor conflicts, however, were three coal miners’ insurrections in the early 1890s, known in the area as “the wars.” County miners reacted to TCI’s use of convict labor to reduce their own wages by freeing the prisoners, burning their stockades, and fighting gun battles with company guards. TCI leased its Grundy County property to the Tennessee Consolidated Coal Company in 1905, but the almost annual outbreak of short, violent strikes continued. Nevertheless, by the end of 1926 labor unions in the county had disappeared.50

Based on their reading of the problems of Grundy County in 1932, as well as its heritage of union activity, Horton and West believed that the prospects were good for using the Highlander Folk School to improve local conditions and train union leaders. The two men recognized, however, that county residents would be suspicious of a school staffed by college-educated people with unconventional ideas. Thus during the winter of 1932-1933 Horton and West worked hard to establish themselves in the community and to explain to curious visitors the nature of their work. At first Horton was discouraged. He and West subsisted on beans and potatoes. Their cash dwindled to about $250, and only a single residence student, the son of an Alabama coal miner, came to Highlander when it opened in November 1932. Gradually, however, the informal meetings the two men held with Summerfield residents in late 1932 evolved into the first regular classes at Highlander. A psychology class was formed after the wife of a neighboring farmer complained about her unruly children. A cultural geography class was started after neighbors looked at snapshots taken by Horton and
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West in Europe. Discussion of a local coal miners’ strike led to a course in economics, and the 1932 presidential campaign was the basis of sessions on political analysis. Throughout the winter an average of twenty people, ranging in age from eighteen to eighty, attended these and other classes, and a handful of residence students held weekly meetings with miners in outlying communities in the county. By early 1933 the three major features of Highlander’s adult education program—residential courses, community programs, and extension work—had begun to emerge.51

The establishment of the Highlander Folk School ended Myles Horton’s five-year search for an adult education program that promised both to benefit the people of southern Appalachia and to transform the social, economic, and political order. During those years he had reached a conclusion that recalled his first summer in Ozone and guided Highlander’s work throughout the rest of its history. Numerous elements contributed to Horton’s personal and intellectual development: his parents’ emphasis on Christian service; his work for the Presbyterian church and the YMCA; his friendship with ministers such as Abram Nightingale and Aage Møller; his classes at Union Theological Seminary and the University of Chicago; his extensive reading in philosophy and education; and especially his relationship with Reinhold Niebuhr and his investigation of the Danish folk schools.

Yet by 1932 Horton had come to the realization, reinforced by his first few months at Highlander, that assembling information on an issue without taking student experiences into account separated education from the actual needs of the people of southern Appalachia. He did not want to reproduce the shortcomings of earlier reform endeavors in the region. For generations missionary and philanthropic groups had raised a great deal of money for schools, institutes, and other enterprises in the southern mountains while leaving the basic problems of the region’s poor largely untouched. Instead of relying on missionaries for solutions to their ills, Horton wanted southern Appalachian residents to organize and use their own intellectual and material “resources” to build better communities on “a sound economic foundation.”52 Although he knew that encouraging students to make their own decisions about their education would require enormous confidence in the “working people” of southern Appalachia, his school sought to awaken “the best that I believe all possess.”53

Indeed, Highlander’s contributions to organized labor, civil rights, and Appalachian reform over the next fifty years stemmed from the energy and zeal with which Horton pursued his idea of using education as an instrument of social change. It is possible to attribute too much of Highlander’s history to a single personality, even to one as commanding as Horton. Highlander’s programs owed much to the thoughts and actions of several strong figures, and Horton himself was deliberately vague about his personal principles, partly because of their shifting emphases over time and partly because his public image overwhelmed and sometimes consumed his private life. Yet he was an extraordinarily independent man, determined to find some way to translate his
youthful discontent and experiences into an educational approach that expressed his ideals. Undeterred by doubts and disappointments, he rarely displayed any resignation or despair, and he was not intimidated by antiunionists, racists, or the economically and politically powerful. His sense of autonomy prepared him for a life of exhorting others to join him in creating a new social order. He remained informal and spontaneous, and he committed several mistakes, but he never lost sight of his original vision of a more democratic, more moral world.

Yet in 1932 Horton and West were as imprecise about the overall objectives of Highlander as they were about their teaching methods. Both wanted to help “mountain folks” understand and adjust to economic and social developments so that they could “enrich their lives and make life more worthwhile.”

An avowed socialist in 1932, West announced that Highlander “educates for a socialized nation” in which a social order based on “human justice, cooperation, a livelihood for every man and a fair distribution of wealth” would replace the existing system of “graft, exploitation and private profit.” Horton's goals were more restrained and even less definite. He proposed to educate industrial and agricultural laborers to exert greater control over their jobs and to build a new society embodying the ideals of democracy, brotherhood, and justice. The two men expected their appealing goals to attract farmers, miners, and unemployed workers to their two-week leadership training course in January 1933. After years of frustration, Horton believed he had finally developed an educational approach that reflected his own commitments to southern Appalachia and to fundamental social change. The procedure might not be clear, he wrote in Denmark in late 1931, but a radical must “champion a cause” and make it “real” to the people of the southern mountains.
The most striking characteristic of the Highlander Folk School's work between 1932 and 1937 was the contrast between its ambitious objectives and its limited achievements. The school's letterhead summarized its two major goals. First, Highlander sought "to educate rural and industrial leaders for a new social order." No one at HFS ever fully articulated the nature of this new order. But in November 1932 Myles Horton and Don West anticipated that the growth of the coal and textile industries in the South would require the training of local union leaders who would contribute to the rise of a broad-based labor movement committed to fundamental social and economic reform. Equally important was Highlander's second overall aim, "to conserve and enrich the indigenous cultural values of the mountains." From his past experiences Horton knew that he could not impose any educational program on the people he wanted to help and that the success of a southern labor movement would rest largely upon its ability to respect regional customs and traditions.

Yet the Highlander teaching staff encountered a host of difficulties during the early and mid-1930s in trying to give purpose and direction to the school's programs. Staff members provided various services to the Monteagle community, became involved in several violent labor struggles in East Tennessee, began a food cooperative in Grundy County, and attempted to start another school in Allardt, Tennessee. But their plans often outdistanced what actually occurred. Highlander's role in the southern labor movement was primarily confined to Grundy County and to relatively small communities in the area, and virtually every strike involving HFS staff members was unsuccessful. Organized labor in the South grew more slowly and was less militant than the staff ever liked to admit, and unions remained weak and disorganized. In its eagerness to bring about a new social order, the faculty engaged in radical political activities that did little to further Highlander's programs or to increase their appeal to southern wage earners. Thus HFS teachers were almost continually forced to redefine and reevaluate their policies, curriculum, and commitment to social change, resulting in serious conflicts over the means and ends of the school. Compounding
these problems were unrelenting financial troubles. In short, staff members only partially succeeded in developing a coherent program of labor education during Highlander’s early years. Nonetheless, by the time the Committee for Industrial Organization initiated its southern organizing campaign in 1937, Highlander had achieved a measure of distinction as a school willing to help transform labor relations in the South.

The earliest classes at Highlander were scarcely adequate to the task of creating anything resembling a new social order. In early 1933 Horton believed that education at HFS should lead to “conscious class action” among southern mine and mill workers and to the development of some type of socialist society. Exposing students to “conflict situations where the real nature of our society is projected in all its ugliness” would keep Highlander’s programs from becoming “unrealistic,” Horton believed, and actively participating in community affairs would prevent the school from becoming “a detached colony or utopian venture.”

Such bold declarations of purpose, however, belied a loosely organized curriculum of relatively traditional courses for a painfully small number of students. A total of eight young men and women enrolled in the first residence term between November 1932 and April 1933. In an effort to increase attendance, Horton and West announced a special two-week leadership training course for area farmers, miners, and unemployed workers that would begin on January 16. One week before that date, however, the federal Reconstruction Finance Corporation offered jobs to most of the prospective students, and only one former hosiery mill worker arrived on the first day of the course. During the five-month residence term the students pursued independent studies and attended courses in economics, cultural geography, psychology, history, and literature. They discussed the structure, functions, and benefits of labor unions; wrote spirited essays on such subjects as “Technocracy and Socialism” and “Socialism and Christianity”; and joined local residents in evening meetings on various social and economic problems. But clearly something was missing. By the end of the term in April 1933, the HFS faculty had discontinued all classes except John Thompson’s seminar on religion and social change. Teachers, going far beyond the interests of their students, had tended to dwell upon abstractions. In one fabled economics class, held in the school’s kitchen, the instructor had propped a blackboard over the sink and used pots and pans to demonstrate how economic theories applied to everyday life. But when students in a psychology class decided to learn “how to think straight,” Horton had conducted a “brief survey of the nervous system” in an awkward attempt to supplement the main topic of interest.

Acknowledging the shortcomings of these first residence classes, staff members looked to a coal miners’ strike in Wilder, Tennessee, to relate the school’s program to the concrete problems facing farm and factory workers in the South. To Horton the labor conflict offered teachers and students a chance to be involved in clear-cut class struggle while they gained firsthand knowledge of
conditions in the area. Yet the violence between striking miners and coal operators and the isolation of the Wilder community reduced much of its instructive value. There was no powerful labor organization to support the strikers' efforts to secure better wages and company recognition of their local union. And without an effective educational program to offer the miners, Highlander could do little to influence the outcome of the strike.\(^3\)

The Wilder strike began in the summer of 1932. Three companies owned all the coal mines around Twinton and Crawford in Overton County and Wilder and Davidson in Fentress County. The New York–based Brier Hill Collieries owned the mines at Twinton; E.W. and Hubert Patterson operated the mines at Davidson; and W.D. Boyer and L.L. Shivers managed the area's largest mines at Wilder for the Nashville-based Fentress Coal and Coke Company. The Depression forced Brier Hill Collieries to close its mines in the early summer of 1932, and on July 8, 1932, Shivers and the Patterson brothers announced that in order to keep their mines open they would not renew their contract with the UMW local unless its members accepted a 20 percent cut in wages. Union miners, who had resented conditions in the mines and mining camps for years, rejected the demand and went on strike, deciding that they would "much rather starve out in the open than starve to death in the mines."\(^4\) The mines remained closed until mid-October 1932, when nonunion miners and a handful of union members resumed work at the Wilder mines under the protection of armed guards. During the next seven months, until June 1933, the violence of the Wilder strike was comparable to the prolonged and bitter conflict between coal miners and operators in "Bloody" Harlan County, Kentucky, during the 1930s. Governor Henry H. Horton dispatched nearly two hundred national guardsmen into the area in November 1932, but the presence of soldiers brought no peace to Wilder.\(^5\)

Myles Horton went to the town in November 1932. If his youthful idealism predisposed him to side with the striking miners, he encountered nothing to alter his sympathies. Horton ate a meager Thanksgiving dinner at the home of Barney Graham, president of the Wilder UMW local, and was deeply moved by the suffering he observed in the community. He was waiting for a bus the next afternoon when Captain Hubert Crawford arrested him, took him to state police headquarters, seized his notes on the strike, and charged him with "coming here and getting information and going back and teaching it."\(^6\) Released the following morning, Horton immediately began a campaign to build public support for the strike. He charged that newsman had ignored the coal companies' open contempt for the law, the evidence linking company employees with the demolition of a railroad bridge, the widespread drunkenness among the soldiers, and the threat to kill Barney Graham. But Horton's claims merely provoked angry retorts from national guard officers that radical agitators like him were responsible for the troubles at Wilder. In early December 1932, Fentress coal company officials secured a sweeping injunction against the local union, effectively deciding the fate of the strike. The guardsmen left Wilder shortly before
Christmas, but returned again in January 1933 to patrol the area after violence erupted again. Highlander had done nothing to aid the miners, Don West noted, "except stir up a lot of hell."

As an uneasy truce settled over the area in early 1933, HFS staff members and others sympathetic to the union cause turned to the task of providing relief to the families of miners still on strike. Through the Wilder Emergency Relief Committee, Howard A. Kester, southern secretary of the Fellowship of Reconciliation, supplied desperately needed food and clothing. Although some strikers were concerned that Horton was a "Red," the assistance offered by Horton, West, and their students convinced many of the miners of their good intentions. For the rest of the winter of 1933 small groups from Highlander periodically visited Wilder. They helped with relief work, gathered data on the coal companies and conditions in the community, conducted study sessions on unionism, compiled reports on union and strike activities, appealed for funds to feed the miners' families, and made plans with local union officers to start a cooperative garden project. If the union members could hold out for "a mere living wage," the HFS staff believed, they would not only "save" Wilder but also give inspiration to "southern labor at large."

Nevertheless, as the strike wore on into the spring of 1933 and more and more miners trickled back to work, Kester, Horton, and their associates recognized that the strike would last only as long as Barney Graham was able to hold the union local together. The second withdrawal of troops on February 17, 1933, ignited another wave of dynamite explosions, gun battles, ambushes, holdups, whippings, and fires. To prove their claim that a majority of the men would return to work were it not for Graham and "outside influence," Fentress coal company managers published a letter written by a Highlander student who declared that it was "the historic mission of the working class to destroy the capitalist system." In mid-April 1933 Horton learned of a plan by company guards to kill Barney Graham. State officials failed to heed Horton's warnings that Graham's life was in danger, and on April 30, 1933, the strike leader was dead. Graham's murder "just killed me," Horton later recalled. "If I hadn't already been a radical, that would have made me a radical right then." Nearly three hundred miners, their strike finally broken, returned to work without a union contract and under heavy guard the next day. As further outbreaks of violence occurred, Horton predicted "a war of revenge," and West gravely observed that all was "quiet in Wilder Hollow—the quiet that always comes before the storm breaks."

A Chattanooga Times editor noted in June 1933, however, that "Bloody Wilder" was also becoming "ragged Wilder, hungry Wilder, desperate Wilder," whose people could no longer exist without some form of relief. Horton and Alva Taylor of the Church Emergency Relief Committee tried to promote a cooperative project to sustain the miners through the summer, but the strike had devastated the area. The mines at Twinton and Crawford permanently closed in
the summer of 1933, and nonunion miners worked for substandard wages under armed guard at the remaining mines at Davidson and Wilder. Banking, telephone, transportation, medical, and educational services all but disappeared. A Tennessee Valley Authority official reported in October 1933 that miners and their families were living in "a condition bordering on starvation." Concluding in the fall of 1933 that there was no hope for the coal industry or for organized labor at Wilder, Kester, Taylor, and other concerned people found jobs and housing for miner families at TVA, Civilian Conservation Corps, and federal resettlement projects in the area. Horton was reluctant to acknowledge the defeat of the union. At the Socialist party state convention, held at Highlander in June 1933, he and other participants declared that TVA's Cove Creek project would snatch victory away from the striking miners in Wilder and allow coal operators to continue their "ruthless exploitation of the workers." 

The lessons of the Wilder strike helped shape Highlander's labor education programs during the 1930s. Wilder had indeed presented the sort of "conflict situation" the HFS staff thought students needed to understand their own pressing problems. The strike taught the handful of teachers and students at the school about the role of newspapers, churches, Socialists, and public officials in labor conflicts; the importance of accumulating and analyzing information from firsthand experience; the potential usefulness of education in advancing the cause of organized labor; and the way in which the South seemed to be "awakening in spots" and providing "real leadership" in communities like Wilder. Highlander's participation in the Wilder strike also brought publicity to the school. Three resident students attending the 1933-1934 winter term were members of striking miners' families from Wilder, and the school began to attract the attention of southern labor union officials.

Still, several major institutional problems faced the HFS staff. In 1933-1934 Highlander was in deep financial trouble. Horton and West believed that the school's programs should be largely self-sustaining. No salaries were paid during the first fiscal year, and the staff subsisted mostly on turnip greens and beans. The rigid economy kept expenses down to about $1,300 that year and enabled the staff to buy books and journals and to extend assistance to places such as Wilder. But the school's meager food supplies dwindled as more teachers and students came to Highlander, and funds were needed for car repairs, electricity, postage, insurance, taxes, office equipment, books, traveling expenses, and a new community meeting house. Reinhold Niebuhr worried about the lack of publicity for the school and the apparent nonchalance of staff members toward fund raising, especially at a time when philanthropic aid was scarce. He used his influence to secure money and materials for Highlander and urged Horton to seek foundation grants. During the summer and fall of 1933 staff members launched a fund-raising drive that highlighted the community's support of the school, the educational and cooperative projects at Wilder, the services students were providing in "southern labor fields," and the use of
Highlander by the Socialist party as a training school. Their campaign produced limited results. Highlander's cash balance was exactly $5.57 on May 1, 1933, and even less on October 1, 1933.

Adding to the strains of developing educational programs under such constricted conditions was Lilian Johnson's concern over the poor treatment of her property and Highlander's controversial involvement in the Wilder strike. While she publicly defended the school in December 1932 against charges of communism, she admonished Horton for his role in the strike and advised him not to teach "divisive" theories and slogans that would alienate local residents who associated socialism with "the worst kind of trade unionism," "loose living," and other "horrors." Johnson decided in May 1933 to renew the lease on her house and farm for another five years. But Highlander's future remained doubtful, and staff members assumed that they would have to find a new location soon.

Dissatisfied with Highlander's halting steps toward a new social order, Don West left the school on April 1, 1933. He and Horton shared an idealistic commitment to the welfare of the southern labor movement, but from the beginning of their collaboration neither had been entirely comfortable with the temperament and judgment of the other. The result was a series of clashes that created internal chaos at the school. Horton charged that West was too individualistic, too extravagant with school funds, and too inattentive to the day-to-day operations at HFS. West responded that Horton attached too much importance to Highlander as an institution, made unilateral decisions regarding staff hiring and student admissions, and claimed sole responsibility for the school's continued existence. Dissolving the partnership appeared to be the only solution.

West first went to Atlanta to head the defense committee for Angelo Herndon, a young black Communist organizer charged with violating an 1869 Georgia insurrection statute. He subsequently made an ill-conceived attempt to foment a student strike at the Berry School near Rome, Georgia, founded the Southern Folk School and Libraries near Kennesaw, Georgia, and supported several Communist causes during the 1930s. In 1967 he and his wife Constance established the Appalachian South Folklife Center near Pipestem, West Virginia, dedicated to the teaching and preservation of the region's cultural heritage.

Highlander's internal affairs began to improve with the arrival of Elizabeth Hawes and James Dombrowski in 1933. The Vassar-educated Hawes had spent a year at Brookwood Labor College and a summer at the John C. Campbell Folk School before coming to HFS in the spring of 1933. Free-spirited and devoutly socialist, "Zilla" expected that the Depression would produce a "spontaneous indigenous labor movement" and hoped to stimulate "working people" to begin a revolution "in all its phases." Dombrowski arrived at Highlander in the fall of 1933 after spending most of the year raising funds for the school. Son of a Tampa, Florida, jeweler, Dombrowski had fought in France during World War I. Graduating from Emory University in 1923, he organized the Emory Alumni
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Association and served as its first executive secretary before pursuing graduate work at the University of California at Berkeley, Harvard, Columbia, and Union Theological Seminary. Thoughtful, meticulous, and a committed radical who had been jailed in 1929 for publicly supporting striking mill workers in Elizabethton, Tennessee, Dombrowski was anxious to start working at Horton’s “radical labor school,” for he saw “some stirring days ahead” in the South.23

Meanwhile, the spontaneous strike of local bugwood cutters in July 1933 marked both the beginning of Highlander’s acceptance in the community and the first real implementation of the school’s educational program. A number of men in the Summerfield area worked for an agent contracted by the Tennessee Products Company of Nashville to provide three hundred cords of cutover timber, known as bugwood, for a distillation process that extracted alcohol and other products from the wood. The woodcutters earned seventy-five cents per cord, half of what they had been paid on previous jobs. After Henry Thomas calculated that he was making between fifty and seventy-five cents for a ten-hour day, he persuaded two dozen of his fellow cutters to go on strike on July 3, 1933. Two days later he and Bill Marlowe, secretary of the Summerfield Socialist party, began to hold meetings at Highlander, where a growing number of cutters and their sympathizers indignantly discussed the low wages, the unfair measuring system, and the exorbitant company store prices. With staff member Dorothy Thompson’s help, the strikers formed committees to negotiate with the local agent, to investigate whether Tennessee Products could afford pay raises, and to gather information on the location of other bugwood cutters in order to bring effective pressure against the firm in Summerfield. The agent offered a five-cent raise and vaguely claimed that the strike violated some new law. In response striking cutters met at Highlander, agreed with Thomas that “it takes sharp tools, a strong back and a weak mind to cut bugwood at the existing pay scale, and decided to stay together and demand $1.50 a cord and proper measuring procedures.24

The bugwood strike was not large, involved no momentous issues, and occurred at a time when the HFS staff was struggling with its own institutional needs. But the strike gave staff members their first opportunity to respond to a perceived problem within the community and to promote the development of a labor organization as the basis for broader reforms. Cutting a local Socialist meeting short when strikers arrived at Highlander “on fire to organize,” Dorothy Thompson presided over the formation of the Cumberland Mountain Workers’ League on July 10, 1933.25 Horton helped league leaders draft a constitution for the organization, whose stated purposes were “to prevent wholesale destruction of our forests” and “to better the conditions of the community” by raising the wages of its members.26 The striking woodcutters recognized that their goals were contradictory. They did not want to cut down the trees at all, but they also knew that jobs were scarce in the area. Still, it seemed strange to them to be destroying the forests at seventy-five cents a day while the federal government was sponsoring a reforestation camp at the other end of
Grundy County. They were determined either to preserve their forests or to be paid a decent wage for their work.\textsuperscript{27}

Although the woodcutters won neither higher wages nor recognition of their union, the Highlander staff used the yearlong strike and the Cumberland Mountain Workers' League to foster greater confidence among local residents in their ability to run their own affairs. Cutters and sympathetic neighbors picketed the woods to stop all bugwood cutting while they awaited federal intervention in the strike. HFS staff members organized several league committees and turned their meetings into classes where strikers learned the laws and codes governing their industry and the federal agencies responsible for administering them. The cutters wrote letters requesting information, studied the technical reports they received, and made recommendations to their colleagues on the basis of their findings. It was a cumbersome process, and the woodcutters' frustration grew as their grievances were shuttled among various federal agencies. Finally, Horton led a four-man delegation, representing the league as well as 2,000 area coal miners and textile mill hands, to Washington in November 1933 to lay their complaints before Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins. The men never saw Perkins, however, and by the time the committee returned from Washington, Tennessee Products officials had announced that they were canceling all contracts for the bugwood.\textsuperscript{28}

Only the tenacity of the woodcutters kept the strike alive until mid-1934. The Highlander staff conducted classes during the winter of 1933-1934 in support of the cutters' attempts to start a cooperative farm and a small cooperative store and laundry. But by May 1934 the cutters were ready to end the strike and accept the company's offer of $1.00 a cord if it would recognize and bargain with their union. The company rejected the proposal, and after exhausting their appeals to federal mediators and Tennessee Federation of Labor officials, the unemployed cutters formed the Cumberland Mountain Unemployed and Workers' League in July 1934 to seek an increase in relief payments.\textsuperscript{29}

Despite its collapse, the bugwood strike was an important step in establishing Highlander as an ally of organized labor and a friendly meeting place for local residents. The strike confirmed Horton's belief that workers were capable of recognizing their most pressing problems and forming unions that could be part of a southwide labor movement. HFS teachers and league members discovered that they could neither depend upon outside agencies to support their interests nor remain unaffiliated with larger and stronger organizations. The bugwood strike opened the way for the development of a community education program at Highlander, and Horton later contended that the staff's experiences during the struggle furnished the basis for its subsequent work with labor, farmer, and civil rights groups.\textsuperscript{30}

Highlander's training of local labor leaders, however, did little to improve the school's residence program. There remained a large gap between its vaguely defined goals and the application of methods to achieve them. Before each residence term, staff members would announce its purpose, the anticipated size
of the student body, the costs of the session, the curriculum they intended to follow, and the results they hoped to achieve. But each session would fall short of their expectations or only partially fulfill their plans, a pattern that was to be repeated well into the 1930s.

The winter residence term of 1933-1934 offers a glaring example of the weaknesses in Highlander's early residence program. In late 1933 Horton, Hawes, Dombrowski, Dorothy Thompson, and new staff members Rupert Hampton, a graduate of Union Theological Seminary, and Malcolm Chisholm, an artist and dramatist from Alabama, made plans for a five-month residence session for miners and mill workers on the Cumberland Plateau. Tuition was $75 or the equivalent in farm products or labor. Courses would include economics, labor history, psychology, sociology, English, public speaking, dramatics, music, and art. Teachers and students would also participate in strikes, organize local unions, publish a school newspaper, make speeches in a labor chautauqua, and engage in community projects. The session was scheduled to begin on December 1, 1933. But for some unexplained reason, the winter term began in the middle of March 1934 and closed ten weeks later. For at least part of the session Hawes was in Knoxville teaching textile union members; Dombrowski and Chisholm were in Allardt, Tennessee, constructing a new school for HFS; and Horton was in a sanitarium, recovering from mental and physical exhaustion. Thus the responsibility for the term fell largely on the relatively inexperienced Thompson and Hampton. Only four students attended the winter session, and its overwhelmingly academic orientation was painfully evident in the extensive use of textbooks as the basis for class discussions. The staff was consolation only by the claim of one student that she had learned more during her stay at Highlander than she would have by spending a year in high school or college.32

Well aware of the shortcomings of the winter term and spurred by a noticeable increase in southern rank-and-file militancy in 1934, the Highlander faculty prepared more thoroughly for a six-week summer residence term held during June and July 1934. The format of the term was both more flexible and more sophisticated, with core courses in labor history, labor economics, and sociology, and optional classes in labor journalism, public speaking, dramatics, music, and art. Tuition for the term was $30, and scholarships were available for those workers on strike or unable to pay. Most of the eighteen full-time students attending the session were from East Tennessee and members of unions like the UMW, Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, American Federation of Hosiery Workers, and United Textile Workers. All of the students declared themselves united in their concern with "the evils of the present day economic system."32

Throughout the term teachers and students made a conscious effort to apply their classroom work to the needs of area labor unions, the Monteagle community, and Highlander. Zilla Hawes covered "the story of the working class from Feudalism up to the present American scene" with the aid of charts,
outlines, her own knowledge as an ACWA organizer, and the experiences of students in recent strikes. Myles Horton's psychology class investigated "the prejudices and other psychological handicaps that weakened the Labor Movement," drawing examples from labor situations familiar to the students. James Dombrowski's lectures on Russia prompted an examination of capitalist and Communist economic systems. Students also practiced the fundamentals of public speaking and parliamentary law, wrote short plays on the struggles of organized labor, and published a weekly newspaper called the *Fighting Eaglet.* Several special events supplemented the classroom work. "Union Week," held in mid-July for workers unable to stay for the full session, assessed conditions in the southern textile industry and union organizing problems.33

While its importance should not be exaggerated, the decision by faculty and students at the 1934 summer term to study the necessity of cooperation among black and white laborers was an early indication of Highlander's willingness to confront the issue of race relations in the South. Following a talk by Howard Kester of the Conference on Economic and Racial Justice on the close economic link between southern white and black workers, several students asked for "the Negroes' side since the problem was important for the working class."34 Staff members hesitated. In March 1934 they had reluctantly decided not to have a group of black students at the school, fearing that "the harm it would do in the community would more than offset any sort of value" from such a visit.35 Believing that Highlander had since gained enough community support to bring a black speaker to the school, the faculty invited Knoxville College professor J.H. Daves to discuss the need for an interracial alliance of unionized workers. Reaction came swiftly, and guards had to be posted around HFS at night when local opponents threatened to dynamite the school.36

Students were generally positive in their appraisal of the summer session, but staff members remained dissatisfied with the organization and conduct of the term. Zilla Hawes reminded her colleagues of the school's "revolutionary purpose" and of the need to bring "the people along with us to revolution and the classless society." Dorothy Thompson was more conscious of the school's need for the tolerance of the Summerfield community, which might be threatened by hosting black speakers, drinking alcohol, dressing immodestly, and engaging in loose talk about morality.37 After several meetings, staff members agreed to screen student applicants more closely, to encourage them to come as representatives of their unions, to set a limit of fifteen students for each session, and to be more observant in their behavior. Each faculty member was to supervise a specific "department." As secretary, Dombrowski was to act as spokesman for the school. As educational director, Horton was to direct the operations of the residence sessions.38

The refinements in Highlander's residence program partly reflected its early extension work. As in the bugwood strike, staff members neither initiated nor significantly influenced the results of several strikes in East Tennessee during 1933 and 1934. But their prompt appearance at picket lines and their
efforts to promote permanent unified action among strikers enhanced the school’s reputation as a friend of labor in the South. Highlander’s extension program began when Hawes went to Knoxville as an ACWA organizer, formed the first local of the union in the South in August 1933, and successfully guided workers through a strike for union recognition at the Liebovitz Shirt Factory in Knoxville.39 After Hawes helped organize a UTW local at the Brookside Cotton Mill in Knoxville, she and other HFS teachers assisted in an unsuccessful strike against the mill in November 1933. During the winter and spring of 1934, staff members took part in what Dombrowski described as “a losing battle, but a grand struggle” over union recognition at the Harriman Hosiery Mills west of Knoxville.40 To sustain the strikers’ militancy Dombrowski, Hawes, and others from Highlander joined picket lines, organized and addressed union demonstrations, and held meetings with jailed strikers. But in spite of a settlement negotiated by National Recovery Administration officials in July 1934, most of the mill hands doubted that they would ever work at the mills again.41

Highlander staff members participated in these and other union activities with an eye toward building an education program to help newly unionized workers understand the procedures, tactics, and purposes of their organizations. Like the residence terms, however, the extension work started slowly. In early 1934 Hawes announced the opening of a branch of the folk school in Knoxville that amounted to a reading room in a local hotel and the city’s ACWA headquarters. Once a week she, Horton, and Dombrowski held classes for local union members and sympathizers on such subjects as labor history and the relationship between religion and labor. But the failure to find a suitable location for the branch school severely affected attendance, and by early February 1934 HFS staff members agreed that the entire program needed to be overhauled. The bitter failures of recent strikes also produced recriminations that damaged Highlander’s work in Knoxville. In late February 1934 the Knoxville Central Labor Union ousted secretary Frank Torlay for official misconduct, but not before he presented books taken from Highlander’s reading room as proof that “communists” and “atheists” were responsible for the loss of the Brookside and Harriman strikes. Thereafter the HFS staff found it difficult to reorganize their Knoxville center and turned to extension projects elsewhere in East Tennessee.42

As some HFS teachers struggled to apply the lessons of their extension work to residence terms, others made considerable progress in rooting the school’s activities in the Monteagle area. Indeed, the residential, extension, and community programs were about as evenly balanced in the mid-1930s as they would ever be in the folk school’s history. The most ambitious attempt to promote community organizing involved the development of several small cooperative enterprises in 1934. Like Highlander’s other programs, the effort produced limited results. After Dorothy Thompson and Rupert Hampton directed a six-week course on the history and operation of cooperatives, several Summerfield families formed the Cumberland Mountain Co-operative and
applied for a $19,600 grant from the Federal Emergency Relief Administration in January 1934. HFS teachers may have seen the proposed farm and canning cooperative as "a demonstration of a society based on the socialist philosophy," but most local supporters of the project were simply "tired of going hungry because of insufficient relief and no jobs." Despite the FERA's apparent enthusiasm for the proposal, Colonel Walter L. Simpson, director of the Tennessee Emergency Relief Administration, vetoed funds for the cooperative because he associated it with Highlander's "communist and anarchist" leadership. Twelve Summerfield women proceeded to organize the Highlander Folk Cooperative on August 1, 1934. By November, eighteen families had canned over eleven hundred jars of vegetables. Cooperative members once again applied for a federal grant in late 1934, and in March 1935 the FERA awarded $7,000 to the Highlander Folk Cooperative, apparently convinced that it had no official connection with the Highlander Folk School.

The cooperative never received the grant. The similarity between its name and that of the folk school led to angry protests that the money would only benefit HFS and "perpetuate the teaching of radical doctrines" in the area. Prominent county citizens and local American Legionnaires complained that the directors of the cooperative were all connected in some way with the folk school, and they generally agreed with Southern States Industrial Council president John Edgerton that Highlander was "a thoroughly Communistic enterprise" whose teachers "devoted themselves to the teaching of anti-American doctrines." Evangelist Billy Sunday added moral indignation to the protest during a revival in Chattanooga in June 1935, when he denounced the grant as a Communist assault upon the American home and the teachings of Jesus Christ. Despite repeated declarations by union leaders, clergymen, and others that the cooperative and the folk school were two separate organizations, TERA officials refused to turn over the grant to the cooperative, and the money reverted to the FERA. The collapse of subsequent cooperative efforts, including a tomato patch, a sewing circle, a buying club, and a furniture shop, virtually ended Highlander's attempts to promote cooperatives in the community.

Highlander and its neighbors had learned some hard lessons from the failure of these cooperative experiments. Clearly, Grundy County's resources could not sustain its unemployed population; the cooperatives merely exchanged one form of poverty for another. Moreover, the success of local unions and cooperatives required not only strong popular support but also close affiliation with larger and more powerful organizations. On the other hand, although the Highlander Folk Cooperative hardly constituted a serious threat to the economy of the region, the vehement protests against the FERA grant suggests that Highlander was having an impact well beyond its immediate location. The cooperative also helped the HFS staff gain a critically important community base from which to expand its work throughout East Tennessee. Recognizing the urgency of maintaining this foundation, the faculty made it a policy to remain in contact with Summerfield and the surrounding area,
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avoiding any paternalistic "social service, ymca attitude" toward local residents. By modifying their programs in response to county problems, staff members would simultaneously enlarge their influence "in an educational way," broaden their "community base of support and protection," and attract a greater number of potential students.

Though Highlander gained some organizational stability during 1934, staff members still faced serious questions about its financial status and permanent location. On October 20, 1934, Horton, Dombrowski, Hawes, Hampton, and Chisholm secured a state charter of incorporation, designating the school as a nonprofit institution for adult workers' education and naming the five teachers as the first board of directors. (The HFS faculty constituted the governing body of the school until 1940.) Funding remained a constant struggle. A decline in individual contributions, poorly planned and managed building projects, and residence term expenses left Highlander "nearly broke" in August 1934. Horton wanted to keep the budget relatively small so staff members would not be forced to spend too much time on financial matters. Nevertheless, he and Hawes were compelled to embark on a fund-raising tour of the Midwest and Northeast in the fall of 1934, forming chapters of the Highlander Folk School Cooperators among college "liberal clubs," church groups, and other organizations willing to aid HFS. As before, the campaign brought limited results. Between October 1933 and December 1934 revenue from donations, tuition, guest and conference fees, and honoraria totaled about $8,200, but construction and operating expenses left less than $250 in the school treasury on January 1, 1935. Although the 1935 budget totaled only $3,427, Dombrowski estimated that the staff would be hard pressed to raise that amount.

Meanwhile, the continuing uncertainty about what Lilian Johnson would ultimately do with her Monteagle property prompted the HFS staff to begin work on a second Highlander in December 1933. Joe Kelley Stockton, Horton's friend since the late 1920s, had offered the use of several hundred acres for a folk school near Allardt, 145 miles north of Monteagle in Fentress County. Plans for the new residential center were thorough, romantic, and impractical. A volunteer labor force of students, teachers, and local workers was to construct a building large enough to house fifteen students, a furniture-making shop, and a "cottage" for teachers. Staff members hoped to limit the cost of the project to $3,550 by using the wood and sandstone found in abundance on the property for building materials and a nearby waterfall for power. The only remuneration Highlander could provide the work crew, wrote Dombrowski, was "the experience of working in a thoroughly interesting mountain community, good fellowship, and the participation in a significant social adventure."

The hope of transferring Highlander's headquarters to Allardt by the end of 1934 quickly evaporated. In addition to extremely cold weather in February 1934 and the difficulty of assembling a work crew, the cutting of some eighty-five tons of sandstone and hauling it to the building site was an excruciatingly slow and laborious process. Between June and October 1934 a fifteen-man crew
of college students and unemployed factory workers from Monteagle struggled daily in the quarry and devoted evenings to reading and informal discussions. The foundation for the first building was not completed until late September. At this rate, staff members feared, it would take a decade to finish the project; in October 1934 they suspended work for the winter because there was no money to support the work crew and maintain the Monteagle school at the same time. Already the work at Allardt had cost over $3,000, and an architect estimated that it would take another $1,300 to complete the main building alone. Although the HFS staff resolved to resume construction in the spring of 1935, the Allardt project was doomed. The obstacles facing Highlander, Dombrowski wryly observed in October 1934, seemed to be “in inverse proportion to the size of the school.”

Staff members gamely pressed ahead with their residence program for 1935 at the Monteagle school. Enrollment remained low, but Horton showed little concern about the size of the student body; he never would. He and his colleagues wanted to train organizers “with a social vision” and rank-and-file workers to carry on education programs in their own unions and communities.

Among the eight students attending the two-month winter session that began in January 1935 was Zilphia Mae Johnson of Paris, Arkansas. Johnson was a calm, quiet, and talented woman of Spanish and Indian blood who had graduated from the College of the Ozarks and become a devoted follower of radical Presbyterian minister Claude Williams. Her father, a coal operator, had forced her to leave home because of “her revolutionary Christian attitudes,” Howard Kester explained to Dombrowski, but she remained determined to use her musical and dramatic ability in “some field of radical activity.” Kester arranged for Johnson to go to Highlander with the idea of learning some fundamentals of the labor movement and then going on to “Brookwood or some other more advanced labor school.” She never reached Brookwood. Zilphia was “the girl I had been waiting for,” Horton told Lilian Johnson, and he married her on March 6, 1935.

The highlight of the 1935 residence terms was a strike against the Richmond Hosiery Mills in the Chattanooga area in February 1935. Highlander staff and students lived for a week in the homes of striking hosiery workers, organized educational and recreational activities, visited and spoke at picket lines, and helped stage a demonstration parade of strikers and sympathizers. Staff members hoped that their participation in the strike would bring a larger number of local American Federation of Labor leaders in the South to their 1935 summer session, but the AFL response was disappointing. None of the thirty AFL officials invited to the session’s “Build the Union Week” in mid-July attended, and only two of the nine residence students were union members. One of them was Matthew Lynch, an AFHW member from Rossville, Georgia who later became secretary of the Tennessee Labor Council. Following the six-week summer session, faculty members and students staged a labor chautauqua in August and September 1935. Performing in Atlanta under the auspices of the
ILGWU and in Huntsville with the sponsorship of the UTW, the chautauqua presented labor plays like *Mopping It Up* (which dealt with the recently enacted National Labor Relations Act), puppet shows, folk dances, and labor songs composed by southern union members.58

Highlander's leaders had only begun to build fruitful contacts with unions in Tennessee, Georgia, and Alabama, but by the fall of 1935 they had a clearer understanding of their role in the southern labor movement. During the year the staff officially affiliated with the American Federation of Teachers, addressed AFL union locals from Elizabethton, Tennessee, to Dalton, Georgia, and won the endorsements of UTW vice-president Francis Gorman, Southern Tenant Farmers' Union secretary H.L. Mitchell, and local labor councils in Chattanooga and Huntsville. The folk school was moving into the southern labor movement "in a big way," Horton wrote in March 1935, and an expanded extension program would not only increase Highlander's standing among unions but also encourage organizers "to fight for us against both capitalists and conservative AF of Lers." Hawes asserted that the school's value to organized labor lay in its willingness to take on the difficult task of developing working-class leadership through an education program combining the study of "fundamental causes" with analyses of the students' experiences as union members. Dombrowski considered HFS part of "the whole labor movement" and a firm supporter of southern workers "at every possible point in their struggle."59 Highlander's agenda for 1936 was an ambitious schedule of residence terms, extension work, community projects, and labor conferences. Seeing a "desperate need" in the South for trained leaders drawn from the ranks of industrial workers and farmers, Dombrowski, like other staff members, contended that the school was in a strategic position to contribute to "the struggle for social justice."60

Nevertheless, with no prospects for moving to Allardt and with an operating deficit of $1,000 in May 1935, the Highlander Folk School seemed to be in jeopardy. In September 1935 Lilian Johnson visited Highlander to make a definite decision about her property. Concluding that the school had become an accepted part of the Summerfield community, she deeded the house and forty acres of land to Highlander's directors in October 1935. Johnson never quite understood why Highlander became involved with labor unions, and she worried about its reputation as a den of immoral square dancing and communism. But she was certain that Horton had never been "communistic" and that much of the criticism of the school had been brought on by Don West, who was not only "too radical" but "not so balanced as he should have been."61 With the deed Highlander finally gained the institutional stability that led to more students, greater financial support, and an expansion of its efforts to promote industrial unionism throughout the South.62

Highlander's 1936 residence sessions reflected the staff's new confidence in their programs and their eagerness to contribute to the advancement of organized labor in the South. Eleven men and women, including five members of southern textile and mine workers unions, enrolled in the two-month winter
residence term that began in January 1936. The eight-course curriculum ranged from labor literature to a class on workers’ problems, and a workers’ council composed of students, faculty, and two community residents governed school activities. Previous attempts to establish such councils had been undermined by the students’ tendency to defer decisions to the staff. Beginning with this term, however, students at Highlander were more mature and willing to assume responsibility for all phases of the session, gaining useful experience in parliamentary procedure and union-management relations in the process. The residence group also produced their own weekly bulletin, Our Verdict, and staged a reenactment of the 1935 AFL national convention, where John L. Lewis formed what was originally called the Committee for Industrial Organization. Given the faculty’s own ideological sentiments and the fact that many of the unions defecting to the CIO had been receptive to the school’s work, it is not surprising that the students concluded that industrial unions were necessary in the drive for better wages, working conditions, and security. Staff members also attempted to impress students with the need for labor unity across racial lines through movies, visiting speakers like Howard Kester of the interracial STFU, and a program of spirituals by a black quartet in February 1936.63

After a spring of extension work, publicity tours, and weekend conferences at HFS, staff members began a six-week summer residence term in May 1936. Advertised as a place where men and women could get “in the thick of the campaign to organize the South,” Highlander attracted eleven students, most of them southern union members, to the session.64 Enrollment was beginning to follow a pattern: seasonal employment evidently made it more difficult to recruit students—and male union members in particular—for summer sessions, for with two exceptions all of the students were women. Zilphia Horton’s dramatics class was one of the high points of the term. After her marriage Zilphia had studied workers’ theater at the New Theatre School in New York. When she returned to HFS she was ready not only to continue the chautauqua style of the dramatics program but also to teach students the rationale behind workers’ theater. The dramatics class prepared a play about a strike, held a mock AFL convention, worked on mass recitations and songs, and presented a program to union audiences in Chattanooga, Knoxville, and Atlanta and to TVA workers at Norris in June 1936. Under Zilphia’s direction, the emphasis of the dramatics program shifted away from educating those who observed the plays to educating those who participated in them. Field trips and weekend conferences at HFS for the Tri-State Council of Hosiery Workers and for seventy trade unionists from Georgia and Tennessee rounded out the residence session.65

After several years of often sobering experiences, Highlander faculty members believed that they were finally in a position to help transform the unrest among southern factory workers in the mid-1930s into a powerful labor union movement. Persistent fiscal problems hindered any rapid expansion of HFS programs, and the financial status of the school remained heavily dependent on supporters outside the South. Nevertheless, Highlander’s total revenue in-
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creased from $6,200 in 1935 to almost $9,700 in 1936, and its budget rose from
$4,500 in 1935 to $8,905 in 1937. In November 1936, workers began con-
struction of a new wing to double the school’s capacity, refurbished the attic of
the main building for a dormitory, and built two cabins for staff members. In the
staff’s opinion southern industrial workers were ripe for revolt, and the obvious
need for trained union organizers foretold an even greater role for Highlander in
the southern labor movement.66

The HFS faculty was equally concerned, however, that its expanded opera-
tions should not distance the school from its neighbors. Local attitudes toward
Highlander were still mixed in 1935. Complaints of rough outdoor play, too
much “freedom,” and rowdy Saturday night square dances mingled with senti-
ments that the school was indeed the center of the community. To improve the
institution’s image, staff members invited local citizens to hear brief speeches
during residence terms, to attend James Dombrowski’s Sunday night sermons
on religion and social problems, and to participate in the well-established
recreational affairs. Hilda Hulbert, who had joined the HFS staff in the fall of
1934, expanded the collection of books in the school library, securing donations
from people such as renowned Fisk sociologist Charles S. Johnson.67

But it was Zilphia Horton and Ralph Tefferteller who integrated High-
lander’s cultural program with the curriculum and made the school truly
attractive to the community and to workers in the region. Music and folk
dancing were forms of entertainment as well as education at HFS. They instilled
a sense of solidarity among students, fostered a feeling of cultural pride, offered
inspiration and hope, and contributed to the development of leadership, if only
for group singing. By all accounts both Tefferteller and Horton were very
capable and popular teachers. Tefferteller officially joined the staff in the
summer of 1935. A native of Blount County, Tennessee, and an alumnus of
Maryville College and Union Theological Seminary, “Teffie” was instrumental
in the revival of square dancing in the area. Music became a vital part of
Highlander’s program almost as soon as Zilphia Horton arrived as a student in
1935. She encouraged students to share songs out of their own experiences,
using a piano or accordion to help them write music or song lyrics and to lead
groups in singing them. The cultural program gained national and even interna-
tional renown when the British Broadcasting Corporation presented a perform-
ance from HFS in March 1937. As the Knoxville News-Sentinel reported, the
ballads and spirituals sung by Horton, Tefferteller, Lee Hays (later a member of
the famous Almanac Singers), and others were “the genuine article in Southern
Highland music.”68

Meanwhile, Highlander staff members took part in several strikes in the
mid-1930s. None of the strikes was successful. But the faculty agreed with
ACWA organizer Franz Daniel that “no strike is ever lost,” for every conflict
offered a chance to use education in support of southern laborers. In February
1935 HFS teachers and students visited Rossville, Georgia, one of the scenes of
a strike against the Richmond Hosiery Mills, and offered to help coordinate
strike activities there and at the company's branch mills in Soddy and Daisy, Tennesse. In addition to conducting labor history classes and discussions of strike tactics, making speeches, and singing on picket lines, the Highlander group helped plan a Washington's Birthday parade to the Daisy mill. On February 22, 1935, about four hundred strikers and sympathizers staged a noisy demonstration at the mill for several hours until about fifty strikers burst through the front gate and rushed into the yard. They were met by a volley of gunfire from inside the mill which wounded four workers and Highlander librarian Hilda Hulbert; fistfights then broke out between strikers and nonunion workers attempting to leave the plant. Neither Highlander nor the strikers were able to overcome the company's refusal to recognize a union, however, and the hosiery workers went back to work on March 1, 1935.69

Highlander's involvement in union and strike activities grew in 1936, but again with few tangible results. On April 6, 1936, some two hundred workers, angry over a ten-hour increase in the work week with no increase in wages, spontaneously walked out of a hosiery mill in Rockwood, Tennessee. The strike was doomed from the start. Former HFS student Matt Lynch went to Rockwood to organize an AFHW local and asked for Highlander's assistance. The staff scoured the area for surplus food to feed the strikers and their families, set up classes on union organization and strike tactics, and tried to boost the strikers' morale at mass meetings. But as Zilla Hawes bitterly wrote, the strike became a repetition of "the old southern pattern, with violence all on one side, and every authority in the county lined up behind the company with not even an outside chance for redress of any kind."70 Deputized mill guards used blackjacks and brass knuckles on Lynch and three successive union organizers and terrorized the striking mill hands. In early May a local "citizens committee" disrupted a union rally, and Horton asked for the person who had been making public statements accusing Highlander of being communistic. When Captain Robert H. Thompson, head of the committee, replied that he had been responsible, Horton snapped, "Any man who says our school is communistic lies," and the two men began fighting in what almost became a brawl between the two groups.71 The company finally crushed the strike in June 1936; once more, striking workers had been powerless before the overwhelming onslaught of antiunion forces.72

Highlander's participation in a strike by five hundred hosiery workers at the Holston Manufacturing Company in Knoxville in September 1936 enhanced its reputation among labor leaders, though the walkout itself was apparently unnecessary. Staff members, joined by teachers from the University of Tennessee and TVA employees, held classes on the picket lines as early as 4:00 or 5:00 A.M. on parliamentary law, contracts, labor history, and current events. This arrangement allowed the instructors to run classes for workers on both the night and morning shifts. Despite Highlander's support of the strike, Zilphia Horton suspected that no real issue was at stake, and the strikers voted to go back to work in mid-October 1936.73
The largest and most successful extension program undertaken by the Highlander staff in the mid-1930s was a campaign of union organizing and education among Works Progress Administration workers in Grundy County. In 1935 WPA relief workers earned $19.20 a month, the lowest possible WPA wage rate in the Southeast. With 60 percent of the county's population on some form of government relief in June 1935, most of the workers resigned themselves to accepting the poor wages in return for steady jobs on road- and school-building projects. Myles Horton and some local residents believed that county WPA supervisors and foremen were political appointees generally "out of sympathy with the New Deal," who "ran things to suit themselves." Yet the workers hesitated to form unions, vaguely feeling that it was not right to organize against the government. The HFS staff realized that the workers needed information on the regulations governing the WPA, and in late 1935 they began offering informal classes on WPA administrative orders. Among other things, the workers discovered that though the orders clearly divided jobs into skilled, intermediate, and unskilled categories, every relief worker in the county was working for unskilled wages. When they also found that there were no rules against unions, Tracy City relief workers established Local 848 of the International Hod Carriers, Building and Common Laborers' Union, AFL, in January 1936. Over the next several months the Highlander staff started several more locals in the county, as well as a Grundy County Women's Auxiliary for female WPA workers.

With this organizational base, Highlander staff members attempted to carry out an education program throughout Grundy County. During the spring and summer of 1936 they attended two to four union meetings each week and helped Common Laborers' Union locals form grievance committees to resolve the most immediate problems on the WPA projects. HFS teachers and union officers devised an inexpensive dues system, held mass meetings and weekend institutes at the folk school, circulated assurances from WPA officials that relief workers had the right to organize, and carefully trained local leaders in WPA grievance procedures. The primary task, however, was to raise the wage scale on WPA projects. By classifying Grundy County as an agricultural area, southern state WPA administrators had placed it in the lowest possible wage category. After amassing data with the help of the Highlander staff showing that the county should be reclassified as industrial, union committees wrote letters to President Franklin D. Roosevelt, national WPA administrator Harry L. Hopkins, and state WPA administrator Colonel Harry S. Berry, protesting both the inadequate wage rates for common laborers and a cut in the number of people on the county relief rolls.

Meanwhile, the union's unsettled grievances accumulated. Project supervisors reportedly gave nonunion men preferential treatment, and one foreman declared that he was "getting damn tired of fooling with these union men." In frustration, CLU relief workers halted nine of the fifteen WPA projects in Grundy County in March 1937, demanding union recognition, county re-
classification, and the replacement of the county WPA administrator with someone "more honest and more human." State administrator Berry held Highlander responsible for the strike, angrily charging that a "communistic organization has for months been feeding muscovite hops to relief clients in Grundy County" and suggesting that workers go elsewhere if they could do better. By the end of March, CLU members had returned to work with assurances from WPA officials that their demands for union recognition and proper grievance procedures would be met, but there was no resolution of the county reclassification issue. As HFS teachers helped relief workers draw up further protests, Berry and the CLU clashed again during the summer and fall of 1937 over the wages paid on WPA malaria-control and road projects on Tennessee Consolidated Coal Company property. Finally, officials of the international union prodded WPA officials in Washington to settle the dispute, and in December 1937 local WPA officials agreed to comply with the wage rates set by the WPA.

Highlander's efforts in Grundy County and elsewhere during the 1930s made it part of a small, fragile network of individuals and groups committed to helping the region's poor and powerless, black and white, through education, union organizing, and community activism. Between 1933 and 1937 the faculty attended or hosted numerous conferences on race relations, workers' education, the TVA, and the relationship between church and labor. In 1934 Dombrowski organized the first meeting of the Conference of Younger Churchmen of the South to provide fellowship for those attempting to apply Christian principles against "the irrationalities and brutalities of the present economic order." Renamed the Fellowship of Southern Churchmen in 1936, the group remained the voice of prophetic religion in the South for the rest of the thirties. Highlander had few institutional ties with other southern schools oriented toward workers' education. Basic differences in philosophy and program blocked any connection with the John C. Campbell Folk School; Commonwealth College in Mena, Arkansas, was too doctrinaire in its teaching approach; and North Carolina's Southern Summer School for Women Workers was too academic and lacked the kinds of community contact that the HFS staff worked so diligently to maintain. On the other hand, Highlander was unable to develop a productive relationship with a small but well-known example of interracial unionism in the 1930s, the Southern Tenant Farmers' Union. Organized in Arkansas in 1934, STFU's campaign to organize black and white sharecroppers in the face of arrests, evictions, and violence attracted considerable publicity. The HFS staff invited the union to send members to its residence terms, and in 1936 Horton taught at two STFU training institutes in Mississippi and Arkansas. But a heated dispute with Commonwealth College made STFU leaders suspicious of all labor schools, and a desperate lack of funds made it virtually impossible for the union to send students to HFS. Although Highlander continued to associate with reform groups in the South, it generally pursued its own agenda for radical change.
Highlander’s attempts to promote a southern labor movement and its stated objective of a new social order meant that almost from the day it opened the school confronted charges that it was a breeding ground for “radical social agitators whose baneful influence is felt throughout this section.” Industrialists, newsmen, members of the American Legion, and others branded staff members as disruptive or meddlesome elements in the community and, more commonly, as Communists. As Highlander’s reputation grew, the attacks intensified. Southern employers firmly believed that labor unionism meant the loss of profits, prestige, and prerogatives. Unions menaced what they saw as the region’s greatest economic attraction—a docile labor force, willing to work for very little pay. Any group supporting the labor movement could thus expect to encounter the same resistance union members faced: “citizens committees” attributing organizing campaigns to outside or radical agitators, “back-to-work” movements, and threatened or actual violence. The attacks upon Highlander during the early and middle thirties often occupied an inordinate amount of the staff’s time and occasionally affected its work. Yet HFS teachers never hesitated to proclaim their socialist sympathies, their intention to train southern workers to unionize, and their willingness to challenge the power and interests of employers.

The accusations against Highlander erupted shortly after the school began operations in November 1932. In December 1932 the Grundy County Board of Education barred the use of any county school building by Horton and West because they taught “political matters” that were “‘Red’ or communist in appearance.” Two years later John Edgerton, founder of the Southern States Industrial Council and president of the Tennessee Manufacturers Association, declined Horton’s invitation to present his organizations’ views at Highlander, proclaiming that “this enterprise of destruction” was “about the boldest and most insulting thing to the Anglo-Saxon South that has yet been done.” In 1935 the Knoxville Journal and the Chattanooga Times reported that documents found in STFU organizer Ward H. Rodgers’s possession following his arrest on charges of fomenting anarchy proved that Horton, Dombrowski, and Hawes were part of a group of radical agitators promoting unionization, racial equality, and a united front of Communists and Socialists in the South. Dombrowski called the allegations that HFS was a Communist school “absurd” and pointed out that it was the school’s policy to remain “non-factional in fact and spirit.” Noting that no one who had criticized Highlander publicly had ever visited the school, Dombrowski reiterated the staff’s position that it welcomed any properly conducted investigation at any time.

These were relatively minor and scattered incidents. A more serious attack on Highlander occurred in May 1935, when Horton, Dombrowski, Howard Kester, and representatives of other progressive groups convened the All-Southern Conference for Civil and Trade-Union Rights. Participants at the interracial meeting in Chattanooga were to discuss a proposed platform calling for the repeal of all sedition and antilabor laws, the recognition of “bona fide”
labor unions, the aboliton of lynching and the poll tax, the "disbanding of all armed fascist bands" such as the Ku Klux Klan, and the freeing of all "victims of capitalist persecution." The conference was not being run by Communists, Dombrowski asserted; the aim was to make it "broadly representative," and Socialist party members had been "actively concerned in it right along." 87

But the Americanism committee of the Chattanooga American Legion saw the All-Southern Conference as nothing more than a meeting of "reds." Declaring that the Legion's campaign against radicalism in America was "more important than the World War," committee chairman Raleigh Crumbliss pressured the Chattanooga Odd Fellows to cancel the rental of their hall to the conference on May 1. 88 Dombrowski blasted the legionnaires' display of "unofficial Hitlerism" and proceeded to rent a hall from the Knights of Pythias, a black fraternal group. 89 But after the Legion committee "advised" the Pythians, the conference was again homeless. Dombrowski finally secured a room over the Villa DeLuxe, a black beer garden. On May 26, about half an hour before the conference was to begin, approximately thirty-five legionnaires joined twenty-five police officers outside the building and compelled the proprietor to order the delegates out of the hall. The legionnaires then sped off in pursuit of the reputed "reds," determined that the conference would not meet in Hamilton County. Informed that some delegates had been seen near Cleveland, Tennessee, the men raced to the scene and found only the graduation exercises of Bob Jones College. Meanwhile, the fifty-nine delegates who had survived the location changes met at Highlander, where they made speeches denouncing the American Legion, passed resolutions adopting the general platform of the conference, and formed a committee to build a broader and more permanent organization. 90

The All-Southern Conference debacle fueled the American Legion crusade against HFS. When Legion officers announced that a statewide rally would be held at Monteagle on July 12, 1935, observers generally understood that the purpose of the demonstration was to intimidate Highlander. During the night before the rally, a large, bronze American eagle perched on a concrete and rock base in front of the Monteagle motel was mysteriously dynamited, immediately arousing suspicions against the folk school. On the following day, with most of the HFS staff on a field trip to Alabama, several hundred legionnaires gathered to paint stars and stripes on the eagle's pedestal and hear speakers rail against the Communist menace to America. Monteagle citizens were largely indifferent to the Legion's presence, and some stood guard at the school in an unexpected bit of good fortune which Dombrowski attributed to Highlander's community program. Correspondents from the Chattanooga News ridiculed the Legion rally and printed pictures of school residents standing in Highlander's garden "fomenting political unrest amid bean bug life." 91

Ironically, it was the News that sparked another major controversy over Highlander in 1937. On February 6 the paper published an article in which Lyle
C. Stovall, chairman of the Chattanooga American Legion Americanism committee, revealed that a state highway patrolman posing as a newspaper reporter had investigated the school and found it to be "an immoral and dangerous institution." According to Stovall, the probe disclosed that immorality, drunkenness, and the singing of the Communist "Internationale" occurred at HFS, which was not a school but "an instrument of fomenting class consciousness and teaching strike techniques." The Chattanooga Free Press joined the attack the next day, repeating most of the allegations in spite of Stovall's complaint that his comments had been distorted.92

As soon as the two news stories appeared Horton, Dombrowski, and their colleagues decided to rally "all the labor and liberal support" they could gather, make Chattanooga News editor George Fort Milton "pretty damn sick" of the controversy, and "stop these attacks once and for all."93 Throughout the rest of February 1937, Norman Thomas, Reinhold Niebuhr, clergymen, TVA employees; national, area, and local labor organizations; and other friends of Highlander bombarded Milton with letters. Most significant to HFS staff members was the petition signed by over four hundred county residents expressing their appreciation of the faculty's work on their behalf. Thrown off guard by the protest, Milton initially refused to publish the letters of complaint. He defended the News report as an attempt to prevent "an unfriendly illiberal competitor," presumably the Free Press, from running "a great sensational expose of an allegedly Communist School."94 But as the number of complaints grew, Milton printed the letters and beseeched Horton to call off the campaign. Horton and Dombrowski contemplated taking legal action, but concluded that the support the school received from organized labor, the community, and friends was "a significant vindication of our technique" and sufficient proof of Highlander's value to the area.95

While HFS staff members managed to forestall the potential damage of the News attack, they spent so much time combatting it that they failed to respond quickly to a call for aid during a textile strike in Cleveland, Tennessee, in February 1937. Embittered by the loss of the strike, Zilla Hawes and her husband, Franz Daniel, accused the faculty of trying to develop a workers' education program apart from the labor movement. A "responsible" labor school, she declared, "must be ready to serve at all times in spite of apparent sacrifice," and the most convincing answer to the redbaiting of the press would have been an immediate response to the strike in Cleveland.96 Hawes saw in the preoccupation with defending the school a greater concern with Highlander as an institution than with its role in the labor movement. Dombrowski accepted responsibility for the error in judgment, pointing out that he and his colleagues were "still young, and ready to learn, and still feeling our way."97 But he thought that Daniel and Hawes were overreacting to the staff's first major mistake in the past five years, and he resented the idea that Highlander's allies had joined the American Legion and a hostile press in openly criticizing the school.98
Dombrowski's irritation reflected the larger problem the Highlander staff faced in reconciling its commitments to the interests of the southern working class, to organized labor and radical reform groups, and to the residents of Grundy County. The conflicts were particularly sharp in the 1930s, but they would trouble the folk school for most of its history. In the early 1930s most staff members described themselves as Socialists, and in early newspaper interviews Myles Horton predicted that some new economic system would replace capitalism. Though he stressed that Highlander had "no special plan for improving social conditions" and that its staff was willing "to support any party or any plan which will secure the needed changes in our social structure," he personally believed that socialism was the best answer to America's economic and political problems. Throughout the early and mid-1930s staff members served as organizers for the Socialist party, conducted schools for Socialist organizers, spoke at Socialist meetings, and attended party conferences. But Horton and Dombrowski considered such activities as a means of building interest in Highlander; they did not see the school as a vehicle to spread the party's gospel. Like many Americans in the 1930s, HFS teachers found socialism appealing because it expressed their sense of injustice and gave some coherence to their radical idealism.

The rise of the Popular Front in the mid-1930s reaffirmed both Highlander's willingness to work with any organization for the advancement of the southern working class and its determination to maintain institutional independence. To varying degrees Dombrowski, Horton, and Hawes envisioned the rise of a radical coalition in support of an aggressive, interracial movement of industrial workers and farmers in the South. One expression of this ideal was a conference at Highlander in December 1934, where southern Socialist and Communist party representatives drafted a six-point agenda for building a united front in the South; another was the All-Southern Conference for Civil and Trade-Union Rights. The Popular Front, however, blurred ideological distinctions and left non-Communists open to criticism, especially from Socialists who suspected that groups like the HFS staff were too inclined to work with Communists. Yet neither Horton nor any other faculty member ever took the final step and joined the Communist party. Highlander's leaders found it impossible to agree among themselves on a specific political program anyway, and Horton confessed in 1935 that he had been so absorbed in the school's programs that he had little time to think about the larger issues of American radicalism. Thus the Highlander staff's radicalism reflected its willingness to experiment with new and unorthodox ideas, techniques, and leaders to combat the problems southern workers faced. Its primary allegiance was to the southern labor movement and to the work of the school.

By 1937 the people at Highlander had developed an educational program that included summer and winter residence courses, year-round extension work, and a community program of cooperatives and cultural events. About 160
students had attended residence terms, over 1,650 had been reached through extension classes, and at least another 1,000 had been present during special institutes. Such numbers hardly indicate that Highlander had become a sweeping success after five years of operation. Its early years were marked by small and awkwardly run residence terms; geographically limited, often ineffectual, and almost always controversial involvement in labor conflicts; virtually no improvement of economic conditions in Grundy County; and several confrontations with powerful antiunion and antiradical forces. At best the southern labor movement seemed to be slowly awakening.

Yet between 1932 and 1937 Highlander gained a reputation among labor unions, educators, and political leftists as one of the few schools in the South clearly committed to the cause of organized labor and economic justice. Despite numerous setbacks, staff members energetically pursued their original objectives and established policies and teaching techniques that would guide Highlander's programs for the rest of its history. Horton, Dombrowski, and Hawes believed that potential labor leaders could be educated to help their fellow workers if they had a chance to discuss their problems, discover new ideas, and act upon what they learned. "Workers' education," Horton pointed out in 1936, "must furnish heat as well as light." In the process of working with labor organizers and union officials directly responsible to the rank and file, HFS teachers became more knowledgeable about the development of union leadership and the pace at which they could bring about the reforms they desired.

As a result, Highlander's educational approach in the early and middle 1930s laid the basis for larger, more influential programs in subsequent years. Residence students became organizers for mine and textile workers unions, served as local and area union officers, held their own classes for union members, and returned to HFS as advisers and teachers. The community program helped preserve the culture of the southern mountain region and led to a greater acceptance of the school in the Monteagle area. Although Highlander's extension program reached only a small part of the southern work force, staff members used it to build union contacts in Grundy and neighboring counties, to train union organizers and local leaders, to keep in touch with events and trends in the southern labor movement, and to help students in the field after they left the school.

Highlander's efforts did not go unnoticed by union officials. UTW vice-president Francis J. Gorman observed in 1935, for instance, that HFS promised to be "of inestimable value to the trade union movement of the South," for it provided organized workers with "an excellent opportunity to prepare themselves for the battle just ahead." Indeed, Highlander's programs achieved a level of proficiency just as New Deal legislation and the formation of the Committee for Industrial Organization were stimulating the growth of labor unions in the South. In 1937 CIO leaders asked HFS to take part in their drive to organize the entire region, for they knew that the staff was ready to provide a
year-round workers’ education program based on several years of hard-earned experience. With the CIO drive, the school became a vital part of the southern labor movement, and Horton hoped that its contribution would enable southern workers “to envision their role in society and in so doing, make the labor movement the basis for a fundamental social change.”\textsuperscript{106}
Building and Defending a Program
1937-1941

As Highlander’s 1937 winter residence term opened on January 6, staff members stepped up their efforts to establish a sound workers’ education program in anticipation of a major CIO organizing campaign in the South. The eleven students enrolled in the six-week session took classes on labor economics, labor history, public speaking and parliamentary procedure, union tactics, and dramatics. They produced a play and a student newspaper, attended conferences and union meetings, and assisted strikers in Laager, Sherwood, and Cleveland, Tennessee. Meanwhile, HFS leaders sought to double the school’s financial support for 1937 by joining Commonwealth College in a campaign to raise about $35,000 by the end of April. As with previous HFS fund-raising drives, the Southern Resident Labor Colleges campaign raised very little money for Highlander. In May 1937, however, the United States Treasury Department decided to grant tax exemption on donations to the folk school, providing an important stabilizing influence on the institution’s financial status. James Dombrowski correctly expected that the ruling would lead to a long-term increase in contributions and allow the staff to expand its work just as Highlander was “assuming more and more importance in the developing of a strong labor movement in the area.”

Indeed, between 1937 and 1941 Highlander became a significant part of the southern labor movement. In the mid-1930s the school had won a favorable reputation among local union officials, union organizers, and area mine and mill workers that impressed several national labor leaders. Thus when the CIO announced its campaign to organize textile workers in March 1937, the directors of the drive enlisted Highlander’s help in recruiting and educating thousands of new union members throughout the South. As staff members pursued several major extension projects in the late 1930s and early 1940s, they continued to hold semi-annual residence terms, experiment with new educational programs, and solidify their base of support among their neighbors.
Highlander’s success in conducting larger and more effective residence sessions and in organizing area workers into a relatively powerful economic and political force brought reprisals and efforts to expel the school from Grundy County. But by the end of 1941, the faculty had developed a program that contributed substantially to the growth of southern industrial unions.

After spending the summer of 1937 working for the CIO’s Textile Workers Organizing Committee in Tennessee, North Carolina, and South Carolina, HFS staff members returned to Monteagle to conduct one of the most productive residence terms in the school’s short history. Eager to build on the gains of the TWOC, they approached their work with a new seriousness: in December 1937 they banned alcoholic beverages from the school during residence terms, and during the 1938 winter session they stressed the practical issues involved in building a strong local union. Fifteen of the eighteen students attending the residence term were CIO members; several served as union officials or organizers in their hometowns. Myles Horton’s union problems class covered organizing methods, strike tactics, race relations, and how to operate a union hall. Ralph Tefferteller used the ACWA Rules of Order instead of Robert’s Rules of Order to teach parliamentary procedure. New HFS staff member William Buttrick, a North Carolina native and an alumnus of Duke University who had taught at Commonwealth College, at the Southern Summer School for Women Workers, and in WPA education programs, attempted to relate student experiences to a Marxian analysis of the American economic system. Union business agents taught short courses on the duties of their position, and a TWOC attorney discussed National Labor Relations Board procedures. During the term, eighteen regional and area union representatives spoke on the history of their organizations and the impediments to union growth in the South. In every respect, staff members declared, the six-week session had met the needs of new CIO unions in the South.²

Shortly after the 1938 winter session the Highlander staff turned once again to the struggles of unionized WPA workers in Grundy County. Despite the apparent resolution of the dispute over wage rates in late 1937, the battle between relief workers who had joined the CLU and state and county WPA officials had continued into 1938. Some WPA union leaders were reaching the conclusion that political action was necessary to secure adequate relief measures and to end discrimination against union members on WPA projects. Seizing the opportunity to build a coalition of all local labor unions and to extend Highlander’s influence, Horton visited every organization in Grundy County and in neighboring Marion County to drum up interest in a nonpartisan political conference patterned after the powerful Labor’s Political Conference of Chattanooga and Hamilton County. Horton then helped organize a mass meeting in Whitwell, Tennessee, on April 24, 1938, where more than 250 people representing some twenty UMW, CLU, Workers Alliance, and American Federation of Teachers locals in Marion and Grundy counties formed political conferences for each county. By midsummer 1938 ten of the eleven unions in Grundy County
had affiliated with the conference. With the assistance of HFS teachers conference leaders drafted a constitution and selected a slate of candidates to be backed in the June Democratic primary and the August general election.³

During the summer of 1938 Highlander staff members, union officials, and conference leaders waged a difficult campaign on behalf of what were commonly called “labor’s candidates.” They faced considerable odds. The incumbent candidates had the support of not only the county Democratic committee but also the Tennessee Consolidated Coal Company, which union forces believed had indirectly controlled local politics for years. The most immediate task was to weld county workers into a strong political force, but even that required the creation of a delicate balance among AFL, CIO, and independent labor organizations. To help coordinate union activities, longtime local resident Dolph Vaughn became Highlander’s field representative as well as business agent for all WPA unions in the county in August 1938. HFS personnel and union members produced a mimeographed paper called the *WPA Worker* to encourage local residents to vote for labor’s candidates. Near the end of the campaign, county officials denied the use of the courthouse to all unions; a local mine owner and other employers accused the labor candidates of being under “the Communistic influence of the Highlander Folk School and of the Workers Alliance”; and conference leaders suspected that their opponents had amassed a large campaign fund to buy poll tax receipts and bribe voters with whiskey.⁴

The results of the campaign were a series of narrow victories for the candidates endorsed by Labor’s Political Conference of Grundy County. In the August 1938 general election union forces elected a sheriff, a school superintendent, and three road commissioners, perhaps the most important officials of all in a county where 85 percent of the population was on relief and dependent on WPA road projects. The conference candidate for governor, Prentice Cooper, carried the county handily, and in the congressional race, union members reelected Sam D. McReynolds by a large margin. Conference supporters believed that their success in the elections would further increase membership in WPA unions and provide greater security for workers on WPA projects. Following the election, Dolph Vaughn began several National Youth Administration projects in the county. Representatives of eight UMW, CLU, and Workers Alliance locals in Grundy, Marion, and Franklin counties formed a tri-county conference to serve as a permanent clearing house for members in the area. Highlander staff members held a weekend training institute in October 1938 for CLU and Workers Alliance officers, and in November HFS teachers began weekly classes on the structure and operations of the WPA.⁵

Alarmed at the prospect of losing control of the county, opponents of Labor’s Political Conference launched a drive in the fall of 1938 to undermine the power of the sheriff and the road commissioners and to discredit Highlander. According to Horton, the defeated county “political machine” cut Sheriff Roy Thomas’s salary in half, eliminated his mileage allowance, cut off the electricity in the county building, and warned the former union miner to resign or be
"starved out." For two months after the election the road commissioners received no salary, and they did not secure a contract with the WPA giving them authority over appointments of foremen and timekeepers until October. By the end of the year, there was little doubt among union members in Grundy County that WPA officials were "sabotaging" the work of the commissioners and usurping "in every way possible" their power over personnel and work projects.7

The controversy escalated in January 1939, when the county road commissioners threatened to terminate a major farm-to-market road project if the WPA did not comply with the terms of its contract with them. State WPA administrator Harry Berry, already known for his opposition to WPA unions, swiftly responded that the commissioners were attempting "to build roads by the hammer and sickle rather than with the pick and shovel." He blamed Myles Horton for the controversy and announced that he would withdraw WPA funds unless the commissioners resigned.8 When the three men retorted that they were duly elected county officials and had no intention of resigning, Berry ordered the farm-to-market project closed on January 18, throwing about 700 men in Grundy County out of work and drying up the sole source of income for an estimated 2,500 people. The road commissioners offered to compromise with the WPA, and nearly a thousand people held a mass meeting and parade in Tracy City to demonstrate their support for the commissioners and to demand the resumption of the road projects. But Berry refused to negotiate.9

The showdown between Grundy County unions and the WPA came in February 1939. New WPA projects reemployed 326 men to work on state highways in the county, thus circumventing the commissioners' authority and leaving most union members without jobs. Angry workers retaliated by following a plan devised by union leaders and the HFS staff. On the morning of February 10 a small group of unemployed men reported for work at the Tracy City relief office. They left when the county relief administrator refused to issue work cards to them. But a few minutes later they returned with their wives and announced that they intended to remain in the office until they received jobs. By the end of the day some 150 men and women had moved into the building. On February 11 Dolph Vaughn led a parade of an estimated five hundred WPA workers into Tracy City and held a protest rally in front of the relief office to call for a resolution of the WPA crisis. Tracy City had been stood "on its ears," Dombrowski wrote, and if the demonstration was successful, unions as well as Highlander would be "riding high in the county."10

There had been precedents for what was called the stay-in, most notably the sit-down strikes in a number of industries in 1937. But the weeklong demonstration at the Grundy County relief office was different in that it involved entire families and came to resemble a short Highlander residence session. The WPA office, Horton remarked, "turned into a combination union club room, relief kitchen, and sleeping quarters." HFS teachers and union families operated a soup kitchen, read labor papers and pamphlets, held discussions on the goals of the protest, organized press, relief, and negotiating committees, heard speeches
of encouragement from regional union leaders, produced a mimeographed paper titled *We the People* to bolster morale and to publicize the strikers’ demands, and appealed to HFS contributors for financial help. As news of the demonstration spread across the state, WPA labor relations director Nels Anderson arrived from Washington on February 16 to settle the dispute. Anderson instructed county WPA foremen to stop discriminating against union members and to make more relief jobs available. But he also warned that he would take the WPA entirely out of Grundy County unless the demonstrators moved out of the relief office. That afternoon all but one critically undernourished woman vacated the building.\(^{12}\)

The settlement of the WPA controversy amounted to no more than a temporary victory for the unions. The men rehired by the WPA worked on state projects, once again bypassing the road commissioners; local union members seemed “aimless” and “discouraged” to HFS office secretary Rosanne Walker.\(^{13}\) Encouraged by reports that Berry was willing to negotiate, about three hundred Grundy County citizens met on February 26, 1939, and elected an eighteen-member committee, chaired by druggist E.W. Cheek, to work with various government agencies on county improvement programs. The Highlander staff’s hope that the unions were now in a position to consolidate their power was short-lived. Berry rejected a contract acceptable to local WPA officials and the road commissioners. Cheek promptly dissolved the committee, and at a second mass meeting on March 12 he and a Consolidated Coal Company official named Swan attempted to form a new county rehabilitation committee composed entirely of nonunion men. As tempers flared over this obvious subterfuge, county welfare director Lude Goodman declared that the crux of the dispute was the Highlander Folk School. Since most citizens in Grundy County would have nothing to do with the school, he asserted, no one on the committee should be affiliated with it. Horton retorted that a majority of county citizens had not hesitated to cooperate with organized labor in the recent elections or to elect HFS and union representatives to the first committee. Attacking the school, he argued, amounted to attacking the county unions. The contending factions finally agreed to form two committees to elect delegates to a coordinating committee. The compromise proved futile.\(^{14}\)

By the summer of 1939 union forces had clearly lost the battle for economic and political control of Grundy County. Berry still refused to work with the road commissioners, and appointees of the defeated county politicians retained their foreman and timekeeper jobs on WPA projects. Membership and morale in the WPA unions declined as Congress sharply cut WPA relief appropriations. Reductions in the WPA rolls and a decrease in Highlander’s income left Dolph Vaughn without a job and ended the school’s fieldwork program. In an attempt to retain some political power, members of Labor’s Political Conference of Grundy County disbanded and in August 1939 joined other unions in a county unit of Labor’s Non-Partisan League. Unions had not lost all influence. In a special election held in September 1939 to replace Congressman Sam
McReynolds, who had died in office, the LNPL-backed candidate, Estes Kefauver, carried Grundy County by a four-to-one margin. Local union members also asked the HFS staff to conduct classes in the fall of 1939 on politics and unionism.\textsuperscript{15}

In the end, however, a countywide coalition of labor groups was not enough to prevent the collapse of unions and the WPA in Grundy County. Highlander staff members had carried out an effective and practical political education program. They had helped organize unions among relief workers and developed local leadership to solve some of the county’s most immediate problems. Labor’s Political Conference had scored an unprecedented victory for organized labor in the area, and the dramatic stay-in had gained local support as well as the attention of state and federal officials. In subsequent years, the HFS staff used the experience of the WPA struggle to fashion education programs for CIO unions, farmers’ groups, civil rights organizations, and community activists in southern Appalachia.

Nevertheless, Highlander played a peripheral role in Grundy County after 1939, serving largely as a social and recreational center and as the sponsor of several cooperative projects. Beyond the greater attraction of participating in the southern labor movement, HFS staff members were no longer sure that their community program could ever reach enough local residents to improve economic conditions in the area. While the school’s Saturday-night square dances remained popular, no one on the staff could devote much time to helping the community.

Some local citizens were embittered by the withdrawal of Highlander from the community, but others appreciated the nursery school it operated during the late 1930s and early 1940s. Opened in June 1938, the nursery was a substitute for the older brothers and sisters who usually took care of local children while their mothers worked in the summer resorts at Monteagle. Claudia Lewis, who had taught at the Bank Street Cooperative Schools in New York City, joined the HFS staff in the summer of 1938 as director of the school. Lewis tried to incorporate Highlander’s educational approach in the nursery school and teach the children not only cooperation but also “habits of questioning and curiosity about the things that concern them.”\textsuperscript{16} After she left Highlander in 1941, the nursery was directed first by Joan Payne of Sarah Lawrence College and then by Eva Zhitlowsky of Black Mountain College. Although the project was popular among the children and their parents, it was never well funded, and the nursery closed in 1943. Postwar efforts to revive the program died for lack of financial support.\textsuperscript{17}

As Highlander’s relationship with Grundy County gradually declined, staff members increasingly turned to the needs of union locals across the South for trained leadership. While a majority of the students attending Highlander’s 1939 residence terms were CIO members, AFL unionists, college students, and Workers Alliance relief workers also registered for the sessions. Expenses for each student amounted to about $100 for each six-week term, but students or
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their sponsoring locals paid only $42, with the difference apparently covered by scholarships donated to HFS. The growing size of the student body reflected Highlander's expanding contacts with unions across the South. Forty-four men and women from ten southern states and representing ten national and international unions enrolled in the winter and summer terms. At least a dozen were either presidents of their local unions or union officers. Several students came from Carolina mill towns where Horton had recently worked as a TWOC organizer. Despite the increase in enrollment, the HFS staff acquiesced to southern union and community sentiments and did not admit southern black workers as students. But staff members continued to welcome black guests and lecturers to the school, and their hopes for a chance to change their racial policy rose after Telesfora Oviedo and Juanita Munos, the Mexican-born president and treasurer of a Pecan Workers Union in San Antonio, Texas, attended the winter session without incident. 18

The 1939 residence terms offered the same basic courses as in previous years—labor history, union problems, public speaking, parliamentary law, economics, and labor journalism—but the focus shifted from the problem of organizing southern workers to the maintenance and expansion of union operations. For example, in the union problems course Myles Horton and visiting teachers led discussions on the immediate concerns of local union leaders, such as contract negotiations, grievance procedures, improving attendance at union meetings, and the legal restrictions on organized labor. In an experimental "Work Shop" course taught by Mary Lawrance, who had joined the HFS staff in September 1938, students learned how to use visual aids in workers' education by producing posters, handbills, charts, and other mimeographed material pertinent to the specific issues facing their unions. Residence students also had extensive contact with union activities in the region. Winter term students operated a soup kitchen, raised funds, and made speeches in support of the stay-in of Grundy County WPA workers, and students at both sessions sang and performed mass chants and plays written in HFS dramatics classes before union and workers' education conferences in Dalton, Georgia, and Chattanooga, Laager, and Nashville, Tennessee. 19

The most noteworthy feature of the 1939 residence terms, however, was the large number of union officials, government spokesmen, and prominent southern reformers who participated in Highlander classes. These visitors included representatives of textile, hosiery, rubber, mine, and steel workers unions; federal agencies like the TVA, NLRB, and Social Security Board; and such reform groups as the Southern Conference for Human Welfare. Their presence attracted "carloads" of interested union members from Tennessee, Alabama, and Georgia. 20 Beyond their reports on the current work of their organizations, speakers often addressed broader subjects, such as the "philosophy of labor," workers' education, labor legislation, foreign affairs, and racism among southern laborers. UMW international representative James H. Terry bluntly told the white student body at Highlander's winter term, "if we raise the negro, we raise
ourselves,” and Arthur Raper of the Commission on Interracial Cooperation assisted staff members in breaking down prejudices among several students during the summer term.\textsuperscript{21} The HFS staff reported that the fifty-seven men and women who spoke during the two sessions, representing nearly every labor and progressive organization in the South, helped make the 1939 residence program “by far the most successful in the history of Highlander.”\textsuperscript{22}

Short-term institutes and conferences for various southern union, education, and reform groups became regular features of the HFS residence program in the late 1930s. Union educational directors used the weekend institutes to tell new members about the history and current operations of their organizations and to discover and develop effective local leaders without having to pay employers for the union members’ lost time. In 1938, for example, AFHW educational director Larry Rogin, one of the few union officials who in Horton’s opinion truly understood the value of workers’ education, began to conduct annual summer conferences at HFS for union members from Tennessee, Georgia, and Alabama. Between 1938 and 1941 Highlander staged its own series of conferences for southern union, YMCA, LNPL, and cooperative officers. Staff members included weekend institutes on organizing methods, union political action programs, and other topics during residence terms, and they participated in several conferences on the role of workers’ education in establishing more permanent unions in the South. Through such institutes the HFS staff made further headway in relating its educational efforts to the political, cultural, and economic needs of southern labor unions.\textsuperscript{23}

Meanwhile, Highlander’s music and drama programs not only gave strength and vitality to residence sessions but also contributed to the school’s reputation among southern workers. After Ralph Tefferteller left HFS in 1938 to work for the ACWA, Zilphia Horton assumed responsibility for the cultural program and developed a highly effective and popular approach to teaching and disseminating songs. By skilfully changing a few lines to familiar tunes, she turned hymns, traditional ballads, and popular songs into forceful expressions of protest. “Old MacDonald Had a Farm,” for instance, became “John L. Lewis Had a Plan” with the resounding refrain “CICIO.” A pentecostal hymn called “I Shall Not Be Moved” became the celebrated labor song “We Shall Not Be Moved.” Horton and HFS students transformed “Rock a Bye Baby” into “Workers’ Lullabye,” and they rewrote “Dixie” as “Look Ahead, Working Men.” Under her direction, Highlander students sang at union meetings, workers’ education conferences, rallies, and strikes throughout the region. During her years at HFS, Zilphia collected hundreds of songs, published at least ten songbooks, and mimeographed thousands of songsheets for residence sessions and picket lines. The “real musical merit” of folk songs, she wrote in 1939, was not their form but the way they expressed the struggles of working people.\textsuperscript{24}

Through Highlander’s dramatics program Zilphia Horton and other staff members reinforced the school’s emphasis on learning from experience and
showed students how drama could be used to educate union members. Ideally, the HFS staff believed, plays written and performed by workers for workers should entertain as well as address important labor questions, clarify the union point of view, stimulate attendance at union meetings, and develop individual poise and self-expression. At the outset of each dramatics course students identified certain problems affecting their unions and acted them out in a spontaneous improvisation. After Horton gradually introduced dramatic techniques to improve the improvisations, students selected a topic and cast for an improvisation before his or her local organization. Criticism followed each performance, and if necessary the cast performed once again. There were some drawbacks to this method. Although Horton encouraged spontaneity, students often felt compelled to memorize lines if a script was available, and the denouement of their plays was sometimes little more than simple declarations of "Solidarity Forever." Yet by the end of a residence term students had often gained enough critical and creative ability to present an improvisation with coherent dialogue and to repeat it when it was particularly effective.25

As local unions, other workers’ education centers, and Highlander groups performed the plays developed at the school in the late 1930s and early 1940s, staff members printed scripts of the more popular improvisations to ensure their wide circulation. The most frequently requested plays in the Highlander repertoire were Gumbo and Labor Spy. Written by students in 1937, Gumbo was a story about the attempts of sharecroppers to organize a union in the Mississippi Delta. Unlike later HFS productions, Gumbo was full of poetic dialogue, black spirituals, and strident speeches. Its intent was praiseworthy, but all-white audiences found it difficult to accept the necessity for interracial cooperation among southern workers when the play was not relevant to their actual experiences and when whites wore blackface to play black characters. Subsequent plays such as Labor Spy, written in 1938, contained more straightforward dialogue and pursued themes that were more understandable to both performers and audiences. Students based Labor Spy on Leo Huberman’s The Labor Spy Racket, an analysis of the espionage tactics used by antiunion industrialists. The play opens with the owner of a mythical southern textile corporation hiring a detective to keep a CIO union out of his factory. The detective tricks a hardworking union man into becoming an informant, but in the final scene the worker reveals his treachery when he opposes a strike call and is forced to resign from the union. By paying close attention to setting, characters, and dialogue, students produced a play that vividly illustrated a problem confronting southern labor unions.26

The HFS dramatics program gained tremendous impetus following the 1938 premiere of People of the Cumberland, a documentary written by Elia Kazan and directed by Robert Stebbins and Eugene Hill. The movie portrayed conditions in the Cumberland Mountain region, the struggle for union organization, and Highlander’s activities among southern workers. The opening sequences depicted “a bad land” dotted with abandoned mines, destroyed forests,
decaying mills, and eroded soil and inhabited by “lonely and forgotten people.” But with the help of Highlander, unions, and the New Deal, men and women had begun to organize, “determined that there be no more waste, no more disease, the families no more burned out and lost”; scenes of a Fourth of July celebration in La Follette, Tennessee, suggested a healthy, prosperous future for union families.27 Shown at Highlander fund-raising events, at union meetings, and at the White House for Eleanor Roosevelt, People of the Cumberland received mixed reviews. But because the film appeared to have achieved results with nonprofessional actors, Zilphia Horton, visiting dramatist Chouteau Dyer, and an unusually able dramatics class wrote and performed several plays in 1939. Their productions included Lolly-Pop Poppa, a musical farce satirizing employer paternalism; North-South, a sketch on how industrialists perpetuated sectional antagonisms among workers to serve their own ends; and Stretch-Out, a commentary upon the institution of a 12 percent wage cut and an increased production pace. After the outbreak of World War II, HFS students wrote plays on such subjects as the poll tax and the role of organized labor in the war.28

Just as the music and dramatics programs tried to improve organized labor’s public image in the South, so Highlander’s writers’ workshops sought to train those who would publicize union activities. The writers’ project, however, never lived up to its promise. The first Summer Workshop for Student Writers began in August 1939 under the joint auspices of Highlander and the Communist-led League of American Writers, an arrangement which James Dombrowski insisted did not violate the staff’s policy of keeping the school free of party labels. During the two-week session visiting essayists, poets, and editors taught courses on short story and poetry techniques, script writing, and labor journalism to fourteen aspiring writers. Among the guest lecturers at the workshop were author Sherwood Anderson and Vanderbilt University professor Herman C. Nixon. Conscious of the need to tie the project more closely to the interests of southern labor groups, Highlander and the league sponsored a second workshop in July 1940 for eighteen students, many of them members of southern mine, rubber, office, and newspaper workers unions. While several curricular and financial problems hampered the effectiveness of the 1940 session, the HFS faculty considered the program important enough to hold two more workshops in 1941 and 1942 under the direction of staff member Hany Leon Wilson, Jr., whose father wrote the popular novel Ruggles of Red Gap. Staff members scheduled a fifth workshop for July 1943, but a poor response from student prospects forced them to discontinue the sessions and incorporate labor journalism courses into their regular residence program.29

Work camps combining manual labor and educational experiences were another part of Highlander’s expanding education program in the late 1930s and early 1940s. During the summer of 1938, instead of holding the usual residence term, the HFS staff turned the school over to the American Friends Service Committee for a two-month work camp. About two dozen university students worked on various improvements around the school, built a recreation field for
Summerfield, and participated in a community canning project. To acquaint these primarily northern college students with current labor issues in the South, camp directors, HFS staff members, and local union, NLRB, and TVA representatives led nightly discussions on such topics as the coal and cotton industry, the TVA, and the migration of rural southerners to industrial centers. Pleased with the accomplishments and potential value of the work camp, the Highlander faculty directed two more camps in 1940 and 1941 in cooperation with Work Camps for America. Students at the 1941 work camp largely ran the one-month program themselves. They compiled reports on economic and social conditions in Grundy County, heard lectures from visiting speakers, started a daily wall newspaper, and produced a short movie and a mimeographed book describing the Highlander camp. One camper, William Elkuss, an Austrian refugee who had been a student activist at the University of Paris before he came to America to complete his education at Columbia University, became a member of the HFS staff. Plans for another work camp in the summer of 1942 never materialized, and the faculty suspended the entire program for the duration of World War II.30

Still another Highlander endeavor begun in the late thirties to support the growth of organized labor in the South was a series of junior union camps designed to teach the children of union members the principles of unionism, thereby laying the foundation for a strong labor movement in the future. Former HFS students Horace and Margaret Bryan organized and directed the first camp, held in June 1940 for thirteen children of Nashville ACWA members and Summerfield union people. Each morning opened with a general business session, where the staff and the young campers planned the day’s activities and discussed union issues, the problems facing youth, and the experiences and goals of the children. The staff encouraged the children to participate in the running of the camp by having them elect officers and form committees to oversee various projects. The program was rudimentary, but the HFS staff found the initial effort successful enough to conduct several more junior union camps over the next four years for youngsters from union families in Tennessee, Georgia, Kentucky, and Arkansas. Zilphia Horton and other camp directors thought that their success in promoting the physical and personal development of the campers would enhance public relations for the school once the children told their parents about its work. But after 1944 the costs of operating the camps, the declining number of junior unions, and especially the increasing amount of time devoted to residence terms for adult workers brought an end to the program.31

As they broadened the scope of the residence program, Highlander’s leaders continued to join forces with other reform groups in the South to address the region’s most pressing problems. The most prominent southern alliance in the late 1930s and 1940s was the Southern Conference for Human Welfare. Like other southern white progressives, HFS staff members regarded SCHW partly as a response to the findings of the National Emergency Council, whose 1938 report on the South led President Roosevelt to label it “the Nation’s No. 1
economic problem," and partly as a potentially powerful interracial coalition seeking fundamental political, economic, and racial change. Myles and Zilphia Horton and Bill Buttrick were among the 1,200 to 1,500 delegates attending the first SCHW convention in Birmingham in November 1938. Other participants included Eleanor Roosevelt, Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black, Aubrey Williams of the NYA, prominent southern politicians and newspapermen, black college presidents, a sizable group of black and white CIO officials, a smaller contingent from the AFL and railroad brotherhoods, two dozen Socialists, and a handful of Communist party members.32

Myles Horton was initially optimistic about SCHW. Although apprehensive about its top-heavy organizational structure, he thought that the conference could attract union and white middle-class support while maintaining its forthright stand against segregation. But for most of its existence SCHW's militant reputation and allegations of Communist influence hindered its efforts to provide an organized platform for southern reformers. In 1939 HFS staff members assisted the SCHW Committee on Civil Rights in the lawsuit of Tracy City resident Henry Pirtle against the Tennessee poll tax, and in 1940 Eleanor Roosevelt met with a group from Highlander at the SCHW convention in Chattanooga and later donated the first of several $100 scholarships to the school. Although the controversy over Communist infiltration subsided after James Dombrowski became executive secretary of the conference in 1942, SCHW remained in serious financial and organizational trouble and formally dissolved in 1948. Its educational arm, the Southern Conference Educational Fund, survived and became one of the most strident opponents of segregation in the South.33

By the end of the 1930s Highlander and its alumni were exerting a noticeable impact on the southern labor movement. Although financing the school's programs was still difficult, Highlander took in more than $14,000 in 1939, and the staff estimated that during the year it had served about 2,000 people in twenty-one CIO, AFL, and independent unions through its extension work, special institutes, and residence terms. Six former students had been elected presidents of their union locals, twenty-two others had become union organizers, many had assisted in or directed local union membership drives and strikes, and several alumni had become involved in various phases of workers' education in Tennessee, South Carolina, Arkansas, and Kentucky. In all, nearly four hundred students, 93 percent of them union members and 87 percent from the South, had enrolled in Highlander residence terms between 1932 and 1939. During that period, at least 1,800 people attended special institutes at the school, and over 4,600 workers took part in HFS extension classes. In November 1939 staff members and former students organized an alumni association to coordinate union education projects, plan financial campaigns for the school, recruit students, and keep abreast of the various problems besetting southern labor unions.34

At the same time, Highlander's opponents viewed its accomplishments as
part of a growing radical assault upon the established political and economic order of the South, and beginning in the fall of 1939 a new series of attacks attempted to discredit the school and banish it from the state. The opening salvo came in October 1939, when Nashville Tennessean publisher Silliman Evans assigned one of the paper’s top reporters, John McDougal Burns, to investigate Highlander. At HFS Burns introduced himself as John McDougal, an instructor on leave from Texas Christian University interested in the school’s operations. During his two-day stay, staff members treated Burns with the same cordiality accorded the many people who visited Highlander each year, but they became suspicious when Burns began to inquire about the school’s affiliation with labor unions and other groups and about the extent of Communist sentiment in the area. Their doubts increased after Burns left suddenly and two Tennessean photographers arrived to take pictures, ostensibly for a Sunday feature story on the school. Discovering the reporter’s true identity and anticipating his purpose, HFS staff secretary William Buttrick asked the managing editor of the Tennessean for an opportunity to correct any piece written by Burns on Highlander. Other staff members sought legal advice about obtaining an injunction against the newspaper, and some friendly Tennessean newsmen tried to forestall publication of Burns’s report. But it was too late.35

In six front-page stories beginning on Sunday, October 15, 1939, Burns told how Highlander was “a center, if not the center, for the spreading of Communist doctrine in 13 Southeastern states.” Burns never defined what he meant by communism. Nonetheless, in his first report he charged that HFS leaders had consorted with people accused of being Communist; that the faculty had sent students into southern labor unions to teach the “red doctrine” and had held conferences to expound “communist theories”; that the staff had organized units of the Workers Alliance, described before a congressional committee as having Communist origins, and had kept in close contact with Commonwealth College, notorious for its Communist orientation; that the school’s teachers entertained “many leftists of national reputation,” maintained a library “well stocked with communist literature and history,” and used every opportunity “to spread the leftist doctrine”; and that Dillard King was proud that his fellow citizens had “already begun to overthrow the government” in Grundy County with Highlander’s help. Burns elaborated on these themes in subsequent installments. In the issue of October 16, he asserted that Myles Horton had told him, “Everyone realizes that capitalism is a failure and that we should examine Communism” as a solution to the nation’s problem, even though Horton was in California on a fund-raising tour during Burns’s visit. While Highlander’s influence was negligible in Monteagle, Burns concluded, the citizens of Grundy County had become amazingly knowledgeable about the economic issues affecting them and were presumably ready to initiate the revolutionary program taught at the school.36

Reaction to the Tennessean series was immediate and tumultuous. Highlander’s adversaries applauded the attack: Chattanooga Free Press editors
nominated the *Tennessean* for the Pulitzer Prize. HFS office secretaries received harassing telephone calls, and after the final article appeared a carload of men drove up to the school's front gate, shouted curses, and threatened to return and "bomb this place." That night Highlander personnel trained floodlights on the main building, armed themselves, and stood guard with friends from Summerfield around the school. Buttrick and his colleagues considered suing the *Tennessean* for libel, but they agreed that a lawsuit would be expensive and probably only bring "all the 2 × 4 politicians and red-baiters down upon our heads." Instead, they concentrated on winning public opinion to their side. On October 18, 1939, a small newspaper called the Nashville *Times* published a statement by Buttrick categorically denying that the HFS staff had connections with any political party. The *Tennessean* printed a second statement on October 22, in which Buttrick outlined Highlander's purpose and program and charged that Burns's articles contained "such a network of errors and misrepresentations" that intelligent readers should "simply brand the whole series as one grand falsehood." Buttrick then suggested that the *Tennessean* probe was not only "the opening gun" in a drive to secure southern Democratic votes for Vice-President John Nance Garner in the 1940 presidential campaign by discrediting unions opposed to him, but also part of "a nation-wide witch-hunt," fueled by wartime hysteria, to smear all labor and progressive organizations.

During the month following the Burns exposé, *Tennessean* editors were besieged with copies of affidavits, petitions, and at least forty letters denouncing the attack. Faculty and students at Commonwealth College assailed the series, but the newspaper presented their letters as evidence in the case against Highlander. More valuable to the HFS staff were the protests sent to the *Tennessean* by university professors, ministers, labor union officials and members, former students, staff members, and work camp participants. Only a few of these letters were published, however, and Horton and Dombrowski suspected that the newspaper's executives destroyed the rest. Meanwhile, *Tennessean* editors stoutly maintained that Highlander's "ideological partiality for the cause of Communism" was the issue, not Silliman Evans's friendship with Garner, and that in "lifting the veil" that obscured the school's operations they had performed a public service.

HFS leaders realized that some bold stroke was necessary to refute the attack and to clarify once more the misconceptions about Highlander. Under considerable public pressure the *Tennessean* printed James Dombrowski's defense of the school on November 19, 1939, along with a list of those who had written to criticize the articles. Denying that the HFS staff had ever knowingly hired a Communist or received support from any political group, Dombrowski described Highlander as "a school for democratic living" and cited both the prestigious backgrounds of the school's supporters and the improvements it had helped bring to the lives of thousands of southern workers. Dombrowski pointed out that staff members emphasized "the free play of an unfettered mind coming to independent judgments" at HFS, and he invited the public to visit the school.
and judge it on the same basis. Dombrowski and Claudia Lewis pursued the same themes at two well-attended meetings in Nashville on the nights of November 19 and 20. Highlander's leaders, Dombrowski explained, were motivated by a desire "to relate religious idealism to the social problems of today, particularly to relate the social aspirations of religion and the labor movement." Accordingly, the school trained leaders for southern labor unions, used cooperative procedures to solve basic community problems, and helped labor groups develop their own cultural and educational programs.

Highlander had resolved very little in its dispute with the Tennessean. Dombrowski was elated by the largely sympathetic public response he encountered in Nashville and at later meetings in Knoxville and Chattanooga, and staff members derived grim satisfaction when the Tennessean endorsed Garner's presidential candidacy in December 1939. Yet the controversy took its toll on the school's treasury. By the end of 1939 income was about $1,600 below operating expenses, and with the economic future uncertain after the outbreak of war in Europe, HFS leaders settled for a 1940 budget that did no more than maintain existing programs.

Nor did Highlander's enemies abate their criticism. The Tennessean groused that it was still mystifying why any institution based on Christian principles should be tolerant of Communist ideas. Rumors arose in Nashville that Highlander was a free-love commune with a library full of Communist literature and that Dombrowski was not only a Communist but a convicted criminal as well. In the spring of 1940 House Committee on Un-American Activities chairman Martin Dies of Texas announced that his committee had received a large amount of material on Highlander in connection with its probe of alleged radical activities in the South. Horton welcomed any legitimate investigation of the school. But since a Federal Bureau of Investigation agent who visited Highlander in the summer of 1939 had found no evidence of subversive activity, Horton thought that HUAC would simply issue "occasional smearing releases which are always gobbled up and featured by the southern press." His more immediate concern was the possibility that one of the "local defense committees" springing up throughout the state might pay the school "a vigilante visit." Staff members had repelled such attacks in the past, and would do so again if necessary. They were also working hard to reelect the union-backed sheriff in the August 1940 county election, for his defeat would be a "disastrous" loss of legal protection for Highlander.

The election, however, completely reversed the political gains made by Highlander and local unions in the previous two years and unleashed an unprecedented barrage of attacks on the school. Tennessee Consolidated Coal Company officials and members of the old county political ring campaigned aggressively and decisively defeated the union-backed candidates for sheriff, school superintendent, and road commission chairman. The storm over Highlander broke even before the polls closed on August 1. During the primary Horton and members of the Grundy County LNPL had secured the approval of
Representative Estes Kefauver’s field manager to campaign in the congressman’s behalf. As the LNPL distributed a leaflet supporting Kefauver’s record, the congressman began receiving complaints that he was being advertised as Highlander’s candidate in Grundy County. Resenting the idea of being identified with any group without his knowledge, Kefauver wired county residents that he protested the unauthorized advertisement. Citizens calling themselves “100 percent Americans” immediately circulated throughout the county a leaflet quoting Kefauver’s telegram as proof that the congressman “is in no way, shape or form connected with, influenced by, and neither does he endorse the Highlander Folk School.” On August 11 the Chattanooga News-Free Press reproduced a copy of Eleanor Roosevelt’s $100 check to HFS to bolster their allegation that the First Lady was financing subversive activities. Alvin Henderson, cashier of the First National Bank in Tracy City, whose president was secretary of the Tennessee Consolidated Coal Company, told staff member Leon Wilson that he had done nothing unethical in publicizing Highlander’s bank records, for the school was “against the government” and an institution whose affairs were a matter of public interest. The bombardment continued in September when a reporter from the staunchly Republican Nashville Banner claimed that Grundy County residents were anxious to get rid of Highlander, for it had given the county an undesirable reputation as it spread its “un-American influence.”

The most thorough defamation of Highlander came in November 1940 with the appearance of Joseph P. Kamp’s pamphlet The Fifth Column in the South. Kamp headed the Constitutional Educational League, well known for its pro-Fascist, anti-Semitic, antilabor, and anti-New Deal propaganda. Reprinting Eleanor Roosevelt’s check on the inside front cover of his pamphlet, quoting liberally from the Nashville Tennessean series on Highlander, and distorting the meaning of HFS publications, he branded the school “a training center for Communist agitators” and “a fountain head of propaganda for revolution.” Although it cost twenty-five cents, many copies of the pamphlet were available for free throughout Grundy County. HFS staff members had no doubt that Consolidated Coal had financed this latest blast at the folk school after one Tracy City resident received a copy of the tract from the owner of the coal company.

The attacks galvanized both the Highlander faculty and its local opponents. On November 8, 1940, Alvin Henderson asked to visit the school with some friends. Staff members held no illusions about Henderson’s friendliness, but they invited him and one or two friends to come for dinner on November 12. On the night of November 8, the staff received startling news: C.H. Kilby, Tennessee Consolidated Coal Company secretary and counselor-chairman of the Tracy City Junior Order of United American Mechanics, had announced that his group and other county organizations were going to march on the school on November 12 to protest its presence in Tennessee and its “disintegrating effect upon our community in general.” Discovering that most of the organizations
Kilby claimed to represent were not taking part in the mass march, Dombrowski addressed an open letter to Kilby in which he expressed his fear of the almost certain violence that would occur when an uncontrollable crowd of two or three hundred people confronted the school's indignant friends and neighbors. Instead of a "spectacular demonstration," the HFS chairman called for a "genuine conference" to assess the folk school's standing in the community. \(^5\) Although Kilby scoffed at the possibility of a riot, staff members appealed to CIO officials, state officers of the Junior Order of United American Mechanics, and Governor Prentice Cooper to head off the march. On the afternoon of November 12, barely four hours before the announced time of the march, Kilby called Highlander and said that his citizens' committee agreed to meet with HFS leaders at a neutral site. Kilby wanted to hold the conference at a Monteagle roadhouse, but he reluctantly accepted Saint Luke's Common Room at the University of the South. \(^5\)

Each side marshaled its forces before the conference. About a hundred people convened at the Tracy City high school auditorium, where Henderson explained that confusion and the threat of legal action had forced a cancellation of the march. He then proposed the formation of the Grundy County Crusaders, whose slogan would be "no ism but Americanism" and whose purpose would be to carry on "a crusade against all un-American activities and subversive influence that may exist in our County, Community, State and Government." Henderson and Kilby orchestrated the election of a permanent committee of the Crusaders and oversaw the unanimous approval of a resolution asking Highlander to leave Grundy County. Meanwhile, a smaller group of Summerfield citizens met at the folk school to express their resentment against the attacks and to begin circulating a petition pledging their continued support of HFS programs. \(^5\)

The dramatic meeting between Highlander and Crusader representatives began at 9:00 P.M. on November 12 and lasted some five hours. Kilby and Henderson opened the conference with charges calculated to produce fireworks, accusing Highlander of communistic teachings and subversive activities. They did not press their charges once Dombrowski and Horton presented evidence describing the school's programs, its independent status, and the support it had received from the community. Instead, the Crusaders peppered the staff with questions about its involvement in local strikes, the performance of plays and songs criticizing the nation's "commercial system" and the portrayal of conditions in Grundy County in *People of the Cumberland*. A Chattanooga *Times* reporter observed that Kilby "rose to oratorical heights with some of his questions," but staff members answered each accusation frankly and at length. When the Crusaders objected to Dombrowski's publicized statement that HFS had helped overthrow "the power of a large coal company" in the 1938 elections, Dombrowski responded that the staff had aided union members in their campaign to elect their own candidates and thereby break the political power of the coal company. At that point, the *Times* reported, Kilby stepped out
of his Crusader role to announce that as an employee of the Tennessee Consolidated Coal Company for fifteen years he had "never known its management to make any attempt to influence the votes of its employees." Crusader spokesmen derided the favorable appraisals of the school, while Highlander representatives ridiculed allegations that the folk school had cost county residents jobs and forced Kilby to admit that none of the organizations he claimed to speak for were officially affiliated with the Crusaders. As a Chattanooga News-Free Press writer noted, "there was no love-fest at the completion of the lengthy, tension-packed meeting." The conference temporarily stymied the Crusaders’ efforts to oust Highlander from the county. While a News-Free Press editor grumbled that the institution remained intact because "some intelligentsia" had outtalked the "plain country folk" of Grundy County, a Chattanooga Times editor more perceptively observed that Highlander’s leaders could now win over their opponents by welcoming any visitor interested in learning precisely what they were trying to do. Staff members did not let that opportunity pass. Following the conference, Dombrowski and his colleagues outlined Highlander’s work to Governor Cooper and at public meetings in Sewanee and Nashville. The faculty scored a major public relations victory on November 22 when the third national convention of the CIO unanimously approved a resolution endorsing the school and condemning efforts to "discredit and defame" Highlander as "an attack on the progressive labor movement of the South." The folk school had already received the unanimous endorsement of the Tennessee State Industrial Union Council in May 1940, and CIO president John L. Lewis had commended Highlander’s work in October 1940. But the national CIO endorsement was an especially timely and powerful symbol of support by labor leaders representing four million workers. Staff members intensified their publicity campaign, stressing that the Crusaders were not only attacking a bona fide institution promoting the interests of organized labor but also fomenting bitterness against the school at a time "when all groups should be working together to create a real national unity." If the HFS staff had won what William Buttrick called "the first round" in its battle with the Crusaders, no one doubted that C.H. Kilby and Alvin Henderson would renew their efforts to force Highlander out of Grundy County. As rumors reached the school that the Crusaders were producing a pamphlet describing how Highlander was building a Soviet America, Kilby announced a second mass meeting at which the Crusaders would adopt further resolutions against the school. Between 60 and 150 people, including Myles Horton, Leon Wilson, and Claudia Lewis, met in the county high school gymnasium on the night of December 3, 1940. Embarrassed by the presence of the Highlander trio, Alvin Henderson read a long, rambling indictment of the school’s activities. Next C.H. Kilby disclosed that he had affidavits supporting his contention that HFS staff members taught communism. Students sang a song about the "Russian Red Flag" at the end of each class, he asserted, and then
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they lined up and gave “the Russian Red Salute.” To the deadly serious audience, and to the amazed Highlander observers, Kilby demonstrated the salute several times, moving his arms in exactly the same motion a song leader uses at the beginning and end of songs. The group rapidly passed resolutions declaring that the Crusaders were 100 percent behind organized labor, that its leaders should confer withHUAC chairman Martin Dies, and that high-ranking federal officials should be asked not to sponsor a forthcoming benefit for Highlander in Washington, D.C., because they did not know the true purpose of the institution.60

Despite the Crusaders’ warning, the Highlander benefit concert in Washington went on as scheduled on December 6, 1940. It was not only a smashing financial and public relations success, but it also brought a decisive shift in Highlander’s struggle with the Crusaders. As one historian of the school has remarked, the sponsors of the affair “read like a Who’s Who of the New Deal and organized labor,” including Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black, cabinet members, congressmen, administrators of major federal agencies, and other prominent persons.61 An audience of around five hundred people heard a poetry reading by Archibald MacLeish, then Librarian of Congress; a ballad performed by the Washington Choral Society and the Howard University Glee Club; and a collection of folk, blues, and workers’ ballads sung by Zilphia Horton and famed black blues singer Huddie “Leadbelly” Ledbetter. The national attention given to the Washington concert improved the public perception of Highlander as a legitimate institution. Its success boosted the morale of the HFS staff, and the Crusaders never seemed as intimidating afterward.62

Yet the Crusaders had not exhausted every means of combating the school. In January 1941, state representatives Beverly O. Briley and Joe R. Taylor introduced a criminal syndicalism bill into the Tennessee legislature. Proclaimed by Briley as “Tennessee’s answer to Nazi Bunds, Fascist groups, and Communistic organizations,” the bill made it a felony to advocate, suggest, or teach criminal syndicalism, sabotage, or the use of violence to achieve change, foment revolution, or gain profit.63 As union and HFS leaders saw it, the term criminal syndicalism was defined vaguely so that it could be used against labor organizing and as a license to prosecute Highlander. Myles and Zilphia Horton joined Tennessee CIO state secretary Paul Christopher, CIO public relations representative Lucy Randolph Mason, and others in lobbying against the measure in Nashville. Under such pressure, Briley and Taylor withdrew the bill. Meanwhile, the Grundy County Court passed a resolution read to them by C.H. Kilby on February 3, 1941, which asked state authorities to direct the district attorney to indict Highlander as “the largest center of communistic teaching in the South.”64 Dombrowski noted with astonishment that the county court heard no testimony before adopting a resolution “so badly worded and so devoid of all legal fact” that it was both amusing and grounds for a lawsuit against the county. Others in the county were reaching similar conclusions about Kilby’s antics: area miners had begun calling the Crusaders the “Crucifiers.”65
By the spring of 1941 support for the folk school was as strong as it had ever been. UMW locals in Whitwell and Tracy City, along with the Tennessee Conference for Democracy, a group representing AFL, CIO, and Railroad Brotherhood organizations in the state, passed resolutions condemning the Crusaders’ campaign against Highlander and organized labor. Governor Cooper informed Horton that he would lend his assistance if any trouble arose again. The district attorney announced that he was unable to find enough evidence to bring charges against the institution. On February 1, 1941, Eleanor Roosevelt delighted the HFS staff by renewing her contribution to Highlander. She had concluded that the school’s enemies opposed it not “because of any communist activities, but because they are opposed to labor organization and, therefore, labor education,” which in her opinion was “a most unwise and shortsighted attitude.”

By the end of March 1941 the Crusaders faced almost total defeat. Highlander’s leaders launched a new publicity and fund-raising campaign, removed the school’s funds from the First National Bank of Tracy City, and explored the possibility of legal action against Alvin Henderson for publishing Roosevelt’s check. By the time the Tennessee State Industrial Union Council reaffirmed its support for Highlander in June 1941, Horton was fairly certain that the attacks on the school had finally subsided.

Nevertheless, the controversies of the past two years left a bitterness that was not easily dissolved. Highlander’s battle with the Crusaders had taken so much time and money that the staff felt compelled to curtail its residence program during the spring of 1941 in order to devote itself to the fund-raising drive. In May 1941 delegates at a meeting of the Murfreesboro district of the Methodist church refused to restore James Dombrowski’s ministerial license and resolved that the church should in no way support Highlander. Two weeks later the state council of the Junior Order of United American Mechanics adopted a resolution submitted by C.H. Kilby branding Highlander as communistic, un-American, and subversive. In October 1941 an FBI agent conducted an investigation of Highlander. Using Kilby’s office as his headquarters, the agent never went near the school, nor did he talk with county residents who worked closely with it. After the HFS faculty protested to the bureau about the agent’s shoddy methods, another investigator arrived in January 1942. Staff members gave him unlimited access to their records, and as they expected, he found nothing but further instances of antionionists using the terms “labor organizer” and “Communist” interchangeably.

Highlander staff members could withstand attacks from opponents like the Crusaders; more troubling was the criticism leveled at them from people they considered allies in the southern labor movement. Throughout Highlander’s history, and particularly in the turbulent period before World War II, conservatives and radicals alike could not accept the school’s refusal to commit itself to a specific political position. In mid-1941 the faculty learned that Frank McCallister of the Workers’ Defense League, Franz Daniel of the ACWA, and others were making it known that Highlander’s policies were consistently
helpful to the Communist party in the South. McCallister denied making such statements, claiming that he had never been able to determine what ideological line the school followed. He knew only that Horton and Dombrowski were “socialists with a little ‘s’” who bitterly resisted Socialist attempts to hinder their educational program. Such an ambiguous position enraged Franz Daniel. A longtime friend of Horton and Dombrowski, Daniel had become disenchanted with workers’ education in the late thirties and begun denouncing Highlander as “communistic.” He admitted that his accusations were not true. But because staff members were not anti-Communist, Daniel announced in May 1941 that he and his wife, Zilla Hawes, were severing all ties with the “Communist stooges” at Highlander. For her part Hawes insisted that the school could not stand apart from the bitter power struggle within the CIO between John L. Lewis and Sidney Hillman or from the domestic repercussions of the German invasion of the Soviet Union in June 1941; it could not remain “all things to all groups in the liberal movement at one and the same time.”

HFS leaders would not compromise their position. ACWA officials issued a statement in April 1942 indicating that Daniel’s attitude did not reflect the union’s sentiments. But like Highlander’s other opponents, Daniel did not change his opinion of the school.

Throughout the controversies of 1939-1941, Highlander’s residence program remained largely intact. Revising the residence schedule to leave the summer free for short-term conferences and other projects, the faculty held two six-week residence terms in the spring and fall of 1940, a two-week session in May 1941, and a six-week term beginning in August 1941. Even with these adjustments, recruiting students became more difficult as work in defense industries increased. Enrollment remained generally stable, however, averaging around twenty-two students each term. Highlander’s core curriculum of union problems, labor history and economics, public speaking and parliamentary law, dramatics, and labor journalism courses continued to provide practical training in conducting the affairs of local unions. One noticeable trend during the residence terms was the greater coordination among classes in addressing the central problems of union organization. Students in a union problems class, for example, spent several periods discussing contract negotiation and enforcement. They then used the parliamentary procedure class to introduce motions for a new contract and to appoint a committee to represent them in contract talks, just as they would in regular union meetings. Later, in the dramatics course, students improvised a short play depicting the union representatives’ negotiations with a factory owner.

A second, more significant trend during the 1940-1941 residence terms was the involvement of major southern labor union figures in classes, panel discussions, and weekend institutes. Their participation, along with the creation in December 1940 of an HFS executive council composed largely of AFL and CIO officials, confirmed Highlander’s growing prominence in the southern labor movement. During the fall term of 1940, for instance, ACWA southern director
Bernard Borah held a class on contracts; Paul Christopher, vice-president of the Textile Workers Union of America, led discussions on grievance procedures and shop committees; and LNPL southern director Alton Lawrence talked about the potential political activities of local unions. A total of 181 workers from twenty-three unions affiliated with the AFL, CIO, Railroad Brotherhoods, and Farmers' Union attended two weekend institutes at HFS in the fall of 1940 and the spring of 1941. Highlighting the 1941 summer term were five weekend conferences for over 150 union members led by New Orleans regional CIO director Fred Pieper, Richard Deverall of the United Auto Workers, Allen McNeil of the Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers, and other regional labor leaders. These special programs were in addition to the almost steady stream of university professors, political activists, TVA employees, federal government officials, and labor leaders from virtually every union in the South who came to Highlander during the residence terms.74

The Highlander staff also pressed forward in its efforts to persuade southern white union members that racially integrated labor unions were as practical as they were morally desirable. Staff members used what Myles Horton called a "method of natural exposure" to overcome racial prejudices. Residence classes studying the connection between race relations and labor organization inevitably concluded that there must be equal opportunities for blacks and whites if both races were to improve their living conditions. When blacks such as Fisk University sociologist Charles S. Johnson came to HFS either as speakers or as casual visitors, the faculty showed them as much consideration and courtesy as any other guest and maintained normal eating and sleeping arrangements. Not all students altered their racial attitudes. Yet Horton asserted that white students generally had no objections when blacks simply fit into the daily routine of the school, and some students subsequently became "instrumental" in bringing blacks into their unions.75

Between 1937 and 1941 the Highlander Folk School emerged as a vital center of labor education in the South. Indeed, the controversies besetting the school in the late 1930s and early 1940s occurred largely because of the faculty's success in educating local leadership for unions throughout the region. To be sure, staff members suffered several setbacks during the period. Their efforts to promote a political coalition among union members in Grundy County produced only a temporary victory. Most of Highlander's experimental projects, such as the writers' workshops and junior union camps, did not attract enough support to last very long. While HFS leaders took pride in maintaining a financially and ideologically independent institution, their position entailed risks that they may not have fully appreciated. By 1941 total income had grown to nearly $16,500, but the school also finished the year with a $1,300 deficit, and the number of individual contributors declined while remaining decidedly nonsouthern.76 The insistence on making no ideological commitments beyond the southern labor movement left the staff vulnerable to charges of communism from people of wildly disparate political backgrounds. Out of an exaggerated
fear of Highlander's influence, conservatives raised the specter of "communism" to undermine the school's challenge to southern labor, political, and racial customs. Other attacks on HFS stemmed from factional feuds among labor leaders or between Socialists and Communists. Yet the heart of the dispute, which has generally persisted to the present, lay in the difficulty of classifying Highlander. Horton, Dombrowski, and their colleagues contended that they operated a school based upon democratic principles and the everyday problems of southern workers and their families. Many people simply did not believe them.

Nevertheless, judged by the amount of cooperation shown by southern labor leaders, by the people who contributed to HFS, and by the activities of its alumni, Highlander had earned a solid reputation as a southern labor school. Dozens of union officials took part in the residence terms, and over nine hundred people from thirty-six states made contributions to the school in 1940. Staff members measured the true worth of their work, however, by the fact that over 50 percent of the folk school's alumni had held official positions in their unions by 1940. Former students organized and presided over the only United Rubber Workers local in the South, directed an ILGWU educational program in Atlanta, edited a union newsletter and served on an industrial union council committee in Louisville, negotiated a new contract for textile workers in Lumberton, North Carolina, and served as vice-president of the Tennessee State CIO. HFS leaders were naturally pleased that each student left the school, as one wrote, "more able to go out in the world as a working man and stand up for my constitutional rights." But they also recognized that keeping Highlander's work relevant to the needs of southern laborers required actual organizing experience and education programs supplementing union campaigns. In the decade after 1937 the staff conducted extension programs that made Highlander even more clearly a school for workers in the South.
When CIO leaders announced the formation of the Textile Workers Organizing Committee in March 1937, Highlander staff members leaped at the chance to become part of what James Dombrowski called the “most important event in southern labor history.”¹ The potential effects of the TWOC drive to organize the southern textile industry were indeed enormous. A million people worked in the industry in 1937, about 450,000 in the South alone; a successful campaign by the CIO would create the largest union in America. It was also commonly accepted that the organization of the textile industry, the largest employer of southern wage earners, held the key not only to the success of industrial unionism but also to any shift in economic and political power in the South. Dombrowski considered it imperative that Highlander become fully involved in the TWOC campaign if it was to fulfill its promise as a southern labor school. Other HFS leaders agreed. To Myles Horton the TWOC campaign seemed to signal the beginning of a true “labor movement,” a “democratic, radical, social movement” determined to secure economic benefits for all southern laborers and to use political action and education to improve their lives.²

For a decade after the start of the 1937 TWOC campaign the Highlander staff conducted extension programs for unions across the South. HFS teachers served as union organizers and managed the educational side of union drives, helping local officers maintain and enlarge their activities and teaching workers how to bargain collectively and live successfully under union contracts. Through their fieldwork, staff members hoped to learn firsthand about the problems of southern laborers and union organizing, to improve Highlander’s curriculum and teaching approach, to educate a larger number of workers than would be possible in residence sessions, and to strengthen the overall effectiveness of the school in promoting the southern labor movement. Highlander had become a fairly well-known center for workers’ education by the late 1930s, and its extension programs between 1937 and 1947 enhanced that reputation. Although the CIO was only moderately successful in organizing southern industries by the end of World War II, the gains its leaders could claim were in
part the product of the efforts of Myles Horton, Mary Lawrance, and other staff members to further the development of organized labor in the South.

TWOC chairman Sidney Hillman of the ACWA and his colleagues wanted to avoid the mistakes made in previous union organizing campaigns in the South. Textile workers had exhibited a strong desire for unionization in the massive strike of 1934, but organizing would be difficult because the industry was so fragmented. Each branch—cotton, woolen and worsted, rayon, silk, hosiery, and others—had its own distinctive market, technology, and labor force. Half the industry produced cotton goods, and almost four-fifths of the mills in this subindustry were in the South. But the mills were scattered in dozens of small towns throughout the southern Piedmont. Intense competition and an abundant labor supply resulted in long hours, low wages, and poor working conditions. Well aware that their profits depended on cheap labor, mill owners fiercely resisted any attempt to organize textile workers, often with the aggressive support of the local community. Owners commonly crushed union drives by replacing unskilled and semiskilled union members with readily available nonunion workers; by playing on the distrust of rural laborers toward outsiders, particularly northerners; by hiring large numbers of women who generally worked for lower wages than men; and by threatening to replace white union members with black nonunion workers.

Hillman and his lieutenants sought to overcome these and other barriers to textile unions through a carefully planned, well-financed strategy sensitive to the peculiar problems of southern cotton textile workers. The first phase of a local TWOC campaign would be educational. Organizers would publicize the TWOC's affiliation with the CIO to disassociate it from the past failures of the United Textile Workers. They would emphasize the respectability of the new union, its benefits to workers and the community, and its ability to withstand employer retaliation after the initial outburst of organizing excitement. Next, they would seek a National Labor Relations Board representation election, and once elected, they would demand the negotiation of contracts with employers, using political pressure and resorting to strikes only where necessary. Throughout this process, organizers would attempt to persuade white workers that they could include black workers in their unions and thus increase their economic clout without necessarily altering existing southern race relations. They would also appeal to the poorest and most reluctant workers through a pledge card campaign, in which mill hands signed cards designating the TWOC as their collective bargaining representative and paid no dues until the union secured a contract and established a new local. Finally, to blunt charges that the drive was an invasion of Yankees, Jews, and Communists, TWOC leaders hired A. Steve Nance, a popular leader who had been president of the Georgia Federation of Labor, to direct the critical Deep South campaign, and employed 160 southerners as organizers, including Lucy Randolph Mason, Franz Daniel, and Myles Horton.

The Highlander staff eagerly responded to Nance's invitation to participate
in the first major CIO organizing drive in the South. On April 1, 1937, the entire faculty attended a conference in Atlanta marking the start of the TWOC cotton campaign. Horton quickly volunteered Highlander's services, and his colleagues agreed to suspend the residence program and devote themselves entirely to the southern drive until the end of 1937. Staff member Beckie Barton became an assistant to Zilla Hawes, who headed the TWOC district office in Greenville, South Carolina, one of the largest and most antiunion textile centers in the nation. Zilphia Horton went to La Follette, Tennessee, to help ACWA organizer Charles Handy, an HFS alumnus, set up the office of a new thousand-member shirtworkers local. James Dombrowski edited a special issue on religion and labor for the TWOC Parade to counter the influence of antiunion evangelists who were condemning the union and the CIO.5

Meanwhile, Nance hired Myles Horton as a full-time TWOC organizer and immediately sent him to Bennettsville, South Carolina, to avert a strike and to sign up members for the union. The Duncan K. McColl Company employed 1,100 workers in five Marlboro cotton mills, one in Bennettsville and the other four in nearby McColl, South Carolina. The mill hands had little union experience, but sentiment at the Bennettsville plant was strongly in favor of an immediate strike. It would be more effective, Horton believed, to shift the emphasis from striking to organizing and to use Highlander's educational techniques to help the workers assume responsibility for a campaign that would produce strong interracial unions at all five mills. He first persuaded the Bennettsville mill hands to delay striking until they and the workers in McColl had been organized, and then he coordinated a membership drive that by mid-April had signed up 90 percent of the Marlboro workers, both black and white, for the TWOC. While waiting for TWOC officials to negotiate a contract, Horton and volunteers from the two mill towns carried on an organizing campaign in Laurinburg, North Carolina, signing 80 percent of the eight hundred employees at the local mills and winning a 10 percent wage increase. When Marlboro mill executives refused to sign a contract acceptable to union members, employees went on strike on May 7, 1937. After eight days mill owners agreed to a 12 percent raise, a checkoff for union dues, and a preferential union shop. Horton recalled that Marlboro mills president Duncan McColl had a "heart attack" when he learned that black workers would earn the same wages and considerations as white workers under the contract.6 Horton had done a remarkable job. Through his appealing personality and broad-based organizing approach he had recruited over 1,100 workers for the TWOC, and he had helped bring about one of the first TWOC contracts in the South and the only one obtained by the union in South Carolina during the drive.7

As soon as the Marlboro mill workers returned to work in May 1937, Horton went to Lumberton, North Carolina, in response to reports of threats and wholesale discrimination against textile union members. The Mansfield and Jennings mills on the eastern and northern edges of town had a history of tough resistance to union organizers. But by 1937 management dominance of com-
munity life—the East Lumberton council met in the Mansfield mill office and the company paid policemen's salaries—had become distasteful to many workers. Wages were not the primary reason for organizing, one worker later said; more important was the mill hands' desire "to have something to say about their working conditions, their jobs." Arriving in Lumberton in mid-May, Horton and TWOC organizer Richard F. Strickland met with a delegation of union members who had talked to Horton in McColl. As the men discussed the growing interest among mill workers in the TWOC, the mayor of Lumberton, company overseers, and their followers gathered in the street below Horton's hotel room and demanded that the "outsiders and trouble makers" leave town.

That night antiunionists fired shots and threw rocks at the homes of three workers who had attended the meeting and smashed the windows of Strickland's car. The next morning Horton called Steve Nance and asked to stay and organize the mills, since it was the only answer to such treatment.

Throughout the organizing campaign Horton tried to instill in the Lumberton textile workers a sense of their independence and power. The reputation he had won in McColl was enough to bring a few dozen Lumberton workers into the TWOC. To increase membership Horton held small meetings where he encouraged workers to discuss their problems and explained the implications of those difficulties and the necessity of unions. From these meetings he recruited about ten people who actually ran the organizing drive. Within a week after his arrival, the organizers had signed more than one hundred new union members and, with the help of more than one hundred union people from McColl and Bennettsville, staged the first union meeting held in public in Lumberton. By the end of May, 65 percent of the 650 Mansfield mill employees and 95 percent of the 350 Jennings mill employees had signed TWOC membership cards.

Horton did not want the new union members to go out on strike before the NLRB held hearings on their complaints against the Lumberton mills. But on June 7, 1937, a few days before the start of the hearings, employees at the Jennings mill walked out in protest of a 50 percent increase in their work load with no change in their hourly wage. Horton was certain that the company's managers had provoked the strike in order to close the plant for remodeling without paying the workers, to cut labor costs during a slack production period, to block the NLRB hearings as long as possible, and to discredit the union and his work. Since the larger Mansfield mill was the key to the success of the strike, Horton hastily called a mass meeting in East Lumberton and persuaded a majority of the machinists in the weaving room to strike on June 10 in support of the Jennings mill workers, bringing Mansfield mill operations to a halt. On June 11 Mansfield mill officials called for help from the county sheriff and city police to guard against possible disorder and asked for a postponement of the NLRB hearings because of the "violence" of the strike. But the hearings proceeded as scheduled, and the vast majority of the striking mill hands, many of them women, refused to go back to work. Frustrated, H.B. Jennings, president of the two Lumberton mills, ordered the dismissal of union members, the eviction of
workers from company houses, and the cutoff of credit at the company store.\textsuperscript{12}

The three-month Lumberton strike, as one labor newspaper reporter wrote, became "the story of [the] textile employers' war to check unionization of workers by T.W.O.C. Organizer Myles Horton."\textsuperscript{13} During the summer of 1937, as arrangements for a NLRB election slowly developed, local TWOC leaders carefully followed what Horton called "a policy of peaceful action."\textsuperscript{14} On June 12, Governor Clyde R. Hoey sent a detachment of highway patrolmen from Raleigh to Lumberton to preserve order. The union planned to have a large picket line that day, but Horton went to the Mansfield mill and sent all but a handful of pickets home. When the patrolmen roared up to the plant, they found only two union banners in front of the mill and a group of young men and women playing guitars and banjos instead of the expected four to five hundred angry strikers. The next day Horton organized a large picket line, and for about a week every time the state patrolmen began the two-hour journey to Lumberton newsmen from the Raleigh \textit{News and Observer} called Horton and warned him to thin out the picket line before the patrolmen arrived. To maintain interest and enthusiasm among the strikers, Horton held informal classes on the picket lines and, along with several union leaders, conducted mass meetings five nights a week. He still enjoys telling the story of five men who came by his hotel room one evening brandishing pistols and announcing that they were going to take him out of Lumberton permanently. Horton got a .45 army pistol from his dresser and offered his services as an organizer to help the men decide who was going to be killed in their mission. After some sober reflection, the men got back in their automobile and drove away.\textsuperscript{15}

Despite Horton's efforts to maintain peace, neither the striking union members nor the mill managers and police officials would give ground. On June 17, 1937, the police arrested six strikers for allegedly assaulting a nonunion employee during a union meeting and charged Horton with inciting the attack. A local judge rejected all testimony denying the charges and sentenced Horton and two other men to thirty days in jail, but upon appeal prosecutors dropped the case. On June 25, former mill policeman Alto B. Stephens, already under bond for assaulting a picketing mill hand, struck Horton as he was talking to a reporter. The treasurer of Mansfield mills posted bond for Stephens, who paid a $10 fine after being convicted of the attack. When Horton tried to obtain an injunction barring highway patrolmen from forming lines through which nonstriking workers could enter the mills, company officials, the mayor of Lumberton, and highway patrol officers asked for an injunction against picketing by Horton and TWOC members. The judge denied all injunctions, declaring that local authorities could preserve order. In July, however, a highway patrol lieutenant threatened to rearrest Horton if violence occurred anywhere near the picket lines, regardless of whether he was on the scene or not, and the sheriff declined to provide Horton with protection after nonstriking workers threatened to kill him if he ever returned to the mills. Clearly, peaceful picketing was all but impossible. Since the stretchout had ended, and since an increasing number of
strikebreakers were filling the mills, the strikers decided to go back to work while retaining their TWOC membership.16

Having exhausted their delaying tactics, Mansfield officials consented to hold NLRB elections to determine the collective bargaining agent of the workers, and on September 22, 1937, the TWOC won handily, receiving over 60 percent of the vote in the two mills. When mill managers still refused to negotiate with the union, the TWOC filed further charges with the NLRB. The prospect of another labor board hearing and another strike persuaded the mills' president to sign a contract on January 29, 1938, providing for union recognition, a seniority system, arbitration procedures, and union dues checkoff, but no wage increase. In the end, Horton observed, "organization won over violence and hysteria," and the primary aims of the eight-month TWOC campaign in Lumberton had been secured by the contract.17

While Horton worked for the TWOC in the Carolinas, other staff members began an educational program for a newly organized local of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America in La Follette, Tennessee, about forty miles north of Knoxville. Two shirtmaking factories in La Follette, owned by a New York company, normally employed about 1,000 women who earned between $6 and $7 for a fifty-to-sixty-hour work week. When the shirtworkers went on strike in January 1937, former Highlander student Charles Handy and other organizers quickly established an ACWA local. By mid-March, with the support of hundreds of area UMW members, the ACWA won contracts at both plants providing for a closed shop, wage increases, shorter hours, and other provisions. Yet company executives maintained that the shirtworkers really did not want the union, and during the spring of 1937 they tried to induce the women to desert the ACWA. Handy asked the HFS faculty to teach the new union members the fundamentals of labor organization, and at the end of May 1937, James Dombrowski, Ralph Tefferteller, and HFS librarian Margaret Musselman joined Zilphia Horton in La Follette to begin a carefully designed Workers Education Rally. The Highlander teachers planned to experiment with new educational techniques that could be applied on a larger scale throughout the South. They would first concentrate on educating a small group of the ablest union members and cultivating their leadership abilities. They would then work through an informal social and recreational program to build among local union members "a greater emotional loyalty to the union" and a better understanding of the entire labor movement.18

Highlander's six-week program in La Follette proved more of a recreational than an educational success. After staging an opening rally on May 29 for between 125 and 150 clothing, mine, and lumber worker families, HFS staff members conducted two group discussions each week during June 1937. Following brief singing sessions and presentations on parliamentary procedure, Dombrowski, Zilphia Horton, and Tefferteller used charts and booklets called union primers to take the shirtworkers step-by-step through the structure, functions, and benefits of the ACWA and CIO. Attendance gradually increased,
and by the end of the rally around one hundred union members were participating in the classes. The HFS faculty had to be content with teaching elementary ideas, for most of the students knew very little about their union. Some miners attending the classes did not know what the letters CIO meant, and when Dombrowski asked who was the head of the CIO one miner replied, "Theodore Roosevelt."  

Shirtworkers, miners, and their families responded far more enthusiastically to the more informal features of the Workers Education Rally. Staff members brought books and pamphlets from Highlander and established a small library in the local ACWA hall, helped produce a weekly shop paper called Shirt-Tale, and organized recreational activities that would popularize the union among shirtworkers. In late June the local union's education committee organized a Union Label Fair featuring exhibits and raffles of union-made goods, two union fortune tellers, and a union label tobacco-spitting contest. The rally ended with an Independence Day Labor Celebration attended by over 4,000 people. The HFS staff considered the festival "one of the finest demonstrations of labor solidarity ever seen in this part of the country."  

While Highlander's teachers believed that some elements of the La Follette experiment could be used in other union education programs in the South, they also recognized its shortcomings. Their plans had been too ambitious and had not encouraged the shirtworkers to assume responsibility for the project. A majority of union members in the area never attended the lectures and discussions, and too many of those who came to the classes had difficulty understanding the teaching materials. Nonetheless, shirtworkers were enthusiastic about continuing all of the rally's activities after the Highlander group left La Follette. Thus the staff took satisfaction in noting that the educational rally had given the ACWA local "greater prestige in the eyes of the union membership and a firmer position in the community."  

By the end of 1937 the TWOC campaign had made substantial progress in the North but little headway in the southern textile industry. The southern drive had enjoyed some immediate success. By September 1937 the TWOC had negotiated sixteen agreements covering 17,500 southern mill hands, and more than 100,000 southern workers had reportedly signed pledge cards. But the cards hardly ensured contracts, and the campaign never recovered its momentum after an economic recession in the fall of 1937. Employer resistance to textile unions hardened. Union contributions declined. Competent organizers worked under enormous burdens. In the spring of 1939 the United Textile Workers reorganized as an AFL affiliate and began competing with the TWOC for the allegiance of textile workers. By the time the TWOC became the Textile Workers Union of America in May 1939, union contracts covered only 7 percent of the South's 350,000 mill workers, and the contracts themselves were on precarious ground. For example, new owners of the Marlboro mills in Bennettsville and McColl had refused to renew the union agreements when they expired in December 1937; they had closed the mills in April 1938 and then reopened
them one month later with a totally nonunion labor force. In September 1939 workers at the Jennings mill in Lumberton went on strike and secured a new contract, but the agreement expired in 1940 and workers remained unorganized for several years. Thrown on the defensive, TWUA leaders turned to protecting and consolidating their existing strength. Like its predecessors, TWUA became “a northern organization which constantly looked southward for its salvation.”

Meanwhile, Highlander staff members were beginning to reevaluate their extension work. In August 1937, Myles Horton went to Charlotte as a field representative for the CIO in North Carolina, where he helped plan a general union drive and organized various groups of workers. Although he had intended to remain with the CIO until the end of the year, he resigned his post and returned to Highlander in October 1937. Horton had concluded that union officials were more interested in controlling members than in developing a spirit of independence and initiative among them. He had also learned that organizing was not necessarily educating. While he enjoyed battling mill owners and their allies, he preferred to teach workers to establish and manage their local unions themselves. His HFS colleagues were reaching similar conclusions about the limitations of their field work. They had come to recognize that any extension program of the magnitude of the La Follette project precluded their involvement in any other program. What Highlander needed was an extension program that supplemented residence sessions rather than replaced them. The most effective approach, they decided, was to bring students to HFS from places where a staff member was carrying on an extension program and send them back, as Horton wrote, “with additional enthusiasm and equipment.”

To implement this revised approach to the extension program, twenty-three-year-old Mary Lawrance became Highlander’s full-time field worker in 1939. The Pennsylvania-born daughter of southern parents had first become interested in organized labor during her college days at Duke University, where she worked with local tobacco and hosiery workers and chaired a statewide YWCA student-industrial committee. Lawrance quickly grasped Highlander’s central premise that an effective educational program had to be “simple, clear, dynamic and practical,” and based upon personal knowledge of the problems and experiences of the people involved. These lessons were underscored in early 1940, when Lawrance went to Louisville to hold classes for local Teamsters and textile workers unions and found herself “convincing a few staunch union members to be stauncher union members.” Her mistakes taught her to organize classes that addressed issues related to the union’s growth, to make sure that there was a prior demand for them, and to include the entire membership of the union in an educational program.

Lawrance’s first chance to test her ideas about labor education came in June 1940, when a union committee in Alcoa, Tennessee, asked Highlander to help it revive interest in the Aluminum Workers of America local. The AWA had a nationwide contract with the Aluminum Company of America, and the 5,000-
member Alcoa local was the largest in the nation. Yet its strength was deceptive. Most workers lived on farms well outside the town and rarely came to union meetings. Jealousy between workers in the fabrication and reduction plants, tedious union meetings, a lack of publicity, and a domineering president had also bred apathy among AWA members. The local's executive board and officers doubted that Lawrance could do anything to stimulate interest, and only a handful of the twenty-two workers attending the first union meeting after her arrival had the faintest idea of why she was in Alcoa.25

Confronted with such major problems, Lawrance directed all her efforts to the basic goal of building interest in the union. The local's Saturday night meetings were usually lifeless affairs, but Lawrance's announcement that the next regular meeting would feature a speaker and an entertainment program attracted about seventy-five people to the union hall. Lawrance led the group through a few labor songs, passed out sample copies of the AWA News to arouse interest in a shop newspaper, and circulated short questionnaires on possible classes for union members. She then reorganized the ladies' auxiliary to help plan entertainment for future union meetings and set up a Worthy Worker Club for the wives of black workers who might involve their husbands in the union. After about a month of work, Lawrance persuaded the executive board to form a permanent planning committee that would set the agenda of each general meeting, equip the union hall for recreational and social activities, and coordinate the affairs of the women's clubs. As attendance at the meetings grew and more people participated in her program, Lawrance recruited three men to help her produce more editions of the AWA News and persuaded the executive board to underwrite the distribution of the paper at the plants so workers could see what the local was accomplishing.26

Lawrance could go no farther with her program in Alcoa. When she announced the beginning of classes on labor history and union publicity, the response was negligible. Frustrated by the inability of executive board members to progress beyond the idea that all they needed was a leader, Lawrance decided to demonstrate that the union already had a strong group of capable members by holding an all-day conference to plan an education program addressing the union's organizational problems. But factions within the union used the gathering to ask the entire executive board to resign, and the ensuing uproar overwhelmed the last week of her work. Lawrance left Alcoa in August 1940 doubting that the program could continue without the involvement of the local's leaders. Indeed, the union soon reverted to its earlier lethargy. Lawrance had been able to develop new leadership and to produce some enthusiasm and activity among union members; she had also shown that no education program could be sustained unless the local union assumed responsibility for it. Her experiences in Alcoa became the basis for stronger and more successful Highlander extension programs in the 1940s.27

The coming of World War II enabled southern labor unions to take advantage of the dramatic rise in employment and favorable federal policies to
increase membership, raise wages, and improve their public image. By November 1941, Lucy Randolph Mason proclaimed, the CIO had organized "hundreds of thousands" of workers in the South. CIO membership in the New Orleans area had grown from 675 in 1939 to about 15,000 in 1941. New locals in Atlanta were "springing up in every direction." It had been "too dangerous for CIO men to stay in Memphis" in the late 1930s, but now thousands of workers had joined CIO unions and won contracts in a number of industries. There were already several CIO locals in Chattanooga, and unions had begun aggressive campaigns in the Knoxville area.  

But this rapid expansion also meant that the leadership of thousands of unionists was largely inexperienced in conducting union activities and that new members often knew little about union operations. The Highlander staff therefore began in 1941 to work closely with industrial union councils to coordinate labor education programs for union officers and the rank and file. Usually HFS would contribute the services of Mary Lawrance or another staff member while a local council or some other organization paid for the costs of the program. Lawrance and her colleagues sought to make union members realize that the fate of organized labor was at stake in the war. Their goal was to turn "union card-carriers" into "union crusaders" who would make their unions a powerful force in civic affairs and defend them against the attacks "launched by the anti-labor crowd under the smokescreen of patriotism." As it became more difficult to recruit students for residence sessions, Highlander's leaders affirmed in August 1942 that extension projects should be "the main consideration" in their overall educational program during the war.

Highlander's commitment to large-scale extension work began with a successful program for CIO unions in the New Orleans area in 1941 and 1942. The CIO had grown so rapidly in the area between 1939 and 1941 that union officials had not been able to educate new members in the mechanics of building and maintaining union strength. Thus when the HFS faculty offered to conduct an education program for New Orleans unions in January 1941, Louisiana CIO regional director Fred Pieper and the New Orleans Industrial Union Council quickly accepted the proposal and elected a committee to help Mary Lawrance begin the yearlong program. When she arrived in mid-April 1941, Lawrance faced an enormous task. CIO unions stretched from the New Orleans waterfront to towns fifty miles away. Fortunately for her, most union members lived in the city of New Orleans, on the south bank of the Mississippi River, or around area sugar plantations. After spending a week gathering information on the unions, Lawrance held a meeting with about 120 local officials to launch an officers' training school. Using charts, a "Labor Information Please" question-and-answer exercise, and a short improvisational skit, Lawrance skillfully demonstrated the usefulness of classes in labor history, union problems, parliamentary law, union publicity, and labor dramatics. By the end of the meeting the officers were eagerly signing up for the subjects they wanted to study.
During the initial four-week training school, Lawrance kept the classes informal and focused on the practical needs of the unions. Officers worked on speeches they later delivered at union meetings, practiced parliamentary procedure, analyzed the grievances they planned to discuss with plant managers, and made posters for picket lines. Lawrance consolidated the labor history and union publicity classes into a general union education class and added special classes for local officers of the Inland Boatmen Division of the National Maritime Union and the Transport Workers Union. In addition to these scheduled sessions, Lawrance corrected mistakes in parliamentary procedure at hosiery workers meetings, discussed the duties of shop stewards with female sugar workers, and assisted members of a striking furniture workers union. By the time she left New Orleans in May 1941 to participate in Highlander's spring residence term, Pieper and the industrial union council had become enthusiastic supporters of the program. Four local officials attended the HFS residence session to learn how they could assist Lawrance when she went back to New Orleans to start a second training course, and in mid-May Pieper proposed that twenty active locals contribute five dollars a month to sustain the education program.32

When Lawrance returned to New Orleans in June 1941, local union leaders were still struggling to carry out their functions efficiently. She thus placed special emphasis during the second phase of the extension program on the training of officers, shop stewards, and committee members. During the next three months she showed the officers how to handle grievances, collect dues, schedule department meetings, organize committees, and conduct wage surveys. To encourage them to use these practices, Lawrance wrote an officers' handbook entitled How To Build Your Union and conducted short programs on grievance procedure, parliamentary law, and other simple union problems at furniture, construction, sugar, transport, inland boatmen, and hosiery workers union meetings. She reached still other union members by speaking at meetings, publicizing union activities, writing articles for a local newspaper, establishing a labor library, devising model report blanks for use in collecting dues, and helping to organize the first Labor Day parade in New Orleans in many years. To mobilize the workers against pending antunion legislation, Lawrance set up union legislative committees and printed weekly bulletins on the latest political developments. By the end of the second period of the extension program in August 1941, attendance at union meetings, membership, and dues collections had increased; a shop paper had been started; and morale had risen noticeably. The educational program had been "successful far beyond our expectations," Pieper happily told Lucy Mason, and he planned to make it a permanent part of the New Orleans CIO program.33

Lawrance began the third session of the New Orleans training program in October 1941, intending to develop new union leaders to replace the officers being drafted into the armed forces. With the entry of the United States into the
war, however, she altered the program to reach as many CIO members as possible and to place further stress on building a sound steward system. In January 1942 she discontinued virtually every class in favor of informal discussions at department, steward, executive board, and general membership meetings. Lawrance usually began with a summary of the world crisis and the potential threats to the labor movement and then outlined some practical ways to make members more active in union affairs. To help stewards appreciate their added obligations because of the war, Lawrance held banquets and conferences for them, organized councils, and mimeographed a "Pointers for Stewards" bulletin. In October 1942 Highlander staff members Myles and Zilphia Horton and Maria Stenzel joined Lawrance at a three-day institute to recapitulate the lessons of the New Orleans program. The HFS teachers, CIO directors, and officials from the War Production Board, Office of Price Administration, and United States Employment Service used a radio dramatization, government war films, and panel discussions to impress upon workers their responsibilities to their unions and the importance of organized labor's role during and after the war. Leaders of a United Sugar Workers local responded to the institute by establishing a labor-management committee, placing union representatives on rationing boards, and checking retail prices in their community, hoping to make their union "bigger and stronger and more vital to the war effort."34

Highlander's yearlong program in New Orleans made a solid contribution to the organization and education of CIO members in the area and set a pattern for later HFS extension projects. As Lawrance pointed out, too much of the New Orleans program depended upon her individual efforts, and attendance in the classes was never as high as she would have liked. Union militancy did not increase, and officers and members did not become more proficient in running their locals simply because they participated in the course. Nevertheless, Lawrance had established a sound program that taught officers as well as the rank and file not only the techniques of building union strength but also the relationship of their efforts to the larger labor movement. Some union members who attended Highlander residence terms became full-time organizers; others began educational activities that ensured the continuation of the program after Lawrance's departure. Most important, as word of Highlander's work in New Orleans spread, other union leaders in the South invited the HFS staff to carry out similar extension programs in their area. For example, in October 1942 staff members directed two institutes at Goose Creek and Ingleside, Texas, that helped the Oil Workers Organizing Campaign win a labor board election at the Humble Oil Company by a three-to-one margin.35

Having tested and refined their educational techniques in New Orleans, Mary Lawrance and her Highlander colleagues conducted major extension projects in Atlanta, Knoxville, and Memphis for thousands of union members over the next three years. When the six-month Atlanta program began in November 1942, Lawrance's objective was to teach members of local steel,
textile, rubber, furniture and other CIO unions about the responsibilities the war had thrust upon them. Wartime conditions prevented Lawrance from scheduling formal classes, and the racism among white union members inhibited her attempts to build a strong labor movement in Atlanta. Despite these contraints, Lawrance was able to educate several hundred men and women each week through fifteen-to-thirty-minute programs that became a regular part of nearly a dozen local union meetings. Using charts, outlines, and other materials prepared by Highlander’s new research department, Lawrance led discussions on grievance procedure, the duties of stewards and committee members, contract enforcement, parliamentary law, and other basic union problems. Lawrance and a new CIO victory committee also began monthly forums to help Atlanta unionists understand the operations of wartime government agencies affecting labor.36

During 1943 Lawrance and the CIO victory committee broadened the scope of the Atlanta extension project to involve local unions more directly in legislative affairs and in community activities vital to the war effort. Lawrance and union officials developed a legislative committee system that responded quickly when the Georgia legislature began consideration of an antistrike measure in the spring of 1943 and successfully blocked passage of the bill. Local unions donated blood and money to the Red Cross, set up servicemen’s committees to contact members in the armed forces, organized an informal banquet for soldiers stationed in and around Atlanta, and took turns sponsoring a “CIO night” once a month for servicemen. A black servicemen’s committee scheduled entertainment programs for black soldiers. A consumer council examined price controls, grade labeling, and point rationing, devising a system to report price ceiling violations. Lawrance and the victory committee also prodded unions in war plants into forming production and transportation committees and helped organize union demolition crews to aid in the state scrap program. To publicize the unions’ support of the war effort, Lawrance supervised the production of a “Victory Action” newsletter and hung a large “Victory Action” chart in the Atlanta Industrial Union Council hall which measured the unions’ progress in various local projects. By the end of the extension program in May 1943, Lawrance believed that most local unions had become better organized, that the servicemen’s projects had gained momentum, and that the legislative committees, monthly forums, and public relations work had been well established.37

In May 1943 Lawrance accepted a salaried position as educational director for the Tennessee State Industrial Union Council while remaining on the HFS staff. Her first assignment in her new post was a six-month extension project for CIO unions in Knoxville. Since most area locals were fairly well organized and active, Lawrance’s major concern was to build unity among the unions so that they could wield greater political and consumer influence and expand their participation in the nation’s war effort. Between May and December 1943
Lawrance conducted some of the same basic grievance, contract, and union problems courses she had held in Atlanta and New Orleans, but the results of her work were disappointing. Although she continually urged local unions to set up their own legislative committees, the constant turnover of members due to service inductions and the reluctance of most committees to proceed without her help handicapped union political activity. Some locals formed cost-of-living committees and circulated 10,000 cards pledging union members not to pay more than the current legal prices, but the anti-inflation campaign was complicated by the resistance to price controls among CIO unionists living on farms. Lawrance also struggled to develop a program of union war activities. Union members showed little interest in rolling bandages, became frustrated when Red Cross officials did not schedule convenient hours for blood bank donations, and refused to open a labor servicemen’s center after the dormant Knoxville United Service Organization suddenly announced the opening of its own canteen in the fall of 1943.38

Yet as Lawrance had hoped, the proximity of Knoxville to Highlander permitted a closer coordination of the residence and extension programs. In September 1943, Myles Horton went to the Rohm and Haas Plexiglas plant in Knoxville, where managers had aggravated racial tensions among 1,500 white and black workers to hamper an organizing campaign. Horton managed to relieve the tense situation, improve race relations in the plant, and form interracial organizing committees, all of which contributed significantly to the CIO victory in the NLRB election later that fall. Lawrance then directed a three-day institute in November 1943 to train the new union’s officers on grievance procedure, and Zilphia Horton helped enliven the discussion by leading the singing of labor songs. Attendance at union meetings following the institute rose dramatically, and in January 1944 local officers signed the first contract ever made by the Glass, Ceramic, and Silica Sand Workers in Tennessee.39

Memphis had long presented a special challenge to both the CIO and Highlander. Overcoming the opposition of Shelby County political boss Edward H. Crump, the city administration, and AFL unions, CIO unions had grown steadily in the late 1930s and early 1940s. The inexperienced leaders of these new interracial unions badly needed training in the mechanics of unionism, and in October 1941 the Highlander staff had held a three-day conference for the United Auto Workers in Memphis to kick off an extension program for all CIO members in the city. By mid-November HFS staff member Harry Lasker, who had done volunteer work among textile unions while a student at the University of North Carolina, had started several classes on basic union problems, promoted the formation of legislative and education committees, and provided other educational services to eight local unions. Yet Lasker’s conscientious efforts produced wretched results. From the beginning, race presented such a formidable barrier that Lasker felt compelled to teach separate classes. The program was poorly financed; local unions failed to work with one
another; and union members remained largely unorganized and indifferent, even to the more entertaining portions of the program. The enmity of the Crump machine was always a potential threat, and the city police warned Lasker and local organizers against preaching social equality. Lasker was bravely optimistic about the future of the extension program, and after he volunteered for the Army Air Corps Myles Horton went to Memphis in early 1942 to revive the program, but to no avail.40

Nearly two years later Highlander and the state CIO began another educational program for Memphis union members, and this time conditions on the home front and the HFS staff’s greater experience in extension work generated a better response among the workers. In November 1943 Mary Lawrance initiated a yearlong program that eventually reached more than 1,200 union members in Memphis every two weeks. In addition to running classes on administrative procedures at local union meetings, Lawrance aided steward councils in their educational efforts, organized a forum on the War Labor Board, conducted citywide officers’ training institutes, and worked particularly hard to strengthen large locals at the Firestone, Ford, and Fisher Body plants through shift meetings, conferences with women auto workers, and shop newspapers. As the Memphis education program progressed, Lawrance tried with mixed success to promote union education and political action programs and to consolidate the various wartime projects of union members. Although she was never completely satisfied with the coordination of the educational and political activities, virtually every CIO local in the city became involved in the war effort through the creation of the first CIO Servicemen’s Canteen in the South in March 1944. Servicemen responded magnificently to the canteen, Lawrance reported, and as they met CIO men all over the country Memphis workers developed a stronger faith in unionism and a greater pride in being CIO members. Local union members also scheduled special nights at the canteen for black servicemen and held ward parties at local hospitals for disabled veterans. To check any attempt by employers to pit veterans against workers over jobs, Lawrance established veterans committees to inform returning servicemen of their rights under the GI Bill and to urge them to join the CIO in the fight for full employment.41

The end of World War II changed the style more than the content of the Highlander extension program. HFS leaders wanted to resume the school’s traditional emphasis on residential education, and the expansion of the civilian labor force, the termination of most overtime work, and Mary Lawrance’s accomplishments made student recruitment easier. Lawrance launched an education program for sixteen unions in Chattanooga in August 1945 which continued intermittently until the fall of 1947, but shorter extension projects became more common. Between August 1945 and July 1947, Lawrance, Bill Elkuss, Catherine Winston, and their Highlander colleagues carried out extension programs for white, black, and Mexican-American members of textile,
furniture, mine, agricultural, and rubber workers unions in Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama, North Carolina, Texas, and the tri-state district of Oklahoma, Missouri, and Kansas. Despite assorted shortcomings, these projects aroused greater interest among union members in further labor education programs, attracted students to Highlander residence sessions, and laid the groundwork for union-sponsored institutes and special terms at the folk school.42

In the decade after Highlander began full-time extension work in 1937, the staff held education programs for CIO unions in virtually every southern state. The school’s extension activities reached over 10,000 local labor leaders between 1937 and 1945; during that same period the CIO organized some 400,000 members in the South, and AFL officials claimed 1.8 million southern members by 1946. The Highlander staff liked to think that each extension program was unique, for the particular demands of local unions varied at each location and changed over time. Yet the general purposes of each program were to build strong, efficient, well-run unions; to encourage and coordinate various union activities in the community; to make union members more aware of the importance of legislative and political action; and to develop among them a sense of the potential power of the southern labor movement. Through their extension work, several HFS staff members, particularly Mary Lawrance, became skilled organizers and educational directors in great demand by unions across the South, and some of their more promising students became educational leaders in their own locals.43

The central problem for any extension program, as Lawrance and other members of the Highlander staff clearly recognized, was to persuade local unions to implement these principles themselves. Staff members could start union education programs and meet some short-term goals. But the success of the programs rested on the willingness of union leaders to continue the classes, meetings, and other projects after Highlander had begun them. This did not happen in many cases. As late as 1944, the school’s executive council expressed concern that unions were not doing enough to finance the educational programs, even though interest in workers’ education had increased significantly.44

A more general problem for Highlander’s extension program in the late 1940s involved changes in the American labor movement itself. Many of the shortcomings of the extension program stemmed from the staff’s attempt to take unions beyond their concern with basic wage and hour issues. Yet folk school leaders believed that unions too often judged their success solely on bread-and-butter issues and not on their ability to influence elections or promote new labor legislation. As they feared, union leaders failed to capitalize upon the advantages gained during the war, grew defensive, and narrowed their vision. Highlander’s optimistic belief that it would be able to respond to the shifting needs of workers and that unions would remain receptive to its work was well-founded in the early postwar years. But the growing conservatism of union officials and the gradual restriction of union activities clashed with Highlander’s broad, grass-
roots approach to labor education and its efforts to build a militant and progressive labor movement in the South. Highlander's residence terms for the CIO during most of the 1940s were among the most successful in the school's history. Nevertheless, the growing disparity between the goals of organized labor and those of Highlander almost completely ruptured relations between them by the end of the decade.
Between 1942 and 1947 the American labor movement grew steadily in size and influence. Wartime labor shortages, legal support for the right to organize, and the energetic, if not always successful, prosecution of cases before the War Labor Board swelled union membership from approximately 10.5 million in 1941 to about 15.4 million at the end of 1947. Accompanying this picture of progress, however, were signs that the labor movement was headed toward troubled times. Less than one-fourth of the AFL's membership and well under 10 percent of the CIO's membership lived in the South in 1947. Some state legislatures sought to undermine the legal position of unions during and after the war, and employers who cooperated with unions during the war did so almost solely out of patriotic necessity, quickly moving to reassert their authority once the crisis had passed. Meanwhile, union members became convinced that they had suffered long enough under wartime government controls while business profits soared, and they prepared to improve their living standards once they regained the freedom to negotiate and strike. The result of the bitter postwar struggle over wages and the allocation of power between organized labor and management, as David Brody has observed, brought employers and union officials into an "unacknowledged collaboration against shop-floor militancy."1

The early and mid-1940s also marked the culmination of the Highlander Folk School's participation in the southern labor movement. In 1942 staff members proudly noted the school's vital role in the development of labor unions in the South. Around 90 percent of Highlander's alumni were serving as national, regional, or local union officials and organizers, and numerous AFL and CIO unions and officers had endorsed the school's work. Yet the faculty also recognized the need for a broader educational program. Antiunion forces were seeking to reverse earlier gains, government agencies were determining the rights of laborers, and unions were sacrificing "their most effective weapon," the right to strike, in order to facilitate war production. Highlander had to commit its resources to the defeat of fascism wherever it existed and to the new wartime issues facing southern workers. Union members needed to fight for a
greater voice in the war effort, Myles Horton argued in early 1942, for the influence of organized labor after the war depended on what it secured during the war.  

In January 1942 the HFS executive council drew up a revised statement of purpose that reflected such concerns. Highlander intended "to assist in the defense and expansion of political and economic democracy," council members declared, and to strengthen unions through education. The council also reaffirmed earlier policies: the needs of labor unions would determine the nature of Highlander's educational programs; the school would function as a "rural settlement house" in the community; and the teaching staff would own and manage HFS cooperatively, remain unaffiliated with any organization, and receive financial support from unions and their allies throughout the country.  

Guided by these objectives, the Highlander faculty developed some of the most effective residence programs in the institution's history between 1942 and 1947. During these years staff members sought to build a broad-based, racially integrated, and politically active southern labor movement, and to foster a greater appreciation for the contributions workers' education could make to it. For a time it seemed quite possible that they would achieve their goals. Between 1944 and 1947 Highlander hosted annual Southern CIO Schools for potential local union leaders from across the region. Staff members promoted the activities of the CIO's Political Action Committee, a coalition formed in 1943 to influence state and national elections and to secure favorable legislation. HFS leaders also urged white union officers and members to participate in interracial workshops at the school, believing that the terms would help improve the fortunes not only of the CIO but of all southern laborers. Once the United Auto Workers held an integrated workshop in 1944, reportedly the first time black and white students attended the same classes at a southern labor school, the faculty made some headway in persuading other unions to accept the school's nondiscriminatory policy.  

Yet if Highlander and the southern labor movement appeared to be pursuing common objectives by the end of World War II, there were indications that unity was tenuous. While Highlander was still able to meet the needs of southern labor unions after the departure of several strong personalities, including James Dombrowski in 1942, the school's policies and programs became largely dependent upon Myles Horton. More ominous signs of stress were evident in Highlander's very minor role in the 1946 CIO organizing drive and the decreasing involvement of union officials in the school's CIO terms. These and other problems pointed to a fundamental disagreement over the role of unions in postwar America, for as the HFS staff gave greater attention to civil rights, political action, and the potential of a farmer-labor coalition, CIO leaders cast off much of their earlier militancy and concentrated upon securing wage increases and fringe benefits. The resulting tensions between Highlander and the CIO were not easily resolved.  

Soon after the United States entered World War II, Highlander leaders
attempted to make the school part of the national defense effort while continuing to serve the interests of southern unions. In January 1942 the executive council proposed that the Office of Civilian Defense use the school as a defense training center for union leaders in the South. Under this plan OCD and union representatives were to hold special sessions at HFS on how workers could protect their plants from sabotage and air raids, solve production problems, and sustain employee morale. Despite several CIO endorsements, the OCD hesitated to accept the offer because of Highlander's relatively isolated location, the difficulty of getting workers to leave defense industry jobs, the radical reputation of the school, and a reluctance to work with organized labor. Highlander therefore established a research department in October 1942 under the direction of Bill Elkuss to carry on the folk school's defense program. Elkuss produced interpretive pamphlets and outlines on wartime labor legislation and government agencies and issued weekly bulletins on the latest legislative developments. In September 1944 staff members began publishing INFO, a biweekly newsletter for servicemen containing items of interest to labor union members. These projects did not transform Highlander into the defense training center envisioned in 1942. But they did encourage the exchange of information among unions, helped educate union members on the labor issues created by the war, and boosted the prestige of the school.

Executive council and faculty members also hoped to improve Highlander's work during the war by strengthening its financial status, a perennial problem that had become especially acute by 1942. Income was greater than ever before, but so was the budget. Expenditures in 1941 totaled nearly $14,000, while revenues amounted to $12,700. Merely to duplicate the existing program in 1942 would cost nearly $18,000, and the burdens the war had placed upon many of Highlander's most faithful contributors made fund-raising extremely difficult. Confronted with a "pitifully low" number of donors and a lack of financial support from labor unions, HFS leaders initiated a major financial drive to coincide with the institution's tenth anniversary. A benefit concert in Washington, D.C., in May 1942, featuring renowned black baritone Paul Robeson, as well as the formation of a National Sponsoring Committee that included Eleanor Roosevelt and other prominent individuals, sparked a gradual rise in contributions to the school during 1942. The fund-raising drive climaxed in October 1942 with a daylong celebration of Highlander's ten years of work in the South. Noting that the school had grown from a single house in 1932 to seven separate buildings on two hundred acres of land a decade later, Myles Horton announced that the staff was more confident in its teaching methods than ever before and certain that union demands for its services would continue to increase.

The tenth anniversary campaign may have been a public relations success, but it did not relieve Highlander's financial woes. At the end of 1942 income totaled just under $11,700. Despite efforts to cut expenses to a minimum, the inadequate financial response of CIO unions forced the cancellation of a year-
end publicity and fund-raising project, compelled several staff members to resign, and made it difficult to find replacements for them. Although the executive council continued to press labor leaders for more financial support, unions gave less than half the amount donated by individual contributors in 1943, and the school's total income was only $13,334. Increased revenues from unions nearly doubled Highlander's income over the next two years, but the $23,316 the school received in 1945 fell far short of its projected operating budget of $31,585. HFS leaders nevertheless remained optimistic. They anticipated that the return of peace would release enough funds to allow the start of a building program, the expansion of Highlander's labor education programs, and the beginning of new projects among southern farmers.7

In addition to the persistent fund-raising problem, Highlander struggled during the war years to replace staff members who had been an integral part of the school for much of its history. Ralph Tefferteller, Zilla Hawes Daniel, and Claudia Lewis had left HFS by the end of 1940, and their positions had been filled by a series of competent, though less experienced, men and women.8 The departure of James Dombrowski in January 1942 was a far more serious matter, however. For almost nine years Dombrowski had managed the school's affairs with a steady hand, coordinating staff activities, handling administrative duties, raising funds, organizing workshops, and acting as official spokesman of the school. He complemented the improvisational teaching style, gregarious personality, dramatic flair, and undaunted optimism of Myles Horton with a self-effacing, cautious personality, and a more meticulous and reflective teaching approach that lent clarity and purpose to the efforts of Horton and other staff members. Indeed, the two men were largely responsible for the effectiveness of Highlander's labor program.

But in mid-1941 Dombrowski found himself laboring under several burdens that intensified his desire to find a position where he could devote more time to the issues that concerned him. Certainly the school's administrative affairs had ceased to challenge him, and his attempts to gain more freedom to teach or to participate in organizing campaigns had been repeatedly frustrated. Equally troubling to Dombrowski was the inordinate amount of time and energy he spent explaining and justifying Highlander's operations to an often skeptical public. Horton and Dombrowski never wavered in their insistence that the institution was open to people of all creeds and colors. But Dombrowski acknowledged that this policy had led to misunderstandings and conflicts with both allies and opponents, and while his HFS colleagues agreed that racial prejudice presented an enormous barrier to their goals, few were willing to join him in confronting the issue. The strained relationship between Dombrowski's fiancée Ellen Krida and Myles and Zilphia Horton was still another source of discontent. Krida refused to live at HFS, and Dombrowski found the long separations trying. Finally, tensions developed between Dombrowski and Horton, occasionally over financial matters but primarily over differences in personality. Together, these problems produced severe strains within an intensely
private man, and on January 22, 1942, Dombrowski resigned as chairman of the HFS staff to become executive secretary of the Southern Conference for Human Welfare.9

Dombrowski’s resignation created one major personnel problem for Highlander in the early 1940s; the war created others. The induction of Harry Lasker and Bill Elkuss into the army, the death of Bill Buttrick after a long illness, and the departure of four other staff members during 1942 substantially reduced the size of the staff. By early 1943, Leon Wilson and Myles Horton were the only male staff members, and there was no assurance that they would remain civilians much longer. In the fall of 1942 Wilson had applied for conscientious objector status on the basis of his long-standing humanitarian opposition to war and military service. When the Marion County, Tennessee, draft board held that conscientious objection must be based on religious scruples and classified him as 1-A, Wilson resigned from the staff in order to prevent “another wave of malicious slander” against the school.10 Highlander’s opponents were elated when Wilson was charged with draft evasion in March 1943, calling his arrest a vindication of their fight against a disloyal institution. But the precautions Wilson had taken to disassociate himself from Highlander and the staff’s public endorsement of the American war effort checked further criticism.11

The turmoil on the staff continued when Myles Horton faced induction in April 1943. Although he was thirty-seven years old, and although he and Zilphia had recently become the parents of a baby boy, Horton and the Highlander executive council agreed that he would not ask the Selective Service for an exemption, since it was likely that married men with children would be inducted that year. Instead, Horton persuaded the local draft board to grant him a sixty-day deferment to allow him to reorganize the school’s affairs and convert Highlander’s forty-acre farm to the production of crops needed for the war effort. Horton intended to cite these and other wartime projects as evidence that Highlander was essential to the national defense. He then could apply for a release from duty after he became thirty-eight years old, the age limit for active servicemen, and return to HFS. The remaining staff members maintained a grim determination to carry on the education program in his absence. They were relieved, however, when Horton reported for induction on June 30, 1943, and returned home the same day. According Zilphia, army doctors decided that Myles’s age, “his looking like an intellectual and not applying for a commission,” and his status as head of an “unestranged family” disqualified him from military duty.12 In May 1943 the HFS staff had reaffirmed its belief that the school as a whole was more important than any one person. But it also seemed clear, with Dombrowski gone and Mary Lawrance in the field conducting extension programs, that Highlander’s fortunes would hinge upon the ideas and actions of Myles Horton for at least the next several years.13

Beset with financial and personnel problems, as well as the difficulty of operating the school during wartime, the HFS staff conducted a relatively modest program of union training in 1942 and 1943. Following a labor prob-
lems seminar for a handful of college students in July 1942, twenty-seven regular and five part-time students from CIO and AFL unions began a six-week residence term focusing on "Labor's Part in Winning the War" in August. Staff members incorporated new courses on the operations of government agencies affecting labor, and speakers included southern CIO officials Paul Christopher and Lucy Randolph Mason, United Rubber Workers publicity director Robert Cruden, and Virginia Durr of the National Committee to Abolish the Poll Tax. By most reports the term succeeded in educating local union leaders about their wartime responsibilities, but HFS teachers privately expressed dissatisfaction with virtually every course. The majority of the problems, the faculty concluded, stemmed from the presence of college students who lacked practical work experience yet dominated class discussions. Staff members therefore decided that in any future labor session college students would be educated from the workers' perspective.14

Another problem affecting the 1942 residence program was Highlander's attempt to steer clear of disputes within the labor movement. Shortly after the war began, CIO president Philip Murray attacked United Mine Workers president John L. Lewis's proposal to resume unity negotiations with the AFL. Lewis led his union out of the CIO and announced that the UMW would seek to extend its jurisdiction over all unorganized workers through its catchall District 50. In this context, Highlander's indefinite postponement of a two-week term for District 50 workers in the spring of 1942 led to rumors that HFS had abandoned its nonfactional policy to oppose District 50. Claiming that other rumors labeled Highlander a District 50 school, Horton reaffirmed the school's policy of staying out of jurisdictional fights. Several southern CIO officials, including a few HFS executive council members, objected to this neutrality. "If the school teaches only parliamentary law and avoids the major issues," southern Gas, Coke, and Chemical Workers director Bernard Borah warned Horton, "it will find itself on the road to uselessness" in the labor movement.15

Nevertheless, Highlander stayed out of the fight, and as the American labor movement entered a period of relative harmony with the readmission of the UMW to the AFL in October 1943, the HFS staff stabilized the school's internal affairs and carried out an informal residence program. Since the war was making it difficult to recruit either workers or students for residence terms, Horton and his colleagues were compelled to concentrate on their extension program, delay the start of a three-month labor education seminar for college students until June, and replace the summer term with a two-week War Workers' Vacation Camp. Mindful of the problems they had encountered in 1942, staff members carefully limited the contacts between union members and the eight college women attending the seminar until late August, when Highlander held its first camp for vacationing war workers. Two dozen trade unionists, soldiers, schoolteachers, YWCA secretaries, and students held informal discussions on the labor movement, politics, and current events. Staff members then devoted
the rest of 1943 to field work in Tennessee, searching for opportunities to maximize Highlander's contribution to organized labor during the war.\textsuperscript{16}

One exciting opportunity came with the CIO executive board's decision in July 1943 to create the Political Action Committee. Chaired by ACWA president Sidney Hillman, the PAC was designed to mobilize union support for President Franklin Roosevelt and Democratic congressional candidates sympathetic to organized labor. Highlander's faculty had long advocated political action by labor unions as part of a broad working-class coalition that would transform the South into the most progressive region in the country. But just as unions were the "medium" through which they conducted their education program, staff members had to foster political activism among southern workers through unions, moving "as far in a progressive direction as we can go and still carry the unions with us."\textsuperscript{17} CIO-PAC therefore represented a significant development in the labor movement's commitment to political as well as economic change.\textsuperscript{18}

The PAC never lived up to its promise, but in 1944 it projected an image of immense political power. In August, sixty Tennessee CIO officials representing twenty-four national unions and over 70,000 workers met at Highlander and formed the Tennessee Citizens Political Action Committee along with a system of local and area political action committees. Opponents of HFS and the CIO rushed to denounce the entire campaign. Nashville Banner editors noted that Highlander, notorious for its aggressive radicalism and Communist teachings, had now become "the vehicle for Sidney Hillman's 'education' of Tennessee—his faculty of shock troops in these parts."\textsuperscript{19} To counter such charges the PAC launched a massive publicity campaign, printing and distributing more than fifteen million pieces of literature in the South, including an HFS-produced leaflet on Tennessee voting requirements. PAC leaders claimed that their organization's efforts contributed substantially to Roosevelt's victory as well as to the election of six governors, seventeen senators, and 109 congressmen in 1944. Despite continuing criticism from James G. Stahlman of the Banner, who bluntly equated TCPAC with the Highlander "Communists," TCPAC delegates would meet at the folk school again in February 1945 to plan future activities, and HFS staff members would continue to work against antiunion legislation in Congress and in the Tennessee legislature.\textsuperscript{20}

Another part of the CIO's wartime agenda directly involving Highlander was the education of union leaders who could take on the responsibilities of those officers serving in the armed forces. At the 1943 national CIO convention, several southern regional directors proposed a monthlong training program at HFS in the spring of 1944. The directors agreed to sponsor the residence session, serve as speakers or teachers, and recruit thirty-five industrial union council or local union leaders from ten southern states for the term. National CIO director of research and education J. Raymond Walsh, Tennessee CIO director Paul Christopher, and Myles Horton assumed joint direction of the
“Southern CIO School,” and the tentative curriculum of the term reflected their particular interests. The primary emphasis was to be on the union’s organizational and political action programs, but there would also be such familiar Highlander courses as labor economics, labor history, public speaking and parliamentary law, and union publicity. Staff members regarded the session as “a significant development in the field of Workers’ Education,” for it marked the first time regional labor officials ever “requested, worked out details, and offered to finance such a program.”

Although the first Southern CIO School, held during a period of stringent labor shortages, failed to attract many students, it served as a prototype for later CIO terms. The session began on May 1, 1944, with only eight local union leaders in attendance. While forced to scale down its original plans, the HFS faculty, with the aid of some thirty speakers and visiting teachers, carried out the classes scheduled for the term. A new community relations course examined the steps unions might take to establish a good working relationship with various civic groups, to start a program for servicemen, and to combat racial discrimination. Two members of the Training Within Industry division of the War Manpower Commission taught a weeklong course on labor-management problems, the first of its kind for union members in the South. Supplementing the course work were an all-day conference on political action and postwar employment sponsored by the Chattanooga Industrial Union Council and a weekend conference on farmer-labor unity held with the Summerfield Farmers’ Union. The term ended with a banquet and celebration that included group singing led by Pete Seeger, a former Almanac Singer then stationed at Camp Sibert.

Students, southern CIO officials, and HFS staff members alike considered the 1944 Southern CIO School a success in spite of the small number of students. One North Carolina student claimed to have learned more about CIO policy, racial discrimination, and political action at Highlander than he had in four years as an officer of his local. A student from Texas reported that he and his fellow students left the school “much more devoted to the Labor Cause than we had been theretofore,” and Lucy Mason asserted that the staff had accomplished some “miracles” during the term. Faculty members measured their effectiveness partly by the fact that four of the students became union organizers after they returned to their locals; more important was the unanimous vote of the CIO southern regional directors to hold another month-long session at Highlander in 1945.

CIO leaders generally recognized that wartime labor education programs should not only train new local union officers but also bolster attempts to organize black workers. Despite an official policy of nondiscrimination, prompted at least in part by the key position of blacks in some of the industries on which CIO strength was based, racial discrimination persisted in many locals, particularly in the South. Nevertheless, southern CIO leaders at least rhetorically supported interracial unionism, and some made determined efforts to battle racial prejudice among white union members. A few CIO unions in the
South took advantage of wartime labor shortages to secure concessions for black workers, to encourage the racial integration of union locals, and to argue that racial equality was a necessary war measure, if not a moral imperative.  

The Highlander staff also prodded southern CIO unions to admit black workers, not only because of its commitment to racial equality but also because of the need to square the school’s racial practices with its principles. Highlander had always encouraged black visitors, invited black speakers, participated in interracial conferences, and helped existing biracial unions. During the 1937 TWOC drive, staff members had organized interracial locals, and later they had conducted extension programs for blacks in Tennessee, Louisiana, and elsewhere. In January 1942, Lewis Jones, a Fisk University sociologist, had become the first black member of the HFS executive council. But the school was not really racially integrated. Most residence students came from union locals that had no black members at all, and HFS policy was to accept only those students sent by their unions. Staff members tried to overturn the prejudices of white workers by exposing them to the problems of black workers, but they hesitated to have black students enrolled in the same residence terms. In August 1942, however, Highlander’s leaders announced that residence terms would henceforth be interracial and that students should be informed in advance that there would be no discrimination at the school. As a kind of test of this new policy, the HFS faculty held a low-key interracial conference in May 1943 featuring Max Yergan, director of the Council on African Affairs. Later that year Myles Horton offered his services to unions faced with racial troubles, and in September 1943 he helped ease tensions at the Rohm and Haas Plexiglas factory in Knoxville through “personal work” with black and white leaders in the plant.  

The campaign to integrate Highlander residence sessions finally paid off in 1944, when United Auto Workers regional director Thomas J. Starling accepted the staff’s invitation to hold a weeklong summer term for local union officers in southern war plants. Unlike many CIO unions in the South, the UAW’s greatest strength lay outside the region; thus union leaders were able to move against racial discrimination in their southern locals without jeopardizing the UAW’s fortunes. When Starling asked whether he could send a black committeeman from Memphis to the session, Horton replied that any black union member could come provided that white students selected by the UAW knew in advance about Highlander’s nondiscriminatory policy. That apparently was enough for Starling, and the first Southern UAW Summer School began on June 5, 1944, with fifty-six people in attendance, including two black committeemen from Memphis and a black steward from Atlanta. The HFS faculty assisted members of the UAW education and consumer division staff conduct classes on such topics as the economics of the auto and aircraft industry, collective bargaining, political action, UAW history, and postwar planning. Students also wrote a wall newspaper, formed a council to plan group activities, and operated a cooperative store.  

The 1944 UAW Summer School was not only the first interracial school
ever held by any union in the South but also the largest group ever to attend a single session at Highlander, and it all proceeded, in Horton's words, "without a hitch." White students had simply accepted black students as fellow union members. Horton attributed the success of the session partly to Highlander's mountain location, for it had allowed the union members to work, play, and discuss their common problems relatively isolated from outside pressures. The folk school's ability to hold such terms was not lost on state CIO leaders. In June 1944 the Tennessee State Industrial Union Council recommended the expansion of Highlander to accommodate larger numbers of students and urged other CIO unions to follow the precedent established by the interracial UAW school.

Highlander's busiest summer in its history, and certainly the most successful since the beginning of the war, ended with a flurry of activity. After holding a junior union camp in July 1944, four staff members conducted a series of institutes for sixteen CIO locals in Virginia and the Carolinas. A general workers' residence term followed in mid-August. Although Horton recognized that some whites might not attend the planned interracial session and that recent friction with some of the school's neighbors might make it more difficult to have blacks at Highlander, he and his associates agreed that closing the term to black union members would set back their efforts to integrate the school. Much of the work of the one-week term, attended by eight white and two black local officers of the Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers; the United Furniture Workers; and the Glass, Ceramic, and Silica Sand Workers, centered on the contributions local unions could make to the 1944 CIO political action campaign. Students drew up several recommendations that were adopted by state CIO representatives who convened at HFS at the end of August to form the Tennessee Citizens Political Action Committee. After the general workers' term, Carl Haessler of the Federated Press directed a one-week labor journalism course at the school for sixteen students from five AFL and CIO unions.

By the end of 1944 Highlander had become perhaps the most important labor education center in the South. That year, over 100 local labor leaders had enrolled in residence sessions; almost 1,300 students had participated in extension classes; and over 1,000 union members had been to twenty-one HFS-directed conferences and institutes throughout the South. Staff members had produced more than 2,500 songbooks and song sheets, several thousand leaflets on political action, and hundreds of pamphlets on parliamentary law and other subjects. Union contributions and payments to Highlander had increased from $3,364 in 1943 to $8,429 in 1944. The goals and strategies of the CIO and the school had become virtually identical. Southern CIO-PAC director George S. Mitchell issued a glowing endorsement, and Tennessee CIO subregional director W.A. Copeland, who had initially been skeptical about HFS and its independence from "outside influences," was now impressed by the abilities of the school's staff and convinced of its commitment to the CIO. To meet the growing demand for the school's services, the HFS executive council approved a budget of $31,585 for 1945 and a campaign to raise $65,000 for the con-
struction of a dormitory and a library as a memorial to former staff member Harry Lasker, who had died in 1944 from injuries received in a plane crash. Highlander's leaders also indicated their willingness to maintain the current direction of their program by electing several southern CIO directors to the council and United Steel Workers regional director William Crawford to the chairmanship.32

Highlander staff members capitalized on their previous gains during 1945, but their accomplishments did not come easily. Southern CIO directors took a strong role in planning the Second Southern CIO School, held between May 7 and June 3, 1945. Thus while the HFS staff managed to schedule classes on the broader issues confronting unions in the postwar South, the emphasis of the curriculum reflected the regional directors' interest in CIO policy and the principles of industrial union councils. The directors also agreed to raise the $5,000 needed to cover the expenses of the monthlong term from CIO unions and the national office. But many individual unions were reluctant to help defray the costs of the term, and CIO vice-president Allan S. Haywood did not think that the national organization could afford any substantial amount for the term. As a result, Highlander was compelled to advance more money for tuition, publicity, and recruiting than it ever received.33

A more complex issue was whether to send black union members to the Southern CIO School. All of Highlander's publicity since the summer of 1944 had stressed its interracial terms, and the staff was committed to continuing this policy. Staff members recognized, however, that a monthlong biracial school might create friction among the students as well as between the school and the surrounding community. The HFS staff believed that tensions among students could be reduced by notifying whites in advance of Highlander's racial policy, limiting the number of black students, and restricting extracurricular activities. But the CIO School could still aggravate racial prejudice in Grundy County, and as a poll taken by Paul Christopher revealed, southern CIO directors were unwilling to challenge it. Alabama regional director Carey Haigler flatly asserted that the prejudice prevalent in the Monteagle community necessitated separate sessions for black and white workers. Maryland regional director Frank J. Bender, on the other hand, fully supported the idea of a racially mixed group at a single CIO school. The views of other regional officers fell between these two. Most insisted that they personally favored having black union members at Highlander but were worried about community reaction to the CIO school and doubted whether many white union members from their areas would attend integrated classes. Acting Kentucky regional director Joseph D. Cannon warned that the CIO school should not go "an inch farther than is absolutely safe," for a single mistake "would set the school back for years and give the C.I.O. a black eye in the entire south." The purpose of the CIO, Cannon pointed out, was to organize workers into a powerful industrial union. All other issues, including the race question, were secondary to that goal.34

On the basis of the regional directors' response, Christopher and Horton
decided not to have black students at the CIO school. Horton took some consolation from the fact that the directors had faced the issue squarely. Perhaps it was expecting too much of the directors "to go the whole way on the Negro question at once," he admitted. But the decision disappointed several CIO locals that had planned to send white and black students to the CIO school, and the Alabama state CIO executive board voted to make the next session at Highlander interracial or seek another location for the school. Protests also came from the national CIO office, especially from the Committee to Abolish Racial Discrimination, and for a time it seemed that the entire term might be canceled. National and southern officials finally decided to go through with the CIO school at HFS, and two black union officers attended the session, but the controversy made any future CIO commitment tentative.

For all the trouble in planning the term, the twenty-six local union leaders who attended the second CIO School not only learned a variety of organizational skills but also gained a better understanding of the broader goals the CIO hoped to pursue after World War II. The course work, reflecting the concern of organized labor over the number of jobs that would be available when the war ended, focused on the theme of sixty million jobs and how the CIO could help bring them about. Each week a visiting regional director—Paul Christopher of Tennessee, William Henderson of Arkansas, Ernest B. Pugh of Virginia, and Charles Gillman of Georgia—taught classes on CIO policies and postwar strategies, and at the end of the term Allan Haywood outlined the tasks that lay ahead for the CIO in the South. Complementing familiar Highlander courses on union problems, union-community relations, parliamentary law, public speaking, union publicity, and current events were short courses conducted by James Dombrowski of SCHW, George Weaver of the CIO Committee to Abolish Racial Discrimination, George Mitchell of the CIO-PAC, and several representatives of CIO committees, reform groups, and government labor agencies. Students gained some idea of the importance of farmer-labor unity when they attended a meeting of the local Farmers' Union at Highlander, and they followed HFS custom by forming a governing council and operating their own cooperative store. While they left questions of racial discrimination in their unions unresolved, the students unanimously elected Henry White, president of a Memphis transport workers union and one of the two black students at the term, president of the student council.

Reactions to the 1945 Southern CIO School were decidedly mixed. Although generally satisfied with the results of the term, HFS staff members were sharply critical of the lack of teaching experience among visiting CIO officials, the omission of courses on labor history and economics, and the narrowness and lack of coordination of class discussions. Other problems concerned the students themselves. One drank too much alcohol, and Zilphia Horton noted the bitterness expressed by male students against women in industry. Racism created still more dissension. Although one student who came to the term possessing "the usual racial prejudice" went back home "unprejudiced," two
other white students from Alabama left at the end of two weeks because the session was integrated.\textsuperscript{38} Moreover, Highlander received only $2,353 for the CIO school, well short of the $5,000 the CIO had promised to pay. On the other hand, virtually all of the students assumed new offices within their unions after the term, and an Oil Workers local in Arkansas and the executive board of the Arkansas-Oklahoma Industrial Union Councils adopted resolutions endorsing the school. It had not been the easiest residence term for staff members. But the CIO school gained important official sanction when the Tennessee State Industrial Union Council recommended a third CIO term at Highlander.\textsuperscript{39}

Following the CIO school Highlander hosted a succession of residence sessions that solidified its status as the CIO’s southern training center for union leaders. In June 1945 the UAW held its second annual summer school at HFS, where staff members, George Mitchell, and several UAW officials covered the economics of the auto industry, leadership training, consumer problems, and union operations. There was no apparent trouble among the five black and sixteen white southern auto workers attending the term. The AFHW sponsored two weekend institutes at Highlander in June and September 1945 under the direction of national education and research director William L. Rafsky for forty-six branch members in the Chattanooga area. Carl Haessler taught his third labor journalism course at Highlander in August 1945. The one-week workshop attracted eighteen students—including the black vice-president of a Georgia UAW local—from CIO, AFL, and Farmers’ Union locals as well as from the American Veterans Committee. The lone exception to the school’s interracial policy during 1945 was a two-week term in July restricted to twenty-five white URWA members from Alabama, Tennessee, and North Carolina. These short sessions were not particularly notable. Yet the popularity of the HFS summer courses among CIO unions had become great enough that a proposed institute for the United Packinghouse Workers of America was canceled because the facilities could not accommodate enough students. For the moment, Highlander’s relationship with the CIO seemed secure.\textsuperscript{40}

With the end of World War II and the rapid dismantling of government controls, labor-management relations quickly shifted from War Labor Board hearings to collective bargaining conferences and picket lines. President Harry S. Truman appealed to union and business leaders to reach new agreements during the reconversion period; both sides chose instead to square off in tests of economic strength. In a wave of strikes that swept the country in 1945 and 1946, unions sought wage increases sufficient to match the effects of inflation, but rapidly rising prices frustrated the goal of a higher living standard. At the same time, many Americans came to believe that the responsibility for rising prices and most other economic problems lay with organized labor. Public reaction against unions grew steadily, and after the disastrous defeat of union-backed candidates in the 1946 elections, Congress and over thirty state legislatures enacted the largest number of antiunion laws since the late nineteenth century, culminating in the Taft-Hartley Act of June 1947. In short, the return to a
relatively uncontrolled economy and the perceived intransigence of organized labor put unions on the defensive, leading to a greater emphasis on securing wage increases and on maintaining control over the rank and file.41

Highlander's residence program after the war remained responsive to the needs of the southern labor movement, even as CIO support for the school was slipping away. Although southern regional directors were willing to sponsor a third CIO School at HFS in May 1946, strikes and preparations for an organizing drive forced them to spend far less time in planning the term than in previous years, and the slow union response to fund-raising appeals once again placed Highlander's financial status and recruiting efforts on precarious ground. The nineteen students attending the CIO school represented seven unions with a combined membership of 16,714 workers in the South, but only one CIO southern regional director took part in the one-month term. To be sure, several officials from the national CIO, CIO-PAC, and member unions were guest speakers or teachers in courses on union problems, publicity, and organizing tactics. But without the usual complement of union and government officials, the HFS staff taught virtually all the classes on their own. The curriculum included shop steward training, labor legislation, parliamentary law and public speaking, and labor history and economics. Tom Ludwig, who had joined the HFS staff in early 1946 to develop a Farmers' Union program in Tennessee, taught classes on farmer-labor cooperation, and near the end of the term, students participated in a Farm-Labor Unity Conference.42

Student reports about the 1946 CIO school generally contained high praise for staff members and their ability to help students solve the most difficult union problems, but they concealed the tensions that seemed to prevail for most of the term. The costs of carrying out the session left a $1,000 deficit that Highlander could ill afford. Faculty members acknowledged that the course work should have been better coordinated and more pertinent to the students' specific problems.43

It was the interracial policy that proved the most troublesome issue during the 1946 CIO School, however. Five white students arrived for the term unprepared for the full implications of an integrated term at HFS, and they soon threatened to leave if blacks were not segregated at meals. Confronted with a serious setback to their efforts to improve race relations among southern union members, staff members pointed out that there was enough room for white students to eat at separate tables. In the meantime, they stressed the CIO's nondiscriminatory policy in the classroom, made sure that all student committees were interracial, and invited black and white speakers to the school. The denouement of the controversy came when the leader of the antiblack faction, a Ku Klux Klan supporter, discredited himself by refusing to sign a student letter protesting President Truman's treatment of striking railroad workers. During the remainder of the term and most subsequent HFS residence sessions, white and black students interacted freely. Staff members became more adamant in expecting students to adapt to their interracial program, but they also considered
several steps to accommodate white objections to integrated housing, bathing, and eating facilities. Despite claims that Highlander's experiences proved that southern white and black workers were willing to work together, it was clear that the problems of interracial education were still not completely resolved.\textsuperscript{44}

Highlander staff members could understand that southern CIO officials would choose to prepare for the "Operation Dixie" organizing campaign rather than participate in the 1946 CIO school, but they were undoubtedly dismayed by their exclusion from the drive. In the spring of 1946, both the CIO and the AFL launched campaigns to unionize the large number of unorganized workers in the South, and by the end of 1947 the AFL claimed about 500,000 and the CIO 400,000 new members. But nagging financial troubles, racial antagonism, and the stubborn antunionism of employers hindered further organizing efforts. Sensitive to the AFL's widely publicized charge that its rival was led by Communists, CIO campaign director Van Bittner recruited 85 percent of his staff from the South and rejected offers of help from outside groups, including the Southern Conference for Human Welfare "and any other organization living off the CIO."\textsuperscript{45}

Bittner's comment reflected a shift in thinking among CIO leaders about the goals of their union in postwar America and its relationship with organizations like SCHW and Highlander. CIO officers at all levels seldom forgot that their unions existed primarily to protect the economic interests of their members, and the end of the war brought a renewed stress on organizing as many workers as possible and improving union benefits. Political action and education programs became less pressing concerns, and the growing internal crisis over communism led CIO officials to distance themselves from groups that did not directly serve their organizational needs or adhere to the national union's policy. Highlander thus received mixed signals from the CIO, for its effective work for the union went hand in hand with its broader concern for basic economic, political, and racial reform in the South. The staff's offer to conduct education programs during the CIO organizing campaign met with a curt refusal from public relations director Alan Swim, who declared in July 1946 that "all programs should be requested by the State Director of the CIO Drive."\textsuperscript{46} Yet in January 1947 the school was still on the list of groups approved by the CIO executive board. While staff members remained optimistic about their future role in the southern labor movement, the differences between Highlander and the CIO were becoming more evident.\textsuperscript{47}

Another indication of the rift developing between the folk school and the CIO appeared during Highlander's postwar fund-raising drive. In April 1946 the HFS executive council approved a campaign to raise $100,000 for an expanded program and a new building to house the library, classrooms, and a community meeting hall. Council members decided that southern CIO unions should begin to repay Highlander for years of selfless aid by donating $50,000. But because of the CIO's commitment to its southern organizing drive and its wariness toward the school, the expected union contributions never materialized. Facing
the prospect of insufficient funds for current operating expenses, the HFS staff turned to nonunion sources to meet its financial needs. During 1946 and 1947 Highlander committees conducted fund-raising campaigns in Boston, New York, Chicago, Washington, Atlanta, and Nashville. In July 1946 Highlander was one of ten organizations in the country to receive $6,000 from the proceeds of a Frank Sinatra film, *The House I Live In*, in recognition of the school's efforts to promote racial harmony; and in December 1946 the Julius Rosenwald Fund awarded a $15,000 grant to develop an education program for potential community leaders in the rural South. Yet total contributions to the residence program amounted to only $20,567 in 1946, and the building fund was less than $5,000. Accepting Horton's argument that contributors would respond to a "concrete symbol of achievement" like a new school building, HFS leaders earmarked all but $45,000 of the school's 1947 budget of $239,000 for the building fund.48 Once again, however, Highlander's expectations far exceeded the amount of money actually raised during the year. While revenues rose to $43,000 in 1947, expenses increased as well, compelling the executive council in January 1948 to reconsider the school's construction plans.49

The coolness of the CIO and financial constraints led to a more flexible and self-supporting program during 1946. The AFHW sponsored three training institutes at Highlander for over fifty union shop committee members and potential leaders from local branches in Tennessee and Georgia. Seventeen black and white tobacco, food-processing, and cottonseed oil compress workers from seven southern states attended the first Food, Tobacco and Agricultural Workers leadership training school at HFS in April 1946. In the wake of recent racial disturbances in nearby Columbia, staff member Catherine Winston and FTA education director Cornelia M. Anderson carefully confined the term's activities to the folk school, and the one-week term took place without incident. Meanwhile, Bill Elkuss helped union veterans in Chattanooga establish a new interracial American Legion post and held informal classes for about fifty black veterans, teachers, and members of the local National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Despite their uneasiness about the overall decline in union support, HFS teachers hoped that working with groups outside organized labor would give additional strength to the southern labor movement.50

When several other terms for individual unions failed to materialize, the HFS staff held a two-week general workers' term in September 1946 for fifteen white and three black students from seven different southern CIO unions. After almost fourteen years of practice and experimentation, the faculty had fashioned a fairly well-ordered curriculum divided between what it called tool courses, which covered the mechanics of union building, and background courses, which stimulated student thinking and furnished basic information about labor history, economics, and current events. An even more important development was the complete integration of the black students into the activities of the term. Five white students had not been informed in advance of Highlander's inter-
racial policy, and though the staff's strategy of creating a friendly atmosphere and providing "optional" sleeping quarters and bathrooms checked any open protest, several white students initially resented the presence of black students. After two white Memphians held informal sessions to discuss race relations, however, the white objections ended. Staff members contributed to this effort by gradually introducing the topic of racial discrimination during the classes and evening programs and by making no attempt to force integration. By the end of the term the students had cultivated a group spirit absent from any previous HFS interracial session.51

Highlander's 1947 residence program was not significantly different from that of the previous year; once again it was marked by special terms for particular unions and by the limited participation of CIO leaders. Throughout the year the AFHW, FTA, UAW, URWA, MMSW, and Farmers' Union sponsored short interracial sessions for local officers, covering not only the mechanics of union building but also broader subjects like political action and farmer-labor cooperation. The highlight of the residence program was the fourth annual Southern CIO School, held during June and July. In addition to reducing student fees from the customary $100 to $75 and buying extra tents and beds to accommodate the fifty students promised by the CIO, the staff acceded to Paul Christopher's demand that HFS dismiss the school's housekeeper because she was an admitted Communist party member and openly hostile to certain southern CIO officials. Since the Communists disliked the school anyway and had long tried "to impair Highlander's effectiveness," Christopher pointed out, the faculty could not risk antagonizing labor leaders whose support it could hardly afford to lose.52 Staff members were irritated by the failure of CIO officers to fulfill their pledge of fifty students and by the planning and scheduling of the term, but they found the twenty-two black and white workers who came to the CIO school from ten unions in seven southern states an unusually able group. Because most of the national CIO officials who came to the session stayed for only one week, the term became as flexible as any Highlander residence term. One student wrote a song on securing world peace, brotherhood within the labor movement, and farmer-labor unity, while a white student, living for the first time with black workers, concluded that people of all races and religions should unite to solve their common problems.53

Despite the overall success of these residence sessions, there were ominous signs of a change in Highlander's relationship to the labor movement. As union officials assumed greater control over their organizations' education programs, they became more interested in using the folk school for training sessions on union policy than in allowing the HFS faculty to hold classes on a broad array of economic, political, and social issues. The increasing value placed on union discipline by CIO leaders also clashed with Highlander's emphasis on developing local union initiative, and the conflict revived old suspicions about the political loyalties of the HFS staff. In early 1947 the faculty agreed that Highlander should remain officially neutral regarding "Socialist-Communist
issues" and the battle between the Progressive Citizens of America and the Americans for Democratic Action. Personal opinions were "another matter," however, and most staff members evidently shared Myles Horton's opinion that former vice president and PCA standard-bearer Henry A. Wallace represented "the only strong voice speaking out against steps that will lead to war." This sort of neutrality was unacceptable to the URWA, one of the first industrial unions to endorse the school. Disturbed by the large number of unannounced visitors and by the staff's unorthodox teaching methods during the union's two-week term in August 1947, URWA officials and students came to believe that Highlander was communistic and that every visitor "was either a spy for the rubber industry or a communist from New York." To the URWA there were too many people at HFS who did not understand the problems of union members or the South. Highlander, of course, was partly responsible for this growing independence of southern labor unions. But the consequences were nonetheless disconcerting.

Highlander's program in the 1940s depended to a large extent on the willingness of southern CIO unions to use the school's services. World War II strengthened the bonds between Highlander and the CIO; the return of peace weakened them. Despite the uneven results of the residence terms and extension work, the halting steps toward integration, and the inconsistent support of the CIO, Highlander had been instrumental in the growth of southern labor unions. Between 1932 and 1947 more than 6,800 students had enrolled in HFS residence sessions and institutes, and over 12,000 union members had participated in extension classes. Most students found that their stay at Highlander gave them a broader understanding of the labor movement as well as a sense of confidence in their own abilities. Many of them subsequently became local union officers and thus were able to pass on the lessons they had learned at Highlander to union members throughout the South. In certain southern communities, such as Gadsden, Alabama, HFS alumni significantly contributed to the development of local union strength through organizing campaigns, political action programs, and community welfare projects. Student progress in improving community race relations was slower. However much they might agree on the need to end racial discrimination and prejudice, few workers of either race believed that the integration found at Highlander could be extended to the rest of the South.

Meanwhile, a fundamental reordering of priorities in the American labor movement after 1945 signaled a retreat from the broad concerns of the previous decade. There were over two million organized workers in the South at the end of World War II, but the CIO southern organizing drive stalled in the face of strong employer resistance and a postwar reaction against large-scale union operations. A growing body of legislation, capped by the passage of the Taft-Hartley Act, sharply curtailed the power of organized labor. The demands of labor leaders for improved security clauses, coupled with employer demands for stronger clauses defining the rights of management, resulted in postwar con-
tracts that committed both sides to the containment of independent activity by union members. Complicating matters for the CIO was the growing internal crisis over communism. Convinced that the Republican victory in the 1946 congressional elections made further association with Communist and other "leftist" groups politically costly, CIO leaders pledged themselves to a Democratic triumph in 1948 and condemned those who supported Henry Wallace and the Progressive party. In effect, the CIO adopted a position that tested the loyalty of its nonlabor allies. As HFS and other organizations eventually discovered, to advocate independent political action or to argue for an expansion of union militancy rather than a return to basic trade union issues meant expulsion from the CIO.57

Highlander's leaders could hardly agree to any narrowing of the concerns of the southern labor movement. But in identifying the school's policies and programs with those of the CIO, the HFS staff was vulnerable to pressures from union leaders. Some of them believed that staff members interfered too much in the internal politics of the CIO. Paul Christopher assured CIO secretary-treasurer James Carey that Highlander was not communistic and that it had consistently conformed to CIO policies since 1938. Even so, Christopher thought he detected "some kind of campaign against Highlander" that was having "more effect than I've observed in a long time."58 The TWUA maintained its official distance from the school, and at a meeting with HFS representatives in January 1947 members of the Tennessee State CIO Council raised questions about the alleged Communist sympathies of several staff members. The council members admitted that much of the criticism of Highlander came from state CIO leaders and not the rank and file. Nonetheless, they wanted to know whether the school would alter its policies to conform more closely to changes in CIO policy, including the ban on activities with organizations not approved by the union. Highlander would not. Horton and his colleagues insisted that they could not shape their policies to satisfy the "whims of any particular person or group" without impairing the school's overall effectiveness.59

By the end of 1947, Highlander's leaders and teachers realized that they needed to find new ways to reach an even greater number of workers in the South. If the CIO had substituted organizational activity for the rank and file militancy of the 1930s, Highlander had not abandoned its hopes for a fundamental transformation of southern economic, political, and racial practices. In January 1948 the HFS executive council affirmed the decision to broaden the school's program. Noting with approval that a growing number of CIO unions had begun their own education programs, council members decided that the HFS staff should concentrate on strengthening unions with "less well developed educational programs." The staff should still work with southern labor unions. But Highlander should also devise "some broad principles" of cooperation with the National Farmers' Union so that it could become the union's southern education center. The "greatest contribution" the school could make to the
“overall movement” for progressive change in the South, council members concluded, was to bring together “all branches of organized labor, farmers and sympathetic non-labor groups” to work on their common problems. By organizing southern farmers and developing a farmer-labor coalition, Highlander could help build a vehicle for reform more powerful than the CIO itself.60

The executive council meeting of 1948 marked the beginning of a momentous shift in the educational program of an institution that had been known as a “CIO School” for the past decade. It had not been an easy step to take, and it was not done without regret. “We had a movement at one time in the CIO,” Myles Horton recalled in 1975. The CIO had represented not simply a drive for better wages and working conditions but also “people organizing to do things in their community, taking political action, learning about the world, carrying on educational programs to start cooperatives, to do a lot of things.” Education had been “the spark that kept those things ignited,” while the CIO had been the “cement” that held the movement together. If the southern labor movement had remained in the hands of the rank and file, Horton added, then the unions could have stayed “strong and fresh” as they had been in the 1930s.61 But that freshness rapidly disappeared after World War II, creating a growing division between Highlander and the CIO and redirecting the school’s efforts toward the development of a farmer-labor coalition that would speak out courageously for the rights of southern blacks.
The late 1940s and early 1950s were years of transition for the Highlander Folk School. As southerners began to adjust to the far-reaching economic and racial changes produced by World War II, Highlander's leaders struggled to give overall purpose and direction to an expanded education program. The executive council's decision in January 1948 to broaden contacts with labor, farmer, and nonlabor groups was both a reflection of the deteriorating relationship with the CIO and a reaffirmation of goals the teaching staff had pursued since 1932, when Myles Horton and Don West announced their intention to educate both rural and industrial leaders for a new social order. For years staff members had done little to organize small southern farmers or to include them in their programs, and they had remained vague about how they intended to bridge the different interests of farmers and laborers and forge two diffuse groups into a coalition powerful enough to transform the South. But by 1947 Horton thought he saw "signs of unity" that could be "made to grow up to something big." He was confident that Highlander could secure the backing of southern labor unions for a farmer-labor coalition; he knew that the school's supporters had long been attracted to the idea of a broad grass-roots reform movement in the South; and he believed that southern farmers and factory workers shared certain economic and political interests. Rural and urban workers together could lay the basis for what Horton called a "real democracy." If not, they would leave "the reigns [sic] of government in the hands of a mercenary minority." But by 1953 HFS leaders would conclude that working with existing labor and farmer organizations left unresolved the most important and most complex problem in the South—race. Thus, as much of the region tried to withstand assaults on its racial traditions, Highlander confronted the issue head-on, laying the foundation for a direct challenge to the South's most basic beliefs and practices.

The Farmers' Educational and Cooperative Union of America, commonly called the Farmers' Union, was the smallest, the second oldest, and historically the most militant major farm organization in the country. Founded in Texas in 1902 by a former Populist and Farmers' Alliance organizer, the union spread
Highlander rapidly throughout the South and into some border and western states and had a national membership of about 117,000 by 1910. Over the next three decades membership declined steadily, and the Upper Mississippi Valley replaced the South as the core of Farmers’ Union support. But after James Patton became national president in 1940, the union grew at a rate comparable to that of the American Farm Bureau Federation and renewed its strength in the South. Many Tennessee farmers who joined the Farmers’ Union in the 1940s had either been members themselves or had fathers who had belonged to it during its heyday before World War I.²

Highlander was not so much interested in the numerical strength of the Farmers’ Union as in its ideology and potential role in a farmer-labor coalition in the South. Although the union worked primarily in behalf of middle-income farmers, HFS staff members believed that its concern with the plight of low-income farmers enhanced its chances for growth in Tennessee, where as late as 1949 around 40 percent of the state’s commercial farmers sold an average of $700 worth of products annually. Highlander also was attracted to the union’s emphasis on cooperatives as a means of curbing the exploitation of small farmers, building unity among union members, and reasserting some control over the individual farmer’s livelihood. Even the position of the Farmers’ Union on nonfarm issues attracted Highlander. In 1934 the union approved the admission of black farmers to its membership, and during the 1940s it consistently backed fair employment practices legislation and other civil rights proposals. Union leaders generally agreed with the goals of organized labor, sought to overcome farmer antipathy toward labor unions, and encouraged farmer alliances with organized workers to win legislative battles. Finally, the Farmers’ Union was committed to using adult education to help farmers take intelligent action to solve their grievances.³

In the spring of 1943 Myles Horton decided that if Highlander was to remain “in the forefront in the fight for a progressive South,” it had to begin the “pioneering job” of organizing the Farmers’ Union in Tennessee.⁴ Staff members would recruit an “interested nucleus” of farmers for the union, develop an education program that would help them do “something real politically,” and establish the basis for farmer-labor political action. After some hesitation over the scope of Horton’s proposal, the HFS executive council decided in January 1944 that “farmers would be a big asset” to organized labor and authorized the staff to offer its services to the Farmers’ Union.⁵ Two months later state legislative representatives of the AFL, CIO, and Railroad Brotherhoods formed a committee to promote the unionization of Tennessee farmers and agreed to pay for several thousand subscriptions to the National Farmers’ Union newspaper to publicize the organizing drive. Eager to take advantage of this show of support, Highlander assumed almost complete responsibility for getting the campaign under way. Aubrey Williams, former head of the National Youth Administration and southern organizing director for the Farmers’ Union, made Horton the official representative of the union in Tennessee. Staff members quickly devised
an education program, helped conduct meetings for potential members in various parts of Tennessee, and assigned Zilphia Horton’s sister, Ermon Faye Johnson, to work full-time on the project. By the end of 1944 the National Farmers’ Union had designated Highlander as its education center for the southern states.6

Recognizing the need to organize Tennessee farmers as the first step in training rural leaders, Highlander staff members made a symbolic beginning by forming a Farmers’ Union local in Summerfield in the spring of 1944. The HFS community program had already won the support of area farm families, and Summerfield was close enough to the school to keep expenses low and to allow the staff to introduce labor union members attending residence sessions to the problems of the small farmer. In March 1944 the Summerfield Cooperative voted to affiliate with the Farmers’ Union, and by early May, forty-five families had paid their membership dues, elected officers, sponsored several community projects and events, formed education and political action committees, and received a charter as the first Farmers’ Union local in Tennessee. Yet the Summerfield group was never a full-fledged farmers’ organization. Not all of its members were full-time farmers, and the local was too small to sustain any large-scale cooperative project or to operate independently of Highlander. After 1944, union members carried on various educational and recreational activities, formed a sewing co-op, built a cooperative cannery, and contributed to the election of a pro-union slate of county, state, and national candidates in 1946. Nevertheless, by 1947 larger Farmers’ Union locals in other counties overshadowed the Summerfield union, and local members gathered primarily to express their grievances and discuss current events.7

The HFS staff believed that Greenhaw, Tennessee, would provide a better test of the potential growth of the Farmers’ Union, for the people living in and around the small Franklin County community had no previous exposure to the school’s work. Beginning in November 1944, Horton met with local farm families and found considerable dissatisfaction with the Farm Bureau and with low market prices, as well as an interest in soil conservation and producers’ cooperatives. Horton proceeded to establish a Farmers’ Union local in the spring of 1945 and, more important, recruited a farmer who could provide leadership for the new union. Homer Crabtree, the son of an old Farmers’ Alliance member and operator of a fairly large family farm, quickly assumed a prominent role in the Greenhaw local. As secretary-treasurer of the organizing committee he showed that he knew what to expect from opponents of any farmers’ union. When James Stahlman of the Nashville Banner warned Tennessee farmers in March 1945 against being fooled by the “Communists” who sent representatives from Highlander’s “hot-bed of radicalism” to recruit for the Farmers’ Union, Crabtree shot back that the state’s farmers did not need editors and publishers of “corrupt sheets of yellow journalism” to do their thinking for them.8

By mid-1945 the Greenhaw Farmers’ Union was a thriving local. With
about seventy paying and seventy nonpaying farm families in the union, members set up a cooperative, signed a contract to sell their crops at a price above the existing rate at the county market, and began buying fertilizer at a significant discount. Horton reported that some of the largest farmers in the county joined the Farmers’ Union to take advantage of the contract, and he contended that each move made by Farm Bureau officials against the Greenhaw local increased interest in the union. After participating in a weeklong leadership training institute sponsored by Highlander in July 1945, union members staged “family nights” to try to keep young people away from less productive diversions, and the education committee launched a campaign to turn the local grade school into a community recreation center. Such activities helped publicize the Farmers’ Union in other parts of Tennessee. One leaflet pointed out that the Greenhaw local showed how farmers could organize and contribute to the development of “a People’s movement by the Farmers of Tennessee.”

Highlander staff members hoped that the example of the Greenhaw Farmers’ Union would spark the expansion of the union into other areas of the state, but during 1945 and 1946 their efforts brought more verbal than financial support. Tennessee labor unions were slow to help finance a proposed organizing campaign, and National Farmers’ Union president Patton offered only words of encouragement. Determined nevertheless to capitalize on the growing interest among Tennessee farmers in the union, Horton borrowed $500 from the Highlander treasury and began working full-time for the Farmers’ Union in July 1945 with the aid of seventeen volunteer field workers. In October the organizing drive received an important boost when the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen donated $3,750 to pay the expenses of Horton and another organizer. With that contribution the Farmers’ Union campaign gained momentum. World War I hero Sergeant Alvin York agreed to speak on behalf of the union. In the spring of 1946 the Reverend Eugene Smathers of Big Lick, Tennessee, drafted a statement endorsing the Farmers’ Union and signed by more than twenty rural ministers. That May, Horton, Smathers, Crabtree, and other farm leaders formed the Tennessee Organizing Committee of the National Farmers’ Union and called for the development of farmer-owned, farmer-controlled cooperatives as part of a broad “program of economic reform.” The committee elected A.C. Lange of Carroll County chairman, Crabtree secretary-treasurer, Horton director of organization, Ermon Faye Johnson state education director, and Tom Ludwig state field representative.

Ludwig had joined the HFS staff in early 1946. Born in Arkansas in 1919, Ludwig had organized a student workers’ association and worked as a machinist, longshoreman, and CIO organizer while attending the University of California at Berkeley. During World War II he taught vocational counseling at Fort Oglethorpe in Georgia, encouraging black soldiers or those with union backgrounds to lead discussions on the difficulties facing returning veterans. Ludwig heard about Highlander while stationed at Oglethorpe and often took soldiers to Mary Lawrence’s labor education classes in Chattanooga. When he
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received his discharge he decided to forgo graduate study in Europe in favor of working through the folk school to organize farmers, establish cooperatives, and secure credit for Farmers' Union members.12

Meanwhile, Highlander's campaign to build a strong farmers' organization in Tennessee reached its height in Greene County, a relatively prosperous area in the eastern part of the state. Local dairy farmers were generally satisfied with the prices set by the Pet Milk Company, which had a virtual monopoly of milk sales in the county. Yet they also believed that the company's procedures for weighing, testing, and handling their product were inadequate, and they chafed at their dependence on Pet Milk's purchasing and payment plans. Persuaded by Horton that the Farmers' Union was "a fighting organization," over one hundred farmers formed the first local in Greene County in August 1945 and set up a dairy cooperative to help farmers negotiate with Pet Milk.13 Within a month the cooperative had over three hundred members, and Horton expected that there would soon be a thousand Farmers' Union members in the county. While Ermon Faye Johnson prepared an education program for the new union locals, Horton worked to counteract attempts by Farm Bureau spokesmen, local agricultural agents, and area newsmen to halt the organizing drive, and by the end of 1945 he had helped establish the East Tennessee Dairy Cooperative Association. Since farmers throughout Tennessee sold milk to condenseries, creameries, and cheese factories, the growth of the Farmers' Union in Greene County had statewide implications, Horton asserted in early 1946. Indeed, dairy farmers in adjoining counties were already asking for assistance in setting up union locals and cooperatives.14

For a few years the Greene County Farmers' Union was perhaps the strongest farmer organization in East Tennessee. Waging intensive publicity and organizing campaigns and working closely with members of the United Gas, Coke, and Chemical Workers inside the Pet Milk plant, Ludwig and union negotiators won agreements from the company in 1946 and 1947 providing for faster processing procedures, a licensed milk inspector at the condensery, and a Farmers' Union dues checkoff. These contracts and other projects increased local interest in the union and the cooperative, and by the end of 1947 the county Farmers' Union had over five hundred members. Highlander staff members and union leaders agreed that the farmers' gains were at least partly due to the assistance of CIO members at Pet Milk, and at the staff's urging Farmers' Union and CIO officers explained the contracts to their members and established an informal farmer-labor committee. Farmers' Union members also supported several strikes during 1947 in Greeneville and in Winston-Salem, North Carolina.15

The growing power of the Greene County Farmers' Union stimulated HFS staff members and local leaders into expanding their efforts throughout East Tennessee. When Pet Milk officials reduced the rates they paid dairymen in the summer of 1947, cooperative officers quickly launched a drive to organize every milk producer who sold to the company between Abingdon, Virginia, and
Knoxville in order to halt further decreases. Horton and other union representatives waged a brisk organizing and educational campaign, and by the end of 1947 nearly three hundred Virginia farmers selling to Pet condenseries in Abingdon and Bristol, Tennessee, had formed five Farmers' Union locals. They established a cooperative patterned after the one in East Tennessee, placed a milk checker inside Pet's Abingdon plant, and pursued the same program that had proven so effective in Tennessee.\footnote{16}

Despite such signs of progress, there were limits to the influence of the Greene County Farmers' Union. Horton annually contended that the county union could potentially include 2,000 members. But union rolls evidently never listed many more than 500 farmers, and even a 2,000-member local would still leave a majority of the county's 6,000 farmers unorganized. Moreover, the first dues checkoff in August 1948 caused resentment among some union farmers who protested that they had not authorized anyone to deduct money from their milk checks. The union suffered a major setback in 1949 when it tried in vain to force the Greeneville Power and Light Company, a TVA distributor, to extend electric service throughout the county and then failed to secure a federal loan for an electric cooperative. The stalemate over rural electrification aggravated several other problems for the Farmers' Union and the East Tennessee Dairy Cooperative, and membership began to decline. Handicapped by the hospitalization of HFS staff member and union organizer Louis Krainock, Highlander was unable to stop the slide. By 1950 the staff's role in East Tennessee was largely confined to teaching classes at a cooperative insurance training institute, attending Virginia Farmers' Union meetings, and holding conferences at the folk school and in various communities in the area.\footnote{17}

Highlander's efforts to build the Farmers' Union in Carroll County, a section in West Tennessee somewhat poorer than Greene County, were also no more than a partial and temporary success. After meeting with Horton and Ludwig in December 1945, some fifty county farmers formed a new union and elected A.C. Lange chairman. Almost immediately the group encountered difficulties. Many potential members became skeptical when Alvin York failed to appear at a union rally; farmers refused to pay dues until the union showed signs of strength; the county Farm Bureau gave members stock in a new cooperative to retain their allegiance. Lange, who shouldered nearly the entire burden of the organizing work himself, was reluctant to challenge local racial attitudes by admitting black farmers into the union. With the help of Horton, Ludwig, and Homer Crabtree, Lange established five Farmers' Union locals in Carroll County with between four and five hundred members by July 1946, and that fall union farmers opened a cooperative feed mill. The formation of a union local for the county's black farmers in 1947, the first such organization in the state, raised Horton's hopes that other black farmers in Tennessee would join the union, and over the next two years he and Zilphia held education conferences and rallies for both black and white union members. But after mid-1949 the Farmers' Union in Carroll County declined as rapidly as it had grown. A
campaign to expand the cooperative foundered, and co-op directors failed to secure favorable freight rates. Local leaders showed no initiative and left union affairs almost completely in Lange's hands. Above all, as had been the case in Greene County, only a fraction of Carroll County’s 3,300 farmers joined the union.18

Indeed, Horton, Ludwig, and their colleagues soon realized that reviving the Farmers’ Union in Tennessee would be a long and difficult struggle. Highlander’s organization of union locals in a few counties, as well as its involvement in the creation of a Tri-State Farmers’ Union Cooperative in Chattanooga in August 1946, had not significantly advanced the fortunes of the union in the state. Nevertheless, the National Farmers’ Union board of directors considered the Tennessee organization strong enough to grant it territorial status at the end of 1946, giving it official representation at national conventions and other privileges under the union’s constitution. President Patton strongly endorsed the school’s successful application for a $15,000 grant from the Julius Rosenwald Fund, declaring that the HFS staff was making “more fundamental progress toward building rural leadership and the development of cooperatives than any single group has in the South.”19 The Tennessee Farmers’ Union had grown from two to seventeen locals during 1946, and under Ludwig’s editorial direction the Tennessee Union Farmer developed into an eight-page monthly publication distributed throughout the state. By January 1948, Patton was ready to establish an “official connection” with the school and confirm its status as the center for the union’s education program in the South.20 Even the chances for a farmer-labor coalition seemed promising. County farmer-labor committees, the use of the Farmers’ Union market in Chattanooga by striking CIO workers, and other activities suggested growing cooperation between Tennessee’s organized farmers and laborers.21

In an attempt to build on the progress the Farmers’ Union had made in Tennessee, HFS staff members conducted a series of residence terms for regional, state, and local farm leaders. At its first Farmers’ Union school in February 1947, the Highlander faculty held classes for twenty-six black and white Tennessee farmers on leadership training, rural health and education, farm legislation, and union-community relations, while national officials covered the history, policies, and operations of the union. The success of the one-week session suggested to Horton that union leaders could “push ahead much more rapidly” in developing “a real organization” in Tennessee.22 In July 1947 he, Aubrey Williams, and National Union Farmer editor Benton Strong organized a more ambitious Southwide Leadership Training School for over fifty Farmers’ Union members and their allies from six southern states. HFS teachers, along with James Patton and other union officials, led discussions on parliamentary law, farmer-labor relations, agricultural and community problems, and the benefits of cooperatives. Once again students and faculty members were enthusiastic about the term, and Horton proclaimed at the last session that there were enough students “right here in this room to set the whole South
Highlander hosted two more Farmers' Union schools in 1948 and 1949 for members from Alabama, Tennessee, and Virginia, focusing on the types of cooperatives best suited for a given area, union and cooperative operations, and organizing techniques.

But HFS staff members learned that their residence program, like their extension work, could do little for the Farmers' Union and even less for the farmer-labor coalition ideal. They took the "fairly advanced step" of offering a Farmer-Labor School in September 1947, hoping that it might lead to closer ties between organized farmers and laborers. Such hopes proved far too optimistic. Both the National Farmers' Union and the CIO were unwilling to cover the expenses of the term. Staff members seemed uncertain about the kinds of courses that would attract industrial workers to the Farmer-Labor School, and their publicity reflected their ambivalence. Most disheartening was the low attendance: only sixteen Farmers' Union, labor union, and cooperative members registered for the two-week session. Students and teachers spent much of the first week analyzing the economic problems facing working-class people in the South, forming a Farmer-Labor Cooperative Association, and opening a co-op store. During the second week the group considered farmer-labor political action with the assistance of CIO-PAC and several labor union representatives. In the end, several students promoted closer farmer-labor relations in their home towns, but the term produced no real effect at all.

In December 1947 National Farmers' Union officers, Alabama union president Aubrey Williams, and Myles Horton decided to try another organizing strategy to broaden the union's appeal in the South. While they agreed that the trade union activity and progressive politics of the "Mountain-Piedmont area" made it the "logical place" to begin a regional campaign, they also believed that such sections as southern Alabama and the Abingdon, Virginia, area offered good opportunities for smaller, more localized union development. In early 1948 the Tennessee Union Farmer became the Union Farmer, with special sections for Alabama, Virginia, and Tennessee members as well as news stories of union affairs throughout the South. Later that year national union directors expanded Horton's jurisdiction to include Virginia, and between 1948 and 1950 HFS staff members and Farmers' Union representatives tried to sustain the organizing drive by holding a series of short education conferences in Tennessee, Alabama, and Virginia and attending various state conventions, county union board meetings, and cooperative insurance training institutes.

Highlander's major project for the Farmers' Union in the late 1940s was the development of a fertilizer cooperative in south Alabama. During the spring and summer of 1947, Alabama, Tennessee, and Georgia farmers formed the Farmers' Union Fertilizer Cooperative to produce inexpensive, high-grade, and easily available fertilizer that would reduce the dominance of private companies over the market. In October 1947 the cooperative board of directors selected the area around Andalusia, Alabama, to begin operations. Tom Ludwig and local farmers J.D. Mott and Paul Bennett recruited some 1,200 farmers for twenty
Farmers' Union locals in Covington, Conecuh, and Butler counties, sold shares in the fertilizer cooperative to area farmers, and enlisted both white and black union members to work at the plant. Ludwig then directed the construction of a large building and railroad dock in 1948, and almost immediately co-op members began saving thousands of dollars by ordering fertilizer in carload lots. By the spring of 1949 there were 850 members in the cooperative, and in November Bennett bought the first ton of fertilizer produced at the plant. Beyond the considerable reduction it brought in fertilizer costs, the cooperative demonstrated that a regional fertilizer service could be a powerful stimulus to the growth of the Farmers' Union in the South.29

Indeed, neither the Farmers' Union nor Highlander showed signs of slackening their efforts at the end of the 1940s. In March 1949 national union representative Lee Fryer recommended the creation of a chain of cooperatives extending from south Alabama to western Virginia that would serve as the basis for "a fully rounded" and permanent Farmers' Union program in the South.30 The regional cooperative campaign developed rapidly under Tom Ludwig's direction. By mid-1949 over twenty stores in south Alabama were handling Farmers' Union label feed; carloads of insecticides were coming into south Alabama; distribution centers extended into north Alabama; and negotiations were under way to provide milling services for union members in Tennessee and Virginia. To finance the regional system, Aubrey Williams and Myles Horton formed Farmers' Union insurance companies in Alabama, Virginia, and Tennessee. In 1950 and 1951 HFS staff members conducted educational projects designed to promote union programs at the local, state, and regional level. For example, following a leadership training institute in Altoona, Alabama, in 1950, local farmers completed construction of a feed cooperative, established a cooperative cotton gin and store, and furnished food to striking miners in the area.31

All these activities seemed to portend the further expansion of the Farmers' Union in the South, but in 1951 national officers abruptly decided to withdraw from the region and concentrate their resources in the Midwest, where the union already had substantial strength. The reasons for the shift in policy were never made clear. National officials had never been significantly committed to the South; Fryer had proposed the regional cooperative system in part because he believed that more cooperatives should be organized before the union funded other projects. But as Horton remarked in 1949, the cooperative federation moved "about as fast as sorghum molasses does in the wintertime," and the poverty of many southern farmers, aggravated by sharp declines in net farm income in 1949 and 1950, made it difficult to accumulate much capital for the Farmers' Union.32

Organizing strategies and a relatively small southern membership may have hastened the departure of the National Farmers' Union. The Farm Bureau made greater headway than the union in the South after World War II because it adjusted more effectively to changing patterns in southern agriculture, including
the migration of small farmers to urban areas and the declining number and increased acreage of individual farms. Moreover, the Farmers' Union advocacy of racial integration and cooperation with organized labor may have appealed to the Highlander staff, but it often hindered organizing campaigns among southern white farmers. Farm Bureau membership in the South rose 53 percent between 1945 and 1950, from 311,899 to 477,290. Farmers' Union family memberships in the region, though they increased 121 percent between 1938 and 1953, totaled only 59,389 in 1953. James Patton's centralization of power at the national level also clashed with Highlander's faith in the capabilities of grass-roots leadership and in Horton's opinion neglected the specific needs of union members in the South.33

Finally, the Farmers' Union retreat from the South may have stemmed from the effects of the Cold War on organized labor and allies like Highlander. In 1949 a Greene County union leader was accused of associating with "a known Communist, Myles Horton," and a journalist covering the 1949 Alabama Farmers' Union convention for Alabama, a magazine representing large farming interests in the state, belittled the union, Zilphia Horton, and "her notoriously radical husband."34 Highlander had long experience in dealing with such charges, but the attacks carried weight with the Farmers' Union. Although its national convention decided not to take an explicitly anti-Communist stand in 1948, delegates yielded on the issue in 1952. Meanwhile, the increasingly cautious CIO intensified the pressure. In 1948 the Tennessee State CIO Council questioned whether its contribution to the Union Farmer was warranted, given the newspaper's alleged endorsement of presidential candidate Henry Wallace. Horton pointed out that the Tennessee Farmers' Union received little support from the CIO other than a few favorable resolutions, but CIO officials remained skeptical. The CIO was acting "like a spoiled baby," Ludwig angrily wrote in 1952, demanding that the Farmers' Union "hold its hand but not hold hands with anybody else" even as the labor organization befriended the Farm Bureau.35

Political and financial considerations may indeed have lain behind the Farmers' Union decision to pull out of the South. Yet Myles Horton offered the most telling insight into the short-lived attempt to revive the union when he concluded years later that Highlander, which had conducted labor education programs in response to the rise of the southern labor movement, had reversed the process and tried to develop an education program for a farmers' movement that did not exist. The Farmers' Union program was never a major part of the school's overall work, and only a very small number of union farmers attended residence terms at HFS. Nonetheless, the effort added to Highlander's reputation as a center where black and white farmers and industrial workers could discuss their common concerns. As Tom Ludwig liked to say decades later, the program was a "brilliant failure," for if the staff had not found a solution to the fundamental problems facing southern farmers, it had helped a few thousand
farmers in Tennessee, Alabama, and Virginia learn how to address those problems and regain some control over their lives.36

During the years Myles and Zilphia Horton and Tom Ludwig spent working with the Farmers' Union, Bill and Mary Lawrance Elkuss supervised education programs for southern industrial unions. Generally the work proceeded smoothly, and Highlander continued to reach a large number of union members across the South. But the excitement and sense of purpose that had infused the programs in the past had faded in the late 1940s. In 1948 nearly 140 students representing local textile, rubber, and mine workers unions in ten southern states attended residence sessions, and the extension program served several hundred union members in Tennessee, South Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama. At the small but effective Fifth Annual Southern CIO School in September 1948, members of the national CIO education department and several regional and state officials helped the HFS staff teach subjects covered during earlier CIO schools. As in most of the other residence terms that year, there was a good rapport between black and white students. Highlander's work with labor unions declined when Bill and Mary Elkuss left the staff in 1949. Nevertheless, extension courses and residence sessions that year reached 1,001 students.37

A new feature of Highlander's program in the late 1940s and early 1950s was a Film Center. Emil Willimetz, a former student who had been working as a photographer at the school, proposed in 1948 that he and two film makers produce and distribute low-cost documentary films and other visual aids and train local union leaders in their use. Operating as a self-sustaining group, the Film Center staff gave demonstrations on the use of filmstrips and other graphic materials at residence sessions; showed films and led discussions at education conferences; trained union organizers in photography; established movie circuits for southern labor and farmers' union locals; and recorded various events for Highlander publicity and fund-raising campaigns. The center steadily expanded as the demand from unions and other organizations increased. However, many of these groups were unable to pay for the center's services, creating a drain on Highlander's resources. The common perception that it was an integral part of the school compelled the faculty to ensure its survival—and at considerable cost—until persistent financial difficulties finally closed the center in 1954.38

The Highlander faculty also revived its community program in the late 1940s in an effort to strengthen local acceptance of the school and its interracial activities. Staff members showed movies and taught folk songs at the local grammar school, sponsored a sewing co-op, held square dances and other recreational events, began a farm demonstration project, and guided production of the Summerfield News. Zilphia Horton was president of a community club between 1950 and 1952. New facilities also made Highlander more attractive to local residents. A community building opened in 1947. Unitarian work campers helped complete construction of the Harry Lasker Memorial Library in 1948,
and other Unitarian work groups landscaped the grounds around Highlander Lake, a three-acre artificial lake that was ready for use in 1953. Meanwhile, Joanna Creighton joined the staff in 1948 to work full-time in the Summerfield community. Creighton, who received her professional training under former staff member Claudia Lewis at the Bank Street School for Teachers in New York, reopened the HFS nursery school and made it the core of a coordinated community program by early 1949. While none of these projects alleviated the economic ills of the area, relations between Highlander and Summerfield residents had improved considerably by the early 1950s. Indeed, by the end of 1952 HFS leaders believed that staff members had built up enough community support to push for even greater change in the South.39

Yet Highlander’s farmer, labor, and community programs placed serious strains on its financial resources in the late 1940s and the early 1950s. Staff members continually struggled to meet operating expenses as well as building costs. The HFS treasury hit “rock-bottom” in early 1948, and the faculty devoted a good deal of time over the next several years to organizing fund-raising committees and establishing contacts with potential donors, particularly in major cities outside the South.40 Publicity about the folk school stressed its work with well over 20,000 farmer and labor leaders between 1932 and 1948, its promotion of greater farmer-labor unity, and the implications of its interracial policy. The half-hearted response of labor unions deeply troubled HFS leaders. Contributions from individuals rose from $7,898 in 1946 to $20,064 in 1947, and over the next four years averaged $17,311 annually. Foundation grants reached a postwar high of $14,303 in 1948 before dropping sharply in 1949, 1950, and 1951. In contrast, union contributions and payments to the school totaled over $6,600 in 1946, but in 1948 that amount fell to $930, and in 1950 and 1951 labor groups donated less than $800. This decline was partly the result of the unions’ growing investment in their own education departments, a trend Horton regarded as “inevitable and advisable.” Yet C.W. Danenburg of the United Chemical Workers reached the crux of the issue when he stated in 1949 that CIO unions might contribute more money if Highlander took “a public position on the question of the fight between left and right wing forces in the CIO.”41

As Danenburg’s comment suggests, the growing crisis over communism within the American labor movement was altering not only the structure and functions of labor unions but also the relationship between organized labor and institutions like Highlander. The problem presented little difficulty for the AFL, with its long history of anti-Communism. But it was a far more serious matter for the CIO. Communists had been prominent figures in the CIO from its beginning, accepted for their organizing skills and their commitment to industrial unionism. After World War II, however, the Communist issue sparked bitter factional battles within some CIO affiliates and divided union leaders over whether to channel the CIO’s political power through the Democratic party or through an independent third party. Soviet-American conflicts, Republican
victories in the 1946 congressional elections, the subsequent passage of the Taft-Hartley Act, and President Harry Truman's restored standing among labor unions because of his opposition to the measure intensified the pressure. The Communists' decision to commit themselves in the 1948 election to the Progressive party and its presidential candidate, Henry Wallace, coupled with Truman's unexpected victory, provided the final impetus for the expulsion of Communist-led unions. Delegates at the 1949 CIO convention, charging that left-wing unions put the interests of the Communist party before something called “CIO policy,” voted to expel the United Electrical, Radio, and Machine Workers and the Farm Equipment Workers, and by mid-1950 unions claiming to represent over one million members had been driven out of the CIO.42

The Communist expulsions ended all serious political debate within the CIO and signaled that its crusading days were over. Much less time, money, and attention would be given to those outside organized labor. Instead, the CIO would concentrate on gaining concessions for a more disciplined rank and file. Those still attached to the idea of a popular front searched for some way to distinguish between what they called totalitarianism and democracy or tried in vain to defend the rights of Communists while remaining independent of them. Neither position could prevent the demise of the Southern Conference for Human Welfare in 1948 or the Communist-front charges lodged against the Southern Conference Educational Fund in 1950. Other institutions, such as the Southern School for Workers and the Georgia Workers Education School, closed in 1950 for lack of union support.43

The Communist controversy within the CIO also took its toll on Highlander and decisively affected its educational program. The troubles began during the CIO’s postwar southern organizing drive, when director Van Bittner not only excluded staff members from the campaign but also became incensed when one of his more proficient organizers, Louis Krainock, joined the HFS faculty in early 1948. Nearly a year later Myles Horton was concerned that a “very unhealthy situation” still existed between the CIO and HFS.44 Indeed, Horton’s alleged attacks on union leaders for straying from the “liberal movement,” his supposed endorsement of Henry Wallace, his opposition to loyalty tests and to the outlawing of the Communist party, and his willingness to have a Progressive party conference at the school did nothing to calm union officers.45 For his part, Horton was worried that CIO leaders intended to follow “no consistent principle” unless it served the union’s needs “at a given moment.” Their criticism of Highlander’s residence terms for the FTA and MMSW because they were “unofficially on the CIO’s blacklist” seemed to mean that the staff was to “ignore at times the expressed policy of the organization as a whole and line up with the controlling faction.”46

The increasing pressure to conform to national CIO policy divided the executive council at its January 1949 meeting. C.W. Danenburg explained that the only question was whether Highlander “should try to satisfy those groups which demand a public statement.” To do so, Horton believed, would require
changing the school's policy of pursuing "a positive, not a negative, program," and he doubted that any statement would halt rumors "circulated by people who know they are not true anyway." After considerable debate, the council appointed a committee composed of Horton, Aubrey Williams, and Paul Christopher to draw up a revised statement of purpose. When the men could not agree on a suitable revision, the council postponed any decision until they had drafted a statement satisfactory to the CIO and the school.47

It soon became clear that it would be difficult for Highlander to meet the demands of the CIO. In March 1949 Horton met with CIO education director Stanley Ruttenberg and associate director George Guernsey in Washington. He found them "extremely friendly" and willing to accept a simple statement from Highlander affirming its "program for democracy." He received a much different message from CIO general counsel Arthur J. Goldberg. Declaring that the day had passed when someone "could carry water on both shoulders," Goldberg maintained that the HFS staff had little choice but to follow CIO policy if it wanted to work with the union in the South, even though the faculty also worked with organizations other than the CIO. Although convinced that "any effort to compromise would be futile," Horton agreed with Ruttenberg to "let things drift along" unless the issue upset plans for a scheduled CIO-Rubber Workers session at Highlander.48 In June, Guernsey suddenly notified Horton that the CIO had decided to cancel the term. Ruttenberg explained that it had become virtually impossible to recruit enough students to go to Highlander because two or three southern directors believed there was "some left wing ‘Communist’ influence" at the school. While Ruttenberg said he did not share this opinion, he noted that the HFS council had not approved an amended statement of purpose condemning "all kinds of totalitarianism including communism, fascism and nazism" which would allow the CIO to send students to HFS.49 When Horton demanded to know the names of the southern directors making such charges and asked about Highlander's freedom to work with other groups, Ruttenberg curtly replied that Horton was raising "false issues" and that he would recommend the removal of the school from the CIO's list of approved organizations.50

Horton responded by upholding Highlander's traditional determination to remain an independent institution. "I am at sea as to the meaning of democracy if the right to face ones' [sic] accusers has become a false issue," Horton protested. He saw nothing wrong in questioning the implications of the CIO's proposed amendments. He argued that a school serving a variety of groups should not take "a public position" on matters affecting those organizations, and any statement adopted by the HFS council should oppose all forms of totalitarianism. Horton also had reservations about the influence of the anti-Communist Association of Catholic Trade Unionists on Catholic labor leaders, but in raising the issue he had been branded as a religious bigot and an "anti-Catholic Southerner."51 Horton's objection needlessly created further controversy. Nevertheless, he had no intention of allowing the CIO to call Highlander Communist when to him the real issue was the role of the Catholic church in the
labor movement. Since 1934 HFS leaders had consistently stated that the school was unaffiliated with any political party. If Highlander now permitted one group to determine its policies, there was little chance that it would survive, for the history of American labor schools showed that no “partisan school” ever lasted very long. Highlander therefore would go its own way and pursue its growing interest in interracial problems until the crisis had passed.52

Horton’s stand revealed another side of the Highlander “tradition”—the nagging doubts in some people’s minds that Horton fully appreciated the CIO’s fear that communism could destroy the labor movement. Several union and nonunion supporters backed the school’s determination to remain independent, but they also worried that Horton was clouding the issue and making it impossible for CIO affiliates to come to Highlander’s aid. Paul Christopher assured Ruttenberg that Horton had always been “a strong Socialist” who possessed “an amazing tolerance of the viewpoints of others, including Communists,” and a tenacious belief in the right to support certain ideas and organizations without condemning ideas and organizations opposed to them. Even though the end of the cordial relationship between the CIO and Highlander could have “embarrassing repercussions” for both sides, Christopher acknowledged that if HFS leaders refused to take a forthright stand against the Communists the union had no choice but to sever its ties with the school.53 Roger Baldwin of the ACLU also believed that Horton was hedging on “a clear moral issue.” Since the CIO wanted only a declaration that Highlander was a “pro-democratic institution,” not that it accepted all CIO policies, the council should announce its rejection of all “anti-democratic influences” before the dispute became uncontrollable.54

Highlander’s leaders tried to meet the CIO halfway without compromising the school’s independence. Shortly before the November 1949 council meeting, Horton, Aubrey Williams, George Guernsey, CIO Southern Organizing Drive director George Baldanzi, and CIO southern public relations director Lucy Randolph Mason drafted a revised statement of principles. The key section read: “With a democratic goal, we are in a position to fight anything that gets in the way, whether it be totalitarian communism or fascism or monopoly-dominated capitalism.” Stanley Ruttenberg then asked that part of the clause be changed to read: “whether it be [the] totalitarianism of communism or fascism, or the monopoly-domination of capitalism.” Such quibbling made it “meaningless” to discuss the original statement, Horton declared to council members. Fearing that the CIO might well demand more concessions, the council decided to remove the entire clause from the Highlander policy statement.55

With the onus of the controversy on them, CIO officials sought to come to terms with Highlander. In December 1949 Guernsey requested a revision of the HFS council meeting minutes to make the CIO’s position seem less harsh and leave room for further negotiations. In the revised version, Mason indicated that the CIO wanted an “acceptable” statement on communism from Highlander, “voluntary concessions” regarding its services to CIO rivals, and possibly some
determination of council membership. Horton objected to this obvious attempt to control Highlander's policies and programs. Guernsey then suggested in early 1950 that if the executive council adopted the original policy statement the CIO would resume relations with Highlander. Horton doubted that this proposal would end the dispute. He had discovered that the Communist charges against Highlander were coming primarily from three CIO officers—R.R. Lawrence of North Carolina, W.A. Copeland of Tennessee, and Carey Haigler of Alabama—who equated interracial practices with communism because they countenanced racial discrimination in their unions. But once Ruttenberg gave assurances that the CIO desired only a statement similar to the one initially adopted, the HFS council unanimously voted in April 1950 to insert the original amendment into the school's statement of purpose. (See Appendix for approved statement of purpose.)

Horton regarded this resolution as a victory for Highlander; evidently the CIO had accepted the staff's intention to pursue an independent, flexible, and positive program. In his view the whole dispute had been an "embarrassing and uncalled for episode" arising from the CIO's preoccupation with its "internal problems," and the HFS faculty should "never again" allow such a crisis to inhibit its teaching effectiveness. He regretted that he had injected the question of Catholic trade union activities into the conflict. But George Baldanzi's announcement in mid-1950 that "it was part of CIO policy to support" Highlander meant that the way was now clear for the development of some badly needed education programs for CIO members in the South.

The volatile mixture of interracial education and the suspicions engendered by the Cold War, however, soon brought on another challenge to the folk school. In the fall of 1950 Horton learned that two FBI agents had been talking to Summerfield residents about the activities of black students at HFS and reportedly implying that the staff's nondiscriminatory policy "would be considered communist by a majority of Southern people." Horton wondered why the agents chose "to harass neighbors with questions linking Negroes with communism" when "they could catch us red handed practicing racial democracy by a visit to the school." But the effect of the investigation was clear. Local residents who had accepted the presence of blacks at HFS for at least a decade were once again raising questions about its racially integrated classes. In March 1951 Horton met with about forty Summerfield residents to clear up possible misunderstandings about Highlander's programs. He also pressed the FBI to consent to the HFS council's demand for written interviews. But bureau spokesmen maintained that no official investigation of the school had taken place, and when neither the Department of Justice nor the ACLU offered help Horton concluded in June 1951 that Highlander was apparently "considerably out of step with the times" and that the matter should be dropped. Highlander remained off the attorney general's list of subversive organizations. But some people continued to believe, as they always had, that Highlander was communist because it was racially integrated.
Though Highlander had weathered the storms of the past few years, the turmoil had had a chilling effect on the creativity and vitality of its education program in the early 1950s. The school became more a place where unions sponsored conferences or training sessions on specific topics than a center where southern farmer and labor leaders learned to organize and work on their common problems. The residence and extension programs were still fairly active between 1950 and 1953. After postponing the 1950 CIO School because of insufficient enrollment, CIO education and research department officials sponsored one-week interracial terms at HFS in 1951, 1952, and 1953 as part of their attempt to keep the Southern Organizing Campaign alive. Several individual unions held residence sessions at Highlander between 1950 and 1953, and the HFS faculty carried out extension projects for labor, farmer, and cooperative groups in virtually every southern state. Yet Highlander’s efforts seemed to lack the spark evident in previous years. A series of conferences, seminars, and workshops conducted in the early 1950s for representatives of rural community centers, ministers, union leaders, and college students, as well as the participation of staff members in numerous meetings on education, labor, religion, and racial discrimination, added to Highlander’s regional and national reputation. But these activities also indicated the growing distance between the school and organized labor.64

Myles Horton made one more attempt to shore up Highlander’s battered relationship with the labor movement when he agreed in 1951 to direct an education program for the United Packinghouse Workers of America. Highlander’s involvement was to be limited, but the project seemed worthwhile to Horton, staff members, and the executive council for several reasons. UPWA officers wanted Highlander’s help in implementing their plans for an extensive education program in the South, and a contemporary survey showed that a large majority of union members were willing to attend union-sponsored classes. UPWA members could also appreciate the merits of a farmer-labor alliance, for many of them worked in plants that processed farm products. In Horton’s opinion the UPWA had the best record among unions in the South in addressing racial issues; blacks occupied local leadership positions throughout the nation. Finally, the absence of an anti-Communist amendment in the UPWA constitution led Horton to believe that he could conduct an educational program that was in line with Highlander’s own policies. He admitted to the HFS council that the undertaking might not advance the school’s long-term interests. But he pointed out that his job with the union provided funds for other projects and offered a chance to test labor education techniques both inside and outside the South. Highlander and the UPWA, he added, would work together as long as they agreed on the purposes of the program and the union’s education staff did a satisfactory job.65

Horton planned to organize an education staff that would start an instructor-training program and extend it to every UPWA local. Like previous HFS extension projects, the UPWA program would be based on what Horton called
the "percolator" system, in which ideas came "from the workers up," instead of the "drip" system, in which union officials transmitted policy from the international to the local. Once the education staff had begun shop steward-training courses in union districts across the country, Horton hoped to turn the classes over to local discussion leaders or instructors, thereby freeing the staff and field representatives for a more general program covering race relations, farmer-labor relations, political action, and other issues. In time, Horton contended, the entire program could become self-sufficient as UPWA locals learned how to manage their own affairs. UPWA district directors therefore should not expect "conventional or immediate results"; it took time to make union members realize that "education had to do with recognized problems and that the solution is in their hands."

The first task was to develop a new UPWA education staff. In early 1952 Horton, HFS staff members, and union officials conducted a monthlong training session at Highlander and at Camden, New Jersey, for five educational representatives selected from more than one hundred candidates. The three-man, two-woman staff studied the union's goals and activities, practiced teaching techniques, and wrote two instructor's manuals for shop steward classes. The group then began working in five districts—Des Moines, Kansas City, Fort Wayne, New York City, and Atlanta—where UPWA organizing drives were in progress. Some UPWA teachers proved more effective than others, and some union officials hesitated to accept the instructor-training program and the strengthening of shop steward functions. Nevertheless, Horton was able to report some encouraging results at the UPWA constitutional convention in May 1952. A number of UPWA locals had begun to hold their own steward-training sessions; new leadership had emerged in several locals; and officers had noted a marked improvement in the handling of grievances, increased attendance at union meetings, and "a more energetic dealing with management in general."

Following the UPWA convention, Horton's staff devoted the rest of 1952 to the second step in the education program—the training of local union instructors. By the end of the year forty instructors had begun to achieve results similar to those attained by the education staff, and on a much larger scale. Through their shop steward classes and discussions at local union meetings, the instructors stimulated the formation of organizing committees, strengthened the UPWA steward and committee systems, and initiated a variety of projects ranging from flood relief to political action. Meanwhile, the education staff continued to hold district and local leadership schools, steward-training sessions, and conferences with UPWA executive boards, steward councils, union committees. The leadership schools led to the breakup of formerly all-white departments and to an increase in the number of black, Mexican-American, and women stewards. While Horton acknowledged that a few UPWA officials still resisted the program's unconventional teaching approach, he remained confident that it would eventually demonstrate that UPWA members were "capable of handling their own affairs, including union education."
Yet organizational, political, and racial problems hounded Horton and his UPWA staff almost from the beginning of their work. Despite Horton’s pleas for time and cooperation, union officers grew impatient with the inexperience of the staff and the progress, direction, and costs of the program. In April 1952 Lewis Corey, an ex-Communist who had been an enemy of Highlander for years and who had become education director of the UPWA’s AFL rival, the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen, charged that Communists were controlling the UPWA. As proof he cited the appointment of Horton as UPWA education director, a man who had been “under attack for at least fifteen years as a communist” and whose folk school was “known as a communist front.”

Horton quickly ended the controversy by publicizing the Amalgamated’s past support of Highlander. But it was not so easy to combat opposition within the UPWA to the union’s nondiscrimination policy. One staff member reported that prejudice and indifference at an Indiana plant had stymied efforts to desegregate several all-white departments and that there was little backing anywhere in his district for the union’s antidiscrimination drive.

Above all, the education program provoked increasing resistance from UPWA officials who sensed a challenge to their authority. Vice-President A.T. Stephens led the opposition. In August 1952 he began to voice his displeasure with the expenditures of the education department, its departure from the original idea of educating UPWA members on specific union concerns, its declining number of classes, and its inability to promote the antidiscrimination campaign. Schools in certain areas had been ineffective, Stephens contended, because they had not been run by the union’s regular forty-member staff. He therefore had no intention of scheduling further schools until “some basic policy matters” had been “straightened out” and the education program showed “a heck of a lot more direction.” In reply, Horton blamed the lack of cooperation shown by UPWA field representatives for at least some of the problems, and he remained firm in his commitment to the training of local union instructors. By the end of 1952 the dispute was clearly defined. Stephens wanted a “drip” system of education emphasizing topics selected by the union hierarchy, an approach exactly opposite from Horton’s “percolator” system that stressed the development of leadership from the rank and file.

The HFS executive council had its own misgivings about the value of the UPWA program to Highlander. In December 1952 several members questioned whether the school was gaining any advantage from its association with the union, since Horton’s involvement in the project had forced the faculty to make potentially costly adjustments at HFS. Pointing to the overall similarities in the goals of Highlander and the UPWA, Horton insisted that opposition to the education program would cease once union officials realized how much it freed field representatives for other endeavors. The program’s basic principles were sound; it was completely financed by the union; it could be duplicated; and it offered an unprecedented opportunity for Highlander to influence the entire American labor movement. Persuaded by Horton’s arguments, the council
Highlander approved the Highlander-Packinghouse arrangement for the next fiscal year.74

Within six months of the council meeting, Horton's persistent faith that the HFS-UPWA relationship could survive and prosper had been demolished. In January 1953 Stephens proposed that the education staff be replaced by district program coordinators under the direction of Vice-President Russell Lasley and himself. Instead of building local union leadership, the coordinators would promote those parts of the UPWA program that met the specific needs of each district at a given time. Stephens brushed aside Horton's suggestions that the education and coordinator programs be combined and that union members should discuss rather than be told what to do in their locals. Any possibility of compromise disappeared when Stephens and the coordinators held a UPWA staff school at Highlander in March 1953. Excluded from the term's planning sessions, Horton found the classes so arbitrarily conducted and so divorced from the intent of the education program that he resigned from the UPWA the day the school ended. He later reported to the HFS council that none of the ideas or personnel developed by the education staff had been carried over into the coordinator program. The education program had been dropped largely because it had not enhanced "the political strength of some of the more ambitious International officials."75 Yet it had proven that UPWA members were capable of educating themselves and that Highlander's teaching approach could be adopted by unions throughout the country.76

Another, perhaps ironic, result of Horton's resignation was the dissolution of Highlander's official relationship with the CIO. In August 1953 Paul Christopher informed Horton that HFS had been removed from the CIO list of approved schools. No one at the national CIO office offered an explanation for the decision. Horton later learned that CIO officials had mistakenly identified Highlander with the allegedly Communist UPWA staff school held at HFS earlier that year. The UPWA had been cleared of those charges, and CIO leaders reportedly "had a big laugh" when they discovered that HFS had severed its connections with the UPWA because of the school, but no one took Highlander off the CIO blacklist.77 Another source told Horton that a union official criticized by the HFS faculty for his Jim Crow policies and use of Ku Klux Klan sympathizers as organizers had initiated the CIO action against the school. Once more the staff found itself victimized by the loose association of racial integration with communism. Weary of the CIO's somersaults over the past several years, Horton reaffirmed Highlander's willingness to serve the southern labor movement and anyone else who wanted its help.78

Highlander faced yet another crisis in February 1952 when a tornado ripped through the school grounds, but in this case the tenacity of the HFS community and the generosity of supporters brought positive results. The tornado demolished part of the Horton family home; twisted the roofs off the main building, library, and nursery-community building; damaged several smaller structures; and uprooted hundreds of trees. No one was injured, but Highlander had
practically no insurance to cover the more than $15,000 damage done to the buildings. It was thus an indication of the school’s value to the Summerfield community that neighbors arrived to help twenty minutes after the storm had passed and then attended a community meeting at HFS the next night to plan tree-clearing operations. It was also a measure of the staff’s dedication to its work that field trips and residence sessions proceeded on schedule, and the Film Center, library, and nursery school reopened within two weeks of the tornado. Highlander committees throughout the country launched emergency fund-raising efforts, and many individuals renewed and raised their annual donations. By the end of September 1952 the school’s total income had risen to over $66,500, its highest level in several years. Highlander was clearly in a position to be of greater service to unions in the South.

By the end of 1952, however, Highlander’s leaders were ready to explore new approaches to new issues. As Myles Horton drolly observed, the tornado had somewhat forcefully reminded him that “institutions should be destroyed every twenty years and obliged to start over.” Thousands of men and women had been educated at Highlander and across the South after World War II, but the campaign for a farmer-labor coalition had not succeeded, and the school’s relations with organized labor never completely recovered from the controversies with the CIO. Zilphia Horton lamented in 1952 that unions had “become so reactionary and . . . so complacent” that they had “lost their ideals, and I don’t care anything about singing for people like that.” These and other experiences had taught staff members that an enormous obstacle had to be overcome before they could attain the kind of political and economic order they had envisioned since 1932. Whenever they had tried to build unions, coalitions, or virtually anything else, they had eventually confronted the barrier of racism. The past two decades had established Highlander’s reputation among labor, farmer, interracial, religious, and progressive organizations, and the advances these groups had made with the faculty’s help had demonstrated the value of its teaching techniques. What was now needed was a program to unite black and white people in a struggle for common goals.

The best way to restore Highlander’s sense of purpose and direction, Myles Horton concluded, was through a revitalized education program. In December 1952 he pointed out to the executive council that in recent residence terms for the CIO there had been “too much top down stuff” that did not meet the needs of union members. Highlander should be “moving out,” he asserted, setting an educational agenda that “cut across all lines,” attracted people without regard to organizational affiliation, and promoted the school’s overall policies. Council chairman George Mitchell of the Southern Regional Council believed that staff members should work on the broadest and most significant problems facing all southerners, thereby giving the school “a new vitality” and creating “something new for the people of the South, a movement of the people.” With this vague declaration of independence and an enthusiasm recalling the early days of its
involvement in the southern labor movement, the HFS staff began a program that soon centered on the issue of public school desegregation. During the ensuing decade Highlander would become the education center of a movement that profoundly challenged and reshaped not only southern society but the entire nation.
From School Desegregation to Student Sit-Ins
1953-1961

"We are at our best at Highlander when we are pioneering," Myles Horton declared in 1953, and until 1961 the Tennessee school was in the forefront of the drive to end racial segregation in the South.1 Highlander’s programs during the 1950s reflected the growing struggle for legal, political, and social equality by black Americans. Indeed, to a great extent the focus and direction of the staff’s work came to depend upon the civil rights movement. It furnished HFS teachers with powerful allies who could join them in confronting the racial prejudice that had frustrated their efforts to organize industrial workers and small farmers. It gave the folk school the clear-cut purpose it had largely lacked since the end of World War II. Its gains demonstrated the effectiveness of Highlander’s educational approach and helped spread those techniques throughout the South. And its goals and rhetoric expressed the faculty’s own vaguely defined vision of a more democratic and humane political and economic system.

Highlander had been ready for the civil rights movement for a long time. From the beginning of the school in 1932, Myles Horton and his colleagues had been committed to interracial education. During the 1930s and 1940s, however, most southern labor union leaders did not share that commitment, and despite extension projects involving black and white laborers and the decision in 1942 to integrate HFS classes, only white students attended residence terms until 1944. In the late 1940s and early 1950s, staff members turned their attention to strengthening the education programs of unions that frequently included a large percentage of black members. They organized both black and white farmers for the Farmers’ Union and encouraged them to participate in residence workshops and cooperative enterprises together. Under Horton’s direction, the UPWA education program had trained local officers to recognize and end racial discrimination in their locals. By 1953 Highlander’s teachers had made local and regional leaders of numerous organizations aware that there was a school in the South where blacks and whites could meet to explore their common
interests, and they had gained the respect of those pushing for racial equality. Black journalist Carl T. Rowan asserted in 1952 that only a few white southerners like Horton were willing to “go further” than “the Southern liberals, the ‘freedom-for-you-sometime-soon’ gradualists,” and to say that racial segregation was the “root and perpetrator of all the evils” facing the modern South.²

Highlander was thus prepared to both anticipate and respond to important developments in race relations during the 1950s. In April 1953, as the Supreme Court was considering the case of Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas, the HFS executive council met to determine “the most pressing problem for the people of the South” that the school could take on. Asserting that the greatest challenge was “not the problem of conquering poverty, but conquering meanness, prejudice and tradition,” George Mitchell submitted that Highlander’s “new emphasis” should be on the desegregation of public schools. This program, he believed, would have an immediate relevance to “the coming upheaval in the South” following the Supreme Court’s ruling either to outlaw school segregation or to enforce complete equality in educational facilities.

Mitchell’s proposal represented a gamble for Highlander. There was no indication that the Brown decision would be far-reaching, nor any certainty that the HFS staff could bring black and white southerners together on so sensitive an issue as school desegregation. But the council finally decided that the time had come for Highlander “to extend its activities into wider fields of full democratization.” The staff should hold two experimental workshops during the summer of 1953 that would prepare representatives of labor, church, interracial, and civic groups to provide leadership during the transition from a segregated to an integrated public school system in the South. Characteristically, HFS leaders acknowledged that the desegregation program was “a tremendous undertaking” but predicted that with the cooperation of many individuals and organizations “the job can be done.”³

Highlander’s 1953 workshops on “The Supreme Court Decisions and the Public Schools” were carefully designed to lay the groundwork for school desegregation drives in the South. Irene Osborne of the American Friends Service Committee, who had worked with civic groups to desegregate schools in Washington, D.C., helped plan and conduct the two sessions. To provide a black perspective on the issue Paul Bennett, a graduate student at Howard University and a former Farmers’ Union leader in Alabama, served as director of the workshops. The seventy-one northerners and southerners who attended the sessions generally assumed that the Supreme Court would deliver some sort of antissegregation ruling, and they regarded the pending decision as an unprecedented opportunity to develop useful approaches to the integration of public schools in the South. Workshop members agreed that desegregation had to be a “grass-roots affair,” with citizens working through local community groups to push school and other public officials into action. Anna Kelly of Charleston, South Carolina, cited as an example the meetings called by her local YWCA and
other interested organizations to "prepare a favorable climate" in the city for the anticipated Supreme Court ruling.4

Following further discussions, participants developed materials designed to help them proceed with local school desegregation efforts. A guide and checklist based on Osborne's mimeographed "Working Toward Integrated Public Schools in Your Own Community" outlined how a campaign could grow from a small interracial core of influential people to a coordinated effort involving various organizations committed to school integration. A committee led by Dean B.R. Brazeal of Morehouse College drew up a report calling for the integration of public school faculties as part of any desegregation plan. Workshop members also helped create a filmstrip, The High Cost of Segregation, depicting the ill effects of segregation on housing and health as well as schools, and compiled a list of films and filmstrips on similar topics. With these workshops Highlander had confronted what its staff called "The South's Number One Problem" almost a year before the Supreme Court handed down its decision in Brown v. Board of Education.5

Clearly, Horton wrote in late 1953, Highlander was "on the right track" in its approach to public school integration.6 It was also obvious that a larger staff would be needed to refine the plans developed at the initial workshops and help students implement those plans in communities throughout the South. The closing of the financially troubled Film Center in February 1954 meant the loss of Emil and Joanna Creighton Willimetz as well as Mort and Ann Isaacs, who had been on the staff since November 1952. The burden of carrying on Highlander's program now fell on Myles and Zilphia Horton and three new staff members, Henry and Betty Shipherd of Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, and Mont-eagle resident Julie Mabee. Before coming to the school in June 1954, Henry Shipherd had worked in the Philadelphia area with labor, veterans, cooperative, and civic organizations. He had also taught at a previous HFS residence session. Betty Shipherd had engaged in various neighborhood projects in suburban Philadelphia. Myles Horton had enough confidence in their abilities to commit a substantial proportion of the school's funds to building a house for the Shipherd family. Mabee joined the staff in August 1953 to work on Highlander's community leadership training program. With these staff members and the help of outside consultants, Horton hoped to make the school responsive to any opportunities opened by the desegregation of public schools in the South.7

Highlander's program acquired new significance when the Supreme Court rendered its decision in Brown v. Board of Education on May 17, 1954. The Court, reversing Plessy v. Ferguson (1896), unanimously concluded that "in the field of public education the doctrine of 'separate but equal' has no place. Separate educational facilities are inherently unequal." The victorious team of NAACP lawyers, headed by Thurgood Marshall, pointed out that the Court had struck down racial segregation only in tax-supported educational institutions. Nevertheless, black Americans generally greeted the ruling as the beginning of
the end for all state-enforced segregation. Myles Horton was overjoyed. He was on a fund-raising tour and happened to be in the Supreme Court building when the justices announced their decision. After quieting him down, Marshall joked that it was "more than an accident" that Horton was present on such a momentous occasion. The Highlander staff was "more in the swing of things" now that the Court had ruled against public school segregation, Horton told former HFS teacher Ralph Tefferteller. "It all goes to prove that the law will finally catch up to you if you live long enough." Technically, Highlander was still in violation of a Tennessee law prohibiting integrated private schools, but Horton was confident that "no one will dare raise the issue."8

About a month after the *Brown* decision the HFS staff hosted its second summer workshop on public school desegregation, convinced that acceptance of the Supreme Court's ruling would come "more quickly and with less violence than the majority of people believe possible."9 Most of the twenty-four black and white participants were teachers from the South; some of them came from the same communities in Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina, and Tennessee as those who had attended the 1953 workshops. Like their colleagues in the previous sessions, participants described their personal encounters with school segregation and examined recent integration efforts in the South. Most of the discussions went no farther, however, and while the students developed guidelines to enlist civic groups in the cause of better schools for all southern children, at least one was disappointed that the group did not try to translate individual experiences into some useful general knowledge. The most important product of the school integration workshop was inspiration. Black southerners were especially elated by their stay at HFS and left with the conviction that complete public school integration was possible. Participants recognized that there would be stiff resistance from local white school officials. But one workshop member, a black schoolteacher from Columbia, South Carolina, persuaded the state NAACP president to launch a school desegregation campaign and told local audiences that "I always knew what I wanted to get done, but now I feel like I know how I'm going to get it done."10

Another inspired participant who would soon play a major role in the school's civil rights efforts was Septima Poinsette Clark. Born in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1898, Clark earned a bachelor's degree from Benedict College and a master's degree from Hampton Institute through summer school, extension, and night classes between 1929 and 1946. She began her teaching career in 1916 on Johns Island, located six miles outside Charleston, and spent most of the next forty years teaching in the Charleston and Columbia school systems. Clark was active in many civic, education, health, and religious organizations and served as a local board member in several of them. At the suggestion of former HFS student Anna Kelly, she attended the 1954 workshop at HFS. There she found southern whites willing to treat her and other southern blacks as equals and to eat and sleep in the same room with them, and when she
returned to Charleston she urged local interracial organizations to make use of Highlander’s resources. Her experience, Clark later wrote, made her “more vociferous,” “more democratic,” and more conscious of the need for “reliable facts” in pressing for integration.11

In August 1954 Clark and some forty farmers, trade unionists, educators, college students, and civic leaders attended Highlander’s workshop on “World Problems, the United Nations, and You.” The stated purpose of the session was to relate the economic problems of the South to the rest of the world and to the work of the UN. But its underlying purpose was to promote a greater understanding among black and white southerners of race relations in their home communities through discussions of the effects of discriminatory practices around the world. When the weeklong workshop began, most of the participants had only a hazy notion of what the United Nations was and how it could possibly be related to their own experiences. But with the help of the HFS staff, journalist Avrahm Mezerik, and three women from the American Association for the United Nations, they were able to establish some vague links between public school desegregation, the development of community leaders, and support for the United Nations. They generally agreed with Horton’s suggestion that a local campaign on behalf of the UN, emphasizing that the world was composed of many different religions, races, and ideologies, could be used to “help raise the sights and understanding” of many of the same community leaders who would be making decisions concerning the integration of schools, hospitals, and other institutions.12 But for Esau Jenkins, a black community leader from Johns Island who had come to the workshop with Septima Clark, the most immediate problem was to help his neighbors learn how to read and write so they could register to vote. The Highlander staff’s promise to set up night classes marked the start of a long and productive relationship between the school and the people of the South Carolina Sea Islands. Whatever steps workshop participants took to create a world based on the “equality and dignity of man,” Horton asserted, would add up “to a real march toward the future.”13

After the two major summer workshops of 1954, the Highlander faculty began to press for the rapid desegregation of public schools, for in Horton’s view “the place for gradualism is after, not before integration of schools.”14 Taking heart from the progress HFS graduates and others were making in local desegregation drives in Tennessee, South Carolina, Alabama, and Georgia, staff members resolved to expand their program in 1955 in order to accelerate the trends begun in these communities. Expansion, however, meant raising additional funds. Total income for the 1953 fiscal year had decreased slightly from the previous year to around $59,000, reflecting the decline in labor union support and the fears of some contributors about the new direction Highlander was taking. During 1954 the school’s income increased to almost $67,000, but HFS teachers wanted to double the size of their program, especially after the Supreme Court made its decision on the implementation of the Brown ruling.
By the end of the 1955 fiscal year Highlander’s income would total nearly $74,000, with an overwhelming percentage of donations coming from individuals and foundations.¹⁵

An expanded program at Highlander also meant stimulating local southern black leaders into taking positive steps to achieve integration. HFS residence terms had already begun to foster interracial understanding. Until 1954 only 10 to 15 percent of the students at the school were black, but during that summer about 50 percent of the workshop participants were black. The next, more difficult task was to translate the inspiration whites and blacks received at Highlander into action. As Horton pointed out in March 1955, black leaders should realize that most southern whites were not going to desegregate anything unless blacks built up the necessary “steam.” Whites committed to the cause could increase the pressure by pushing for integration in a “reasonable” length of time. This white support in turn would persuade blacks that school desegregation could be done “in a peaceable and orderly fashion.” Horton did not think that the process would be free of “trouble.” But by continuing to bring the races together as equals to work toward a common goal, the Highlander staff could try to minimize racial conflict, to “keep down trouble not by keeping the lid on but by taking the lid off.”¹⁶

During the summer of 1955 HFS staff members sought to generate more steam for integration through labor unions and the subject of the United Nations. In May the faculty held a one-week workshop for thirty-five blacks and whites from sixteen southern locals of the United Furniture Workers of America. Horton had not modified his earlier criticism of organized labor, but he thought that southern unions should face up to the problem of desegregation, for it would improve their chances for organizing black workers and make them “a progressive force in the community.”¹⁷ Thus while the UFWA members covered such familiar union topics as parliamentary law, they also considered the importance of union participation in the drive for school desegregation. The sixteen participants at the July 1955 workshop on the United Nations, like those at the 1954 session, tried to connect local economic problems with those concerning the UN in the rest of the world. Sometimes they succeeded. For example, they learned that just as the UN facilitated the exchange of information so that nations did not have to go through the same struggles faced by other nations before them, so they could add information about other people’s experiences to their own to achieve their goal. In both workshops Highlander’s teachers tried to show how the strategies and techniques developed at HFS could be applied to virtually any significant community issue, including school integration. But for black students like Bernice Robinson, a Charleston beautician attending the UN session, the mere fact of living with whites at Highlander was far more valuable than the workshops themselves, and she immediately began to help her cousin Septima Clark involve more people in community activities on Johns Island.¹⁸

The highlight of the 1955 residence program was the two-week summer
workshop on public school desegregation. The nearly fifty teachers, union members, college students, and civic leaders came to the session well aware that the Supreme Court, in its May 1955 implementation decision on the Brown ruling, had made local school officials responsible for drawing up plans for desegregation, requiring only that the process go forward "with all deliberate speed." The HFS faculty believed this decision made it all the more imperative that workshop members design a flexible, effective approach to local school integration. The picture presented by the participants at the beginning of the session indicated how difficult that task would be. The Little Rock, Arkansas, board of education had already devised a gradual desegregation plan, but union and citizens' committees in Knoxville, Charleston County, South Carolina, and Bessemer and Tuskegee, Alabama, had not been able to move far on school desegregation or voter registration. Rosa Parks of Montgomery, Alabama, doubted that the city's blacks would unite behind any major challenge to segregation. Despite their pessimism, these reports allowed participants to recognize their common problems, and for the first time black workshop members talked candidly about their concerns. Septima Clark has suggested that prior to this session most black students had hesitated to speak before whites, fearing that news about what they said at Highlander would at least cost them their jobs back home. They remained cautious. But perhaps because of the size of the student body, the large percentage of black participants, a more experienced HFS staff, and the context in which they met at the school, black students showed a greater willingness to speak openly to the rest of the workshop group.\(^\text{19}\)

Once the participants identified their problems, they went to work on developing strategies to achieve public school desegregation in their communities. Workshop consultants Irene Osborne and Herman Long, director of Fisk University's Race Relations Department, provided examples of successful desegregation programs in the District of Columbia, Arkansas, Texas, and states in the Upper South. Equipped with such information, one group of students prepared an organizing pamphlet, A Guide to Community Action for Public School Integration, and a mimeographed series of recommendations that citizens' groups could use to lobby for complete integration. A second group studied the mechanics of school desegregation by selecting two communities, one where blacks and whites lived in the same areas and another where they were segregated, drawing maps designating neighborhood boundaries and the location of school buildings, and then preparing suitable desegregation plans. The workshop ended with participants once again praising their interracial experiences at Highlander and pledging to use the material they had developed when they met with local school boards.\(^\text{20}\)

After two years of workshops, however, Highlander staff members still were not certain they were doing all that could be done in behalf of public school integration. During 1955 they had worked with over two hundred potential leaders, the majority of them black, and they had distributed thousands of copies
of the *Guide to Action* throughout the nation. Foundations were awarding grants for further desegregation workshops. While news from former students in the Deep South indicated that blacks were retreating before growing white opposition, other alumni reported that they had intensified their drives for public school desegregation. Believing that the staff was certainly headed in the right direction, HFS leaders decided in October 1955 to expand the residence program again in 1956. John Hope II of Fisk University pointed out that Highlander had been most effective in its work with organized labor when something had aroused factory workers to act; staff members thus would have more opportunities to press for school integration "as the situation gets worse" in the South and as demands for compliance with the *Brown* decision increased. "The problem is that the stakes are much higher now," Hope declared, and though education was the issue now, there would be even greater changes before long.21

Hope's prediction was largely fulfilled when Rosa Parks was arrested on December 1, 1955, in Montgomery, Alabama, for refusing to yield her bus seat to a white passenger. There has been much speculation about why Parks did not obey the driver's instructions. Spokesmen for white Montgomery then charged that her protest was part of an NAACP plan to destroy the city's transportation system; historians and journalists later characterized it as the act of a woman who refused to stand simply because her feet hurt. Actually, Martin Luther King, Jr.'s comment that Parks "had been tracked down by the Zeitgeist—the spirit of the time" may be closer to the mark, for Parks had been preparing for that moment on the bus all her adult life.22 One of the few black high school graduates in the city, Parks had been unable to find employment beyond a number of relatively menial jobs; in 1955 she was a seamstress in a Montgomery department store. She had joined the local chapter of the NAACP during World War II and had served as its secretary and adviser to its youth auxiliary. On the recommendation of longtime HFS supporter Virginia Durr, Parks attended the school's 1955 desegregation workshop. As she said years later, "That was the first time in my life I had lived in an atmosphere of complete equality with the members of the other race." In early 1956 Virginia Durr also noted the impact of Highlander on Parks: "When she came back she was so happy and felt so liberated and then as time went on she said the discrimination got worse and worse to bear AFTER having, for the first time in her life, been free of it at Highlander. I am sure that had a lot to do with her daring to risk arrest as she is naturally a very quiet and retiring person although she has a fierce sense of pride and is in my opinion a really noble woman."23 The workshop itself had not brought on Parks's defiance. It was one of many accumulated experiences that made her sensitive to racial discrimination and to the possibility of living in a fully integrated society.24

Although Highlander had no direct role in the bus boycott that followed Parks's arrest, the protest in some ways resembled the school's approach to achieving integration. E.D. Nixon, president of the Alabama NAACP and a
veteran of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, and Jo Ann Robinson, president of the Women’s Political Council in Montgomery, regarded the arrest of the dignified and respected Parks as a long-sought opportunity to organize the city’s blacks to protest their mistreatment by whites. While Robinson mimeographed leaflets calling for a boycott of city buses on December 5, Nixon persuaded some forty black leaders, mostly ministers, to meet at the Dexter Avenue Baptist Church, where they agreed to support the boycott. In response to the overwhelming success of the boycott’s first day and the conviction of Parks for violating the state law enforcing racially segregated seating on city buses, black leaders formed the Montgomery Improvement Association and unanimously elected Martin Luther King, Jr., president. Under the leadership of King and other MIA officers, blacks stayed off city buses for 381 days. At first the MIA sought only to reform the practice of segregation, demanding more courtesy from bus drivers, the hiring of black drivers for predominantly black routes, and passenger seating on a first-come, first-serve basis, with blacks sitting in the back of the bus and whites in the front. But city and bus company officials refused to compromise, and as the months went by Montgomery blacks escalated their demands to attack the entire system of segregation. Finally, the Supreme Court in November 1956 unanimously upheld a lower court ruling invalidating Alabama’s bus segregation laws, and on December 21 blacks and whites rode unsegregated buses. The bus boycott, the first major triumph of the civil rights movement, marked the beginning of a new style of direct action against segregation led by young black southerners, as well as King’s emergence as the foremost black spokesman in America.25

During the boycott, the Highlander staff’s immediate concern was to find a source of financial support for Rosa Parks. The price of her protest had been high. By mid-February 1956 she had lost her job; her husband, a barber, had lost customers; both her husband and her mother had fallen ill; her rent had been raised; demands for pictures and interviews as well as boycott meetings had made it very hard for her to earn any income—and the contributions pouring into Montgomery went to the boycott itself. The HFS faculty gave moral and some financial support to Parks and offered her a job as a speaker and recruiter. Parks took part in a few Highlander activities and attended other HFS workshops, but her family soon moved to Detroit, where she eventually joined the staff of Michigan Congressman John Conyers, Jr.26

A further effect of the Montgomery bus boycott was to move Highlander’s program beyond the issue of public school desegregation to the entire range of problems involved in attaining a racially integrated society. In March 1956 HFS leaders decided that the three one-week workshops scheduled for that summer should concentrate on working toward integration in specific areas. The staff should pay special attention to East Tennessee in the first workshop, to the relation between union members and integration in the second, and to the Deep and Coastal South in the third. More important, while the focus of the work-
shops ought to remain on school desegregation, students should also consider such topics as passive resistance, registration and voting, and the integration of transportation, housing, and parks.27

Suddenly, tragedy struck. On April 11, 1956, Zilphia Horton died. Her shocking death still arouses intense emotions, when it is discussed at all. For years a single letter written by Myles gave the only explanation. While working at the school one day, he wrote, Zilphia accidentally “picked up a glass which she thought was water” and drank a small amount of carbon tetrachloride, used to clean office typewriters. She immediately recognized her mistake, forced herself to vomit, called her doctor, and learned that the situation was not serious. For the next couple of days she maintained her routine without mentioning the incident to anyone, reassuring her daughter Charis that her continued vomiting was due to an upset stomach. Finally, on the way to the hospital in Sewanee, Zilphia told Myles what had happened. A few days later doctors advised her to go to the Vanderbilt University Hospital in Nashville. She died a short time later.28 Her death produced an outpouring of grief from Highlander’s neighbors and friends around the world. Myles was distraught. His children, Thorsten and Charis, went to live with his sister Elsie Pearl in Murfreesboro, close enough to allow occasional visits. It was indicative of Horton’s commitment to Highlander and the emerging civil rights movement, and of the man himself, that he forced himself to carry on the school’s work. Years later he observed that “you solve personal problems not by maximizing them and dissecting them and concentrating on them and brooding over them; you solve them by getting interested in something bigger than yourself. Then your problems are unimportant to you.”29

With so little evidence, one searches for an explanation of the incident in twenty years of correspondence, staff meeting minutes, and other documents. Zilphia had played an integral role in Highlander’s labor programs during the 1930s and 1940s, but in the early 1950s her name is noticeably absent from school documents. By that time she had become disenchanted with organized labor and had lost much of her enthusiasm for singing for labor unions. It is possible that as Myles immersed himself in new projects, she felt isolated or of only peripheral value to him and to the school. In addition, Dosia Church, a part-time cook at HFS, was spreading rumors of an affair between Myles and a young office worker. These circumstances hint at the possibility that the death may not have been entirely accidental.

Recently, however, family and former staff members have provided a more complete story. Zilphia’s disillusionment with organized labor was shared by the rest of the faculty, but she had continued to sing for labor and farm groups and helped initiate Highlander’s new project on the South Carolina Sea Islands. Apparently Church’s accusations against Myles were untrue, prompted by jealousy. More important, staff member Anne Lockwood was with Zilphia when she picked up that lethal glass and agreed with her that the doctor’s comforting diagnosis over the telephone made it unnecessary to report the accident. Zilphia may have been taking a swallow of moonshine for medicinal
purposes, a common practice in Appalachia and her native Ozarks. Whatever
she thought she was drinking, the liquid aggravated a kidney ailment that was
not discovered until Zilphia entered Vanderbilt Hospital. Thus the life of a
buoyant, dynamic, and charismatic woman ended because of a fatal mistake.
The impact of her death on the school was immediately apparent.30

Despite his resolve to continue his work, the trauma of Zilphia's death
contributed to Myles's decision to force the resignation of Henry and Betty
Shipherd. The Shipherds had not adjusted well to Highlander. Before joining
the faculty, Henry Shipherd had hobnobbed with several wealthy Phila-
delphians, and in his fund-raising efforts for the school he appealed to their
paternalism, suggesting at one point that staff members could use "some top
down help from the men who own and operate the factories and mills."31 Horton
simply could not countenance such an idea. The Shipherds also may not have
fully appreciated the consequences of mingling with blacks in the South. In
light of these and other problems, Horton announced on April 16, 1956, that
either he or the Shipherds must resign within one week. Zilphia had given
Highlander a "quality" that "a number of us believe is worth preserving and
building upon," he said. But some people "who would like to recreate High-
lander in their own image" failed to recognize that quality and were destroying
the very essence of the school. He and the Shipherds simply could not run the
school together.32

The Shipherds wanted to postpone the decision, but Horton refused to wait.
On April 21 prominent members of the executive council met with Horton and
Henry Shipherd in Atlanta. Horton explained that while his dispute with the
Shipherds stemmed mainly from honest disagreements over control of the
school's funds, there were philosophical differences and personal misunder-
standings as well. Shipherd responded that it was too soon after Zilphia's death
to take any action, that he and his wife had obligations to those who had donated
funds to the school through them, and that they had incurred a debt of about
$10,000 in behalf of Highlander. The council members reached a predictable
verdict. Horton was to settle all debts with the Shipherds, carry on the school's
programs, and draft new amendments to the HFS charter and bylaws that would
clearly establish administrative responsibility. Council members refused to
blame the Shipherds for the problem, and they did not condone Horton's
ultimatum. But the Shipherds had to leave Highlander because their concern
with "regularity" clashed with the "dream" the Hortons had been pursuing for
more than twenty years.33 After negotiating a financial settlement, the
Shipherds resigned on April 30 from a school that they maintained was "bigger
than any one person—or persons." "The price was steep," Horton conceded,
"but worth it."34

Horton quickly turned to the task of rebuilding the HFS staff for the
upcoming summer program, and in May 1956 he hired Septima Clark to direct
the three workshops on integration. As she recruited students for the sessions,
the Charleston school superintendent notified her in June that her contract
would not be renewed for the coming school year. Clark never received an explanation for her dismissal. She suspected that her NAACP membership was the determining factor, for the South Carolina legislature had decreed in 1956 that city and state employees who belonged to the NAACP would be fired from their jobs. She also believed that her interracial activities in Charleston, her friendship with retired federal district judge J. Waties Waring (whose 1947 ruling had outlawed the state Democratic party’s white primary), and her association with Highlander played a part. Horton immediately persuaded her to become Highlander’s full-time workshop director. Despite their differences in background and personality, Horton soon appreciated Clark’s organizing abilities and her quiet yet determined approach to integration. Several temporary staff members and more than the usual number of consultants would help carry out the residence sessions.

Considering the turmoil of the past spring, the 1956 workshops on integration were remarkably successful in helping local leaders who wanted to do more than desegregate public schools. Most of the more than 110 students and 60 visitors who came to the sessions in July and August were from the South, and over half the students were black. Each morning workshop members assessed the problems they faced in ending segregation in their hometowns. Rosa Parks and the Reverend Robert Graetz gave inspiring accounts of the Montgomery bus boycott. L.A. Blackman of Elloree, South Carolina, impressed the students even more with his description of a black counterboycott in Orangeburg County and how he had stood before an open meeting of the Ku Klux Klan after a Klan leader called upon members to run him out of town and announced, “I’ve been here seventeen years, and I have no idea of leaving.” After these discussions, participants formed committees to study four major phases of the battle over integration. Committees on passive resistance concluded that it would be better to describe the steps being taken to attain racial justice in the South as non-violent resistance, which connoted active opposition to segregation through economic, legal, political, and spiritual means. Committees on voting and registration examined ways to thwart voting restrictions and stimulate black voter registration. Participants investigating the actions of citizens’ groups stressed the importance of organization and cooperative action. The fourth set of student committees urged further legal challenges to southern segregation laws and greater support for local school desegregation plans.

In addition to these residence sessions, Highlander staff members became quietly involved in a bitter school desegregation battle in Clinton, Tennessee. Shortly after twelve black students began attending the white Clinton High School in the fall of 1956, segregationist crusaders descended upon Clinton and whipped up the fears and racial prejudices of many white townspeople. Rioting soon followed. State troopers and national guardsmen moved in to restore order, but for months the black students entered the high school to a torrent of insults and threats. As the turmoil subsided, Septima Clark went to Clinton and arranged a weekend retreat at Highlander in December 1956 for the eight
remaining black students. Staff members also sponsored a tutorial program for the students. Only six of the black youngsters stayed at Clinton High School for the rest of the school year. But Bobby Cain graduated with the rest of his class in 1957, becoming the first black graduate of an integrated public high school in Tennessee.  

HFS leaders eagerly planned an expanded agenda for 1957. After three years of workshops, increased black enrollment had raised overall enrollment considerably, but there had been no comparable increase in the number of southern white students. Staff members recognized that they needed to work harder to bring whites together with blacks and to maintain contact with them after they left the school. The residence program also needed to focus more sharply on specific community issues rather than broad topics. With these goals in mind, the executive council approved a twelve-month schedule of workshops for 1957, highlighted by a twenty-fifth anniversary celebration in the fall. The budget for the twelve workshops, extension work, interracial children’s camps, and other projects amounted to nearly $109,000, almost $40,000 more than Highlander’s total income for the 1956 fiscal year. The council did not consider this sum unobtainable. Horton pointed out that the next two or three years were critical in the integration struggle, and that Septima Clark’s abilities and the activities of former HFS students would bring additional contributions. But then, Horton confessed, “I am a good dreamer.”

Indeed, Highlander’s leadership badly misjudged the amount of momentum behind the movement to desegregate public schools. Over the next three years the drive to secure black rights would proceed very slowly. State legislatures throughout the South solidly opposed compliance with the Brown decision. White Citizens’ Councils and allied organizations sprang up in every southern state and reached the peak of their size and influence by the end of 1956. This white resistance severely inhibited recruiting and fund-raising efforts. Highlander’s bank account was exhausted by the middle of February 1957, and then foundation contributions abruptly stopped on February 20, when the Internal Revenue Service revoked the school’s tax-exempt status. Income during the 1957 fiscal year was only about $40,000; the operating deficit was $9,000, and only an $18,000 balance built up during the previous fiscal year kept the debt from being much higher. HFS leaders nevertheless urged staff members to press forward with their integration workshops, for they had “a head start” over other organizations in gaining the confidence of both blacks and whites. As Horton and John Hope asserted, Highlander had to tackle the tough job of finding “the hundreds of silent, quiet, troubled whites” who were willing to discuss integration and convincing blacks that “there are some white people who are worth trusting as allies.”

For most of 1957, staff members struggled to carry out the residence program. Because of the shortage of funds, they held only eight workshops instead of the scheduled twelve. At least two of these sessions barely passed as workshops on integration. Enrollment was erratic, and often lower than Horton
and Clark desired. An average of twenty to thirty people took part in each workshop. Most of the sessions centered on current efforts to achieve integration in various southern communities. In the January workshop, Cortez Puryear, president of the Winston-Salem, North Carolina, NAACP chapter, recounted his organization's partial success in desegregating the city's public facilities. At the June workshop E.D. Nixon detailed his earlier efforts to encourage blacks to become registered voters in Alabama and outlined his plans to enlarge the campaign. Participants in the July workshop considered the strategic role of ministers and black technicians in breaking down prejudice and stereotypes. Over two hundred local leaders attended these and other residence sessions, including a larger number of whites than the previous year. Through the workshops the participants learned more about the importance of organized protest, interracial cooperation, and black registration and voting.41

The centerpiece of the 1957 residence program occurred on Labor Day weekend, when about 180 people, mostly southerners, gathered at Highlander to celebrate the school's twenty-five years of service in the South and to consider future action in the drive for integration. Former staff member John B. Thompson, now dean of the Rockefeller Memorial Chapel at the University of Chicago, served as director of the seminar. Anniversary planners designed the event as an expanded version of a Highlander workshop, where participants would gain an understanding of the "underlying human aspects" of the civil rights movement and thus handle more effectively the problems that would "inevitably accompany the forward movement toward integration in the South."42 The celebration included reports on the "integration beachheads" being established in the South, panel discussions of the overall impact of integration on the region, and an overview of Highlander's history. Workshop groups examined the implications of integration for religious groups, educators, trade unions, civic organizations, and youth. The anniversary weekend was a time of joy as well: Ralph Tefferteller brought back memories of Highlander's early days as he called square dances, and Pete Seeger led the participants in group singing.43

The celebration culminated in speeches by Aubrey Williams and Martin Luther King, Jr., which John Thompson aptly described as "the Old Testament" and "the New Testament" on integration in the South.44 Williams, editor of *Southern Farm and Home*, attacked the policy of massive resistance pursued by public officials in the South, warning that these men were "playing with fire." Nearly a hundred years ago the South had suffered enormously "in a similar stand against the morals of mankind," Williams said, and apparently the rigid defenders of segregation were willing to pay that fearful price again. Citizens had the right to criticize laws or court decisions, but when publicly elected officials openly refused to comply with the Supreme Court decision on school desegregation, they were "advocating defiance and rebellion against the government." Williams concluded that these men had not considered the consequences of their resistance, for they were "gambling with the future well-being of every
In contrast to Williams, with his dark vision of the future, King believed that the South was on the threshold of a new era in race relations. In spite of the Ku Klux Klan and Citizens’ Council, he asserted, hundreds of white southerners were moving to implement the Supreme Court rulings and “make the ideal of brotherhood a reality.” The Highlander staff had worked toward this ideal for twenty-five years, he added, giving the South “some of its most responsible leaders” during its transition from a segregated to an integrated society. Though the fight for integration would be long and difficult, the determination of blacks to gain freedom and equality through nonviolence would eventually overcome the oppression of segregation. King called upon his listeners to remain “maladjusted” to the racial discrimination, economic exploitation, and “physical violence” found in America and to work for the day when freedom and justice would extend to all races and classes.

The anniversary seminar was a memorable occasion for both supporters and opponents of Highlander. The Nashville Banner announced that the anniversary had brought together many of the instigators of the South’s current racial strife; one story bore the misleading headline “‘Stuff of Rebellion Planted,’ Williams Says at Highlander.” An even more sensational attack was the publication in October 1957 of Highlander Folk School: Communist Training School, Monteagle, Tenn., by the Georgia Commission on Education. The report began with the assertion that “During Labor Day weekend, 1957, there assembled at Highlander the leaders of every major race incident in the South.” This broadside marked the start of a concerted attack by southern white supremacists that would ultimately close the folk school.

Against a background of almost incessant criticism and litigation, Highlander staff members pushed ahead with their integration program in 1958 and 1959. Horton believed that Highlander now had the best teaching and office staff in years, and under Septima Clark’s direction the workshops had grown in number, scope, and quality. Old friends and new allies had rallied to the school’s defense. After the IRS restored Highlander’s tax-exempt status in December 1957, foundation support in both 1958 and 1959 rose spectacularly, and annual income during these years amounted to over $110,000. Highlander’s role in the civil rights movement was important enough, the executive council declared in January 1958, that the staff “positively has the right and the responsibility to carry on a vigorous campaign to educate people to their rights as citizens.”

Meanwhile, several new staff members joined Horton and Clark in 1959. Esau Jenkins and Bernice Robinson, already important figures in the folk school’s extension work on Johns Island, became part-time members to expand the Citizenship School project. Alice Cobb, a soft-spoken white woman with a master’s degree from Union Theological Seminary, took a two-year leave of absence from her position as director of rural field work at Scarritt College in Nashville to supervise Highlander’s special projects and publicity. A white folk singer named Guy Carawan, who had been inspired by a visit to HFS during the
summer of 1953, returned six years later and volunteered to revive the music program.\textsuperscript{50}

Strengthened by the increases in financial support and personnel, the HFS staff held a series of workshops in 1958 and 1959 based on the theme of “Citizenship and Integration.” One pair of workshops encouraged professional social workers and members of health, welfare, and human relations groups in the South to take a more active part in integrating their communities. The thirty to fifty participants at each “Community Services and Segregation” session generally agreed that inexperience and segregated agency staffs, clientele, and services had hindered their attempts to help needy people regardless of race. Welfare workers could therefore assist integration campaigns by pursuing projects related to law and order, voter education, housing, and similar topics; by reinforcing each other's efforts; and by enlisting the support of church leaders to make their services more widely available.\textsuperscript{51}

A second set of Citizenship and Integration workshops focused on registration and voting, reflecting the staff’s view that securing and exercising the right to vote was essential to achieving full integration. Sixty black and white southerners at the 1958 workshop decided that they could stimulate voter registration through an educational campaign that counteracted the distortion of issues by the local press and made the registration and voting process more attractive and convenient. This session received more publicity than usual when Eleanor Roosevelt visited the folk school and spoke before a crowd of about three hundred on the need for the South to guarantee equal voting rights for all citizens. The editor of the Chattanooga \textit{News–Free Press} sniffed that Roosevelt's address would not damage either her reputation or Highlander's “since both already have sunk so low.”\textsuperscript{52} But her remarks delighted HFS staff members. Roosevelt had reaffirmed their contention that the need for voter education was critical, especially when most of the 2.5 million functional illiterates the U.S. Census found in eight southern states in 1950 were still subject to literacy tests for voting. The twenty-four participants at the 1959 session, representing states that required literacy tests, learned how to organize local education programs to help adults pass the tests and complete ballots.\textsuperscript{53}

The HFS faculty completed its Citizenship and Integration series with sessions on “Community Development” in July 1958 and “Community Leadership and Integrated Housing” in July 1959. Most of the approximately forty participants in each workshop were from Charleston, the Sea Islands, and eastern Tennessee, areas where there had been Highlander-sponsored programs for several years. While some students came from white communities and others from black, they shared a common concern about the problems involved in building local support for integrated and adequate community services. Students at the 1959 workshop learned a valuable, unexpected lesson about the sort of resistance they could expect in their hometowns when local and state police officers raided the school and arrested four staff members, charging them with possession of alcohol, drunkenness, and resisting arrest. During the raid
participants sang what was still known as "We Will Overcome" to bolster their courage; the HFS staff considered this "a vivid example under fire [of] the kind of leadership they had all come to learn about."54

Several other residence sessions at Highlander during the late 1950s followed up some of the topics addressed during the Citizenship and Integration series. In September 1958 an experimental workshop on migration struggled to devise an educational program that could smooth over the tensions arising from the movement of blacks and whites from the rural South to urban areas across the region. In September 1959, despite pending litigation against the school, staff members held on schedule a workshop to review Highlander's Citizenship School program and to plan an expansion of the schools to other southern communities. Three interracial workshops in late 1959 and early 1960 on "Social Needs and Social Resources" attracted an average of twenty-three ministers and lay church workers interested in extending public and private welfare services to the entire community. By the end of the 1950s, well over 1,000 southerners, black and white, had participated in the residence program on integration.55

Highlander's prominence in the southern struggle for black rights stemmed from its ability to anticipate and respond to shifts in the focus of civil rights activity. Staff members maintained that flexibility in 1960 and 1961, when college and high school students began sit-in demonstrations against segregated public facilities in the South. Highlander quickly became a place where student leaders could come to discuss the ideology, goals, and tactics of their protest. At the same time, as Myles Horton recognized, the students gave the school "a new lease on life" by creating "a crisis situation" around which the staff could develop a new education program.56

On February 1, 1960, four black students from North Carolina Agricultural and Technical College ignited a decade of protest when they remained seated at the segregated F.W. Woolworth lunch counter in downtown Greensboro after they were refused service. Although similar demonstrations had occurred before, the drama of the Greensboro sit-ins galvanized young people in other cities into action. By the end of February, sit-ins had taken place in other North Carolina towns and in more than thirty cities in seven states, including Nashville, Atlanta, and Montgomery. By mid-April the demonstrations had reached more than a hundred communities throughout the South, involving at least 50,000 black and white participants. Despite thousands of arrests and other setbacks, the sit-ins led to the desegregation of lunch counters in scores of cities in fourteen states. More significant, the sit-ins set in motion a wave of events that transformed the civil rights movement. The demonstrations marked a shift in tactics from a largely legalistic approach to direct action based upon the power of the black community. The student protesters challenged the leadership of existing civil rights organizations and pushed the movement beyond the issue of constitutional rights to the economic concerns of black Americans. They also managed to convert, at least temporarily, a disparate collection of local protests
into a coordinated campaign that accelerated the entire process of change in race relations.\textsuperscript{57}

For six years prior to the sit-ins, the HFS staff had held workshops for black and white college students that had generally failed to stimulate them into moving against racial segregation either on or off campus. Staff members were therefore initially surprised by the sit-ins, but they endorsed the protests almost instinctively. In March 1960 Horton attended a mass meeting in Nashville and found the student demonstrators, some of whom had taken part in HFS college workshops, willing to work not only with adult black leaders but with whites as well. Horton hoped this would mean greater biracial participation in the sit-ins, for in his view black student leaders could use the assistance of whites who could "join them without dragging their feet."\textsuperscript{58} He also learned that while the students were determined to desegregate Nashville's lunch counters, they disagreed over what their protests had accomplished and over their next move. Highlander's role now seemed clear to Horton. Through a series of workshops he and his colleagues would try to help black students control the pace and direction of their protests while encouraging both black and white adults to support and defend them. Horton realized that it would be a delicate task, for black students were impatient with their elders' campaigns against segregation, including Highlander's own efforts. Changes had to come fast enough to prevent violence, and the students' civil disobedience must be reconciled with the older concept of orderly progress.\textsuperscript{59}

On April 1, 1960, the HFS staff opened its seventh annual college workshop, to its knowledge the first fairly large gathering of representative sit-in leaders since the demonstrations had started. The planning committee of adult consultants and former college workshop members, including Marion Barry of Fisk University, had originally scheduled several broad topics on race relations and college life. But as Barry and other students became leading figures in the sit-ins, the planning group decided that the focus of the session should be on the demonstrations and their impact on college students and the civil rights movement. Eighty-two persons, over half of them black, came to "The New Generation Fights for Equality," a much larger group than any previous college workshop had attracted. More than seventy students from seventeen colleges in seven states enrolled; most of them, black and white, were sit-in veterans.\textsuperscript{60}

The "New Generation" workshop charted a new course for Highlander's residence program and revealed some of the elements that would characterize the civil rights movement during the 1960s. Many of the discussions concerned the role of white students and adults of both races in a protest begun by black students, led by them, and with few exceptions involving only them. There was little agreement among student demonstrators on the merits of cooperating with adults. Students from Nashville appreciated the support they had received from several interracial church and community organizations. But others doubted the wisdom of working directly with such agencies, and some argued that the protests should be restricted to college students. White students then wondered
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about their own part in the campaign, for they were not certain that southern black students wanted their assistance. Herman Long of Fisk University raised more pointed questions about the protest. Observing that the sit-ins represented the kind of direct action against racial discrimination that adults would not likely undertake themselves, Long nevertheless urged the students to establish closer ties with "the larger community" and to define their philosophy and goals more clearly. The students especially needed to explain their use of nonviolence and to resolve "the whole dilemma of law and morality" if their movement was to have "permanent relevance." Horton took a different approach. Assuming the roles of an "average liberal white person" and an "average Negro businessman," sympathetic with the protests but seeking assurances that the students were acting "entirely within the law," he prodded workshop participants to define and defend their ideas.61

The students' response to the problems posed by Long and Horton was diverse and ambiguous, yet also indicative of their militance, idealism, independence, and concern with action rather than philosophy. Three leaders of the Nashville sit-ins argued that litigation against segregation took second place to nonviolent civil disobedience. Bernard Lafayette declared that the student protestors were "on the side of moral right" in opposing laws imposed on blacks without their consent. For John Lewis and James Bevel, the "moral principle" of nonviolence ultimately meant being willing to go to jail and to refuse bail in order to end the racist system that imprisoned them.62 Not all of the students were as firmly committed to mass demonstrations against the law as the Nashville activists, however, and they formed committees to consider the next steps in their cause. The communications committee proposed the formation of a regional coalition to promote, coordinate, and finance the southern student movement. A second committee produced a brief, simplistic "philosophy" of the movement: "We believe in democracy. We are Americans seeking our rights. We want to do something. We are using nonviolence as a method, but not necessarily as a total way of life. We believe it is practical." Another committee called for "further and better planned" sit-in demonstrations and for picketing and economic boycotts where they would be "practical" and "effective." Finally, a community relations committee reaffirmed the general sentiment of the workshop that the demonstrators should work more closely with sympathetic white and interracial agencies without permitting them to take control of the students' desegregation drive. White students could join the campaign, Ezery Kinder of Claflin College added, for "in a democratic movement, all are welcome and useful."63

The students left Highlander not only with a set of guidelines for future protests but also with a collection of adapted spirituals and modern melodies that would become known as "freedom songs." During the weekend, Guy Carawan learned some of the songs the demonstrators had sung in jail—an assortment of popular tunes, religious hymns, rock and roll, and calypso. Candie Anderson, a white exchange student attending Fisk University who
would marry Carawan about a year later, had developed a new version of “They Go Wild Over Me,” first sung by the Industrial Workers of the World. Carawan introduced the students to songs he and Zilphia Horton had collected from union members and South Carolina Sea Islanders, including “We Shall Not Be Moved,” “Keep Your Eyes on the Prize,” “This Little Light of Mine,” and “We Shall Overcome.” The Carawans later recalled that the students were immediately attracted to these older songs.64

Indeed, before long “We Shall Overcome” would become the anthem of the civil rights movement, although most of those who sang it were unaware of Highlander’s role in its evolution. Originally a religious folk song which evolved into a formal Baptist hymn, members of a CIO Food and Tobacco Workers union in Charleston, South Carolina, changed its lyrics during a strike in 1945 and sang “We Will Overcome” to maintain morale on the picket line. The following year two women from the union local attended a workshop at Highlander and taught the song to other students. Recognizing its emotional appeal, Zilphia Horton slowed the tempo, added new verses, and began singing and teaching it to HFS students and at various gatherings in the South. Pete Seeger learned the song from Zilphia in 1947 and revised it further, altering “we will overcome” to “we shall overcome” and including more verses during his concerts around the country. The song’s popularity did not spread far beyond the school and a few folk singers during the 1940s and 1950s. Guy Carawan was introduced to the song by a West Coast folk singer named Frank Hamilton. Carawan helped give the song its contemporary format and taught it and other freedom songs at HFS workshops and civil rights gatherings throughout the South during the early 1960s.65

Two weeks after the close of Highlander’s 1960 college workshop, sit-in leaders met to form the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. The initiative for the founding conference, held in mid-April 1960 in Raleigh, North Carolina, came from Ella Baker, executive director of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. Recognizing that few black students were prepared to lead a sustained drive against segregation, Baker sought to bring student leaders together in an organization that would keep their protest active, nonviolent, and free of adult control. The Raleigh conference attracted more than 120 black college and high school students from twelve southern states and the District of Columbia, as well as a dozen southern white students, delegates from northern and border state colleges, and representatives of thirteen other groups, including Guy Carawan. The delegates voted to establish a temporary Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee that would have no official ties but would cooperate with all other civil rights groups. A permanent structure for the organization would be created in October 1960. SNCC’s leadership included several members of Highlander’s “New Generation” workshop, foreshadowing a relationship that would persist well into the 1960s. Marion Barry, elected mayor of Washington, D.C., in 1979, became SNCC’s first chairman in 1960; John Lewis would rise to national prominence as chairman of SNCC between
1963 and 1966 and became a Georgia congressman in 1986; Bernard Lafayette served as a SNCC field secretary until 1963; and James Bevel worked closely with SNCC while remaining a militant member of the SCLC staff.

As in the past, Highlander's leaders responded to this new protest movement against southern segregation by reshaping the policies and programs of the school. The executive council ended the exclusion of college students from the rest of the residence program, for the student demonstrators had assumed the kind of "direct community responsibility" found among adults who came to HFS. The council also decided that the school's earlier relationship with labor unions should apply to civil rights organizations: the staff would work with all major interracial and black protest groups, and workshop participants must be recognized leaders of their organizations. The school should seek to broaden the interests of sit-in leaders and encourage the development of black political power, but the residence program should also examine the role of southern whites in a struggle initiated and led by southern blacks. Horton and his colleagues recognized that the black students' determination to chart their own "course of action" had "shocked the good white people who think of themselves as friends of the Negro." But achieving racial justice now required more than improved communication between the races. Citing the late black sociologist Charles S. Johnson, Horton asserted that "communication depends upon the agenda, and will be restored when Southerners accept the new agenda. This is what Highlander offers to the white Southerner—a New Agenda."

Accordingly, Highlander's next workshop, held in May 1960, outlined "The Place of the White Southerner in the Current Struggle for Justice." Horton sparked considerable discussion among the thirty-six whites and twenty-eight blacks attending the session when he pointed out that with blacks assuming leadership of the fight against segregation, the pivotal question now was what whites could do to help them in the battle. Plenty, black adults and college students replied. Black activists like Ella Baker and the Reverend Fred S. Shuttlesworth, president of the SCLC-affiliated Alabama Christian Movement for Human Rights, stressed the need for whites themselves to break down racial barriers. Workshop groups explored how whites and blacks, individually and collectively, could pressure businessmen and politicians to end segregation and black disfranchisement, foster constructive relations between the races, and mobilize support for desegregation drives. As Anne Braden of the Southern Conference Educational Fund reported, workshop members found that southern blacks certainly wanted whites to join the struggle, but not if they were going to be a "drag" on the movement or if they sought "the old pattern that has often prevailed even in liberal interracial organizations—that of white domination."

Now convinced that southern whites had an important role to play in the civil rights movement, the HFS staff held two more workshops designed to examine the part white college students could take in the protest. In November 1960 "The Place of the White College Student in the Changing South" attracted thirteen black and forty-seven white college students from sixteen southern and
northern schools, as well as about fifty observers from the University of the South in nearby Sewanee. All of the black students and a few of the white students had participated in sit-ins. Along with Anne Braden of SCEF, James Wood of SCLC, and Lewis Jones of Tuskegee Institute, they served as teachers for the rest of the curious, sympathetic, but as yet uncommitted white group. The students acknowledged that they needed to develop a coherent ideology and long-range goals. Yet white students were particularly concerned with the question of whether they could gain the trust of black activists, even if they were not prepared to engage in acts of civil disobedience. Black participants responded that while whites should not expect to become the policy makers of the student protest movement, blacks welcomed anyone willing to bear its responsibilities and sacrifices equally.

At the “New Frontiers for College Students” workshop in April 1961, eighty-seven persons, mainly students, met to assess the impact of the student protests on the South and to consider the future direction of the movement. Participants included Ella Baker, Dorothy Cotton, Bernard Lee, Wyatt Tee Walker, and C.T. Vivian of SCLC; black student leaders Lonnie King, John Lewis, and Ruby Doris Smith of SNCC and Timothy Jenkins of the National Student Association; Robert Zellner, who was to become SNCC’s first white field secretary that summer; and the Reverend Andrew Young of the National Council of Churches, who would soon return to the South to administer the Citizenship School program for SCLC. (One month later Lewis, Lee, Walker, Vivian, and six other black and white students at the workshop would be among those who began “freedom rides” to desegregate bus station waiting rooms in the South.) As in previous HFS workshops on the student movement, participants only started to find answers to the issues raised by the protests. Beyond vaguely agreeing that the goal of the struggle was to secure racial justice and enhance human freedom, they shared no single set of organizing beliefs, differed on their commitment to nonviolence and direct action, and only tentatively defined the role of whites in the movement. But what seemed to matter most to the participants, what gave the workshop value, was the full and candid exchange of views between young blacks and whites and between college students and older adults. Highlander’s college workshops in 1960 and early 1961 at least furthered the idea of an interracial movement for integration led by independent young southern blacks.

While staff members adjusted the residence program in response to the emerging southern student movement, three other workshops reflected their earlier concern with black voter registration and public school desegregation. At a one-week session on voting and registration in June 1960, thirty-nine civic leaders and prospective black voters concluded that a carefully planned voter education program would overcome two major impediments to the growth of black voting in the South: the lack of black political participation and the difficulty of getting blacks to register and go to the polls. The forty-two blacks
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and seven whites attending a political leadership and community development workshop in July 1960 studied the provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1960, drew up a simple list of instructions for blacks intimidated or prevented from voting, and proposed various adult education projects to encourage voter registration, broaden local leadership, and integrate public schools. Once the doors to segregated schools were opened, black and white parents must send their children through them; so in August 1960 HFS teachers held a workshop for parents who would be enrolling their children in integrated schools that fall. Assisted by ministers and officials from recently desegregated schools, the mostly black workshop group discussed the problems facing black and white children, adults, administrators, and the local community as school integration went into effect.73

Another outgrowth of the staff's interest in public school desegregation was a Youth Project conducted during the summers of 1960 and 1961. The project was to provide six weeks of interracial living in which young people could pursue creative projects requiring cooperation with members of other racial, ethnic, and cultural groups, learning how to smooth over the troubles southern students might have in newly integrated classrooms. Young northerners would learn more about the South and benefit from associating with blacks their own age who were engaged in the struggle for integration. Confident that the project would have great educational value, the HFS faculty predicted that it might suggest a new approach to preparing southerners for a racially integrated society.74

The Youth Project fostered more intercultural and interracial communication than even the optimistic HFS staff anticipated. In 1960 staff members initially planned to bring about twenty-five to thirty black and white youths to Highlander, covering most of their expenses with a $10,000 pledge made by entertainer Harry Belafonte. Although Belafonte fulfilled only part of his pledge, his fund-raising efforts, along with individual contributions and foundation grants, enabled over forty black, white, American Indian, and Mexican-American high school students from nine southern and four nonsouthern states to participate in the project. This diverse group shared their interests in the arts, took field trips, held panel discussions, attended workshops for adults, and worked and played together. Most important, as the HFS staff saw it, the youths formed friendships across color and cultural lines and gained a greater appreciation of the need to break through racial barriers once they returned home. The most sensational result of the project was the arrest and conviction of three children of the Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth for refusing to sit in the back of a Greyhound bus en route to their home in Birmingham. Their appeal, and their $9 million damage suit against Southeastern Greyhound Lines for its segregationist practices, sparked a Justice Department probe of the incident. Highlander executive council members were so impressed by the Youth Project that they voted to hold a second one in the summer of 1961. The interracial
experience had less dramatic impact than the year before, but once again the thirty-five black and white high school students attending the camp learned how to live together in harmony.\textsuperscript{75}

The 1961 residence program closed with three workshops projecting a civil rights movement with a broader leadership base, a greater degree of unity, and more concerted action by black and white southerners. At the "New Leadership Responsibilities" workshop in January, fifty-two black beauticians from Tennessee and Alabama explored the ways in which they and other women whose jobs left them relatively free of white economic pressure could build upon their extensive contacts in black communities to promote the cause of racial equality. In February the HFS staff sought to promote more cooperation within the civil rights movement by bringing together thirty-one representatives of organizations formed in the wake of the student sit-ins to consider "New Alliances in the South." After studying how economic boycotts and other integration campaigns had grown out of sit-ins in places such as Atlanta and Nashville, the workshop participants concluded that maintaining the momentum of their movement would require stronger organizations, clearer channels of communication, more adult allies in the South, and the establishment of long-term goals. As the Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth put it, "It takes massive organization to overcome massive resistance."\textsuperscript{76}

Drawing upon the findings of these two sessions, staff members held their last workshop at the Highlander Folk School in May 1961 to draw up "The New Agenda for the Southerner." Nashville student leader Diane Nash, James Wood of SCLC, and the eighteen other participants discussed at length the responsibilities of southern black and white civil rights activists at the individual, institutional, and community levels. They also analyzed the challenges posed by the Black Muslims, the nationalistic sect that served as a reminder of the considerable antiwhite sentiment among blacks. The growth of the Black Muslims suggested to workshop members that civil rights groups had not yet reached the vast majority of black Americans and that they must work to secure equal economic opportunities as well as the right to vote.\textsuperscript{77}

The summer that followed the "New Agenda" workshop was a difficult time for Highlander. In April 1961 the Tennessee supreme court had upheld a lower court ruling revoking the HFS charter and closing the school. As their lawyers prepared an appeal to the United States Supreme Court, staff members continued to operate, but now on the periphery of the civil rights movement.

Meanwhile, the first "freedom riders" sponsored by the Congress of Racial Equality set out in two buses from Washington, D.C., in May 1961 to dramatize the persistence of racial segregation in interstate travel terminals in the South. The riders endured beatings and arrests at the beginning of their journey, and the violence escalated when they reached Alabama. In Anniston a white mob bombed and burned one bus and beat riders on both buses. When the CORE contingent decided to end their freedom ride after being assaulted again in Birmingham, Diane Nash of SNCC quickly assembled an interracial group in
Nashville to continue the protest. After further setbacks in Birmingham, the freedom riders proceeded to Montgomery, where a thousand angry whites attacked them as they stepped off the bus. The injured included former HFS students John Lewis and James Zwerg, a white exchange student attending Fisk University. The bruised and bandaged riders went on to Jackson, Mississippi, where police arrested them when they tried to enter the white waiting room. During the following months, over three hundred black and white freedom riders from across the country were arrested in Jackson and sent to Parchman state prison and other Mississippi jails when they refused to pay their fines. Guy Carawan led the singing at mass meetings in Jackson that summer supporting the riders and their "jail–no bail" strategy. As the campaign spread to bus, railroad, and airport terminals in other states, the Interstate Commerce Commission ordered the desegregation of all interstate transportation facilities, but there was only partial compliance in the South.

The freedom rides infused southern student activists with a new, more militant spirit. The question was whether that militancy should be directed toward registering black voters. For its part, the John F. Kennedy administration wanted civil rights organizations to become more involved in voter registration work, arguing that the vote was the key to racial change in the South and that registration drives would be more productive than further demonstrations. SCLC leaders were already convinced of the value of voter education, but SNCC leaders were not so certain, and they met at Highlander in August 1961 to resolve the issue. Marion Barry, Diane Nash, and some SNCC members insisted that nonviolent direct action should remain their primary policy, charging that white liberals and federal officials were attempting to divert the student movement into slower, safer channels. Charles Jones and other SNCC leaders asserted that a voter registration drive would help transform the protests against segregation into a massive campaign for black advancement. Ella Baker finally proposed the establishment of two SNCC divisions: Nash would be in charge of direct action and Jones would direct voter registration projects. The compromise left no one entirely satisfied, but SNCC now had an organizational framework that ensured its survival. Two weeks later the Highlander Research and Education Center opened in Knoxville, and in October 1961 the Supreme Court refused to review the Tennessee court order revoking the HFS charter. After twenty-nine years of struggle, the Highlander Folk School closed its doors.

The Highlander residence program between 1953 and 1961 both anticipated and reacted to the dynamics of the civil rights movement during the period. Frustrated by the racism that had hindered their work with southern labor and farmers' unions, staff members sensed that the Supreme Court's decision on school desegregation might offer an opportunity to confront that barrier and bring about an end to the entire system of southern segregation. Beginning in 1953, therefore, Highlander workshops focused on the issue of public school desegregation, sometimes directly, sometimes through subjects like the United Nations. Staff members did not foresee the impact Rosa Parks's
protest and the Montgomery bus boycott would have on the scope and strategy of the civil rights movement. But they quickly grasped the implications of the boycott, and their workshops soon addressed the problems of integrating public facilities throughout southern society. They attempted to involve more blacks and whites from a wider range of occupations and backgrounds and to pay more attention to the potential power of black voters. And when student sit-ins erupted across the South in 1960, HFS teachers again readjusted their residence program to help student leaders evaluate the impact of their demonstrations, examine the role of whites in the movement, form new alliances, and develop new strategies of protest.

There was continuity in Highlander's workshops as well. Over and over again, almost regardless of the subject, black and white workshop participants were most impressed by the experience of living and working together on the basis of complete equality. This was the major accomplishment of Highlander's residence program during the 1950s and early 1960s. Blacks learned that they could and should take the lead in insisting on the full rights of citizenship, and whites found that integration in many ways enhanced their own economic and political interests. Yet like the civil rights movement as a whole, the HFS residence program came under increasing fire from white segregationists. By 1961, the drive for black equality, and Highlander's role in it, had made some headway. But the gains had been limited, and much remained to be done.
The Citizenship Schools
1953-1961

The same process of anticipation and reaction that marked Highlander's residence program also characterized its extension program between 1953 and 1961. Between 1953 and 1956, staff members experimented with a project designed to train grass-roots leadership for communitywide reform efforts. Conceptually vague from the start, the program foundered in most cases. But the idea took hold on Johns Island, South Carolina, primarily because residents of the island were not so much concerned with something called community development as with a single essential problem: illiteracy as a barrier to voter registration. In response, Highlander began sponsoring Citizenship Schools on the island in 1957. Over the next several years the program spread throughout the Sea Islands and the rest of the South. It moved from voter registration into a broad range of political party and electoral activities, including campaigns for representation on the boards of local organizations. Ultimately it led to the operation of a Southwide citizenship education program by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. The Citizenship Schools were Highlander's most significant contribution to the civil rights movement and perhaps the most important single program the staff ever developed.¹

Originally, Highlander's Community Leadership Training Program was an attempt to demonstrate that the staff could build community leadership in much the same way as it had educated union leaders. In the wake of his disappointing experiences with labor unions, Myles Horton decided that HFS teachers should work less with organizations and more with individuals concerned about some community problem. In late 1952 he began conferring with Carl Tjerandsen of the Emil Schwarzhaupf Foundation about securing funds to test some community-organizing techniques that Horton had rejected in the past but now thought might have some merit. Horton proposed to develop leaders among poor farmers in southern Appalachia and among southern blacks who would stimulate community interest in "the nature of a democratic society and the individual's role as a citizen"; broaden participation in local, state, and national affairs; and spark efforts to "change attitudes which limit democracy." The primary aim
the program would be to train these leaders in the use of educational methods that would not only promote "rural citizenship" but also establish a "continuous relationship" between Highlander and these leaders. In April 1953 the Schwarzhaupt Foundation awarded $44,100 for a three-year program that Horton believed would result in "some effective and lasting local leadership."²

Initially, however, the leadership training program produced very little, at least partly because the project's staff members had trouble grasping its purpose and their own function in it. After defining a "true community" as "a number of people having common ties or interests and living in the same locality," Ann Isaacs, Emil Willimetz, and Julie Mabee started work in the fall of 1953.³ From the start, the trio confused their efforts to organize community projects with the idea of training local leaders to initiate such projects themselves. When Mabee formed a group in Monteagle to improve the local public school and then move on to other projects, residents advised her that any issue beyond school improvement would bewilder townspeople, and Horton told her that involving the HFS staff in the organization would defeat the intent of the training program. Meanwhile, Isaacs and Willimetz tried to arouse interest in the program in Whitwell, Tennessee, and Altoona, Alabama, by introducing themselves as representatives of the Alliance of Southern Communities, a group concerned with developing local leadership. They never liked using the name, and they could not resolve the dilemma of remaining in the background while motivating others to address community problems. Willimetz wondered how he and his colleagues could explain "what we mean by a democratic way of functioning in a community" when virtually no one in Altoona showed any interest in the program.⁴ Clearly the staff was not taking into account whether community members wanted to do anything at all or trust outside organizers.⁵

By mid-1954, Horton realized that the leadership training program was not working. Staff members had learned that they could not "cook up" a project for a community. The training program would succeed only when there was a "crisis situation" or when a local leader decided that something needed to be done to solve a pressing problem.⁶

The program showed more promise in Kodak, Tennessee, because a local leader there wanted to organize a community group and turned to Highlander for help. Yet once again the project was no more than a partial success, for Kodak residents did not share the HFS staff's perception of their problems. For some time people living in and around Kodak, a community of about 2,000 people located twenty miles east of Knoxville, had been complaining to an insurance agent named Max Cate about the poor quality of their schools, roads, mail and milk routes, and other services. A number of them wanted to do something about their grievances, but no one seemed to know how to begin. Cate thought that a Farmers' Union local might stimulate the community into action, and through Tom Ludwig, state manager of the union's insurance company, he asked Horton for assistance. After a tour of Kodak in July 1954, Horton suggested that Cate build interest in a community organization through a series of monthly
meetings. Several dozen people began attending the meetings each month, and by the end of 1954 the group had elected a slate of officers and voted to affiliate with the National Farmers’ Union.\(^7\)

The Farmers’ Union local provided the springboard for further community action in Kodak. When union members raised the possibility of establishing a milk cooperative in early 1955, Horton and William Jones, a rural sociologist at the University of Tennessee, helped organize a committee to survey local dairymen and assess the feasibility of a cooperative in the Kodak area. Horton urged the committee members to get the information themselves, believing that the milk issue was a good way to bring more people into the union and to find and develop new local leaders. After spending the rest of 1955 studying various details of the proposal, union members decided not to begin a cooperative. They had found that there were not enough milk producers in the Kodak area, making the cost of a cooperative prohibitive if it processed only local milk. Nevertheless, the survey had involved a significant number of Kodak citizens, discovered several potential leaders, and encouraged residents to undertake projects ranging from the opening of a new community center to a letter-writing campaign supporting an exemption of animal feed from a state sales tax. In an attempt to connect the Kodak program with Highlander’s residence workshops, Horton and Ludwig helped conduct weekend conferences with local leaders on the impact of desegregation on the Sevier County school system. Horton asserted that the improved “quality of life” in Kodak and the extensive interest in community affairs marked “a great change from the general apathy of the past.”\(^8\)

Horton considered Kodak a typical rural southern community and thought that the program there involved “Universalities” applicable to much of the South, but the Kodak project did not fulfill his vision of an ongoing program of community reform.\(^9\) There was still no clear definition of the program’s purpose and Highlander’s role in it. No new organizations arose to complement the work of the local Farmers’ Union, and members made no attempt to broaden the scope of its concerns. For example, the union took no action on school desegregation because there were no black members and the issue evidently did not directly affect Kodak. The program lost much of its direction when Cate and the local union president moved away and Ludwig left the Farmers’ Union. Most important, as Horton observed later, most Kodak citizens lacked the incentive to solve their community problems themselves. They had long been accustomed to having outside experts assess the nature of their problems and then telling them what to do. They could not or would not accept the idea of acting on their own to improve their community, and few were willing to attend a leadership training workshop at Highlander. In the end, the vitality of the Kodak project lasted only as long as the HFS staff was involved in it.\(^10\)

In contrast, the Sea Islands provided a fertile setting for substantial and permanent results. The Sea Islands lie in a chain along the coast of South Carolina and Georgia. Johns Island, about six miles south of Charleston, is the
largest of the group. Extending south from it are Wadmalaw, Edisto, and Daufuskie islands. Slightly over 4,000 people lived on Johns Island in 1954; the other islands had smaller populations. Nearly 67 percent of Johns Island's population was black, and on the other islands the proportion ranged as high as 85 to 90 percent. Until the WPA built causeways and bridges in the 1930s, Sea Islanders could reach Charleston only by boat. Most blacks on Johns Island earned meager incomes operating their own small farms or working for others on large truck farms or in Charleston homes, factories, and shipyards. Illiteracy was widespread. Septima Clark had first gone to Johns Island in 1916 to teach in a crude two-room school; four decades later, she lamented that the islanders had made little progress in their battle against ignorance, poverty, disease, and superstition. Only one out of ten black adults on the island was literate, about the same percentage as the number of registered voters. The islanders were isolated culturally as well. They spoke Gullah, a dialect bearing distinctly African traits which had evolved among their slave ancestors. They had divorced themselves from the mainland, and they remained deeply suspicious of outsiders, especially whites, who came to the islands. In short, conditions on Johns Island and the other Sea Islands were such that virtually any change would be dramatic.

When Esau Jenkins came to Highlander's 1954 workshop on the United Nations, staff members met a leader who would make their communitywide education program a success. Jenkins was a remarkably active man and clearly a major figure on Johns Island. He had supplemented his fourth-grade education by taking night classes on the island and in Charleston, and after converting his small cotton farm into a truck farm he had learned the rudiments of Greek in order to do more business with Greek vegetable merchants in Charleston. Later, as islanders began to work in Charleston, Jenkins operated a small bus line to transport them to the city and back. He was president of the island's PTA, a church school superintendent, assistant pastor of his church, and a member of the Charleston NAACP executive board. He was also the perennial president of the Johns Island Citizens' Club, a two-hundred-member organization interested in school and community improvement, and chairman of the Progressive Club, a fifteen-member group he had organized in the late 1940s to provide legal aid to blacks.

Jenkins was convinced that the right to vote was the key to Johns Island's problems. One morning Alice Wine, one of his bus passengers, asked him to help her learn to read and write so she could pass South Carolina's literacy test for voter registration. Jenkins secured and circulated copies of the state constitution and voting laws among all his nonvoting passengers. During the forty-five minute drive to Charleston he talked about the definitions of words in that part of the constitution that made up South Carolina's literacy test and about registration and voting procedures. After arriving in the city and while waiting for passengers for the return trip to Johns Island, he discussed further the meaning of the passages with the islanders. Wine eventually received her
registration card by memorizing the pertinent section of the state constitution. But she still wanted to learn to read, and Jenkins knew that he was not equipped to teach that skill to others.13

At Highlander, Jenkins was emphatic about what he wanted to do about voter registration on Johns Island. He explained that the most pressing need on the island was adult education, for only a few black residents were able to read and write well enough to meet voting requirements. Encouraged by the HFS staff’s offer to help finance a night school for adults if he could find a place and a teacher for it, Jenkins decided to run for school board trustee on Johns Island. He never expected to win. But he wanted to prove that a black person could seek political office without being killed and to use his campaign to arouse interest in voter education. Jenkins’s candidacy spurred a small increase in black voter registration, and in the election against three white candidates he polled 192 out of 200 black votes and finished third, high enough to prompt the chairman of the county council to change the office of school trustee from an elective to an appointive position. More important, Jenkins formed a committee to maintain the momentum of the registration campaign, in effect starting the kind of community organization that Horton had tried to develop elsewhere.14

Impressed by Jenkins’s initiative, and by Zilphia Horton’s report of her visit to Johns Island in November 1954, the Highlander staff made a series of trips during 1954 and 1955 to explore the possibilities of starting a leadership training program on the island. Staff members encountered a mixed picture. They found some cautious interest in the connection between education, political action, and integration; several potential leaders among Citizens’ Club members; and a general understanding of the need to decentralize the responsibility for voter registration and other projects. Myles Horton had a difficult time, however, in convincing Jenkins and his neighbors that Highlander’s program would help them make even greater progress. Jenkins could “think in terms of getting people active,” Horton confessed, but the whole idea of leadership training was “meaningless” to him.15 Even so, Horton found growing evidence that the Sea Islands could become a successful model of the leadership training program. First, there was a clear desire to increase the number of registered black voters. Between 1944 and 1954 only about two hundred black islanders had registered to vote, but in 1955, prodded by Jenkins’s insistence that the ballot was essential to gaining recognition from white society, over one hundred had registered. Second, the geography of the area would allow HFS teachers to approach each island as a separate, manageable project, and to use their experiences on Johns Island to improve the program on Edisto, Wadmalaw, and other islands. The economic status of the black population also promised success for the leadership training program. Although most black islanders barely lived above the subsistence level, many owned their own farms or operated small businesses. Horton believed that this made them less vulnerable to economic pressure from whites yet still hungry for some way out of their poverty.16
What most convinced Horton that Highlander could help on the Sea Islands was the ability of Jenkins and Septima Clark to carry out the leadership training program. Horton knew that the project would work only if the HFS staff remained in the background. He also recognized that the black islanders must have black leaders. Indeed, Clark and other Johns Island teachers asked Horton to keep whites away from the island during the initial stages of the program in order to allay the residents' suspicion of outsiders and their fear of white reprisals. But since someone had to keep Highlander informed, Horton hired Clark in February 1955 to file reports that would help the staff analyze the development of community leaders, prepare a leadership training manual, and secure funds for the project. As she worked with Jenkins on the voter registration drive, Clark was careful not to give the impression that she was interfering with his efforts. At the same time, she tried to convince Jenkins that cultivating new leaders would supplement rather than detract from his campaign. She encouraged him to put registered voters to work, no matter how indirectly their tasks affected the voter registration program. Gradually Jenkins gained confidence in Clark's knowledge of Johns Island and began to understand the value of spreading the responsibilities of leadership. He now realized the importance of giving others tasks that helped produce "better citizens in a community," he wrote Horton in April 1955. "My old ways of doing were slow."

Once Jenkins had grasped the objectives of the Highlander program, the next step was to recruit other Johns Islanders for residence sessions on leadership training. Workshops on the island proved nearly as effective as workshops at HFS. During the summer of 1955 Clark brought three carloads of islanders to the folk school. Among them was George Bellinger, Jenkins's bus line competitor and possibly the wealthiest black man on Johns Island, whose cooperation was crucial to the success of the entire program. Bellinger eventually agreed to support not only the voter registration campaign but also the effort to establish a credit union and a low-cost housing project on the island. By September 1955 he and other residents who had attended Highlander workshops had emerged as a core group of leaders on Johns Island. Horton thought the program could continue without further residence sessions. But Jenkins and other islanders wanted more training experience, and in February 1956 they attended a series of one-day workshops on Johns Island that revealed the strengths and shortcomings of the leadership training program. One workshop group studied cooperatives with Bernice Robinson, who had been working with the islanders since returning from an HFS workshop. Other participants learned that loans could be secured for homes costing far more than most of the existing dwellings on Johns Island. Yet the time it took a third group to read the section of the South Carolina constitution required for voter registration reemphasized the problem of illiteracy on Johns Island.

Despite signs of progress, Horton's prediction in March 1955 that it would take about two years to register all the potential black voters on the Sea Islands was proving far too optimistic. Horton wanted to direct the program toward
public school desegregation and use that issue to stimulate black political
activity on Johns Island and in the Charleston area. But Jenkins continued to
conzentrate solely on voter registration, convinced that the election of black
public officials would be enough to solve the island's problems. At the same
time, Horton's vague description of the leadership training program and his
initial difficulty with the Gullah dialect hindered communication between
himself and Jenkins. Many Johns Islanders responded cautiously to the pro-
g ram. A number of black residents stayed away from meetings attended by
Highlander staff members. One man apparently kept his truck engine idling
during such meetings in case he needed to make a quick escape. Some black
islanders criticized Jenkins for going too far. Whites who learned about his
activities almost certainly agreed. Every day it seemed that one or two blacks
would withdraw their names from a petition or send "a smart back-tracking
letter" to the editors of Charleston's newspapers, Clark complained.\textsuperscript{19}

More than anything else, Highlander's leadership training program was not
addressing the problem of adult illiteracy. The three hundred blacks who were
registered voters in 1956 may have been virtually all of the blacks on Johns
Island who could meet South Carolina literacy requirements; the other 90
percent of the black population could not read well enough to gain the franchise.
Horton had assumed that the islanders would have to participate in other
community activities before they would become involved in a literacy program
for voter registration. Two years of limited success, however, suggested to him
and Clark that taking the opposite approach might produce more results. After
all, Johns Island blacks remained convinced that literacy would solve their most
basic problems. They were unwilling to enroll in the adult education program
offered by the Charleston County public school system not because they were
uninterested, as school officials claimed, but because they did not want to go to a
public school, stuff themselves uncomfortably behind children's desks, and use
the same reading materials ordinarily used by first graders. Johns Island needed
a different kind of school, Horton decided. It should be physically comfortable
and staffed by nonprofessional teachers who were familiar to the adults and able
to show them that literacy could be achieved quickly and could open up new
opportunities for voting as well as a variety of community projects. Horton had
no particular teaching method in mind. But Clark had taught illiterate adults
before, and if her approach was a bit too traditional for Horton, she might still
keep the literacy program going.\textsuperscript{20}

In the fall of 1956 Horton, Clark, and Jenkins moved to set up an adult
school on Johns Island that residents would soon call the Citizenship School.
The Progressive Club tried unsuccessfully to secure the use of the local high
school and the island's Methodist center, and a white man outbid the club for the
purchase of an old schoolhouse from the county school board. But when the
man offered to sell the property, Jenkins asked Horton if Highlander could lend
the money to buy the place for the adult school. HFS had received a grant of
$56,150 from the Schwarzhaupt Foundation in July 1956 to continue the
leadership training program for another three years; Horton was therefore able to help the Progressive Club acquire the building for $1,500. By January 1957, Johns Island residents had remodeled the old school so that it could fill several functions. There was room in the front for a cooperative grocery store, and there was enough room in the back for recreational events, Progressive Club meetings, and, most important, adult literacy classes. Through contributions, club dues, proceeds from the cooperative, and rental fees from other groups, the club eventually repaid its debt to Highlander.

Horton and Clark then persuaded Bernice Robinson to teach the first class at the adult school. Horton reminded Robinson that after she had attended a HFS workshop she had told him that she would be willing to do anything to help the school. But she was a beautician and a dressmaker, Robinson protested; she had no experience as a teacher and no college education. That made no difference to Horton and Clark. Robinson had finished high school, and she would be teaching only the most elementary subjects. They needed a teacher who would not follow standard teaching practices, who would have a fresh perspective on education, and who was familiar with the Highlander program. Most important, they needed a black woman whom the islanders would trust and who could communicate with them. Highlander would provide the funds for the project, and staff members would supervise its overall operations. Robinson finally agreed to try teaching and began recruiting students for the school.

On January 7, 1957, Robinson stood nervously before her first class on Johns Island. She had brought with her some elementary school teaching materials, but she soon realized that they were too juvenile for the group. Reassuring the ten women and four men in the room that she did not consider herself a teacher and that they were all going to learn together, Robinson then asked them what they wanted to learn. It was an inspired question, for the subsequent success of Highlander's Citizenship School program stemmed from its ability to respond to the expressed needs of its students. The islanders told Robinson that they first wanted to be able to write their names. Next, they wanted to learn to read well enough to understand a newspaper, the Bible, and that part of the state constitution required under South Carolina voter registration laws. They also wanted to know how to fill out mail-order catalogue forms and money orders to pay for the merchandise they ordered. Finally, the men who worked on the wharves in Charleston wanted to be able to do some arithmetic in order to keep track of their hours and the amount of cargo they moved. The group decided to meet two hours a night, two nights a week, for the next two or three months. Robinson also agreed to teach a group of high school girls how to sew. To symbolize the goals of the class, she tacked up a copy of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights and announced that she wanted each student to read and understand it by the end of the school term.

Robinson's teaching approach was simple and direct. At Clark's suggestion, she had the students learn to write their names through the kinesthetic method, tracing their signatures over and over again on a sturdy piece of cardboard until
they could reproduce it on a blank sheet of paper. This process was hardly dull. One adult insisted that he had signed his name with an X all his life and did not intend to change; another liked to put capital E's in the middle of a word because he thought they looked pretty there. Teaching the class to read was a more complex task. After familiarizing the students with the alphabet and with words describing such things as their occupations, Robinson wrote stories about their daily activities and had those with some ability read these accounts and newspaper articles aloud to the group. Words that gave the readers trouble became the basis for spelling lessons. When the adults had acquired a small vocabulary, Robinson introduced them to the voter registration section of the South Carolina constitution and drilled them in the spelling, pronunciation, and definition of the more difficult words. To assist the students, Jenkins secured a voter registration application. The Highlander staff mimeographed it in larger type, and Robinson posted a chart-sized copy of the application on the classroom wall. Clark produced a workbook on voting, social security, taxes, and the functions of the county school board. Once the students learned basic arithmetic by studying items like grocery store advertisements, Robinson provided copies of mail-order forms and money orders and instructed them to read the directions, fill in the blanks, and compute the amount of money they owed.

Robinson found that the patience she needed to work with the islanders was more than compensated by the progress of the class. “I have never before in my life seen such anxious people,” she reported. “They really want to learn and are so proud of the little gain they have made so far.” Horton visited the school in early 1957 and marveled at “the expression on the faces of the people learning to read and write and spell, especially the older people.” Enrollment rose to thirty-seven adults, and other islanders would stay in the cooperative store and listen to the activities in the next room. By the end of the term in February 1957, sixty-five-year-old Annie Vastine, who had never been able to read or write before, was able to recognize her name. Alice Wine took great pleasure in reading during her leisure time, writing to her brother, and serving as a clerk in the cooperative grocery. The ultimate test of the program, however, was whether the adults became registered voters. Since South Carolina voting laws stipulated that residents had to reregister every ten years, the islanders decided to wait until 1958, the next reregistration year, before attempting to qualify as voters. In the meantime, Robinson conducted a second session that began in December 1957. In February 1958, all of the voting-age adults who had attended the five months of classes read the required paragraph, signed their names, received their registration certificates, and returned to the island shouting with joy.

Highlander’s literacy education program helped accelerate the voter registration drive on Johns Island and in Charleston County during 1958 and 1959. Each step forward was met by white resistance. As local registrars realized that an increasing number of blacks were passing the literacy test, they began to scrutinize registration forms, to require black applicants to read other sections of the state constitution, and to refuse to register those who had failed the test
before. In March 1959 the Charleston News and Courier joined the opposition, editorializing that anyone who taught black voters to become “bloc conscious” did the race an “injustice.” In response, Jenkins and other local black leaders organized voter registration rallies, and Robinson held informal classes to rehearse registration and voting procedures. Robinson also launched an intensive campaign to register eligible black voters in Charleston County before the 1959 local elections. Equipped with a dozen copies of the South Carolina statutes secured with the help of a sympathetic lawyer in Virginia, Robinson coordinated a staff of local HFS alumni who reviewed the state’s voting regulations with black adults, formed car pools to take them to the registrar’s office, and took turns standing outside the office to give last-minute reviews and moral support. Largely as a result of such efforts, nearly seven hundred black residents in Charleston County passed the literacy test during the ten-day registration period before the election.

Bolstered by the success of the Johns Island adult school and the voter registration drive, as well as the growing demands of local blacks for political recognition, Highlander’s Citizenship School program spread to other Sea Islands and into the city of Charleston. The literacy classes still involved only a small portion of the black population, but as the number of schools grew, a pattern emerged that essentially repeated the process followed on Johns Island. The first step had to be taken by local leaders, for Horton and the HFS faculty now knew that there was “no faster or more effective way to bring about integration than to assist Negroes in a program of their own making.” During 1958 two residents of Wadmalaw Island, a social worker on Edisto Island, and a beautician in North Charleston asked for Highlander’s help in starting Citizenship Schools. Black citizens living on St. Helena and Daufuskie islands and in a section of Johns Island called Promised Land made similar requests in 1959. Each area faced certain problems that their leaders thought could be solved after the number of black voters increased. The North Charleston beautician wanted city officials to do something about the unpaved streets and dilapidated rooming houses in her neighborhood. For those who lived on Daufuskie Island the primary goal was communication with the mainland, specifically the construction of a road that would end the 112-mile trip by car and launch between Charleston and the island.

The second step in expanding the program involved the development of local support for Citizenship Schools. Clark made frequent visits throughout the islands to promote the program. Jenkins had once assumed full responsibility for starting a new project; now he passed on the methods used on Johns Island to other islanders and urged them to take action on their own. Mass meetings also built enthusiasm for the schools. Once local interest had been established, Clark or Robinson brought prospective teachers to one of Highlander’s residence sessions. Few of these people had professional teaching experience, but by the end of the workshops they had not only learned how to organize and run literacy classes but had also gained confidence in the ability and sincerity of the HFS
Citizenship Schools

staff. Finding places to hold the Citizenship Schools was not usually a problem. On both Wadmalaw and Edisto islands Presbyterian preachers opened church facilities to the schools. Robinson used the shop of the Charleston beautician for one of her classes.31

Following the approach adopted by Robinson on Johns Island, Citizenship School teachers helped an increasing number of black adults become registered voters between 1958 and 1961. During the winter of 1958-1959 schools in North Charleston and on Johns, Wadmalaw, and Edisto islands trained 106 students, some as young as fifteen and others as old as seventy-six, but most between the ages of forty and fifty. Sixty-one of them had previously registered to vote, and the rest passed the literacy test by April 1959. Because of the interest in the upcoming 1960 presidential election, over 150 black residents of Wadmalaw, Edisto, and Johns islands, Promised Land, and North Charleston enrolled in Citizenship Schools during the winter of 1959-60. About one hundred adults attended classes regularly, and sixty-five became registered voters. By March 1960 there were about two hundred voters on Edisto Island, five times as many as there had been in 1958, and the number of blacks on Johns Island who had registered since 1956 had increased an estimated 300 percent by the fall of 1960. These trends continued during the winter of 1960-1961, as 105 out of 111 black students in four Citizenship Schools in North Charleston and on Edisto and Wadmalaw islands qualified to vote.32

Meanwhile, Highlander staff members worked to broaden the scope of the program. They held a series of workshops on James Island during the winter of 1958-1959, where participants covered such topics as cooperatives, driver's education, and health care. In 1959 Clark and Robinson collected materials from earlier literacy schools into a twenty-page booklet that could be used throughout South Carolina. It contained information on Highlander, maps of the United States and South Carolina, pertinent sections of the state's voting requirements, short chapters on political parties, taxes, social security, and other subjects, and sample copies of voter registration, mail-order, and money order forms. Later Clark and Robinson produced similar booklets for schools in Tennessee and Georgia. During the Citizenship School sessions of 1959-1960 and 1960-1961 Guy Carawan conducted "singing schools," music training courses held about once a week after the regular literacy classes. Carawan learned some of the old island spirituals and folk songs from the students and introduced them to new songs from other parts of the country, using the lyrics not only to help teach reading and writing but also to foster a greater appreciation for the traditional music of the Sea Islands. Alice Cobb incorporated a consumer education project into the program in 1960. In addition to forming consumer education committees for Charleston and Beaufort counties, area residents built an experimental concrete-block house to demonstrate how a local family could plan, finance, and construct low-cost housing themselves.33

By the end of the 1950s, Highlander's Citizenship School program had helped produce an active, relatively sophisticated group of black voters on the
Sea Islands. Robinson became a part-time member of the HFS staff to coordinate the operations of area schools, and new projects were begun on the islands. Edisto Islanders started an “each-man-get-a-man” campaign, pledging every student at the literacy school to recruit another person to qualify and register to vote. Students also held monthly meetings to study voter registration laws and to review candidates and issues before an approaching election. In 1961 Jenkins formed “second step” political education classes to encourage newly registered voters to go to the polls for more reasons than because someone told them to do so. With some help from Robinson, Jenkins conducted classes on Johns, Wadmalaw, and Edisto islands and in Charleston and nearby Awendaw once a month, leading discussions about Charleston County representatives in the state legislature, the South Carolina congressional delegation, and the availability of federal funds for local housing, health, and cooperative projects.34

Above all, the Citizenship Schools contributed to the growth of black political power in Charleston County. It is difficult to ascertain the number of adults who attended the schools. Between 1954 and 1961, Highlander sponsored thirty-seven education programs in South Carolina, most of them literacy schools, involving nearly 1,300 participants. Most Citizenship School graduates became registered voters, and many of them may well have stimulated other eligible blacks to secure the franchise. It is also difficult to gauge the effect of the Civil Rights Acts of 1957 and 1960 on black voting in the Charleston area, since county officials did not keep separate black and white voter registration rolls. Nevertheless, in 1956 there were only two hundred blacks registered on Johns Island, and few of them voted. Four years later there were some seven hundred blacks registered on the island, and voter turnout was usually almost 100 percent. Jenkins estimated that there were about 5,000 blacks registered in Charleston County in 1954; a decade later there were nearly 14,000. The new black electorate soon had an impact on area politics. In 1960 Johns Island’s black voters turned out in record numbers, blacks outvoted whites for the first time in the history of Edisto Island, and blacks came within six votes of outvoting whites for the first time in Wadmalaw Island’s history. A black candidate for the county board of directors outpolled his two white opponents to capture the St. Helena township seat, and Jenkins had become a recognized political leader in the Charleston area. Many local black leaders attributed these changes to Highlander’s Citizenship School program. “Everybody is jubilant for the Highlander Folk School,” Jenkins later declared, for it had “helped them see the light.”35

Horton and his colleagues were naturally pleased by this success, but by the middle of 1959 they had come to believe that Highlander should gradually decrease its role in the program. They were already receiving more requests for new schools than they could handle, and the potential size and scope of the program was far greater than they were ready or able to administer. Horton envisioned a program for thousands of people involving hundreds of thousands of dollars, putting “some real money in the South in terms of integration.”36 But
such a budget would be too large for Highlander, Horton asserted, and the school’s overall goals would suffer if the faculty was tied to a single project. Moreover, the announcement of a joint SCLC-NAACP campaign to add over a million Afro-Americans to the voting lists by the November 1960 election was a clear indication to HFS leaders that a massive black voter registration drive was about to begin, despite rabid white opposition across the South. Thus in July 1960 the executive council approved the staff’s plan to aid the registration campaign by helping local black leaders establish and operate their own Citizenship Schools. Over the next year, staff members developed the program to the point where it could be adopted by both local and regional civil rights groups.

During the winter of 1960-61, Highlander’s teachers found out how well the Citizenship School program could promote the growth of black voter registration by organizing eight schools in Huntsville, Alabama, and Savannah, Georgia. Although conditions in Huntsville and Savannah were similar to those on the Sea Islands, Bernice Robinson and Septima Clark were unfamiliar with the two cities and thus had to work harder than they had on the islands to build local support for the Citizenship Schools. But once they had determined each community’s needs and trained leaders at HFS workshops, the new schools adopted goals and teaching methods like those on the Sea Islands, and they achieved similar results. In Huntsville, 115 students enrolled in five Citizenship Schools sponsored by the Madison County Voters’ League; 86 had registered to vote by the end of March 1961. In Savannah, a black chemist named Hosea L. Williams, head of the Chatham County Voters’ Crusade, asked for Highlander’s help in strengthening local black leadership and the crusade’s voter registration drive. Four teachers attended HFS training sessions, established three Citizenship Schools in December 1960, and successfully trained seventy-four out of ninety-two students to qualify as voters.

Reassured by the progress in Huntsville and Savannah, the Highlander staff accelerated its efforts to transfer the responsibility for the program to other southern civil rights organizations. In December 1960 Horton announced that Highlander’s resources were available to any group wanting to establish citizenship education classes. These groups were to select potential teachers and supervisors, finance their training at HFS workshops, and bear the costs of operating the schools. Staff members would train the teachers, standardize and publish procedures for running the classes, and work on improving teaching materials and methods to make the Citizenship Schools more economical and efficient. Not every staff member and local leader liked Highlander’s new role, and some especially objected to the shift in the financial burden of the program. But with the legal status of the folk school in jeopardy and with the expanding number of Citizenship Schools, Horton insisted that the staff had little choice if the program was to continue.

Accordingly, Highlander staff members held a series of one-week teacher-training workshops throughout 1961, as well as a set of three-day “refresher”
sessions designed to help Citizenship School teachers adjust their work to fit the particular needs of their communities. At two experimental workshops in November 1960 and January 1961, seventy-five participants, including Esau Jenkins, experienced teachers from the Sea Islands, and new teachers from Huntsville and Savannah, developed a curriculum for the training program. They analyzed the instructional methods and materials that had proven effective on the Sea Islands, reviewed the operations of Citizenship Schools, and discussed how to evaluate the effect of the classes on students. The HFS staff used their findings to conduct three training workshops in February, March, and April 1961 for nearly sixty teacher trainees sent by SCLC, the Montgomery Improvement Association, the Southeastern Georgia Crusade for Voters, and several county voting rights leagues. Any adult who lived in the community where a school was to be located and who had at least some high school education, an ability to read well aloud and write clearly on the blackboard, and some familiarity with state voting and election systems and community services could become a teacher. As a result, the trainees, ranging in age from sixteen to seventy, included farmers, retired teachers, college students, ministers, and unemployed laborers. Some were college graduates; others had only an elementary school education. All the trainees sent by the Southeastern Georgia Crusade for Voters were knowledgeable about politics in their region; in contrast, the trainees sent by the Fayette County (Tennessee) Civic and Welfare League had seen a voting ballot for the first time in November 1960.

Despite their diverse backgrounds, workshop participants found that their Citizenship Schools brought rapid results. The eighty-eight teachers trained at the January, February, March, and April workshops returned to more than forty communities in the South and enrolled between 1,400 and 1,500 adults in citizenship classes. By the end of September 1961, over seven hundred of these students were registered voters.

For as long as they could during 1961, the Highlander faculty followed up the training workshops by working with teachers on new citizenship education projects in Alabama, Tennessee, and Georgia. Nine Citizenship Schools held in Montgomery, Alabama, during the spring and summer of 1961 enrolled 435 students, and 243 became registered voters. Another Citizenship School project begun in the spring of 1961 was part of an intense struggle by blacks in West Tennessee for the right to vote. Although blacks made up two-thirds of the population in Fayette County, located on the Mississippi border, and in neighboring Haywood County, no blacks in Haywood County and only 420 of the nearly 10,000 eligible blacks in Fayette County were registered to vote. When local blacks began a registration drive in 1959, whites retaliated with delaying tactics and wholesale economic discrimination against black voters. Following the November 1960 election, white landowners evicted seven hundred black tenant farm families from the land; in virtually every case some member of the family had registered and voted. In response, the Original Fayette County Civic and Welfare League organized a "tent city" to house the evicted families during
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the winter of 1960-1961. Their plight attracted national attention and eventually led to the intervention of the Justice Department in the controversy. Fifteen men and women from Fayette County and twelve students from Lane College attended teacher training workshops at HFS, and with funds provided by the staff set up twelve Citizenship Schools. Ninety-five of the 141 adults who enrolled in the schools became registered voters by July 1961.42

Meanwhile, the Citizenship School program was flourishing in southeastern Georgia. In January 1961 Hosea Williams and over forty local black leaders formed the Southeastern Georgia Crusade for Voters to coordinate an education project that would enhance an areawide voter registration drive. According to a Crusade for Voters survey, 77,400 blacks were eligible to vote in nine southeastern Georgia counties, but only 21 percent, or 16,350, were registered voters, and only about 60 percent of them voted. In comparison, there were about 80,000 whites registered to vote in the same counties, and an average of 70 percent voted. The result was a familiar one in the rural South: though blacks made up at least 45 percent of the population and a majority in two counties, there were no elected black officials in the area. Once the Crusade for Voters had been organized the Highlander staff moved rapidly, holding training workshops for twenty-nine prospective teachers, advancing over $2,000 to support their work when they returned home, and securing an $11,500 grant from the Schwarzhaupt Foundation to finance additional teacher training. By the middle of May there were twenty-one Citizenship Schools operating in thirteen counties in southeastern Georgia. Over 600 black adults enrolled in the classes, and at the end of the session in August 110 registered to vote.43

Highlander's legal troubles with the state of Tennessee ended its involvement in the project, but the education and voter registration campaign continued. The Southeastern Georgia Crusade for Voters affiliated with SCLC in September 1961 and stepped up its efforts to increase black political power. The results were dramatic. Between 1959 and 1962 over 220 Citizenship School teachers had received training, and through their classes and other campaigns 42,100 blacks had registered to vote. By 1963 numerous public facilities in Chatham County had been desegregated, and the number of blacks in Savannah's municipal government and police force had increased significantly. As Horton had envisioned, the Citizenship Schools had not only stimulated black voter registration but had brought other benefits as well.44

By the summer of 1961, however, the program was in the hands of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. For two years Septima Clark had been urging Martin Luther King, Jr., to adopt the Citizenship School project. King was initially reluctant, but Clark eventually convinced him that the schools had achieved more tangible results than SCLC's attempts to increase black voter registration, that they could be established across the South, and that they offered an effective alternative to the appeal of the Black Muslims among southern blacks. In late 1960 King announced that SCLC would take control of the program and named Dorothy Cotton of the SCLC staff coordinator of
Citizenship School operations. In February 1961, with the aid of the HFS staff, SCLC officers applied for a $31,787 grant from the Field Foundation to carry on the program. Since SCLC did not have tax-exempt status, Highlander would administer the funds on behalf of the conference. Clark was to join the SCLC staff to train Citizenship School teachers and would receive her salary from the grant. SCLC leaders planned to send 240 potential teachers to twenty-one Highlander training workshops during 1961; these teachers in turn would open Citizenship Schools for over 20,000 blacks in the South that year.45

Opponents of Highlander and SCLC were quick to criticize the new alliance. The Nashville Banner and the Chattanooga Times reprinted an article from the New York Times which reported that “some observers” believed the affiliation “raised serious questions of prestige” for SCLC, for “the delicacy of the racial problem and Highlander’s controversial status” would make it difficult for “Southern whites of liberal or moderate persuasion to deal with the conference.” The Chattanooga News-Free Press condemned both groups and their plan “to train Negro leaders to agitate for all kinds of forced racial integration.” Even the black Pittsburgh Courier worried that it was “a dubious alliance” that would do little to help SCLC.46

The Field Foundation complicated the transfer far more than any critics when it made an award of $26,500 to SCLC on the condition that the funds not be administered by the HFS staff or used at the folk school pending a final court decision on its future. Highlander’s precarious legal position made the foundation’s directors wary of jeopardizing their own tax-exempt status by giving more money to the school. Following a series of negotiations between Horton, James Wood of SCLC, Maxwell Hahn of the Field Foundation, and Wesley Hotchkiss of the American Missionary Association of the Congregational church, the AMA agreed to receive and administer the grant on behalf of SCLC. The AMA had a tradition of funding adult education and community service programs, and the Congregational church had several residence centers in the South that could be used for training workshops, including Dorchester Community Center in McIntosh, Georgia. Under the new arrangement the AMA would put Highlander staff members on its payroll and finance training workshops away from the school.47

Meanwhile, Horton and Wood formed the Citizenship School Committee in June 1961 to ensure the survival of the program regardless of what happened to Highlander. The committee included Horton, Wood, Herman Long of the AMA Race Relations Department, and a young black minister named Andrew Young. Inspired by a recent HFS workshop, Young had accepted Horton’s invitation to join the staff in the spring of 1961. Young thought the civil rights movement needed someone who was “somewhat secure in an integrated society and is able to appreciate the Negro’s possible contributions.” He also wanted to provide “a little theological perspective” for civil rights activists, for he believed that “what they hunger for most is some form of ideology that can hold them together as a movement.” Young did not know whether he could fulfill these
functions, but he believed he could help "by bringing together many people who can, and Highlander seems to be the place to do it; perhaps the only place."48 Because of Highlander's uncertain future, however, Young bypassed the school to become the AMA's administrator of the SCLC grant, in effect acting as a bridge between the groups involved in the transfer of the Citizenship School program.49

Septima Clark and Bernice Robinson objected to the slow and complex maneuvering of the Citizenship School program, revealing the tensions that beset the Highlander staff during its fight to keep the school in operation. In November 1960 Clark sensed considerable strain among HFS staff members over the fate of the program, but trusted that they would "never scorn" the people they served and "cater only to men in gray Flannel Suits."50 But as delays in starting the SCLC program continued, and as Highlander's financial troubles grew, both Clark and Robinson came to believe that the situation would never clear up, and Clark suspected that there was little interest in her or in the teacher-training program. Clark and Robinson therefore took the Peace Corps examination at the end of May 1961. They explained to a shocked Horton that when the decision to separate Highlander's and SCLC's Citizenship School activities had changed the entire operation of the program, they had decided to work together regardless of who paid them. They refused "to be swapped around like horses."51 Since Horton had told Clark that HFS could not assume responsibility for her job with SCLC, and since SCLC had not made any commitment to her at all, Clark felt abandoned by the conference and was ready to take her services elsewhere.52

Already under pressure to maintain Highlander's residence program while battling for the school's existence, Horton managed to ensure the continuation of the Citizenship School program and to persuade Clark and Robinson to remain with it. Clark accepted Horton's reassurances that HFS and SCLC were committed to the project, and as the Field Foundation began funding the program she left Highlander to work with SCLC while serving as a consultant to the school. Robinson decided to stay on the HFS staff and provide her services to SCLC on request. Clark had been justified in complaining about the uncertainty of her position, but the dispute evidently created some ill feeling between Clark and her former colleagues, and she never seemed truly satisfied with her relatively limited role in the SCLC education program.53

By August 1961, HFS staff members had met all their existing commitments to Citizenship School projects in Georgia, South Carolina, and West Tennessee, and had turned over administrative responsibility for the teacher-training program to the Citizenship School Committee. Since 1953 the HFS staff had directed 129 extension programs reaching an estimated 4,500 black and white southerners. The Citizenship School program had grown rapidly after 1958 and promised to expand further through SCLC's Citizenship Education Project. At Dorchester Center, Andrew Young, Septima Clark, and Dorothy Cotton trained local black leaders to operate schools patterned closely after
Highlander's earlier efforts. In later years Cotton and Young agreed that the Citizenship Schools represented a vital part of the civil rights movement in the South. Young, who later became a United States congressman from Georgia, ambassador to the United Nations, and mayor of Atlanta, noted in 1981 that the South was "full" of black political leaders "who had their first involvement in civil rights in that Citizenship Training Program."54

While the emergence of the civil rights movement in the 1950s gave Highlander more influence in the South than it ever had before or would ever have later, the movement gained added value and momentum from Highlander's efforts. Staff members had tried for years to break through the barriers separating southern blacks and whites. Thus when the Supreme Court issued its Brown decision in 1954, the HFS staff quickly proceeded to develop education programs that would promote interracial understanding and a commitment to achieving racial justice. As in the 1930s, the effectiveness of those programs, particularly their flexibility in responding to the changing emphases of the civil rights movement, was the result of the ability and leadership shown by such people as Septima Clark, Bernice Robinson, and Myles Horton, working in a sort of creative tension with one another. They and the rest of Highlander's teachers conducted almost ninety workshops on public school desegregation, integration, voter registration, leadership development, and the issues raised by college student demonstrators for nearly 4,400 black and white adults and youths from across the South and the nation. Citizenship Schools spread from the South Carolina Sea Islands to Georgia, Alabama, and Tennessee, helping thousands of blacks gain the literacy skills needed to vote, as well as the confidence to become active participants in their communities.55

Yet the impact of Highlander's efforts should not be measured by enrollment figures alone. Participants came to residence workshops motivated not simply to learn more about the nature of the problems they faced, but also to use that knowledge to involve others in campaigns to improve the lives of southern blacks. Similarly, once Clark and Robinson had shown how black adults on Johns Island could become registered voters, the Citizenship School program spread rapidly and eventually brought HFS and SCLC leaders together to train teachers to organize their own schools for even greater numbers of potential voters. Yet what Highlander taught above all else was the possibility for blacks and whites to live and work together on an equal basis, something few places in the South could or would permit in the 1950s and early 1960s. Pleased that black Americans at long last were taking control of their own destinies, Horton believed that they needed "white allies in the process of integration, so as to avoid antagonism when the goal is achieved." Highlander therefore was "important as a symbol—the Negro must know that there is such a place in the South where he can discuss his problems with members of the white race."56
As the role of the Highlander Folk School in the civil rights movement expanded, the school became the target of a series of attacks spearheaded by southern segregationists. Fearful of the Communist threat to the United States, and furious over the Supreme Court's *Brown* decision, opponents once again began to denounce the school as a Communist training center bent on fomenting racial strife and disrupting established values and institutions in the South. From 1954 until the closing of the folk school in 1961, staff members had virtually no rest from investigations, explosive publicity, and threats against them and their allies. A Senate internal security subcommittee made Highlander part of an official probe in 1954, the Internal Revenue Service temporarily revoked the institution's tax-exempt status in 1957, the Georgia Commission on Education mounted a propaganda campaign against HFS in the same year, and the Arkansas attorney general joined the hunt for subversives at the school in 1958. The drive to shut down Highlander climaxed at the end of the decade with an investigation by Tennessee state legislators, a raid on the school directed by a Tennessee district attorney, and two dramatic trials that resulted in the repeal of the HFS charter and the confiscation of folk school property in 1962. But by then Myles Horton had secured a charter for a new institution to be called the Highlander Research and Education Center. "Highlander is an idea," Horton liked to say, and though its enemies could close the school they could not stop its teachers from pursuing political, economic, and racial justice.

The offensive against Highlander generally followed a predictable pattern. Adversaries based each new set of accusations upon earlier charges, some dating as far back as the 1930s. Their assaults included the construction of conspiracies, allegations emphasizing guilt by association, and testimony furnished by former Communists of dubious integrity. The criticism intensified in proportion to the geographic scope of Highlander's operations. In some cases southern white politicians attempted to exploit voter concern over integration and communism to their own advantage by attacking HFS. Then, after years of trying to rid the South of Highlander, the school's foes finally succeeded when
they took a new approach and focused on apparent violations of the HFS charter rather than on larger ideological controversies.

The defense of Highlander also had a familiar ring. Staff members remained as steadfast to the ideals guiding their work during the 1950s as they had been in earlier crises, even though it meant the loss of Highlander as an institution. Their battle with southern segregationists consistently won them admiration and sympathy outside the South. But at the same time, HFS leaders never achieved more than a standoff against their opponents in Grundy County, Tennessee, and the South. The school's defenders, therefore, could not prevent Highlander from becoming a casualty of the region's massive resistance to desegregation during the 1950s. Finally, Horton and his colleagues characteristically were more concerned with developing effective education programs than with adhering to financial and administrative procedures permitted under the HFS charter. Yet it was this tendency that proved the downfall of the folk school.¹

Highlander's past associations with labor, farmer, and civil rights organizations ensured that it would be swept up in the "Great Fear," when millions of Americans after World War II suspected that the growing power of the Soviet Union, American foreign policy reversals, and the accelerating pace of domestic change were somehow due to radical activities at home. This fear, fanned into hysteria by Wisconsin Senator Joseph R. McCarthy, became an irresistible issue for politicians of both major parties and for "self-confessed" former Communists seeking notoriety and profit. A professional informer named Paul Crouch fired the opening salvo at Highlander in September 1953. Crouch told a Chattanooga reporter that during his reign as the "open head" of the Communist party in Tennessee between 1939 and 1941 there had been "about 25 members" in Monteagle, most of them connected with the folk school run by Myles Horton and James Dombrowski. Horton responded that Crouch was repeating the old mistake of confusing Highlander's "democratic policy," which included extending equal rights to blacks and whites, with communism.² Offering to match Crouch's unnamed followers with a list of twenty-five "outstanding Americans" who had backed the school in the past, Horton declared, "If independence and the right to be different is un-American, the recent converts to democracy should say so."³

Two months later, Tennessee congressman Pat Sutton sought to make Highlander an issue in his campaign to defeat Senator Estes Kefauver in the 1954 Democratic senatorial primary. During a speech in November 1953 Sutton reportedly labeled HFS, Dombrowski, and Horton as Communist. Horton challenged Sutton to put his claim in writing, and the congressman replied with a six-page diatribe released to such newspapers as the Chattanooga News-Free Press, a persistent critic of the school. Sutton wrote that in his speech he had urged Tennesseans to join "in the fight against those that do not believe in America and our Constitution" and to check the record of Highlander, Dombrowski, and Horton to "see if it's the type school or the type men you want
to teach your boys and girls.” Sutton based his statement on information taken from the “House of Representatives files,” which included the testimony of Paul Crouch and others before the House Committee on Un-American Activities. Horton curtly thanked Sutton for proving “beyond a doubt that the Highlander Folk School has been working with labor unions and opposing racial prejudice.”Noting that opponents had been trying to “smear” the school since its founding in 1932, Horton told the congressman to look for some other way to get votes: “The mud won’t stick.” For his part Kefauver carefully avoided the Highlander issue in his race against Sutton. That was all he needed to do. Sutton, described as a “two-bit McCarthy” by the Chattanooga Times, lost the primary to Kefauver by more than a two-to-one margin. 4

By the spring of 1954, however, Mississippi Senator James O. Eastland was linking past criticism of Highlander and similar organizations in the South with fresh invective against their advocacy of racial integration. A wealthy planter from Sunflower County, Eastland entered the Senate in 1941 and quickly became one of its most virulent defenders of white supremacy. Later he became an ardent follower of Joseph McCarthy and the ranking Democrat on the Senate Subcommittee on Internal Security. Convinced that the movement to end segregation was the work of a Communist conspiracy, Eastland thought that if he could expose those who promoted racial equality as subversives he could demolish whatever influence they had in the South and block the desegregation of public schools. A well-publicized anti-Communist campaign could also serve him well in the tough fight he faced in the 1954 election. Accordingly, Eastland announced in March 1954 that he would investigate the Southern Conference Educational Fund as part of a general probe into alleged Communist-front activity in the South. SCEF president Aubrey Williams, executive director James Dombrowski, board member Myles Horton, and former board member Virginia Durr were among those who received subpoenas to testify before the Internal Security Subcommittee in New Orleans that month. 5

If Eastland wanted to discredit as many prominent southern white integrationists as possible, SCEF was a good place to begin. In 1946 the board of directors of the Southern Conference for Human Welfare formed SCEF to separate the educational from the political activities of the organization. Dombrowski, who had left Highlander in 1942 to serve as executive secretary of SCHW, became SCEF director in 1947. By 1954 he and Williams had turned SCEF into a small but highly vocal critic of southern segregation. While Eastland could not easily dismiss the distinguished black and white southerners who sat on the SCEF board of directors as “outside agitators,” there were other avenues of assault available. He could use HUAC’s earlier charges that SCHW was a Communist front to imply that SCEF was a vehicle for carrying on the same programs as its parent organization. He could stress Williams’s reputation in the 1930s as a radical and outspoken New Dealer whom the Senate had refused to confirm as Rural Electrification Administrator in 1945, in part because of his racial attitudes. He could intimate that Virginia Durr, sister-in-law of Supreme
Court Justice Hugo Black, wife of former Federal Communications Commission director Clifford Durr, Progressive party candidate for the Senate in 1948, and anti-poll tax activist, had introduced Communists into the highest levels of government. And he could complete the web of conspiracy by connecting SCEF with the already controversial Highlander Folk School.

When the hearings opened on March 18, 1954, the senator and the subcommittee special counsel Richard Arens, quickly indicated the direction the SCEF probe would take. For three days Eastland and SCEF officers battled not over the functions of the fund but over the alleged Communist activities of Dombrowski, Durr, Horton, and Williams. While the bulk of the testimony did not directly concern Highlander, Eastland and Arens included the school as part of their general offensive against SCEF. After Dombrowski took the stand and identified officers and directors of the fund, Eastland and Arens grilled him for several hours on the influence of Communists in SCHW, his associations with alleged Communists and Communist-front groups, and his endorsements of peace plans and amnesty petitions. Paul Crouch and John Butler, another Communist-turned-government-informer, then named Dombrowski as a high-ranking party member. Crouch also asserted that he had conferred with Dombrowski at SCHW meetings and at Highlander, an institution that cooperated closely with the Communist party. No one had ever introduced him as a Communist, Dombrowski replied, and he would have immediately corrected anyone who had done so. He had never seen or heard of Butler, and while it was conceivable that he had encountered Crouch among the hundreds of people he had met at Highlander it was never as a Communist party member. When Crouch insisted that he had heard Dombrowski discuss at Highlander "the actual hideout" of top Communist figures, Dombrowski shot back, "That is a lie, sir." Eastland finally dismissed Dombrowski without permitting him to describe even briefly the activities of SCEF, supposedly the purpose of the hearings.

Eastland and Arens handled Durr and Williams more cautiously because of their Washington connections, but they too faced rough treatment for their past activities and associations. Durr was defiant when she appeared before Eastland. The senator denied her request to read a statement expressing her "total and utter contempt of this Committee," and when the questioning began Durr only identified herself, acknowledged that she was Clifford Durr's wife, and denied that she was a Communist or under party discipline. To every other question she either refused to answer or replied simply, "I stand mute." After Butler and Crouch linked her to various allegedly Communist causes in the 1930s and 1940s, Eastland excused Durr, who coolly proceeded to powder her nose before she left the stand to the delight of press photographers covering the hearings. During his testimony, Williams freely discussed SCEF programs and the fund's ties to SCHW but denied any Communist influence. Williams also insisted that he had never met Crouch, belonged to the Communist party, or knowingly consortéd with Communists. When Butler claimed to have met
“Comrade Williams” in 1942 and attended a Communist meeting with him, Williams became furious, threatening to sue Butler the minute he repeated such statements outside the hearing room. (Butler declined to risk a slander suit.) After Crouch also claimed that Williams was a secret member of the party, Eastland allowed Clifford Durr, who was serving as counsel for Williams and Horton, to cross-examine Crouch, a right denied previous witnesses.

Durr immediately began to draw from Crouch the story of his career as a Communist, repeatedly showing that the government informer’s recollection of past events was vague and inconsistent and suggesting that he had been “trained in deception.” Crouch alleged that most of the Communist party was composed of “secret, concealed members in all walks of life” who coordinated their efforts with “the few known Communists.” That was how “left Socialists” like Dombrowski and Horton, “having nothing fundamentally different” from Communists, worked with the party. Crouch cited a meeting at Highlander in 1940 where he had supposedly stated that Communist officials were “anxious to get the maximum results” from the school without letting it become public knowledge. Among other things, he testified, Dombrowski and Horton had agreed to allow Tennessee’s Communist chieftains to send an emissary named Mildred White to HFS to recruit for the party and spread “the Communist Party line among the student body there.”

Crouch also claimed that Horton had turned down his invitation to become a Communist with the remark that he was “doing you just as much good now” as he would as a party member. As Durr pressed Crouch for more specific information, Arens interrupted to ask the witness whether Durr was a Communist. When Crouch assured Arens that Durr had been a party member at one time, Durr became a witness and flatly denied the allegation. He demanded that either he or Crouch be indicted for perjury and left no one in doubt as to who he thought had lied.

Perhaps sensing that the probe was not going well for them, Eastland and Arens called Horton into a closed session. Horton asked to testify publicly, announcing that he would answer any questions about himself without invoking the Fifth Amendment but did not intend to talk about those who were not at the hearings to defend themselves. He made clear his opposition to this and similar congressional investigating committees for the “undemocratic methods” they used under “the guise of fighting communism.” Although some legislators might equate the fight for racial equality with communism, Horton maintained that public school integration would “spectacularly refresh the democratic thesis everywhere,” reaching into the farthest corners not only of Asia and Africa but of Mississippi as well. Failing to budge Horton from his position, Eastland reluctantly allowed him to testify in open session.

Horton’s public appearance at the hearings was brief and tumultuous. Almost immediately he and Eastland began to quarrel over whether the alleged Communist organizer Mildred White had been a student at Highlander. Horton could not recall her specifically, but he asserted that if she came to HFS it was as a union member, not as a Communist party member. Before he could outline the
school's admission policy, Eastland slammed his fist on the table and barked that if Horton could not remember White he could not explain the basis of her attendance at Highlander. At that point Arens inquired about Dombrowski's affiliation with Highlander. Horton remained silent while Clifford Durr objected that Dombrowski had already testified about himself. Impatiently Eastland burst out, "Is that any reason why this witness should not answer?" Insisting that he be given a chance to state his reasons for not answering, Horton exclaimed, "Mr. Chairman, you listened to Communists and ex-Communists talk here—won't you listen to an American citizen talk?"

As Eastland pounded his gavel for order, Horton began to read in a rising voice a statement on civil rights by President Dwight D. Eisenhower until the senator ordered Horton out of the hearing room. Two United States marshals grabbed Horton and propelled him toward the door. "They're treating me like a criminal," he shouted, turning to yell at Eastland, "You are just putting on a show here, that's all!"13 The struggle continued out in the corridor as the marshals attempted to throw Horton to the floor, one of them snapping that they had been warned he was a dangerous troublemaker. Shaking with fury, Horton concluded that Eastland had deliberately planned to evict him from the hearings because of his stormy executive session with the senator.14

The hearings reached a dramatic climax when Crouch returned to attest to the alleged Communist sympathies of SCEF leaders. Crouch identified five men, four of them former SCHW officers, who he said had operated a Communist espionage ring inside the White House before World War II. Neither President and Mrs. Roosevelt nor Justice Hugo Black suspected that these men were Red agents, Crouch asserted, but Virginia Durr "had full knowledge" of the conspiracy.15 When Crouch finished and stepped down from the witness chair, Clifford Durr suddenly lunged at him and roared, "You son of a bitch! I'll kill you for lying about my wife!" In the ensuing bedlam, attorneys and marshals restrained Durr while the informer stood to one side grinning. Friends led the white-faced and trembling Durr out into the corridor, where he suffered what doctors later diagnosed as a mild heart attack. After he was taken to a local hospital, someone rushed up to ask if help had arrived. Horton bitterly commented, "What difference does it make—they'll assassinate you one way or the other."16 Shaken by Durr's outburst, Eastland told reporters at the end of the hearings that he might issue contempt citations against witnesses who had refused to testify, but he did not think the Durrs or Williams were Communists.17

If Eastland turned to McCarthyism to convince the public that white southerners who sought integration were isolated Reds, then the SCEF hearings produced disappointing results. In a widely reported poll taken by the Montgomery Advertiser of the nine journalists who covered the hearings as to who represented "the greatest threat to American ideals," Eastland received four votes, Crouch two, and Arens, Dombrowski, and a subpoenaed witness named Max Shlafrock one each.18 Newspaper editorials in the South as well as outside
the region generally echoed Montgomery columnist Allen Rankin’s characterization of the hearings as “incredible” and a “tragical-farce” and often tied Eastland’s probe to his reelection campaign. Eleanor Roosevelt, Reinhold Niebuhr, Roger Baldwin of the ACLU, Ralph J. Bunche of the United Nations, ministers, educators, and two labor union presidents were among those who commended Horton for his position in New Orleans. But some Tennessee newspapers were noticeably critical. The editor of the Chattanooga News-Free Press sneered that Horton “added no honor to the reputation of his unrespected Highlander Folk School” by creating such “disorder” at the hearings that he was ejected. The editor of the Grundy County Herald remarked that Horton’s statement in New Orleans—“Where I come from Mountain Men don’t scare easily”—applied to himself as well, for he was “a lowlander and an outsider and a thousand years at Summerfield would not change that fact.”

For the moment, however, Horton seemed to have succeeded in defending Highlander’s policies and his own principles. At a public meeting at HFS in late March 1954, Horton gave his version of the SCEF hearings, declared once again that the staff had never knowingly accepted funds or students from the Communist party, and asserted that the best answer to communism was to develop “a program of individual rights” that would “win out over Communism.” Senator Eastland never again conducted hearings on communism in the South, and Paul Crouch died in disgrace and virtually unnoticed in November 1955. Two months earlier the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee had published its report on SCEF. Not surprisingly, it completely accepted the testimony of Crouch and John Butler regarding SCHW, SCEF, and Highlander. Neither the United States attorney general nor the Subversive Activities Control Board acted on the subcommittee’s recommendation that they investigate SCEF, but the damage had been done. Although SCEF continued to work on many fronts in the civil rights movement during the 1950s and 1960s, the Communist stigma haunted the organization and contributed to its gradual decline in importance. Highlander had weathered the storm better than SCEF, perhaps because their programs and public relations approaches differed, because of the greater regional and national prominence of SCEF leaders, and because the public generally did not identify the school with either SCHW or SCEF.

In May 1954, shortly after the SCEF hearings, the Supreme Court issued its momentous ruling against public school segregation, touching off a prolonged and bitter racial battle in the South. As the Highlander staff conducted residence workshops on integration and began to develop its Citizenship School program, whites in the states of the old Confederacy rallied to the defense of racial segregation. While a few southern political leaders such as Estes Kefauver cautiously counseled acceptance of the Brown decision, far more voiced the sentiments of James Eastland, who condemned the Supreme Court for being “indoctrinated and brainwashed by Left-wing pressure groups.” Marvin Griffin won the 1954 Democratic gubernatorial primary in Georgia with a campaign pledge that, “come hell or high water,” he would prevent the “meddlers,
demagogues, race baiters and Communists” from destroying the right of states to maintain segregated schools.23

Southern white resistance to desegregation took several forms. Public school officials and state legislators adopted measures to obstruct or restrict school desegregation, ranging from pupil placement plans to legislation providing for the closing of public school systems. Some ninety different private groups organized to defy the Brown decision and to mobilize whites against the supposedly conspiratorial attempt to desecrate racial orthodoxy and undermine southern society. After its establishment in 1954, the Citizens’ Council quickly became the most vocal and powerful segregationist force in the South, and at its peak in 1956 the council and associated groups claimed as many as 250,000 to 300,000 members. The more prominence Highlander achieved as an education center for civil rights activists, the more likely it would become the object of segregationist attacks. Indeed, the staff’s promotion of racial integration and black voter registration posed an immediate, tangible challenge to the very traditions southern segregationists were determined to uphold.24

But the next blow against Highlander came from an unexpected source. In February 1957, H. T. Swartz, director of the Tax Rulings Division of the Internal Revenue Service, informed the HFS staff that the institution no longer qualified for the tax-exempt status granted it in 1937. Charging that Highlander’s classes were principally concerned with the organization of labor unions and with building pressure for or against pending legislation and political candidates, Swartz objected to the faculty’s announced intention of “deliberately” using education “for the realization of certain social and cultural values.” Swartz conceded that some HFS activities were “educational in character.” But in his view the staff did not operate the school “exclusively” for educational purposes or for any purpose by which HFS could legally qualify as a tax-exempt corporation.25

Surprised by the IRS ruling, staff members immediately began a drive to restore the tax exemption. Horton suspected that the trouble really stemmed from the school’s integration program. Nevertheless, it was essential to reverse the decision quickly, for the HFS treasury was unusually low after several residence sessions during the winter of 1956-1957. School attorneys began working to have Highlander reclassified as a tax-exempt institution, while staff members tried to maintain their 1957 workshop schedule by slashing expenditures and salaries. Horton resigned from the SCEF board of directors and all other organizations that required travel. Urgent requests went out to supporters for special, taxable contributions. In response, almost twice as many individuals sent donations to HFS in 1957 as in 1956, though the total was barely enough to cover the costs of the summer projects. Meanwhile, Marvin Griffin and James Eastland cited the tax revocation as further evidence of Highlander’s illegal operations, and a petition circulated in Monteagle attacked the “integrationists” at HFS for teaching ideas “contrary to our southern way of life and Americanism.”26
Highlander's financial crisis ended with the restoration of tax exemption in December 1957. At the suggestion of an IRS official, the HFS board of directors, composed of Horton, Tracy City author May Justus, and retired University of the South professor Eugene Kayden, amended the school's charter to conform to the agency's 1954 code on tax-exempt institutions. The IRS was then satisfied. H.T. Swartz wrote that contributions to the school were again exempt from federal income taxes under the agency's 1937 ruling. Clearly, the reinstatement of Highlander's tax exemption was crucial to its education program. In 1957 only $4,000 of its total income of $39,000 had come from foundations; in comparison, by the end of the 1958 fiscal year the school's income had shot up to nearly $114,300, with foundations granting over $73,000. Horton and Septima Clark were still not certain why the IRS had moved against HFS, but they could expect their foes to try again to stop their fight against segregation.

An interracial children's camp brought more trouble to Highlander. In 1954 the Georgia legislature had created the Georgia Commission on Education to develop legislative strategies for the preservation of public school segregation. Three years later Governor Marvin Griffin had appointed a new executive secretary to the commission, an ambitious young Atlanta lawyer named Truman V. Williams, Jr. Under Williams's direction the commission mounted an aggressive propaganda campaign and worked with the Georgia Bureau of Investigation on undercover investigations of civil rights groups. One of the commission's targets, the interracial Koinonia Farm near Americus, Georgia, led it to Highlander. Koinonia's leaders took part in an attempt to desegregate Georgia State College in 1956, prompting a GBI probe into Koinonia's operations and its plans for an integrated children's camp. When legal obstacles and violence made it impossible to hold the camp in Georgia, Highlander and Koinonia jointly sponsored camps at the Tennessee school in 1956 and 1957, where GBI agents apparently continued their surveillance. Meanwhile, the Commission on Education learned in 1957 about the twenty-fifth anniversary celebration to be held at Highlander during Labor Day weekend. Calculating that the affair, and especially the presence of Martin Luther King, Jr., might provide material for the charge that racial integration was a Communist plot, commission officials dispatched a photographer named Edwin Friend to infiltrate the meeting.

Friend registered at the anniversary seminar as an employee of the Georgia water pollution department and a free-lance photographer on vacation with his wife. Also registering were a black woman who had been an HFS student and her husband Abner Berry, who said he was a free-lance reporter who might write an article on Highlander. Berry did not tell Horton that he was a correspondent for the Communist party's Daily Worker. But Horton accepted Berry's and Friend's stories at face value and paid little attention to the two strangers during the anniversary. At one point he saw Friend and Berry together, but when he approached they stopped their conversation and denied knowing one another.
During the festivities Friend took numerous pictures of blacks and whites discussing the implications of integration for the South, listening to speeches and folk singing, and eating, swimming, and square dancing together. Almost every one of Friend’s shots included Berry. When Horton requested a photograph of Martin Luther King, Aubrey Williams, Rosa Parks, and himself sitting in a row before they addressed the celebrants, Friend waited until Berry squatted in front of the group before taking the picture. Horton complained that he did not want to buy that print, but he still had no inkling of the motive behind Friend’s actions.29

The results of Friend’s work became painfully clear shortly after the anniversary weekend. In early October 1957, T.V. Williams and Friend presented to the Georgia Commission on Education photographs and other evidence purporting to show that the leaders of every recent major racial conflict had gathered at Highlander to discuss “methods and tactics for precipitating racial strife and disturbances.” Williams also released a list of anniversary participants, which included Abner Berry of the Daily Worker. In Governor Griffin’s opinion the report furnished “irrefutable” facts about “where some of the South’s racial trouble originates.”30 Horton dashed off a public statement of protest and then tried to unravel the mystery of Abner Berry. The journalist had published a favorable summary of the seminar in a September 1957 issue of the Daily Worker and later apologized to Horton for the trouble he had brought to the school. Horton still was surprised and angry that Berry had not revealed his true identity to him, for “any informed person knows that such an article can do untold harm to every pro-integration group in the South.”31

In October the Georgia Commission on Education published a four-page, glossy, newspaper-sized work bearing the sensational title Highlander Folk School: Communist Training School, Monteagle, Tenn. The report hammered on the theme that the participants at the anniversary weekend were un-American, immoral, Communist conspirators responsible for every major civil rights controversy since the Brown decision. Articles quoted the testimony of Paul Crouch and John Butler before the Eastland committee in 1954, listed the “Communist Affiliations” of those attending the Labor Day conference, and summarized HUAC citations of a number of organizations and journals. Filling the inside pages of the report were pictures of racially mixed groups taken by Friend at HFS. Detailed captions characterized Martin Luther King, Jr., as a representative of “the ultimate in ‘civil disobedience,’” Pete Seeger as a typical entertainer who supported the “Communist apparatus,” and Aubrey Williams as perhaps the greatest ally of the Communist party “in its conspiracy against peace between the races” in the South. Friend’s shot of Berry crouching in front of Horton, King, and Williams depicted the “‘four horsemen’ of racial agitation.” Only one photograph, the largest, had no caption. It showed a black man and a white woman in a square dance requiring the partners to clap their hands behind each other’s head; in the commission’s view, this was interracial mixing of the worst kind.32
The exposé touched off a bitter public debate over Highlander. The Commission on Education circulated some 250,000 copies of the paper across the nation, and estimates of the number of reprints distributed by Citizens’ Council and Ku Klux Klan groups by the end of 1959 ran to over one million. Several southern newspapers launched their own attacks on the basis of the commission’s findings. The editor of the Maryville-Alcoa Times observed that if HFS was actually in league with the Communist party, “the sooner it is gotten rid of the better.” The Atlanta Constitution opened a seven-part series on the folk school by quoting Horton as saying that Highlander was not Communist but “in the same field.” Later installments reproduced portions of Crouch’s New Orleans testimony, suggested that most Grundy Countians had “scorned” Highlander for years, and hinted at secret workshops, suspicious supporters, and interracial intimacies.

In time the Georgia commission’s report became a staple of segregationist propaganda. The commission itself reiterated the accusations in its 1958 pamphlet Communism and the NAACP and its 1961 publication CORE and Its Communist Connections. Mississippi Governor Ross Barnett displayed the “four horsemen” photograph as proof of the civil rights movement’s Communist leadership while testifying against a major civil rights bill before a Senate committee in 1963. American Opinion, the official organ of the John Birch Society, printed the picture as a postcard. The same scene also appeared on billboards across the South during the mid-1960s with the headline “Martin Luther King at Communist Training School.”

As in the past, Highlander’s defense came largely from outside the South. To be sure, there were some black and white southerners who expressed support for the school. Elsewhere, however, the reaction was almost entirely favorable to Highlander. The editor of the Littleton, Colorado, Arapahoe Herald exaggerated when he commented that Governor Griffin “believes that anyone who favors integration must be a Communist. That makes about 125 million Communists in the United States.” But Highlander’s staff did its best to encourage such sentiments in a nationwide public relations campaign emphasizing its commitment to racial integration in the face of southern resistance to federal law. In December 1957 Horton released a statement signed by Eleanor Roosevelt, Reinhold Niebuhr, Monsignor John O’Grady of the National Conference of Catholic Charities, and former University of Wisconsin law school dean Lloyd K. Garrison. The four charged Griffin with “irresponsible demagoguery” and urged Americans to join them in subscribing to Highlander’s “policies of equal opportunity.” Horton also considered filing suit against Griffin for his “slanderous attack,” and challenged the governor to state “personally, and without immunity,” that he was a Communist. Griffin declined, saying only, “You lie down with dogs and you’re going to get fleas.”

The HFS executive council eventually decided not to take legal action against Griffin, for it saw “little likelihood of receiving a fair trial in a Georgia court.” Instead, the council adhered to its conviction that Highlander’s “best defense” was to continue its
present course and remain open to all who came in good faith to participate in its educational activities.38

The impact of the Georgia Commission on Education's tract was not immediately apparent. The FBI dismissed the "Communist Training School" claim during its initial probe into Martin Luther King's activities in 1961, and a HUAC spokesman later reported that no federal agency had cited Highlander as subversive. The commission itself declined in importance after T.V. Williams resigned amid accusations of using the agency to interfere in Georgia's 1958 gubernatorial primary; his replacement disavowed the report on Highlander. Abner Berry remained an enigma. When Horton later encountered him at the United Nations, Berry claimed that he had never known Edwin Friend or realized that the photographer was manipulating him. Insisting that he had never meant to harm either HFS or the civil rights movement, Berry said he had concealed his identity because he thought it might embarrass the school. The tragedy, he ruefully added, was that he had left the Communist party shortly after writing his Daily Worker article. Horton charitably accepted his explanation. But what had begun as a rejuvenating anniversary celebration had become part of a smear campaign that frightened Highlander's supporters and placed the school in an increasingly vulnerable position.39

The segregationist offensive against Highlander escalated during 1958, fueled by the school desegregation crisis in Little Rock, Arkansas. In September 1957 President Eisenhower had ordered federalized National Guardsmen and a thousand Army paratroopers to enforce the court-ordered admission of nine black students to previously all-white Central High School. By the time Arkansas Governor Orval Faubus ordered the closing of the city's high schools for the 1958-1959 school year, Little Rock had become a symbol of southern resistance to racial desegregation. When Highlander lost its fire insurance policy in September 1957 and again in April 1958, Horton suspected that the Citizens' Council and its "Kluxer associates" were supplementing their threatening letters and anonymous telephone calls to Highlander with economic pressure against the school.40 Staff members obtained the equivalent of insurance by securing over $27,000 in pledges to pay for any possible damage to HFS property, as well as a $75,000 extended coverage policy from Lloyd's of London. In 1959 the Grundy County school board yielded to the Tracy City American Legion's demand that it dismiss local grade school teacher Vera McCampbell because of her association with Highlander. The barrage of propaganda also continued, with one gazette labeling Highlander "Little Moscow of U.S.A." and another linking the Little Rock school crisis to the "Communist Training School."41

Meanwhile, legislative committees in Louisiana, Florida, Mississippi, and Arkansas held hearings between 1957 and 1959 on the causes of racial unrest in the region, seeking not so much information as confirmation that the civil rights movement was subversive. Two professional witnesses imported to testify before these committees were Manning Johnson, a black ex-Communist, and J.B.
Matthews, a former HUAC investigator. Both placed the Communist label on the NAACP, the Southern Regional Council and its human relations council affiliates, SCEF, and Highlander. Ardent segregationist Attorney General Bruce Bennett paraded Johnson, Matthews, and similar witnesses before the special education committee of the Arkansas Legislative Council in December 1958. As expected, the committee concluded that an interlocking network of integrationists had schemed to make the Little Rock desegregation crisis "a world-wide incident," that the NAACP was sympathetic toward Communist causes, that Highlander had been "used for communist and communist front purposes for the past 25 years," and that these and other groups had aided the international Communist conspiracy.

These findings reinforced Attorney General Bennett's crusade against the NAACP and prompted him to carry the campaign into Tennessee and against Highlander. His battery of lawsuits against the NAACP and his "Southern Plan for Peace" were part of an unsuccessful attempt to wrest the 1960 Democratic gubernatorial nomination from Governor Faubus. Yet Bennett also believed that eliminating the NAACP would preserve segregation in Arkansas and that to rid the state of the association he must root out allied organizations and institutions like Highlander. In January 1959 he told reporters from the staunchly anti-HFS Nashville Banner and Chattanooga News-Free Press that the school was "a gathering place for Communists and fellow travelers." Suggesting that Highlander be closed on the grounds that it constituted a "nuisance," Bennett offered his services and information from the Arkansas investigation if Tennessee officials decided to take action.

The Tennessee legislature heeded Bennett's advice and initiated the final, decisive drive against the folk school. On January 26, 1959, state representatives Shelby Rhinehart and Harry Lee Senter introduced a resolution authorizing Governor Buford Ellington to appoint a committee to investigate Highlander and its involvement "in activities subversive to and contrary to the form of good government." Rhinehart, a first-year representative whose district included Grundy County, simply wanted to discover whether the accusation against HFS were true. But Senter, a champion of segregationist causes from Sullivan County, declared that the investigation would "show the world that we are Americans, and not dedicated to one-world or one-race." To build support for the resolution, a lobbyist for the segregationist Tennessee Federation for Constitutional Government distributed copies of the Georgia Commission on Education tract on Highlander. After adding two minor amendments, the house easily approved the resolution. Barton Dement, a veteran legislator and "Unreconstructed Rebel" from Rutherford County whose trademarks were a long, thin tie and ten-gallon white hat, then guided the measure through the state senate, arguing that Highlander was "a finishing school for Communists" who advocated "the intermingling of the races." The senate passed the resolution on a voice vote and sent it to Governor Ellington for his signature.

Growing opposition to the original resolution slowed final approval of the
investigation. Horton arrived in Nashville to insist that the legislature settle the question of subversion at Highlander once and for all. Asserting that the real issue was Highlander’s interracial policies, he invited the legislators to visit the school, examine any and all of its records, and either prove Attorney General Bennett’s charges and close HFS or put an end to the rumors. Apparently fearing that the probe might prove more expensive than productive, Governor Ellington returned the bill to the general assembly, protesting that it allowed the committee to hire a legal staff without any specific appropriation for it and that the legislators should take the responsibility for naming committee members. Senter and Rhinehart immediately introduced another resolution that was milder in form, broader in authority, and amended to meet Ellington’s objections. The new measure briefly noted the charge of subversion, authorized the speakers of each house to appoint the five-member committee, and limited the total expense of the investigation to $5,000. When two representatives branded the appropriation a waste of money, Senter retorted that Horton had “tantalized” legislators with an invitation to Highlander and then “challenged” them “to put up or shut up.” How long were his colleagues “going to stand by and allow the Communists and do-gooders and one-worlders to take over?” Senter cried. “Our purpose is to root out that which is evil.” On February 4 the house approved the revised resolution seventy-four to four.46

Six days later the senate adopted House Joint Resolution 30. Dement rested his case for the measure by inviting Carl H. Kilby to deliver his personal report on Highlander to the senate. Described as “a minister, gospel singer, and businessman,” Kilby was also secretary of the Tennessee Consolidated Coal Company and the ringleader of the Grundy County Crusaders’ campaign against Highlander in 1939. Kilby spoke rapidly and passionately as he recounted the school’s “nefarious” activities. Instead of an investigation, he shouted, the legislature should enact a bill “with teeth in it” and revoke Highlander’s charter. Dement then called for approval of the resolution, asserting that no one should be “scared” of trying to rid the state of “this cancerous growth.” Despite the complaint of one senator that sponsors were “waving the flag of Communism” before he and others had even received copies of the proposal, the senate voted for the investigation twenty-two to nine. Opponents remained convinced that the probe would simply squander $5,000, and as Ellington signed the resolution on February 12 he wondered whether the inquiry would accomplish anything.47

Reaction to the planned investigation was sharply divided. The Nashville Tennessean condemned the legislative “witch hunt” as a mere “smoke screen” created “to harass and intimidate the institution because of its candid advocacy of integration.” The Chattanooga Times and Knoxville News-Sentinel agreed with the Tennessean that the probe would only promote Bruce Bennett’s political ambitions, violate the “democratic concept” of free speech, upset efforts to maintain peaceful race relations in the state, find old information at taxpayer expense, and give Tennessee “the distinction of reviving Me-
Carthysm." Outside the South, the St. Louis *Post-Dispatch* and other newspapers chastised both Bennett and the Tennessee legislature for their "ugly and uninformed bit of persecution" against Highlander. Conversely, the Nashville *Banner*, Charleston *News and Courier*, and Hamilton County (Tennessee) *Herald* shared the sentiments of the Chattanooga *News-Free Press*, which depicted the probe as an effort to alert citizens "to the sordid story of this festering sore atop the mountains in the heart of Tennessee." Newspapers and Governor Ellington received letters from across the state and from the Alabama House of Representatives favoring the investigation, while southern and northern HFS supporters echoed Reinhold Niebuhr's contention that Highlander was facing "political blackmail" because of its stand on integration.

Under pressure to produce results before the legislature adjourned in mid-March 1959, the Highlander investigating committee convened on February 20. Chaired by Senator Dement, the all-Democratic committee included Senator Lawrence T. Hughes of Shelby County and Representatives Senter, J. Alan Hanover of Shelby County, and Cartter Patten of Hamilton County. J.H. McCartt, district attorney for the Nineteenth Judicial Circuit, served as special counsel. Armed with affidavits, copies of Highlander's 1934 charter, and information from the 1954 Eastland hearings and the Georgia Commission on Education, the committee met in secret session to hear Bruce Bennett present his evidence against HFS. Bennett also showed what was probably Edwin Friend's film of the 1957 Labor Day seminar at Highlander, identifying several persons in it as "known Communists." Horton may have hoped that the probe would help educate Tennesseans about HFS, but the committee clearly intended to search for any possible way to indict and close the school.

On February 21, 1959, the legislative committee began its probe with a closed hearing in Tracy City, the seat of Grundy County, to determine Highlander's reputation in the area. It was all bad, according to the five men testifying during the five-hour session. County judge Malcolm Fults, county school superintendent E.J. Cunningham, and Grundy County *Herald* editor Herman Baggenstoss estimated that at least 95 percent of the county's residents disapproved of the school, believed that its staff was connected with some sort of communistic activity, and would be happy to see HFS located somewhere else. These three witnesses listed several reasons for the tainted image, most of them having to do with the staff's union organizing efforts during the 1930s. Fults and Baggenstoss denied that Highlander's involvement in the civil rights movement concerned the community, arguing that because there were no black residents in Grundy County there could be no "integration problem." Furthermore, even though they had no firsthand knowledge of HFS programs and had turned down invitations to attend events there, the three men did not regard Highlander as an educational institution at all. It had no normal faculty, awarded no diplomas, never had its courses approved by state officials, and never fulfilled its announced purpose of training rural and industrial leaders. In short, they insisted, Highlander had contributed nothing to the county.
Two other witnesses at the Tracy City closed hearing provided more sensational testimony. Carl Kilby had never set foot on HFS premises and had had nothing to do with the school since his days with the Grundy County Crusaders, and the only contact a “retired” soldier named Carrington M. Scruggs had with Highlander occurred during his teenage years in Summerfield twenty years before. Each man nonetheless announced that he had extensive information about Highlander that he would divulge only to the committee, Kilby claiming that the FBI had taken his files and Scruggs alleging that his “classified” testimony had to be cleared by military intelligence. Kilby railed away at Highlander and its supposedly immoral, Communist practices. He swore that HFS teachers constantly sought to insinuate “their nefarious communist ideas into the heart” of various organizations and that Horton—who was “as mean as the devil”—discouraged children from going to church, told one young woman there was no God, and did not call on ministers at the school to say grace. During his youth, Scruggs testified, he had seen Zilphia Horton dressed like a Russian peasant woman, the “red book,” the Daily Worker, and “Russian speaking students” singing “The Red Flag” at HFS, and he believed the Horton children had “Russian names.” In time Scruggs had come to realize that Highlander was “operated out of Moscow” and was working for the violent overthrow of the United States government. Yet both Kilby and Scruggs admitted that they had never observed any immoral or subversive activity at Highlander.

Indeed, among all the rumors and recollections offered during the session the only damaging evidence concerned the Highlander charter of incorporation. In 1933-1934 HFS staff members, uncertain whether Lilian Johnson would give her Monteagle property to them, had secured a charter and begun building a folk school at Allardt in Fentress County. After Johnson had signed over the deed to her property in 1935, the staff had ended the Allardt project but neglected to refile the charter in Grundy County as required by Tennessee law. It was a minor point at this stage of the investigation, but it provided the legislators with an opening through which to move against the school.

Following a brief visit to Highlander, the legislative committee continued its investigation with a public hearing in Tracy City on February 26. Although Chairman Dement and Special Counsel McCartt announced that the committee intended to be fair and impartial, those who defended HFS quickly became embroiled in disputes with the legislators over integration and communism. Two professors at the University of the South described Highlander as “an inspiring example of democracy at work” and found not the “slightest trace” of subversion at the school. Both admitted that in supporting public school desegregation they and HFS teachers had not taken a popular position, and committee members readily agreed. Senter interpreted the two professors’ remarks to mean that they advocated the “amalgamation of races.” In contrast, the thirteen Grundy County residents who expressed disapproval of the folk school went virtually unchallenged. Emmett Thomas of Tracy City had never
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witnessed any “free love” at Highlander, but he and Summerfield laborer Henry Dyer had seen blacks and whites swimming together in the school’s pond. Three local public officials concurred that Highlander could not really be a school for union organizers when Horton did not belong to any union. Other witnesses critical of Highlander confounded the committee with contradictory testimony. McCartt introduced affidavits signed in 1940 and 1941 by Summerfield residents Roy Layne and Ford Cox in which they accused the HFS staff of such offenses as displaying the “Russian flag,” praising the “Russian form of Government,” and carrying Young Communist League membership cards. Cox repudiated his affidavit before the committee, however, and Layne confessed that he did not recall seeing any red flags or YCL cards, or hearing staff members recruit for any organization, Communist or otherwise.54

The most significant disclosure during the hearing was by county register of deeds Violet B. Crutchfield. She confirmed that the Highlander charter had not been recorded in Grundy County, and also reported that part of the folk school property had been conveyed to Myles Horton in August 1957. To the committee this suggested that Horton was running Highlander for profit and violating its tax-exempt charter. The transfer of property had been made with the best of intentions but appeared legally suspect. In 1956 the HFS executive council, concerned about the financial security of the Horton family, moved that the board of directors draft a plan for deeding an appropriate amount of property to Horton. Based upon Septima Clark’s report that Myles and Zilphia Horton had worked without salaries until 1954 and that Zilphia had used her $11,000 inheritance to renovate their home, board members recommended that the house and the land surrounding it be transferred to Myles and his heirs in appreciation of a quarter-century of service to Highlander. After consulting with attorneys, school treasurer May Justus signed over the home and some seventy acres of land to Horton in August 1957. No exchange of money was involved, and Horton and the HFS community continued to regard his home as part of the school.55

The questions raised by the warranty deed to Horton enabled the legislative committee to discredit Justus’s spirited defense of Highlander. For an hour and a half the author and retired teacher matched wits with the legislators, often drawing applause from the two hundred spectators at the hearing. Contending that the school had contributed a great deal to the community, Justus saw “nothing immoral” in the Georgia Commission on Education picture of a black man and white woman square dancing together. When McCartt pointed out that Tennessee law prohibited interracial marriages, Justus snapped that she did not regard a square dance as part of a marriage ceremony. Noting that one of Highlander’s stated purposes was to train rural and industrial leaders, McCartt asked when the staff had ever given a diploma to a student “to go out and be an industrial leader?” “I didn’t know diplomas were required for training industrial leaders,” Justus replied. The standoff continued until committee members zeroed in on Justus’s ignorance of Highlander’s financial affairs. Even though
she was secretary-treasurer, Justus admitted that she did not solicit, disburse, or record the school’s funds, nor did she fully understand the legal procedure involved in transferring HFS assets to Horton. But she did know that it had been Lilian Johnson’s “dying wish” that the land around Horton’s home be given to him, and Justus was confident that the property would remain part of the school’s facilities. The legislators were incredulous. Hanover challenged Justus to name any other educational institution that gave its real estate away to faculty members, and Senter declared that the Highlander Folk School no longer existed, for Justus had “given it all to Myles Horton.” The committee had at last found an issue with which to close Highlander.56

The final round of legislative hearings took place in Nashville on March 4 and 5. The principal witness at these sessions was Myles Horton, counseled by Nashville attorney and HFS executive council member Jordan Stokes. During much of Horton’s nearly six hours on the stand Bruce Bennett whispered suggestions to the investigating team as it delved into the school’s allegedly subversive and immoral policies while accumulating further evidence of apparent charter violations. The tenor of the committee’s examination of Horton was set almost immediately. Handed a copy of the HFS charter, Horton acknowledged that he had not recorded it in Grundy County. Stokes advised Horton to keep the document so the admitted defect could be corrected. But Dement declared that the committee had already subpoenaed the charter and instructed the husky sergeant-at-arms to take it away from Horton. Stokes leaped to his feet and demanded that the record show that the charter was “physically bodily removed from the witness’s hands.” Senter sarcastically remarked that Stokes had “made a nice picture” for news photographers, and Dement ordered the record to show that Horton “volunteered” to give the document to the sergeant-at-arms.57

Following this exchange, committee members interrogated Horton extensively about past accusations against him and Highlander. Again and again Horton firmly denied any connection between the school and so-called Communist and subversive organizations. He dismissed Paul Crouch as a “professional liar” who had never been to HFS. Furthermore, the picture from the Georgia Commission on Education report on Highlander that McCartt construed as an embrace between a black man and white woman was actually a square dance step, and to the delight of the audience Horton demonstrated the step with McCartt as his would-be partner. Horton assured Senter that he was a religious man, but he did not start meetings with an invocation because Highlander was not “a religious school,” and he would not go to local churches because they excluded blacks. On the other hand, Highlander had long been integrated, prompting Senter to ask if it had operated in violation of Tennessee law “before the 1954 ‘Black Monday’ decision of the Supreme Court.” “Yes, sir,” Horton shot back; the only segregation at HFS was between men and women, which he thought was “a reasonable sort of a necessary arrangement.” Horton ended his first appearance before the committee by emphatically stating
that neither he nor any Highlander student, teacher, or official was a Commu-
nist, subscribed to Communist publications, or solicited contributions from
Communist groups. All he wanted was “to be left alone to teach,” Horton
declared, though that now seemed to be “the hardest thing to manage.”

Horton faltered only when questioned about the transfer of HFS property to
him in 1957. In light of May Justus’s testimony in Tracy City, however, it was a
glaring shortcoming. Horton maintained that the board of directors had deeded
him a piece of land in lieu of “back salary.” Under Hanover’s probing, Horton
admitted that he did not know the exact amount of back pay owed him or his
current salary. He knew he had no legal claim to any back salary and that if he
had wanted the land he could have had it long ago. But he insisted that he had
made no demands on the school and had every intention of leaving the property
with Highlander and letting it serve as security for his two children. Hanover did
not believe him. “That guy is running a racket at that place,” he told newsmen
later, and at the committee’s request Horton turned over all of the school’s
financial statements since 1932, together with a card file of contributors.

After their close examination of Horton, the legislators allowed their star
witnesses, Edwin Friend and Bruce Bennett, to testify with complete impunity.
Friend showed a film he had made at Highlander’s twenty-fifth anniversary
depicting blacks and whites in front of the HFS library and swimming together
in the school’s lake, where Friend asserted bathing suits were optional. A school
that permitted such scenes, he said, was subversive of “the way that I have been
taught to live in America” as well as of “Southern tradition,” which had taught
him “to keep the races separate.” Bennett’s testimony was largely a recitation of
evidence from past congressional investigations. As he summarized the ac-
tivities of Pete Seeger, James Dombrowski, Aubrey Williams, and others,
Bennett diagramed on a blackboard his version of the Communist-directed
southern conspiracy, placing Highlander in the center and connecting it to the
people he named as well as to SCHW, SCEF, and the Little Rock school crisis.
According to this analysis, Highlander was “flying in formation with a lot of
people who have as their goal the destruction of these United States as we know
them, and putting the Communist Party into power in the United States.” Was
HFS therefore a “Communist-dominated institution?” Senter asked. After a
moment’s hesitation, Bennett replied that it was. When he had finished, Bennett
shook hands with each committee member and said, “Run ’em out, boys, run
’em out. That’s the main thing.”

Not content with the image they had already created of Highlander, the
legislators heard more witnesses and filed more affidavits implicating the HFS
staff in various subversive offenses before calling Horton to the stand once more
to answer questions about the school’s financial affairs. Squirming restlessly in
his chair as Hanover questioned him closely, Horton listed Highlander’s bank
accounts and its funds for general operating expenses, insurance, and special
projects like the Citizenship School program. Exasperated by his testimony,
Hanover submitted that Horton had shuffled HFS funds so that no one could
“find out what you really had.” Staff members had to make their records very clear to the IRS and to their contributors, Horton replied hotly, and foundations would not award grants to the school if they were not satisfied. “That’s no proof,” Hanover interrupted. Stokes jumped up to object that the representative was arguing with the witness. Hanover retorted that he intended to repeat his questions as long as Horton evaded them. “I am not trying to talk around anything,” Horton protested, “I am trying to explain the program to you.” Senter then complained about the sources of Highlander’s financial support and began plucking cards naming HFS donors from the filing case Horton had turned over to the committee. “Some of these are not even from Tennessee,” Senter shouted as he drew the first card. “Who is Mrs. Ora E. Johnson, Severe Street, Clarksville, Arkansas?” “That is my mother-in-law,” Horton answered. As a more relaxed Horton identified nearly two dozen contributors, Hanover caustically remarked on how well he remembered names but not HFS finances, while Senter’s parting shot was to charge Horton with promoting any program that spent “good old American dollars.” The committee then adjourned, convinced that they had unearthed enough evidence for court action against the folk school.

In its report the legislative committee recommended the revocation of Highlander’s charter for legal and financial transgressions. Throughout their report the legislators placed the word “School” in quotation marks to emphasize their view that HFS was not an educational institution “in the normal sense of the word.” For all its efforts to uncover subversive activities at Highlander, the committee devoted only a small portion of its report to the issue. “A great deal of circumstantial evidence,” it declared, indicated that HFS was “a meeting place for known Communists or fellow-travelers.” The legislators directed their harshest attacks at the school’s financial affairs, condemning Horton’s “rather strange attitude” in describing “funds and bank accounts of undetermined amount and purpose” as well as the confusing testimony he and May Justus had given to explain the transfer of HFS property to him in 1957. The committee concluded that the Highlander charter should be revoked for two reasons. First, its officers had not filed the document in Grundy County in conformity with state laws respecting nonprofit institutions. Second, its board of directors had sold property to Horton, violating not only the Tennessee code governing general welfare corporations but also the school’s own charter. On the basis of the committee’s report, both houses of the Tennessee legislature adopted Senate Joint Resolution 47 on March 3, 1959, directing Albert F. “Ab” Sloan, district attorney of the Eighteenth Judicial Circuit, to bring suit for the forfeiture of the charter.

As committee members congratulated themselves and Tennessee newspapers vehemently debated their actual accomplishments, Horton vowed to continue the school regardless of the fate of the charter. Legal observers doubted that a case could be made against HFS for the merely technical misfiling of the charter. As one journalist wrote, the investigation simply proved “beyond a
doubt that the school is interracial." The probe had produced considerable rancor on both sides. Following the hearings Horton invited committee members to attend workshops at Highlander so they could see for themselves how the school operated. "Hell, no, I'm not going," responded Senator Lawrence Hughes. None of the other legislators accepted the invitation either. Horton denounced the investigation as an example of segregationist and antilabor demagoguery and ridiculed the concern of "ardent states' righters from Arkansas and Georgia" about a school in Tennessee. He appreciated the letters of support from human relations councils and individual citizens, as well as the increase in contributions from Tennessee residents in the wake of the investigation. At the same time, he uneasily noted, the staff suffered "the psychological strain of expecting court action every day."

Suddenly, on July 31, 1959, the last night of a community leadership workshop, county and state law officers led by District Attorney Sloan raided Highlander, intent on finding evidence with which to close the school. About forty blacks and whites were gathered in the HFS dining room to watch a documentary film, The Face of the South. Bernice Robinson and a few other adults sat cooling themselves on the front lawn. Around 9:00 P.M. Robinson noticed several automobiles driving onto school grounds. A man in street clothes appeared and began herding those on the lawn toward the main building. A woman screamed, and the group inside froze. By the time Robinson entered the dining room there were nearly twenty armed uniformed and plainclothes men in the room. Apparently aware that Horton was attending an adult education conference in Germany, Sloan called for Septima Clark and told her he had a warrant to search the building for liquor. "Well, go right ahead," Clark replied, "You won't find any whisky in this house." A short time later an officer arrested Clark, a teetotaler, for "possessing whisky." When Brent Barksdale, a young white HFS office worker and nondrinker, inquired about Clark's legal rights, a trooper snarled, "We know how to take care of little men like you," grabbed him by the belt, and marched him out the door after Clark. Perry MacKay Sturges, another white office worker, asked if Clark could call an attorney, and he too was arrested and pushed outside. Guy Carawan followed the crowd to the door, where he was arrested as well. The charges against the three men were public drunkenness, interfering with officers, and resisting arrest.

Meanwhile, the rest of the workshop group remained seated, watching the movie nervously. A patrolman yanked the projector cord from its socket, plunging the room into darkness for the next hour and a half. Solomon S. Seay, a black minister from Montgomery, heard someone begin to whistle softly "We Will Overcome." A black teenager started singing the tune, and soon all of the students joined her, adding a verse that would become a permanent part of the song: "We are not afraid, We are not afraid tonight." The singing continued until a policeman turned on the lights, recorded the names of those who would identify themselves, and allowed the group to leave.

The raiding party was becoming uneasy, for after ransacking the main
building it still had found no liquor. The officers moved to other school buildings and eventually to Horton's home at the edge of the Highlander campus. There they discovered opened bottles of rum and gin and a wooden keg containing a small amount of liquid that Sloan assumed was moonshine whiskey. After searching all the cars parked at the school, the patrolmen left with the arrested four and arrived at the county jail at Altamont at 1:00 A.M. As they took Clark's fingerprints, Sloan jokingly asked her if she had “a good taste of that liquor.” Clark irritably volunteered to undergo a blood test for alcohol, but no one accepted her offer. Vera McCampbell secured her release at 2:30 A.M. by posting a $500 bond. McCampbell also tried to pay the bail of $250 for each of the three men, but Sloan held them in jail overnight “to sober up” before releasing them the next morning.68

Sloan now believed he had sufficient grounds to stop Highlander. The legislative investigating committee had given him “information mostly on integration and communism,” Sloan told reporters, but he was not “satisfied” that he could use it in court. The raid, based on an informant’s tip, was therefore his “best shot and I think now I’ll be successful” in securing the revocation of the HFS charter. As Representative Harry Lee Senter praised Sloan for the raid, the Highlander community joined Jordan Stokes in branding it “a Gestapo-type act with trumped-up charges” staged solely for the purpose of closing the school. Students at the fateful workshop agreed that they had not seen or smelled any alcoholic beverages during their stay. Highlander’s defenders pointed out that the authorities had not seized liquor at the school itself but in Horton's private home. While technically correct, this argument conflicted with testimony before the legislative committee that the home served as part of the school. In effect, Sloan had forced Highlander into at least one legally untenable position.69

At a wild three-hour preliminary hearing on August 6, 1959, two Grundy County justices of the peace ruled that Septima Clark should be bound over to the county grand jury on the charge of illegal possession of whiskey. Representing Clark was Cecil Branstetter, a Nashville attorney who had assisted Stokes during the legislative investigation. From the outset Branstetter challenged the validity of the search warrant, demanding in vain that Sloan produce the informant who provided the pretext for the raid and stressing that the liquor reportedly found in Horton’s home was not on Highlander property and not within the boundaries described in the warrant. When the court overruled him, Branstetter called Clark as his only defense witness. The liquor had never been in her possession, Clark declared, and the Horton residence was not HFS property. Sloan shook his finger at Clark and warned that she was liable under perjury statutes if she “falsifies the records.” Branstetter objected that the district attorney was intimidating the witness. Make “this bird” sit down, Sloan cried to the court. “I object to being called a bird,” Branstetter shouted. In his summation Branstetter exclaimed that he had “never before seen a witness so abused” as Clark had been by the district attorney, apparently because she was
black. During his closing argument Sloan roared that "any attorney who could bring color or race into a case is not worthy of hanging his license on the wall in this state" and insisted that Clark was arrested because officers discovered whiskey at Highlander and she was the only school official present. The court agreed and ordered that Clark be held under the same $500 bond already posted.

Because of the length of Clark’s hearing, the arraignment of Barksdale, Sturges, and Carawan took place on August 12. Their hearing was a virtual duplicate of the first, but it lasted only thirty-five minutes and lacked the fireworks that marked the earlier session. Three officers who had participated in the raid testified that the defendants had been drunk, had tried to prevent Clark’s arrest, and then had resisted when officers took them into custody. Branstetter once more contested the legality of the search warrant, but presented no testimony in his clients’ defense. The two magistrates bound each man to the grand jury with bonds of $250, which May Justus promptly paid. The grand jury later indicted all four HFS staff members, but in 1960 it dismissed Clark’s case and directed that the charges against the three men be dropped upon payment of “officers’ costs.”

Indeed, Sloan was after Highlander itself, not some of its staff. Immediately following the second arraignment, he filed a petition with Circuit Court Judge Chester C. Chattin seeking not only the padlocking of the school as a public nuisance but also an order dissolving the corporation and canceling its tax-exempt charter. Some of Sloan’s charges concerned the alleged misuse of the charter: Horton ran Highlander “for his own financial benefit”; he “dictated” school policy and carried out its programs “as though it were his own”; and the institution’s “haphazard” operations depended on the day-to-day “fantasies and vagaries” of its leaders. Other, more sensational accusations involved immorality: the folk school was a place where “the sale, furnishing, storing and consumption of intoxicating beverages” occurred, and where “a boisterous, noisy, rowdy, and drunken crowd makes a habit of gathering and becoming drunk.” Witnesses had seen “men and women, unmarried to each other,” going into cabins at the school together “and remaining there for long periods of time,” or walking in nearby woods “locked in each others arms and engaging in many other practices of lewd and lascivious character.” In light of such disreputable practices, Sloan asked Chattin for a temporary injunction against further activities at HFS until the circuit court convened in November 1959 to determine whether the injunction should be made permanent.

The Highlander case was becoming a drama rivaling that heard in the same judicial circuit a quarter century ago, a Chattanooga Times writer suggested, when John T. Scopes went on trial for violating Tennessee laws against the teaching of evolution in public schools. The raid and ensuing legal action gained regional, national, and international attention, as did the contention by Highlander’s leaders that the school’s interracial policies and civil liberties were at stake in the forthcoming trial. Letters to HFS, the press, and Governor Ellington
deplored the attack on the institution and attested to the staff’s sober and orderly behavior. Returning from Europe in late August 1959, Horton stamped the raid as a “very, very underhanded” move and announced that the effort to “discourage” Highlander’s integrated program would fail. Sloan’s charges were “preposterous,” Clark asserted. “The real complaint,” she said, was that Highlander “has always been an integrated school.” HFS programs went on as scheduled, and Horton and Clark invited newspaper reporters and friends to attend the trial in the interest of “fair play” and justice.

The hearing on the petition to padlock Highlander’s buildings began on September 14, 1959, in what one newsmen described as a “near-carnival atmosphere” in the Grundy County courthouse at Altamont. The prosecution team consisted of Sloan, his assistant C.P. Swafford, and attorneys Sam Polk Raulston and A.A. Kelly, a well-known trial lawyer in Middle Tennessee who generally kept the tempestuous Sloan under control during the trial. Assisting Cecil Branstetter with the Highlander defense was Nashville attorney George Barrett. The packed courtroom was about evenly divided between local citizens anticipating a dramatic legal battle and black and white friends of the school from several southeastern states. Myles Horton relaxed at the defense table, often with one arm draped over the back of his chair. Sloan and Branstetter clashed frequently during the three-day proceedings, but Judge Chattin remained firmly in command, warning both attorneys several times that he “didn’t come up here to referee an argument between you all.”

The state’s strategy was to depict Highlander as a place that illegally stored and sold alcoholic beverages, winked at interracial liaisons, and had a bad image among area residents. A series of witnesses told lurid tales of drunkenness and blatant promiscuity at the school, but Branstetter easily showed that most of them had police records, tarnished reputations, or personal vendettas against Horton. Hazel Mae Thomas swore that during her visits to HFS she had noticed racially mixed couples nude inside cabins having sexual intercourse, drunks of “all ages and all sexes and all colors,” and a mountain of empty beer cans and whiskey bottles at the garbage dump used by the institution. Under Branstetter’s cross-examination Thomas admitted that she had been arrested for larceny, but hotly denied that Horton had ordered her to stay away from HFS because she had stolen money and property repeatedly from staff members and students. “If Myles Horton told you that, he told you a damned lie,” Thomas stormed. Other local residents claimed to have seen at Highlander such things as beer being sold, blacks and whites drinking, and four couples having sexual intercourse on a lawn fifteen feet from a county road. Two of the witnesses had gone to reform school, one had served a prison term, and one had been jailed more than thirty times for drunkenness. Tired of hearing the same list of charges, Branstetter at one point protested that these witnesses had been told what to say. Sloan jumped to his feet, had Lawrence Petty deny that the prosecution had prompted him, and with his finger pointed at Branstetter roared, “Tell that nitwit over there.”
The prosecution made a better argument for the consumption of beer at Highlander than for immorality. Establishing that the HFS staff had no license to sell beer, Sloan called to the stand two beer truck drivers who reported delivering several dozen cases of beer to the school in 1955 and 1956. Beer trucks had come onto the grounds often when he worked at Highlander during the 1940s, Ike Church testified, and he had bought beer and seen students and teachers “in a drunken condition” there. After Church remarked that the folk school’s reputation was generally bad, Branstetter asked him, as he had other state witnesses, if the real reason for its unpopularity was because blacks attended its classes. “Well, people don’t like it,” Church bluntly replied, “don’t allow them on this mountain.” To emphasize the presence of alcohol at Highlander, Sloan called on Sheriff Elston Clay for his account of the July 31 raid. The prosecution suffered a major setback, however, when Chattin accepted Branstetter’s contention that the search warrant used in the raid was illegal. Chattin’s unexpected ruling not only cut short Clay’s testimony but also effectively quashed the indictments against the four staff members arrested during the raid.80

To complete the state’s case, four men who had testified before the Tennessee legislative investigating committee on Highlander’s subversive activities took the stand to elaborate on their charges. Edwin Friend once again told the story of his trip to the twenty-fifth anniversary to “find out whether or not that malignancy of the NAACP and communism was leaking over into Georgia,” and recalled purchasing beer and observing participants drinking during the celebration. HFS supporters burst out laughing when he declared that his greatest concern in going to the affair was whether Martin Luther King, Jr., “would advocate the murder of the white people” to force federal intervention in public school desegregation in the South. Tracy City grocer Carl Geary and county judge Malcolm Fults, who had accompanied Sloan to the school’s dump to inspect “the largest collection of beer cans and whiskey bottles in the State of Tennessee,” stated that the refuse confirmed Highlander’s reputation as an “integrated whore-house,” a “hot-bed of subversion, and “a cess pool of vice and crime.” Fults and Herman Baggenstoss of the Grundy County Herald maintained that integration was not the cause of Highlander’s notoriety, for it had lost whatever local backing it had long ago. Twenty witnesses had appeared for the prosecution over a two-day period, but Judge Chattin indicated that “the only issue” was whether or not the Highlander faculty had been selling beer.81

Highlander’s defense, as one newsman reported, opened with “a parade of some of the most articulate representatives of this culture,” including college professors, ministers, and community leaders.82 Each defense witness emphatically denied that the HFS staff sold intoxicating beverages or oversaw drunken, boisterous, or immoral conduct. All of them had been involved in various Highlander activities, but Sloan argued that the HFS curriculum was not on trial and prevented any testimony about it. The most impressive testimony came from seven professors from the University of the South. While four had
drunk beer during social gatherings at the school, most doubted whether proof of actual beer sales at HFS would change anyone's opinion of the institution. Highlander's reputation was "mixed" in the Sewanee area because some residents "radically disapproved of integration of any sort," Wilford Cross pointed out, and these "social and political" considerations made the folk school controversial. The prosecution belittled the professors' knowledge of HFS by stressing that none of them had stayed there overnight or discussed the school's reputation with citizens living near it.83

To demonstrate that there was local support for Highlander, four Summerfield residents who had extensive, direct contact with the school took the stand in its behalf. John Clark had made regular rounds of the campus as a night watchman and had never discovered any whiskey or moral misconduct. Highlander's relations with the community were poor because people "don't like the colored folks," Clark drawled. "That is the main burning issue." During a decade of living and working on the HFS grounds, James Hargis had seen beer trucks and beer in a cooler but never intoxicating beverages for sale, drinking by employees, or bootlegging operations. "You get paid to keep your ears and eyes shut, don't you?" Sloan demanded on cross-examination. "I get paid to do a job," Hargis shot back, "I don't hear all this stuff that other people have heard." In all the years they had known the institution, May Justus and Vera McCampbell averred, they had found nothing wrong and recalled seeing beer served only on one special occasion. The prosecution challenged both women's testimony, contending that neither of them had ever spent the night at Highlander and that McCampbell's dismissal by the Grundy County school board reflected the school's bad reputation in the area. Like Justus, McCampbell responded that "reputation is what people say we are but character is what we are." The same axiom held true for Highlander, for "a lot of people have the idea that when any two races get together that there is going to be immorality," no matter what.84

With the sale of beer at Highlander becoming the key issue in the trial, Myles Horton and Septima Clark provided honest but critically damaging testimony. Both categorically denied all charges, but Horton assumed full responsibility for having beer on HFS property. When workshop participants wanted beer, he explained, he arranged to have it available at the school since no nearby establishment would serve racially mixed groups. Students and guests either paid an extra fee to defray the cost of the beer or operated a "rotating fund" by voluntarily putting money in a cigar box to replace what they drank. Although Horton insisted that this system did not constitute selling beer, he admitted that he had devised the rotation plan against the advice of colleagues and friends, and during her testimony Clark expressed her own disapproval of the policy. The prosecution closely cross-examined both school leaders in an effort to cast doubt on their credibility. At one point Sloan asked Horton if he stored liquor in his house, quickly adding "You don't have to answer. You can holler the Fifth Amendment." Banging his gavel sharply, Chattin halted the
district attorney before Branstetter could object to the remark. "I'm notifying the witness—" Sloan began to protest. "If there is any notifying to be done here, I'll do it," Chattin growled, "You settle down and treat this man with some respect whether you like him or not." Yet Sloan's antics did not obscure the legal question of whether there was a distinction between the rotating fund for beer at Highlander and the sale of beer in violation of Tennessee law.85

After impassioned closing arguments by each side, Judge Chattin announced his decision. The state had completely failed to support its charge of immorality, he said, and there was "no proof at all whatever" of fighting, drunkenness, and boisterous crowds. Yet there was a "great preponderance" of evidence showing that beer was for sale at Highlander. Horton himself admitted it, despite his explanation of a rotating fund, and many witnesses had seen beer trucks and purchased beer at HFS. Even Clark had opposed the way the staff handled the beverage. Since it was a nuisance to sell beer without a license and illegal to possess beer for resale, Chattin issued a temporary padlock order on the school's main building pending a hearing on a permanent injunction in early November 1959. He made it clear that he was not prohibiting legitimate activities elsewhere on the campus, and he gave Highlander officials ten days to move staff members and equipment out of the building before his order went into effect.86

Grimly encouraged by a ruling that amounted to a temporary compromise, Highlander leaders set out to win the battle for public opinion. As Sheriff Clay and his deputies placed locks on the doors to the main building on September 26, Horton told reporters "You don't need buildings to run a school"; state authorities could not "padlock an idea" like Highlander.87 While staff members held workshops in other school buildings, editorials in southern, northern, and black newspapers defended the school's right to exist, identified racial integration as the true source of the controversy, and sharply criticized the severity of the punishment for the sale of beer, normally a misdemeanor under Tennessee law. Protests flowed into Governor Ellington's office from across the nation and from overseas. The Montgomery Improvement Association, Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Council of Southern Mountains, and Fellowship of Reconciliation condemned the attack as a threat to every individual and group working for integration in the South. Nearly one hundred prominent citizens, most from outside the South, signed a statement calling on Tennessee officials to allow the HFS staff to pursue its programs without harassment. In addition to such faithful supporters as Eleanor Roosevelt, Martin Luther King, Jr., and Reinhold Niebuhr, the list eventually included former TVA director Gordon Clapp, Southern Regional Council vice-president Marion Wright, Roger Baldwin of the ACLU, A.J. Muste of the FOR, Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters president A. Philip Randolph, and former baseball player Jackie Robinson. Through meetings and special fund-raising appeals, Horton and Clark raised money for a defense fund to cover the anticipated legal expenses.88

A few days before the November 1959 hearing, racial integration finally
became an explicit issue in the Highlander case. Sloan filed an amended petition adding to his original public nuisance charges the sale of beer and other commodities, the sale of property to Horton, and the exploitation of the school by Horton and other HFS officers for their personal profit. He further complained that Highlander's interracial classes were in violation of a 1901 Tennessee law that made it "unlawful for white and colored persons to attend the same school." Each of these actions in Sloan's view constituted grounds for the revocation of the HFS charter and the confiscation and sale of all its assets. Up to this point Sloan had given repeated assurances that integration had nothing to do with his efforts to close the folk school. But the Supreme Court had not ruled out segregation in private schools such as Highlander, he now argued, and a 1956 Tennessee supreme court decision overturning the state segregation act applied only to public institutions.89

Branstetter rejected the supposed legal loophole as well as Sloan's other charges, maintaining that the segregation law was "unconstitutional," "null and void," and inapplicable because the courts had pronounced it "no longer in effect."90 The sole purpose of the amended petition, Branstetter submitted, was to "harass, annoy, and seek to deprive" Highlander of its "civil liberties and constitutional rights" because it was a racially integrated school. Furthermore, if Tennessee's fifty-eight-year-old segregation statute still applied to HFS, then the charters granted to all of the state's private colleges and universities should be annulled.91 Sloan nevertheless predicted victory in what he called "the final hearing" on Highlander. Horton agreed that the forthcoming trial would be a "last-ditch fight" which would determine whether it was "possible to carry out the mandate of the Supreme Court of the United States and to push back the prejudices and dogmas of the die-hard reactionaries."92

The chances for a successful defense of Highlander virtually disappeared soon after the four-day charter-revocation trial began on November 3, 1959. A.A. Kelly moved to dismiss the state's request for a permanent injunction against HFS and to proceed solely on its petition to revoke the charter. State law prohibited this procedure, Branstetter protested; the prosecution could not drop the nuisance part of its petition and at the same time indict Highlander for charter violations. Rejecting Branstetter's complaint that the state was using a "shotgun approach in an effort to try to find something" against the school, Judge Chattin permitted the deletion of all references in the petition to HFS as a public nuisance. The defense gained two partial victories when Chattin ordered the padlocks removed from Highlander's main building and quashed a state subpoena commanding Horton and May Justus to bring school records into court. But Sloan's amended petition also asked for a jury to try the issues of the case, and over Branstetter's objection Chattin directed that one be impaneled. Although the eleven-man, one-woman, all-white jury selected over the next day and a half claimed to have no prejudice against HFS, most of the jurors were opposed to interracial classes. Once the jury was seated, Chattin ruled out all but
two of the nine charges brought against the school. He instructed the jurors to determine only whether Highlander was operated for the personal gain of Horton or any other official, and whether the staff had purchased and sold beer, whiskey, and other merchandise, reserving for himself the question of whether the school was violating Tennessee’s segregation law. To Branstetter and Highlander’s supporters the jury’s decision was inevitable. Gone were the charges of integration, communism, immorality, and drunkenness. The trial now would proceed on relatively complicated questions concerning the school’s financial and administrative procedures and the transfer of HFS property to Horton.

Given Chattin’s ruling in the September hearing on the question of beer sales, the prosecution’s strategy was to stress that questionable financial practices extended throughout Highlander’s operations. Two merchants testified that they had sold candy, chewing gum, gasoline, and kerosene to the school; Dosia Church and others asserted that the staff resold these items for profit; and Grundy County court clerk William R. Hargis reported that the institution had no license to retail any product. Chattin rebuffed the prosecution’s attempt to introduce evidence obtained in the July raid on the folk school. But over Branstetter’s vigorous objections, he allowed the state’s attorneys to read passages from the September trial concerning the alleged sale of beer at HFS and the experiences of Edwin Friend during Highlander’s anniversary in 1957, showing his pictures of the event to the jury as they read his statements.

To clinch the state’s case, A.A. Kelly sought to show that the property transferred to Horton in 1957 was proof the HFS president had personally profited from his position. Under subpoena, accountant H.V. Herrell produced his audits of the school’s accounts since 1957. The net worth of Highlander’s assets had increased from almost $125,000 in 1957 to about $175,000 in 1959, but a $32,000 debt incurred in 1957 left a net increase in assets of only $18,000 for the three-year period, not a large sum for a school. Herrell also noted that the percentage of income allocated for staff salaries was lower than at similar institutions. Two real estate brokers then estimated that the total market value of the land and buildings deeded to Horton was well over $30,000. Under cross-examination both men acknowledged they had made their appraisals from a distance and had not actually gone onto the grounds to inspect the property. Nevertheless, the state’s attorneys continued to contend that Horton had not only received valuable assets from Highlander but also permitted the use of school funds to make improvements on them. Finally, Kenneth R. Herrell of the Tennessee Department of Revenue corroborated the prosecution’s charge that the property transfer and the sale of goods for profit were illegal under Highlander’s tax-exempt charter. Kelly and his colleagues then rested their case, satisfied that they had revealed definite charter offenses.

Judge Chattin indicated that Highlander was indeed in trouble. Before presenting his case, Branstetter moved for a directed verdict in favor of the
defense. He argued that Horton had not personally benefited from the school, that its financial records clearly showed staff salaries lower than at other institutions, and that there were less drastic remedies to halt commercial activity than the revocation of the HFS charter. Chattin denied the motion. The judge considered it “a serious thing” when an officer of a corporation could obtain land and buildings “under the guise” of back salary. He noted that he could enjoin the HFS staff from selling commodities and invalidate the deed for the property given to Horton, and Branstetter suggested that Chattin could also enjoin the faculty from conducting integrated classes. But Highlander was a private school incorporated under state law, Chattin responded, and if the Brown decision applied only to public schools, then Highlander had violated Tennessee law on that count as well. Tensions mounted in the packed courtroom as Myles Horton took the stand to contest the charges against him and Highlander. Repeatedly denying that staff members had sold anything for profit, Horton told how he and Zilphia had worked without pay until 1954, when the school’s financial condition had become sound enough to allow the executive council to begin paying salaries to the staff. Horton received $1,200 that year, and by 1959 his salary had increased to $9,000, though he pointed out that he had been offered many jobs paying much more. The council’s decision in 1957 to deed Horton his home and seventy-six acres of land, he added, was in recognition of the years he had served without salary. Sloan challenged every point of Horton’s testimony. When Horton explained that he could not document his salary because several school records had been lost or not returned after the legislative investigation in early 1959, Sloan accused him of making “that same alibi” during the probe. In truth, Sloan cried, “you took this deed to the property of Highlander Folk School, you didn’t give them anything in exchange for it, did you?” “I gave them a pretty good part of my life and my wife’s life,” Horton answered heatedly. But there was nothing to prevent him from taking a high-paying job, selling the property, and “walking out,” Sloan persisted. “I couldn’t do it,” Horton countered, “I’m not that kind of person.” Later Sloan tried once more to pin the personal profit charge on Horton and received a lecture on how the controversy over Highlander really represented an effort by state officials “to harass a school that was integrated.” “Are you through, Mr. Horton?” Sloan said in disgust. “You asked for it,” Horton replied. As in the September hearing, an imposing list of witnesses appeared for the defense. But their testimony was anticlimactic, and the jury appeared unmoved by statements on the merits of Highlander from people who did not live in Grundy County. Morris R. Mitchell, president of the Putney Graduate School of Teacher Education in Vermont, expressed the sentiments of other educators who appeared during the trial when he stated that HFS was “one of the most valuable schools in America” for pioneering “new forms and ideals” in education and that Horton could easily command a much higher salary elsewhere. Sewanee
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contractor Riley Finney, who had repaired the Horton home and been paid by Zilphia personally, admitted that he was no appraiser but estimated the present value of the property at $15,000 to $20,000, well below the assessments of the state's witnesses.98

Once testimony ended, few doubted the outcome of the trial. Kelly maintained in his closing argument that Horton had lived on tax-free property for more than twenty years and then “cut the melon” and took his slice, a tract of land and a home worth more than $30,000. It was “smart, shrewd thinking, but it is not legal thinking,” Kelly contended, and there was no record to substantiate the claim that the property was transferred to Horton in compensation for back salary. Branstetter emphasized the evidence refuting the notion that Horton was motivated by personal profit, and he passionately urged the jury not to let “fundamental prejudices” close a school “trying to help the community and the world.” In his emotionally charged summation Sloan mocked Highlander’s contributions. Horton ran the school according to his own “whiffs and whims” and deeded property to himself “for nothing.” “We can do without that type of business in Grundy County,” the district attorney roared.99

In his summary of the case, Chattin withdrew the charge of commercial sales at Highlander, since in his view there was no disagreement about it, and instructed the jury to consider only whether the school had been operated for Horton’s personal gain. At Branstetter’s insistence, the judge explained that the transfer of property in lieu of back salary did not constitute “personal gain.” But after deliberating forty-five minutes, the jury returned a unanimous verdict that Horton was guilty of profiting from Highlander.

In his summary of the case, Chattin withdrew the charge of commercial sales at Highlander, since in his view there was no disagreement about it, and instructed the jury to consider only whether the school had been operated for Horton’s personal gain. At Branstetter’s insistence, the judge explained that the transfer of property in lieu of back salary did not constitute “personal gain.” But after deliberating forty-five minutes, the jury returned a unanimous verdict that Horton was guilty of profiting from Highlander.

On February 16, 1960, Chattin held that Highlander should forfeit its charter for permitting Horton to operate the school for his own benefit, selling beer and other commodities without a license, and practicing racial integration in its classrooms. On the first charge the judge fully agreed with the jury’s verdict. Under state law a corporation could not convey property to one of its officers, and Horton’s personal gain was “a misuse and abuse” of Highlander’s charter and a perversion of its purposes. Chattin next determined that the unlicensed sale of beer at HFS was a direct violation of its charter as well as state criminal and public nuisance laws. Finally, the judge found Highlander guilty of violating the 1901 Tennessee segregation statute, which he upheld. Although Highlander insisted that Brown v. Board of Education and the Fourteenth Amendment guaranteed its right to conduct integrated classes, Chattin believed that the state’s segregation laws “as applied to private schools are constitutional and valid.” Each offense was enough to justify charter revocation. Chattin therefore ruled that he would appoint a receiver to “wind up” Highlander’s affairs and liquidate its holdings. One week later the judge declared the deed transferring land to Horton void, revoked the institution’s charter, instructed
HFS officials to prepare a complete inventory of property, and enjoined them from disposing of any assets. Chattin modified his order on March 7 to allow normal school operations pending the final outcome of its appeals.101

The ongoing newspaper debate over the Highlander case intensified after the charter revocation decision. The Chattanooga News-Free Press led the southern press offensive against the school. "From its Red-tinged beginnings," its editor jeered, HFS had been "a notorious, disgraceful, leftwing, integrationist institution of highly questionable purposes." It had "gone along imper turbably, angled by a band of nationally-known leftwing quacks." But now these supporters found themselves standing by a place convicted of bootlegging activities and operating for its director's private profit. In contrast, northern, labor, black, and religious journals expressed indignation that Highlander should be persecuted because of its interracial policy. The Chattanooga Times sadly viewed the trial as "a monumental case of persecution and political self glorification that does Tennessee damage in the eyes of a freedom-loving nation."102

Highlander's response to the ruling was to carry on its education programs while exhausting every possible legal appeal. Branstetter immediately announced that he would file a motion for a new trial. Both he and Horton expected Chattin to reject the request and thereby clear the way for an appeal to the state supreme court, where an adverse ruling presumably would allow Branstetter to take Highlander's case to the United States Supreme Court. Publicity and fund-raising tours by Horton and Septima Clark during the winter of 1959-1960 raised more money for the legal defense. Executive council chairman B.R. Brazeal, dean of Morehouse College, formed a Legal Education Committee in February 1960 to direct appeal efforts. Meanwhile, scores of favorable statements flowed into HFS from across the country and around the world. Especially encouraging to the staff was the increased support for Highlander in Tennessee and the South. Relations with local residents also improved, though Horton wryly commented that such cordiality might only represent "respect for the dead."103

Indeed, there was a growing realization among Highlander leaders that the folk school was doomed. As soon as the November 1959 trial had ended, they had begun conferring with wealthy contributors about buying back the Monteagle property at auction, and after Chattin's February 1960 decree Horton announced that offers of land for a new school had come from Arkansas, Kentucky, North Carolina, and an unidentified neighbor. The executive council decided that a more satisfactory alternative was to establish a trust agreement creating an institution legally separate from HFS, so that if the Monteagle campus closed the staff could move the entire program to the new location. By April 1960 longtime benefactor Ethel Clyde had purchased a seventy-five-acre tract of land in Jefferson County about twenty miles from Knoxville. On June 17, 1960, the day before Branstetter presented his motion for a new trial to Judge Chattin, the trustees of the Highlander Research and Training Center signed the
trust agreement and elected Horton president, May Justus secretary-treasurer, and the HFS executive council as policy-making board. Highlander was now ready to operate in either Grundy or Jefferson County, and even if the folk school remained open the staff planned to use the center for extension work in East Tennessee. In the meantime school officials kept the trust agreement confidential and waited for a decision on Branstetter's appeal.\(^{104}\)

The Highlander legal battle and education program hardly missed a step when Chattin overruled Branstetter's motion for a new trial on June 24, 1960. The HFS attorney cited thirty-two errors and violations of law and judicial procedure in the November trial, but Chattin found that none of them warranted a rehearing of the case. Horton promptly announced that Highlander would appeal the charter revocation decree to the Tennessee supreme court. As Branstetter prepared his argument, HFS staff members maintained their residence and extension program schedule. In July 1960 the executive council revealed the school's plans to expand into East Tennessee, emphasizing that this move represented a further development of projects begun in 1956. Lewis Sinclair, a TVA economist, vice-chairman of the Knoxville Area Human Relations Council, and the first black man to receive a graduate degree from the University of Tennessee, joined the council to assist in the expansion.\(^{105}\)

Highlander leaders were not surprised when, on April 5, 1961, the state supreme court upheld Chattin's charter revocation ruling, but they had not anticipated that the judges would frustrate any further appeal by circumventing the issue of segregation in private schools. In their opinion, the five judges concurred with the circuit court's findings that the operation of Highlander for Horton's private gain distorted the stated purposes of the school and was "injurious to the public." The record was also "replete" with evidence that Horton sold beer and whiskey in direct violation of the HFS charter and state law. These two propositions alone were sufficient to annul the charter, the judges concluded. It was therefore "unnecessary for us to pass upon the constitutional question as to the mixing of white and colored, male and female, in the same school." As a prerequisite to filing a writ of certiorari to the United States Supreme Court, Branstetter petitioned the state supreme court to rehear the case. In May 1961 the judges rejected Branstetter's request and granted a stay of execution of the lower court's order closing HFS pending the final outcome of its appeal. Yet the Tennessee court had effectively confined the issues at stake to the state level, thus removing any federal question for the Supreme Court.\(^{106}\)

Highlander was now in "real trouble," Horton admitted.\(^{107}\) As Senator James Eastland wished for a Supreme Court of "the same caliber" as the Tennessee supreme court and sympathizers denounced the "injustice" of the decision, HFS forces fought desperately to save the institution.\(^{108}\) In April 1961 Horton married Aimee Isgrig, a native of Wisconsin and executive director of the Illinois Commission on Human Relations, in a quiet ceremony at Highlander. The new couple immediately set out on a fund-raising tour, for mounting
legal fees, the loss of tax-exempt foundation grants, and growing demands for
the school's services had severely depleted its treasury. Supporters in New York,
Boston, California, and elsewhere sponsored concerts, meetings, and other
fund-raising affairs. Horton and the rest of the staff negotiated the transfer of the
Citizenship School program to SCLC, minimized expenses, and in some cases
worked without salary. Yet Highlander's debt was over $7,500 for the 1961
fiscal year, and the constant struggle to meet financial commitments, along with
the uncertainty over the school's future, virtually immobilized HFS opera-
tions. 109

While the chances that their appeal would be heard by the Supreme Court
were slim in the absence of any clear-cut constitutional issue, Branstetter and
George Barrett based their petition to the high court on the violation of
Highlander's Fourteenth Amendment rights because of its interracial character.
The two attorneys argued that the Highlander case was the first in Tennessee
history in which a corporation's charter had been revoked through court pro-
ceedings. It presented "an unmistakable picture" of officials manipulating state
law to deny the school its rights. A prejudiced jury had found personal gain in
the conveyance of property to Horton for two decades of subsistence living, and
the state supreme court had "simply ignored" its own earlier rulings in determin-
ing that the rotating fund for beer at HFS constituted commercial activity.
Furthermore, these findings were "merely make-weights" designed to protect
the state's action from further review. The judgments against Highlander stood
"as a warning to any who would challenge the segregationist traditions of
Tennessee that they will be subjected to harassment by the full power of the
state, and will be treated as a class apart in the application to them of state
law." 110

The ACLU agreed with Highlander's petition, and NAACP lawyer
Thurgood Marshall offered to advise the defense, but Branstetter and Horton
knew that a supporting brief from the Department of Justice would be critical to
the success of the appeal. Horton invited supporters to emphasize to the
department the importance of HFS in the struggle for civil rights in the South,
and by August 1961 over seventy individuals had written Attorney General
Robert F. Kennedy, Solicitor General Archibald Cox, and Burke Marshall, head
of the Civil Rights Division, urging them to intervene on the school's behalf.
The list, reflecting much of Highlander's twenty-nine-year history, included
Reinhold Niebuhr, professors from Columbia University and the University of
Chicago, Farmers' Union president James G. Patton, United Nations under-
secretary Ralph J. Bunche, Esau Jenkins, and Eleanor Roosevelt. The initial
response of the Justice Department was sympathetic but cautious. Cox wrote to
one HFS backer that "everything I have seen indicates that this is a case of unjust
oppression." 111 Yet after further study Marshall regretfully informed Branstet-
ter that the department would not file an amicus brief because there was no
substantial federal question involved and no general question affecting other
legal issues of interest to the United States. The Highlander defense searched for
some other way to bolster its appeal, but without the Justice Department's help the possibility of a Supreme Court review evaporated.\footnote{112}

Deciding that the time had come to implement the plan for preserving the Highlander idea, Myles Horton and four colleagues secured a charter for the Highlander Research and Education Center on August 28, 1961. While carefully worded to meet state requirements, the charter specifically stated that the new corporation would be racially integrated. It was no secret that the center would incorporate the folk school's programs as much as possible. But issuing the new charter was a purely administrative act, and Tennessee officials could not block it as long as the center met certain legal criteria. The five incorporators quickly adopted a constitution and bylaws for the center, designated the HFS executive council as its advisory council, and elected Horton, Justus, Eugene Kayden, Lewis Sinclair, and University of the South professor Scott Bates as its first board of directors. Highlander Center's temporary headquarters was to be an aging, two-story mansion located in a racially mixed neighborhood in Knoxville. Leased from former staff member Tom Ludwig, the Riverside Drive building was large enough to accommodate small workshops and several staff apartments until more permanent facilities could be built on Highlander's property in Jefferson County.\footnote{113}

The prospect of a new Highlander in Tennessee operating no differently from the old, regardless of what the Supreme Court did, predictably outraged opponents and even puzzled some supporters. A state charter was mandatory for the center even if its purpose was the same as that of the folk school, Horton explained, and Burke Marshall had promised that the Justice Department would intervene if there was further harassment from Tennessee officials. Horton also expected less opposition in Knoxville, though as a precautionary measure the staff would lease facilities and rent equipment. There was never any question in his mind that Highlander should remain in the South. "I am weary of being an amateur lawyer," Horton wrote in October 1961, "and would like to try my hand again at adult education."\footnote{114}

On October 9, 1961, the Supreme Court refused to review the Tennessee supreme court's decision upholding the charter revocation order, bringing the legal existence of the Highlander Folk School to an end. HFS leaders agreed that continued litigation would be fruitless. Asked by reporters what might happen to the school, Branstetter suggested that it be turned over to the Citizens' Council. Horton once again pointed out that though the state courts could circumvent justice to close Highlander, no one could "confiscate the ideas" the staff would take with it to Knoxville.\footnote{115} On November 7, the Grundy County circuit court appointed attorney F. Nat Brown receiver of the institution's physical assets, valued at about $136,000. The battle between the folk school and the state of Tennessee was over.\footnote{116}

The sale of the Highlander property, Scott Bates observed at one point, resembled "a picnic, a circus" and "the dissection of a corpse." In mid-December 1961 over a thousand people braved a biting wind, hard rain, and
muddy roads to attend the auction of furnishings and equipment. Officials conceded that the campus had been looted and burglarized after a court order had padlocked it several weeks earlier. Eager buyers nevertheless jammed their way into the various buildings on the grounds to bid on linen, farm supplies, furniture, and similar items, while Monteagle women's groups operated concession booths. Although Bates and other local HFS supporters were prepared to pay at least $3,000 for the school's 5,000-volume library, the unsympathetic auctioneer rescheduled the bidding to allow a secondhand book dealer to purchase it for $425. Brown reported that the auction brought in more than $10,000. But with $25,000 in claims against the school, including $20,000 in legal fees, the land and buildings also would have to be put up for sale.117

There were some last-ditch efforts to save the Monteagle estate when the announcement of the second auction appeared in June 1962. Howard Frazier, who had known Horton since their high school days, initiated a plan to buy the school on a cooperative basis for the center, and Horton explored the possibility that SCLC or a few wealthy supporters might acquire the property. But board members, contributors, and Horton himself eventually agreed that despite their emotional ties to the old campus, Highlander should be based in Knoxville. No one from Highlander was present, therefore, when over one hundred persons bid on the last remnants of the folk school on July 7, 1962. The 175 acres, fourteen buildings, and nine residences netted $43,700 for the state treasury. In light of Chester Chattin's recent appointment to the state court of appeals and A.F. Sloan's promotion to the Grundy County circuit court bench, Horton considered it fitting that Sam Polk Raulston, a member of the team that prosecuted HFS, was the high bidder on the library building. As state newspapers proclaimed the death of the most controversial school in modern Tennessee history, the Highlander Center faculty pressed forward with a voter education project in Mississippi. In a new form, the Highlander idea continued.118

The Highlander Folk School was closed because of the difficulty of staying at the forefront of social change in the South while maintaining an administratively sound institution. Highlander's greatest strength was its fatal weakness. Certainly the staff's forthright advocacy of racial integration and its role in the civil rights movement during the 1950s was at the root of every criticism leveled against the school. Judge Chattin had simply made the issue explicit. Yet even if opponents concealed the real motivation for their assaults and even if HFS officers had valid reasons for their decisions, students and visitors had drunk beer on Highlander grounds, Myles Horton had received Highlander property, and Highlander's financial affairs were often disorderly. Thus Mississippi Senator James Eastland, Governor Marvin Griffin's Georgia Commission on Education, Arkansas Attorney General Bruce Bennett, and members of the Tennessee legislative investigating committee were largely frustrated because they attacked Highlander's ideology, giving Horton and others an opportunity to defend the school eloquently and often persuasively. On the other hand, the probing questions of state representative Alan Hanover and attorney A.A. Kelly
and the maneuvering of the Tennessee supreme court did far more damage because they exposed Highlander’s loose institutional practices and held it strictly accountable to its charter and to state laws governing general welfare corporations.

It would have been unrealistic to expect Highlander personnel to be absolutely meticulous in running the school. Other nonprofit groups in Grundy County and across Tennessee provided beer for their members, and an overriding concern with administrative and bookkeeping tasks would have sapped the dynamism of HFS educational projects. Yet in the late 1950s Highlander was bound to come under scrutiny because of the intense opposition to racial integration among a massive number of white southerners. Flexibility and informality might have been tolerated during the 1930s but not in the superheated atmosphere two decades later. Indeed, a 1963 survey showed that HFS had enjoyed strong support among Summerfield residents until blacks began attending workshops and integration became the central focus of its program. Horton and his colleagues were slow to understand that in a legal system designed to control radical dissent opponents would use that system, even resort to legal technicalities, to accomplish what no other form of attack was able to do.119

Horton learned quickly, however, and in the long run Highlander perhaps benefited from the crisis. Reiterating that Highlander was above all an idea, he too used the law to establish a new school that virtually duplicated the original but could not be touched as long as it met state requirements. Moreover, unlike many whites, Horton knew that the civil rights movement would continue regardless of what happened to a white-led educational institution, and the emergence of a new generation of black activists in the early 1960s suggested that Highlander’s emphasis on school desegregation had reached its limits. The closing of the folk school thus contributed to the revitalization of Highlander as an idea and as an institution. The challenge for its staff, as it had always been, was to anticipate and respond to shifts in the struggle for racial equality and human justice, and to find new ways of educating white and black southerners to take more control of their own lives.
The Highlander Research and Education Center continued to serve the poor and powerless of the South in the two decades following its incorporation in 1961. Yet staff members were often frustrated by a sense that their work lacked the focus and clarity of the Highlander Folk School's programs. Highlander's history became as much a burden as a standard of effectiveness. The center remained an important part of the civil rights movement during most of the 1960s, well after its leaders had concluded that it was no longer essential to the movement. Inspired by their participation in the Poor People's Campaign of 1968, Highlander teachers encouraged the formation of a multiracial coalition that made little progress and broke apart in the early 1970s. By then the staff had returned to Highlander's roots and were focusing once again on the problems facing the people of southern Appalachia. There it faced the tremendously difficult task of helping community organizations understand complex political, economic, and environmental issues and resist what Highlander perceived as the physical and cultural destruction of the region. Accompanying these dilemmas were troubling questions about Highlander as an institution and the overall direction of its efforts. By 1982, fifty years after its founding, Highlander still reflected the idea that education should empower people to control their own lives. Yet it was also a restless period for Highlander, as the staff tried to anticipate the emergence of a new movement for political and economic justice in the South.

The Highlander Center's earliest programs in Knoxville were largely a carryover from the folk school. Leasing the old mansion on Riverside Drive in 1961 seemed prudent to Myles Horton. Local labor unions and black community groups with which the staff had worked in the past could provide some protection against further repercussions from the legal battle over the Monteagle school. The house served as the center's headquarters and accommodated small residence workshops, and in early 1962 the faculty rented the manse of nearby Shiloh Presbyterian Church for larger meetings, a community center, and student housing. Staff members then began to conduct workshops, seminars, and evening classes to familiarize Knoxville citizens with the kind of education provided at Highlander. Such activities included a lecture-discussion series
called "Problems of a Free Society," weekly meetings with local college students, and a voter-education program. In addition to directing weekly Citizenship School classes in Knoxville, Bernice Robinson and other staff members attended teacher-training sessions at Dorchester Center in Georgia and conferred with Esau Jenkins and other local leaders on the future of the Citizenship Schools on the South Carolina Sea Islands.1

Even with this promising start, Highlander Center was not free of the controversies that had surrounded the folk school. In November 1961 the Knoxville city council passed an emergency zoning ordinance, clearly aimed at Highlander, requiring council approval of new school parking plans. Mayor John Duncan assured Horton in early 1962 that city officials would take no action against the center. But local American Legion and John Birch Society members objected to Highlander's very existence, and a new Citizens' Council chapter was formed to prevent the center's "communist-related" staff from spreading "racial strife throughout the South." The Knoxville Journal carried articles charging the school's teachers with training black agitators and associating with "admitted Communists, known Communists, and fellow travelers."2 Highlander's tax status was another troublesome matter. When attorneys for the center applied for a tax exemption in August 1961, IRS officials balked at considering the request until Highlander had been in operation for one year; they then pressed for more detailed information on its charter, programs, and financial affairs before finally granting tax-exempt status in March 1963.3

The IRS ruling seemed to dispel any lingering uncertainty among staff members and supporters over Highlander's immediate future in Knoxville. Financial support grew rapidly. Both the number of workshops and student enrollment increased steadily. C. Conrad Browne left Koinonia Farm to become associate director at Highlander in July 1963. And Knoxvillians generally came to accept the school's presence in the city.4

Yet by mid-1963, Highlander's leaders had already decided to curtail activities in the Knoxville area and to commit the center's resources to voter education and other extension projects in the Deep South. As with the Citizenship School program of the 1950s, Highlander's goal was to develop independent education centers that would continue to function after staff members had begun them. In part this shift came in response to SNCC's transition in 1962 from student protests to a broader campaign for black voting rights. Following a Highlander workshop for SNCC staff members and other volunteers on voter education techniques in June 1962, Robert Moses, head of SNCC's Mississippi Voter Education Project, asked Bernice Robinson to conduct further sessions in Mississippi. During the summer of 1962 and the spring and summer of 1963, Robinson directed a series of workshops in support of voter registration drives in Jackson, Edwards, Ruleville, Greenwood, and other towns with the help of SNCC field workers and local leaders.

Holding workshops in the Mississippi Delta was both difficult and dangerous. White segregationists harassed, intimidated, and assaulted teachers and
students. Several prospective students in one town were afraid to attend a workshop because of the possibility of white reprisals, Robinson reported. "This fear is real, not imaginary." Yet SNCC executive secretary James Forman attributed at least some of the gains made during the voter registration drive to Highlander's education projects. The center's 1963 workshops eventually included over 1,500 participants; SNCC workers, along with other former Highlander students, gradually assumed greater responsibility for the sessions; and the number of black voters grew. The "freedom vote" campaign in the fall of 1963, climaxd by a symbolic election in which over 80,000 blacks chose their own candidates, dramatized the desire of black Mississippians to vote.6

The result was the 1964 Mississippi Freedom Summer Project. Shortly after the "freedom vote" election, Horton, Moses, and Mississippi CORE director David Dennis supervised a workshop for the Council of Federated Organizations, where SNCC, SCLC, and CORE representatives began to hammer out plans to bring northern white students to Mississippi to accelerate the voter registration drive. Many black activists opposed the use of white volunteers. But eventually they agreed that the project would focus national attention on the state, force federal intervention on behalf of the campaign, and help publicize the efforts of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic party to challenge the credentials of the all-white regular state party at the 1964 Democratic National Convention in Atlantic City. Highlander faculty members took part in the planning sessions for the summer project, and during Freedom Summer itself they organized and trained a staff for COFO's experimental White Community Project. After two weeks of orientation in Oxford, Ohio, and at Highlander Center, eighteen white students moved into Biloxi intending to establish support for COFO among middle-class white moderates. While most of the students were southerners, none had previous organizing experience in white communities, and at a midsummer workshop under the direction of Myles and Aimee Horton they reported few tangible results. Sharp disputes over tactics subsequently contributed to the abrupt demise of the project.7

The fate of the White Community Project reflected the larger failure of the Freedom Summer Project to achieve the breakthrough in civil rights sought by SNCC and other groups. Despite the bravery of the project workers, only 1,600 Mississippi blacks actually registered to vote. Racial tensions between black activists and white volunteers were a constant problem. There was no massive federal intervention in the state. The Democratic National Convention turned back the Freedom Democratic party's attempts to unseat the regular Mississippi delegation. Although Horton urged SNCC leaders to develop their own education program, using Highlander teachers only as advisers, clashes over proposals to expand and improve the organization's programs increased. In short, SNCC was losing faith in the power of nonviolent, interracial reform.8

Highlander's second major civil rights program during the 1960s was the Southwide Voter Education Internship Project, designed to cultivate greater political sophistication among new black voters in the Deep South. In the staff's
view Charleston County, South Carolina, had become a model for other southern black communities since the start of the first Citizenship School on Johns Island in 1957. An ongoing voter registration campaign had helped over 10,000 black citizens gain the franchise by mid-1963, black candidates had run for city and county offices, and schools and other public facilities had been desegregated. In the summer of 1963 Highlander staff members and Esau Jenkins agreed to make such accomplishments part of a demonstration program combining residence workshops and internship training for black leaders across the South. Between July and October nearly nine hundred black adults in the Charleston area, along with over fifty interns from six southern states, participated in seventeen Citizenship and Political Education Schools. The interns examined case studies of local civil rights efforts and lived with area black leaders to learn how to set up adult education programs and other civic activities in their hometowns. Guy and Candie Carawan, who had moved to Johns Island in June 1963, led singing during the workshops and staged a folk music festival.9

Over the next four years the internship project spread throughout Charleston County and into neighboring Berkeley and Dorchester counties. Several thousand blacks and whites attended Citizenship and Political Education Schools. Although the results of the internship program were less clear, the Highlander faculty could cite several inspiring examples. After recovering from a beating she and other civil rights activists received on their way home from a Johns Island workshop, Fannie Lou Hamer enrolled in another Highlander workshop in Mississippi. She became a leading figure in the Mississippi Freedom Democratic party and was a congressional candidate in 1964. In the same year the Reverend Franklin D. Rowe became the first black candidate for public office in Ben Hill County, Georgia, since Reconstruction, and along with another intern directed a voter registration campaign in Fitzgerald, Georgia, in 1965.10

In response to the growing number of southern blacks running for public office, Highlander offered a series of workshops for city, county, and state candidates between 1966 and 1968. During one-week sessions at the center and in Mississippi and Georgia, Highlander board member Lucy Montgomery, black Georgia state representative Julian Bond, MFDP strategist Lawrence Guyot, and other consultants covered such topics as the techniques of political campaigns, the relative merits of working through existing parties and forming independent black organizations, and the duties of candidates once they won election. The Mississippi candidate-training workshops jointly run by Highlander, MFDP, and the Delta Ministry in 1967 proved especially useful—eighteen of the twenty-two victorious black candidates in the state’s off-year elections had participated in the sessions. When these victors encountered white harassment following the elections, the workshops addressed the problems of assuming office and developing more black political candidates.11

Highlander Center thus attained nearly as much prominence in the civil
rights movement of the 1960s as the folk school had gained during the previous decade. Yet the billboards bearing the caption "Martin Luther King at Communist Training School" that appeared across the South in 1965 were reminders that this renewed importance also meant a resurgence of attacks against the institution. In June 1963 the sheriff of Blount County, Tennessee, a local stronghold of the Ku Klux Klan, led a 3:00 A.M. raid on a Highlander-sponsored North-South work camp, where about two dozen black and white students were building a camp site on privately owned land. Armed with guns but no search warrant, the posse herded the group to the county jail in Maryville and charged them the next day with disorderly conduct, lewdness, possession of alcohol, and contributing to the delinquency of minors. Eventually the work campers won appeals reversing their lower court convictions. But after area newspapers linked the work camp with communism and interracial sex, the camp site mysteriously burned to the ground. Several windows at Highlander Center were smashed, the staff received threatening telephone calls, and a Maryville cafe owner beat Horton and defense attorney Edward D. Lynch as they tried to eat breakfast in the diner.12

The assault on Highlander reached its peak between 1965 and 1968. Staff members endured a storm of adverse publicity in the Knoxville Journal, a KKK parade past the center, repeated vandalism, firebombs, burglaries, gunshots, and taped telephone messages branding Highlander as a "malignant organization" whose "red spiders" taught "hate, violence and riots."13 In the fall of 1966, Knoxville grocer and city councilman Cas Walker, the school's most outspoken opponent in the city, asked for a council resolution requesting the state attorney general to revoke Highlander's charter. Council members took no action, but in January 1967 Walker's nephew, state representative Odell Cas Lane of Knoxville, introduced two resolutions into the Tennessee legislature calling for a committee to investigate Highlander's "subversive" activities and for city, county, and state law enforcement officials "to use all legal means to cut this cancerous growth from our state."14 In contrast to its aggressive prosecution of Highlander in 1959, the general assembly only reluctantly approved the formation of a committee in May 1967, and the inquiry itself never materialized. Governor Buford Ellington signed the resolution, apparently knowing that its sponsors had inadvertently failed to appropriate funds for the probe. Highlander directors and ACLU lawyers then secured two restraining orders from United States District Court Judge William E. Miller blocking the proposed investigation, and in January 1968 Miller enjoined the legislature from proceeding further until it had found a constitutionally adequate definition of "subversion." Despite Lane's vow to continue his campaign, state officials did not appeal Miller's decision, reconciling themselves to the idea that Highlander would remain in Tennessee.15

As the attacks on Highlander subsided, the staff moved beyond its commitment to the civil rights movement to the more formidable task of organizing the poor in southern Appalachia as part of a new multiracial poor people's coalition
in America. This transition had been under way for several years. Between 1964 and 1968 Horton and several young white activists had run a series of experimental projects in Tennessee, Kentucky, and Virginia, seeking to encourage an interracial poor people’s alliance that would solve common problems through independent action or through federal agencies created by the Lyndon B. Johnson administration’s War on Poverty. The promising results of these initial efforts suggested to the Highlander faculty that this approach could be applied throughout Appalachia and with some adjustments to any impoverished group in the nation. The growing popularity of “Black Power” among black civil rights workers hastened the shift in Highlander’s efforts. Conservative journalists inaccurately reported that Horton had taught Stokely Carmichael the idea of Black Power. But Horton and his colleagues had held for some time that blacks should develop and use their own political and economic power, and they agreed with Carmichael that white sympathizers could best aid the civil rights struggle by organizing poor whites, the only group black Americans could accept as allies.

The 1968 Poor People’s Campaign seemed to present an unparalleled opportunity to mobilize a multiracial coalition demanding an end to economic injustice in America. Yet as the failures of the demonstration showed, it would be very difficult to forge such an alliance while upholding the integrity of the various groups that were part of it. In late 1967 Martin Luther King, Jr., announced a poor people’s march on Washington, D.C., which he hoped would bridge the divisions within the civil rights movement, unite the dispossessed of all races, appeal to the nation’s conscience, and compel the federal government to provide jobs and income for all who needed them. After King’s assassination in April 1968, the new head of SCLC, the Reverend Ralph D. Abernathy, resolved to fulfill his predecessor’s vision, but the effort was a fiasco. Government officials were unmoved by the sight of several thousand poor people living near the Lincoln Memorial. Resurrection City was soon mired in mud and violence, and the campaign was plagued by chaotic administration, ineffective demonstrations, and conflicts among black, Mexican-American, and Indian leaders. A contingent from Highlander stayed in Resurrection City and conducted cultural workshops for poor whites, blacks, Indians, Mexican-Americans, and Puerto Ricans until police closed the shantytown in June 1968. Horton and a young white Appalachian organizer named Michael Clark, who had joined the Highlander staff in early 1968, left Washington disappointed that the domineering black management of the Poor People’s Campaign had made it impossible to mount a broadly based program for radical change.

Both Horton and Clark, however, believed that Resurrection City had furnished several valuable lessons. Most obviously, the virtual absence of organizations representing poor whites reemphasized the need to strengthen the weakest link of the multiracial coalition. The well-run community created by five distinct ethnic groups at Hawthorne School in Washington during the campaign also proved that poor people could work together for a common
Highlander's decision following the Poor People's Campaign to focus most of its energies on Appalachia signaled a return to its original objectives of educating leaders for a "new social order" and enriching "the indigenous cultural values of the mountains." Like the folk school faculty in the early 1930s, staff members in the late 1960s and 1970s held that the poor quality of life for most people in the mountainous portions of Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee was due to the domination of outside industrial interests. Coal, lumber, railroad, and financial corporations had established their control over the region in the late nineteenth century, exploited it, and preserved their advantages by blaming any of the problems their actions caused on the ignorance or deficiencies of the Appalachian people. Making matters worse were the successive waves of missionaries who sought to "save" Appalachia by imposing their own cultural values on its inhabitants. The staff viewed the War on Poverty as merely the latest futile missionary effort that reinforced the perception among policy makers and administrators, and even among some Appalachians themselves, that the poor were unable or unwilling to define their own problems and begin working toward their own solutions.

Highlander's Appalachian Self-Education Program presented an alternative view. Modeled in part on the Citizenship Schools of the 1950s, the ASEP sought to build a movement among the rural poor of the region that could join with civil rights groups, labor unions, and community organizations to push for a radical restructuring of American society. The project was primarily the responsibility of several new staff members, including Mike Clark, Almetor King, Stephen and Gwen Daugherty, and later James Branscome and Charles Maggard, who were either native Appalachians or veterans of the Appalachian Volunteers, a group of young people radicalized by their involvement in the War on Poverty. Beginning in 1969, they conducted residence workshops for potential leaders on how they could hold workshops and build community organizations themselves. Guy Carawan and Michael Kline directed workshops for regional musicians interested in using music as an educational tool. Through a new research service, Highlander teachers furnished films, audio and video tapes, and other materials not readily available in small communities. They traveled extensively throughout West Virginia, eastern Kentucky, and East Tennessee to maintain contact with individual activists and groups such as the Boone County (West Virginia) Association for the Needy, Marrowbone Folk School, and Pickett United for Self-Help, and in 1969 they helped force a reorganization of the Council of the Southern Mountains to make it more responsive to the needs of blacks and the Appalachian poor.
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The main drawback to the self-education program was its deliberate lack of structure and central direction. As Clark noted in 1969, the ASEP differed from Highlander's work with labor unions and civil rights groups. There were few organizations in Appalachia through which to channel the program's educational activities; there was no one primary need in the region but a number of localized problems varying considerably from one community to the next; and beyond giving power to the powerless, the ultimate goals of the program were vague and distant. In February 1971 Highlander staff members decided to concentrate on projects that involved groups rather than individuals while continuing to develop a network of poor people's organizations through residence sessions, field work, and research services. Yet progress came much more slowly than the staff had anticipated. No sustained protest movement was emerging among the Appalachian poor.21

Meanwhile, efforts to promote multiracial programs similar to the Appalachian project in the Southwest and in Chicago produced even more discouraging results. At Resurrection City, Reies Tijerina, leader of the Alianza campaign in New Mexico to regain the land members believed had been stolen from their ancestors, had urged Horton to establish an education center in the Southwest to help Mexican-American and Indian groups gain greater economic and political power. By mid-1969 Horton had organized Highlander West, directed by white activist and bilingual newspaper editor Craig Vincent, Indian anthropologist Shirley Witt, and Chicano journalist and labor organizer Gilberto Ballejos. A succession of workshops in 1969 and 1970 spurred a number of protests and projects by Mexican-American women in Albuquerque, workers at the University of New Mexico, Alianza activists, and members of seven Native American tribes. Yet Highlander West's activities were spread too thinly. The distance between New Mexico and Tennessee also made it very hard for the Highlander Center staff to coordinate a program for a complicated and constantly shifting Chicano movement. The Chicago project was equally frustrating. In 1969 Horton found considerable potential for using Highlander's services to support the fledgling educational activities of Appalachian and Puerto Rican youth groups in the city. But there was little response to Horton's proposals, and in mid-1970 the staff ended the project. Staff members made a dramatic attempt to link together all of the racial groups involved in Highlander programs by holding workshops in Knoxville in 1970 and 1971, where black, Mexican-American, Indian, Filipino, Puerto Rican, and Appalachian participants laid the groundwork for a future multiracial alliance.22

By the early 1970s, however, the possibility of a multicolored poor people's movement in America was rapidly disappearing. White and nonwhite activists splintered into rival factions and were forced to acknowledge that the poor did not constitute a unified class of economically oppressed people. Even if such unity existed, the poor represented only a small fraction of the nation's population, and in a time of growing conservatism it was increasingly difficult to achieve real social change. Highlander teachers understood these hard realities
but perhaps not the extent to which they left the school without a clearly defined agenda.

Adding to the strain was the need for a new Highlander Center, Myles Horton's retirement, and bitter wrangling over the school's administration. Facing the prospect of a Knoxville urban renewal project that would either raze the Riverside Drive headquarters or leave no room for expansion, the faculty moved in 1972 to a 104-acre farm near the town of New Market, twenty-five miles east of Knoxville and about a mile from the Jefferson County tract turned over to the school in 1960. Through a nationwide capital fund campaign staff members eventually raised over $250,000 to finance construction on the new property and the expansion of educational services. But the drive produced sharp disputes not only over the allocation of funds but also over the policies and management of the center. Finding that most supporters still thought of Highlander in terms of its civil rights programs, campaign directors Herman and Betty Liveright contended that appeals stressing Myles Horton's personal magnetism would bring in more contributions. Yet the staff had always resisted identifying Highlander as an extension of a single personality, and Horton firmly believed that the school was more important than himself. Nonetheless, his resignation as president in 1970 was followed by such deep divisions among the staff that a beleaguered Conrad Browne left Highlander in 1971 and officially resigned in 1972. Browne's successor was Frank Adams, former state coordinator of the Virginia Council on Human Relations and a staff member since 1970. The staff quickly lost confidence in Adams as an administrator, and when he took an indefinite leave of absence for health reasons the executive committee elected Mike Clark president and educational director in 1972. The subsequent reorganization of the staff reduced but did not end the internal dissension at Highlander.23

What was especially troubling to the staff in the mid-1970s was the apparent lack of purpose in Highlander's program. The demand for workshops was decreasing, student enrollment and enthusiasm were declining, and for all the time, money, and effort spent in Appalachia, there had been few substantial accomplishments. Indeed, staff members uneasily admitted that they were maintaining an institution with a disconnected and extremely vague program. Horton's retirement may have temporarily thrown the center's leadership into disarray. Far more critical, however, was the staff's inability to find an effective way to apply Highlander's educational approach to Appalachia's enormous and complex problems. Nevertheless, Clark pointed out, the issues confronting Appalachia were still very much alive and becoming part of larger, interrelated developments important not only to the South but to other countries as well.24

Concluding that what Clark called "the myth of Highlander" was no longer valid, the Highlander staff began the difficult process of redefining its constituency, the geographic scope of its activities, and the problems that could be addressed through its education programs.25 The staff began to focus largely on Appalachia, conducting approximately two hundred residence workshops and
conferences between 1972 and 1982 on such subjects as strip mining, land and mineral ownership, tax and public school reform, TVA and the Appalachian Regional Commission, welfare rights, synthetic fuels, and toxic waste management. They also pursued extensive field work in rural Appalachian communities in six states. Guy and Candie Carawan conducted music and culture workshops and continued to sing on picket lines and at community meetings. Their colleagues Bingham Graves and June Rostan helped textile union members prepare for the state-administered high school equivalency test, and Highlander teachers reestablished working relationships with the United Mine Workers and the United Furniture Workers. After UMW officials in 1975 asked the staff to help strengthen community-controlled rural health clinics, Highlander’s health program grew rapidly under Helen Lewis, Ron Short, Craig Robinson, and Robin Gregg to encompass a wide range of environmental and occupational health concerns. Regarding both Appalachia and less-developed areas round the world as the victims of exploitation by transnational corporations, the faculty brought union and community leaders from Tanzania, Wales, Mexico, and several other countries to Highlander to share their perspectives on the effects of outside corporate control.26

Highlander’s research services also expanded to provide individuals and groups with information affecting their lives as well as the skills to investigate the causes of their problems. Designed by Rhodes Scholar John Gaventa and his wife Juliet Merrifield, the program encouraged union members, farmers, and local activists to become their own researchers and use their findings to develop strategies to battle the powerful and counter the information disseminated by large corporations and government agencies. Such an approach produced well-publicized results. In 1981 Highlander published We’re Tired of Being Guinea Pigs, a handbook on how citizens could confront local environmental health hazards, and in 1983 it issued Our Own Worst Enemy, a book-length report on the impact of military production on the upper South.27

The most celebrated research effort involving Highlander was an unprecedented study of landownership in Appalachia. Funded in part by a grant from the Appalachian Regional Commission, the project was coordinated by Gaventa and other personnel at Highlander and at Appalachian State University in Boone, North Carolina. About one hundred activists, scholars, and individuals associated with the Appalachian Alliance pored over tax rolls and deed books in eighty selected counties in six Appalachian states—West Virginia, Virginia, Tennessee, North Carolina, Alabama, and Kentucky—to determine the owners of some twenty million acres of land and mineral rights. There were some methodological shortcomings. But the 1,800-page survey, completed in 1981, furnished solid evidence of the connection between the ownership of huge amounts of land and minerals by a few absentee and corporate owners and such long-standing regional problems as inadequate tax revenues, public services, and housing; economic underdevelopment; the loss of agricultural lands; the exploitation of mineral resources; and environmental damage. To the High-
lander staff the study amply demonstrated how rural Appalachians could coalesce around a common issue, use research and education to build their own power, and then move to gain more control over and benefit from the land and its resources.²⁸

If staff members had moved beyond the "myth" of Highlander by the time a thousand friends gathered to celebrate the school's fiftieth anniversary in 1982, they nonetheless remained conscious of the continuing influence of its history on their work. They had deposited Highlander's papers in the archives of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin and the Tennessee State Library, supplementing them with a social history collection organized at the center by Sue Thrasher. Highlander publications paid added attention to the institution's heritage. In 1982 the board of directors accepted Clark's resignation and selected Hubert E. Sapp, a Harvard-educated black Alabamian who had served as special assistant to Martin Luther King, Jr., in SCLC, as the center's new director, signaling a renewed interest in the Deep South. There seemed to be a general sense among board and staff members that, in the absence of the strong unifying elements of the labor organizing and civil rights campaigns of earlier years, there was a greater need to search for lessons in Highlander's past that would help shape its future.²⁹

Indeed, the history of the Highlander Folk School is in many ways the history of dissent and reform in Appalachia and the American South since the onset of the Great Depression. Highlander was only one part of the southern struggle to organize labor unions during the 1930s and 1940s and to achieve racial justice during the 1950s and 1960s. But Highlander played a crucial role in these movements because it did one thing better than any other institution in the region: educate industrial workers, farmers, blacks, and the poor to focus on their grievances and nurture the seeds of their discontent. To be sure, in the long run the overall progress made by the labor and civil rights movements was not determined by the HFS staff's work. Southern industry has remained basically nonunionized and antiunion, and despite important, tangible gains, the full promise of the civil rights revolution has yet to be realized. Nevertheless, Highlander's education programs made both movements different and stronger than they might otherwise have been.

From the start, Highlander was on the cutting edge of social change in the South. Devoted in their early years to aiding mine, lumber, and textile workers in Tennessee, staff members anticipated the formation of the Congress of Industrial Organizations and its attempts to form industrial unions in the region, and by the mid-1940s Highlander had become a major education training center for the CIO in the South. The school then served as a bridge between the labor and civil rights movements as the staff began an assault on racial discrimination in the late 1940s and early 1950s, and it achieved even greater prominence between 1953 and 1961 as a principal gathering place for the leaders of the drive for racial equality. It attracted Rosa Parks, Martin Luther King, Jr., Andrew Young, and dozens of other black leaders, initiated a massive literacy campaign
among southern blacks, started voter education projects, inspired blacks to become political candidates, vote, and participate in civic affairs, and forged productive alliances with SCLC, SNCC, and other civil rights groups.

The influence of the folk school often went unnoticed because of the staff’s basic educational strategy of developing leadership among the rank and file of unions or community groups, emphasizing issues defined by them, and responding to their needs. Still, another measure of Highlander’s significance was reflected by both its friends and its enemies. The list of supporters was consistently impressive, including prominent citizens like King, Eleanor Roosevelt, and Reinhold Niebuhr, educators, ministers, musicians, government officials, journalists, and officers of labor, farm, religious, philanthropic, and reform organizations. Highlander’s opponents were equally powerful. Staff members endured threats, beatings, gunshots, arson, attacks from the American Legion, the Grundy County Crusaders, and the KKK, and a more or less constant barrage of denunciations from southern industrialists, politicians, and newsmen. There were also official harassment in the form of investigations by congressional committees, the Internal Revenue Service, and the Tennessee state legislature, surveillance by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, well-publicized diatribes by the governor of Georgia and the attorney general of Arkansas, and ultimately the revocation of Highlander’s charter and the confiscation of its property by Tennessee state officials. Whether Highlander was perceived as a source of inspiration or a dangerous revolutionary threat depended very much on one’s response to the changes that took place in southern society beginning in the 1930s.

While each phase of the school’s history had its own issues, programs, and consequent successes and failures, and while its name, location, and personnel changed over the years, Highlander’s principles and purposes remained constant. Its leaders dedicated themselves to the idea that education could be used to push for fundamental social, economic, and political change leading to what they saw as a more democratic and humane society. They therefore sought to make Highlander a school where southerners could build on the knowledge they had gained from experience so that they could take charge of their own lives. The poor and the powerless, whatever their racial or ethnic backgrounds, had similar characteristics as well as similar problems, the staff believed, and in informal group discussions they could identify their common goals and find ways of working collectively toward attaining them. This interaction in itself was important. It also provided motivation, the feeling, for example, that interracial cooperation was possible because it was being practiced at Highlander.

The HFS faculty held classes throughout the South, on picket lines and shop floors, in union halls and community centers, in individual homes, and outdoors. Yet it was through Highlander’s residence program that labor, farmer, civil rights, and other activists came to appreciate the staff’s commitment to helping them solve their problems. For students, staff members, and visitors
alike, Highlander's nearly two hundred acres of woods and meadow, with its panoramic view from a Cumberland Mountain plateau, its spacious main building, library, community building, audiovisual center, cabins, and small lake, offered an emotionally indefinable experience that reflected the school's ideals. People lived, worked, played, and learned together in a setting most had never known before; they came into contact with new ideas and new people and returned home ready to spread the lessons Highlander had taught them.

This nondirective, open-ended educational approach was easy to explain but difficult to carry out, and it did not always work. Students, especially in the early years of the school, were often frustrated by the lack of coherence in residence workshops. Critics were to some extent correct when they pointed out that the staff's methods did not always produce lasting results or that its programs were too incremental and fragmented to create the broad-based coalitions it continually promoted. The folk school's loose structure extended to its administrative and financial affairs as well, and it cost the staff dearly in 1961 when HFS was closed. But such weaknesses were also the source of Highlander's strength. By not becoming attached to a single issue, organization, or movement, Highlander avoided the danger of rising or falling with one victory or defeat. By emphasizing decentralization and diversity, it could respond to the energies and interests of its students. The limitations, contradictions, and failures of numerous reforms since the 1930s gave substance to the staff's insistence that unless people at the bottom educated themselves to take their destinies into their own hands there could be no meaningful change in Appalachian, southern, or American society.

Highlander's achievements and longevity were also to a considerable degree due to Myles Horton. The overall success of the institution did not depend solely on his efforts. Indeed, the school was strongest when committed educators like James Dombrowski, Zilphia Horton, Mary Lawrence, Septima Clark, and Bernice Robinson served on the staff. Yet Horton seemed to have a genius for anticipating the emergence of major reform movements in the region and using Highlander's educational methods to contribute effectively to them. Horton's faith in the abilities and influence of Highlander students was often overstated; his hopes for a transformation of southern economic, political, and racial practices were repeatedly disappointed; and his vision of a new social order was never sufficiently clear. Nevertheless, Horton worked through Highlander to help the poor and oppressed critically examine the conditions affecting their lives and discover their capacity to change them. He urged students to realize that they had not only a right to a higher standard of living and decent treatment but also the potential to resist the attempts of the rich and powerful to exploit them.

Horton also tried to educate by the example of his own life. For both his friends and his enemies, Horton symbolized a challenge to the South's traditional beliefs and practices. He shared his own enthusiasm and ability to learn from others in helping people learn how to learn. He gave people the willingness
to wage the long fight as well as the sensitivity to find solutions without creating new problems in their place. Most of all, Horton imparted a belief that a time would come when there would be greater human dignity and justice. Until then, he and his colleagues would keep pushing toward their objectives, continually setting their sights on higher goals. He never saw himself as being satisfied, nor did he see any reason to be satisfied. Southerners may not have understood or agreed with him, but they knew he was on the side of the dispossessed. That reputation sustained both Horton and Highlander.

Highlander's history and programs still generate both praise and controversy. In 1983 Representative Ronald Dellums of California and Mayor Andrew Young of Atlanta nominated Highlander for the Nobel Peace Prize. That same year North Carolina Senator Jesse Helms raised objections on the floor of the Senate to the passage of a bill honoring Martin Luther King, Jr., with a federal holiday in his name, citing evidence linking the late civil rights leader to the Highlander Folk School, "a Communist, or at least a pro-Communist, training school." After fifty years of service, Highlander faced its greatest challenge: to perpetuate the vision of a school actively committed to social and economic justice.
We reaffirm our faith in democracy as a goal that will bring dignity and freedom to all; in democracy as an expanding concept encompassing human relations from the smallest community organization to international structure; and permeating all economic, social, and political activities.

Democracy to us means that membership in the human family entitles all to freedom of thought and religion, to equal rights to a livelihood, education and health, to equal opportunity to participate in the cultural life of the community and to equal access to public services.

We hold that democracy is inactive unless workers are given a full voice in industry through unions; or farmers are given a voice in the market place through cooperatives; or where freedom of thought and discussion is limited; that democracy is outlawed by legally entrenched discrimination and segregation; that there must be diversity of approach but each step must be in conformity with the goal, which is dishonored by each undemocratic act.

With a democratic goal, we are in a position to fight anything that gets in the way, whether it be totalitarian communism, or fascism or monopoly-dominated capitalism.

The purpose of the Highlander Folk School is to assist in creating leadership for democracy. Our services are available to labor, farm, community, religious and civic organizations working toward a democratic goal.

The nature of a specific educational program will be determined by the needs of the students.

Use of the services of the School by individual organizations will be in accordance with their own policies so long as these policies do not conflict with the purposes of the School. A staff member will assist in planning and coordinating all programs.

The Highlander Folk School is a chartered institution, cooperatively owned by the teaching staff. It has no affiliations. The policies and program of the
School are wholly determined by an Executive Council composed of the staff and recognized Southern leaders.

Highlander Folk School is supported by contributions from individuals, organizations served by the School, foundations and tuition.

The times call for an affirmative program, based on a positive goal. An army of democracy deeply rooted in the lives, struggles and traditions of the American people must be created. By broadening the scope of democracy to include everyone, and deepening the concept to include every relationship, the army of democracy would be so vast and so determined that nothing undemocratic could stand in its path.

Approved by the Executive Council, April 3, 1950.
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Bibliographical Essay

Studying the history of the Highlander Folk School and its role in twentieth-century southern dissent and reform has presented both challenges and problems. There is a wealth of primary material concerning Highlander and the major figures and organizations associated with it in archives, university libraries, and other institutions throughout the South and in other parts of the country. Until recently, however, there has been little scholarly literature on the history of the organized labor and civil rights movements in the South since 1932, or on the social and economic history of Appalachia. Only a handful of studies have examined modern southern farm groups. A growing number of scholars, however, have started to look more closely into these topics and the changes and conflicts that have characterized much of the region’s history from 1930 to the present. Blending fresh perspectives with traditional as well as new research approaches, including oral history, they have begun to develop a fuller understanding of the social, economic, and political forces that have shaped the modern South, their impact on the lives of ordinary black and white southerners, and the efforts of a diverse group of southern radicals to help these people challenge oppression and injustice.

The intent of this essay is to indicate the primary and secondary sources that have been instrumental in chronicling Highlander’s history and placing it in a regional and national context, as well as to suggest potential areas for further exploration. This is not meant to be an exhaustive list of works consulted during the writing of this book; for a far more complete account, and for more precise citations see my “On the Cutting Edge: A History of the Highlander Folk School, 1932-1962” (Ph.D. diss., Vanderbilt University, 1985). Here, I want only to identify and evaluate the kinds of materials that have helped to clarify and explain Highlander’s fascinating, complex, and often controversial story.

Manuscripts

Nothing aided my research more than the Highlander staff’s practice of retaining the vast majority of its records. Through these papers and audio recordings, staff members monitored the progress of their programs, promoted an historical awareness among their students, and assessed their achievements in light of past performances. The bulk of the folk school’s files traveled from Monteagle to Myles Horton’s home in Knoxville and from there to New Market before being placed in the Social Action Collection at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin in Madison in 1971. The Highlander Research and Education Center collection currently includes well over one
hundred boxes of correspondence, administrative and financial records, workshop and extension project reports, class materials, song sheets and books, play scripts, newspaper clippings, speeches and articles about Highlander, legal documents, scattered personal papers, and hundreds of audio recordings and photographs covering the activities of both the folk school and the center through the early 1970s. The Highlander Folk School manuscript collection in the Tennessee State Library and Archives in Nashville and the Highlander Folk School papers in the Labadie Collection at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor contain portions of the folk school's records, but both are far less comprehensive than the collection in Madison. The major source for Highlander's work from the mid-1960s to the present is the center's own archive in New Market, which is divided into administrative, program, subject, and publications files.

The personal papers of Highlander staff members provided valuable insights into the internal operations of the school, its relations with labor, farm, civil rights, and reform organizations, and the emotions of the staff and its allies. Located in the Highlander Center archive are the papers of Myles Horton, Michael Clark, Emil and Joanna Creighton Willimetz, and Guy and Candie Carawan. The archive also contains audio recordings from Johns Island, the 1963 Birmingham civil rights demonstrations, and the Mississippi voter education projects of the mid-1960s.

Nearly equal in importance are the manuscript collections of individuals and organizations who campaigned with Highlander for economic and social reform. Useful perspectives on the school can be found in the papers of several southern activists, including Carl and Anne Braden, co-directors of the Southern Conference Educational Fund (State Historical Society of Wisconsin); Lucy Randolph Mason, southern public relations director of the Congress of Industrial Organizations (Duke University); AFL-CIO Region VIII director Paul Revere Christopher (Georgia State University); religious radical Howard Anderson Kester and educational reformer Morris Randolph Mitchell (University of North Carolina). The interaction between labor union officials and Highlander is partially disclosed in the papers of the Textile Workers Union of America and the United Packinghouse Workers of America (State Historical Society of Wisconsin), the Tennessee CIO Industrial Union Councils, Organizing Committee, and Political Action Committee papers (Duke University), and the Southern Tenant Farmers' Union papers (University of North Carolina), as well as in the Paul Christopher papers. The Socialist Party of America papers (Duke University) and the Fellowship of Southern Churchmen papers (University of North Carolina) give a few suggestions about the extent of Highlander's radicalism during the 1930s. The papers of the 81st General Assembly of Tennessee, Highlander Folk School Special Investigating Committee, and those of Tennessee Governor Buford Ellington (Tennessee State Library and Archives) indicate the approach state officials intended to take in their prosecution of the folk school in the late 1950s.

Oral Interviews

Supplementing the richness of the manuscript collections are oral interviews with Highlander teachers, students, and supporters. These personal recollections and interpretations not only reveal the connections between Highlander's private concerns and its well-publicized programs, but also illuminate various periods and themes in the school's past.
Interviews with Myles Horton are most rewarding when the examiner goes beyond the popular and superficial images of Highlander. Having been questioned for years about the school and his career, Horton tended to give facile, somewhat superficial answers to my initial inquiries in 1978. But as my questions became more knowledgeable and pointed during interviews in 1980, 1982, and 1983, Horton readily responded with information and insights that untangled several complicated episodes and gave greater coherence to the manuscript material. Other substantive interviews of Horton have been conducted by Dana Ford Thomas in 1959 (quoted at length in Thomas Bledsoe, *Or We'll All Hang Separately: The Highlander Idea* [Boston: Beacon Press, 1969]; William R. Finger in 1974 and Mary Frederickson in 1975 for the Southern Oral History Program at the University of North Carolina, the latter appearing in *Southern Exposure* 4 (Spring/Summer 1976): 153–56; Bill Olson in 1977, serialized in *Working Papers for Ryegrass School* (1979); and Bill Moyers in 1981 for his Public Broadcasting System series *Bill Moyers' Journal*.

Former staff members and friends of the school have also contributed to the oral record. Septima Poinsette Clark was interviewed twice in 1976 for the Southern Oral History Program by Jacquelyn Hall and Eugene Walker, and she patiently answered my questions in her Charleston home in 1980. Tom Ludwig recounted his long association with the school in interviews with me in 1978 and with Alice Cobb in 1979. *Foxfire* magazine editor Eliot Wigginton and current Highlander staff member Sue Thrasher conducted three dozen interviews in 1980 and 1981 for a forthcoming volume commemorating Highlander's fiftieth anniversary. Their lengthy conversations with Dorothy Cotton, Bernice Robinson, Ralph Tefferteller, and Andrew Young, as well as free-lance writer John Egerton's interview of Cecil Branstetter in 1981, have been added to the Highlander Center archive. The Southern Oral History Program collection contains useful interviews with Howard Kester (1974), Clifford Durr (1974), and Lawrence Regin (1975). Former TWUA education director Regin furnished further thoughts on the division between organized labor and Highlander in the late 1940s for the Textile Workers Union of America Oral History Project at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. May Justus described Highlander's relationship with the Monteagle community in a 1977 interview with Alice Cobb for the Appalachian Oral History Program at Mars Hill College. Horton, Cotton, and Claudia Lewis share recollections of Highlander's residence, extension, and community programs in Ruth Dropkin and Arthur Tobier, eds., *Roots of Open Education in America: Reminiscences and Reflections* (New York: City College Workshop Center for Open Education, 1976), pp. 73-90, 101-17.

**Contemporary Sources**

Throughout Highlander's history staff members and sympathetic observers published dozens of books, pamphlets, and articles explaining and advertising the folk school's programs and educational approach. Although they tend to be overly enthusiastic about achievements and short on analysis, these publications constitute a valuable source for understanding and assessing the institution's goals and operations. Important summaries of the early years of the school are Myles Horton, "The Community Folk School," in *The Community School*, ed. Samuel Everett (New York: D. Appleton-Century, 1938), pp. 265-97; and Leon Wilson, "Highlander Folk School: An Informal History," *Mountain Life and Work* 16 (Fall 1940): 15-19. Staff member Mary Lawrance

Zilphia Horton wrote very little about the integral role of music at Highlander, but Guy and Candie Carawan have carefully collected the words and music of the black southerners and rural Appalachians who inspired the staff’s work. In addition to numerous recordings, the Carawans’ publications include *We Shall Overcome* (New York: Oak Publications, 1963), *Ain’t You Got a Right to the Tree of Life?* (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1966), *Freedom is a Constant Struggle: Songs of the Freedom Movement* (New York: Oak Publications, 1968), and *Voices from the Mountains* (Urbana: Univ. of Illinois Press, 1975).


Throughout its history Highlander attracted the attention of local, state, regional, and national newspapers. Since it would have been impossible to conduct a systematic search of these papers for this study, I relied mainly on the many clippings contained in the manuscript collections cited above. These news stories mirrored and in some cases
generated the controversies about the folk school throughout its history; indeed, few journals remained neutral toward Highlander. Leading the charge against the institution were the Chattanooga News and the Chattanooga Free Press, whose merger in the late 1930s did nothing to alter their attitude, and the staunchly conservative Nashville Banner. Other newspapers critical of the school include the Knoxville Journal, the Charleston News and Courier, and the Grundy County Herald. On the other hand, the Chattanooga Times, did not always approve of Highlander's activities, but it consistently defended its right to exist, a position eventually shared by the Nashville Tennessean and the Knoxville News-Sentinel. The distance between East Tennessee and Memphis evidently explains the limited attention given to Highlander by that city's Press-Scimitar and Commercial Appeal. National newspapers such as the New York Times and the St. Louis Post-Dispatch carried brief and generally positive reports of events at Highlander. The CIO News, National Union Farmer, Tennessee Union Farmer, and various papers and bulletins of individual labor unions contained spirited stories of the school's workshops and extension programs. The Southern School News offered a balanced picture of Highlander's troubles with the state of Tennessee in the late 1950s, while the Southern Patriot stridently supported the civil rights activities of the school and denounced its enemies.


National Farmers’ Union education director Gladys Talbott Edwards furnishes an


Secondary Sources

Much of the scholarly literature on dissent and reform in the South derives its inspiration from the civil rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s. In its wake, historians have uncovered increasing evidence that the “Other South” Carl Degler found in the nineteenth century persisted into the twentieth century and reached significant proportions after World War II. They have shed new light on the contributions of southern men and women willing to challenge the prevailing views and values of the region, to assert the equal importance of race and class in southern society, and to unite blacks and whites in the pursuit of common interests. Their research has reemphasized the point that the South has always contained ideas and movements that run counter to its traditional image.

The starting point for an overview of modern southern dissent is George Brown Tindall, The Emergence of the New South, 1913-1945 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Univ. Press, 1967), which describes the impact of the Great Depression and New Deal on the growth of industrial unions in the South and on a “scattered tribe” of southern liberals and radicals advocating major economic and racial reforms. Morton Sosna, In Search of the Silent South: Southern Liberals and the Race Issue (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1977) attempts to trace the development of southern white liberalism from the late nineteenth century to the end of the 1940s. Sosna’s insistence that “the ultimate test of the white Southern liberal was his willingness or unwillingness to criticize racial mores,” his apparent desire that this test be met dramatically and unequivocally, and his focus on the intellectual elite of southern liberalism limit the effectiveness of his book. Anthony P. Dunbar stresses the Christian basis of southern radicalism in Against the Grain: Southern Radicals and Prophets, 1929-1959 (Charlottesville: Univ. Press of Virginia, 1981).

Southern Exposure is a valuable source of articles on the history of protest movements in the South. The journal’s issues “No More Moanin’: Voices of Southern Struggle” 3 (Winter 1974); “Here Come a Wind: Labor on the Move” 4 (Spring/Summer 1976); “Stayed on Freedom” 9 (Spring 1981); and “Who Owns Appalachia?” 10 (Jan./Feb. 1982) were particularly useful. Though the task would be formidable, there is still a need for a comprehensive, analytical synthesis of southern dissent since the beginning of the Great Depression.

Previous histories of Highlander have been limited in scope, uneven in quality, and generous in their sympathy toward the institution. With few exceptions, their stories end with the closing of the folk school in 1961. The best-known published work is Frank Adams, with Myles Horton, Unearthing Seeds of Fire: The Idea of Highlander (Winston-Salem, N.C.: John F. Blair, 1975), a glib and dramatic version of Highlander’s history. As some current staff members admit, its primary intention was to win support and contributions for the school. It is certainly more balanced than Thomas Bledsoe, Or We’ll All Hang Separately, previously cited, which makes no pretense to objectivity. Aimee I. Horton, “The Highlander Folk School: A History of the Development of Its Major Programs Related to Social Movements in the South, 1932-1961” (Ph.D. diss., Univ. of Chicago, 1971) is more restrained, but it too stresses the positive results of HFS programs. See also her “The Highlander Folk School: Pioneer of Integration in the South,” Teachers College Record 68 (Dec. 1966): 242-50.

A loose collection of studies examine specific phases of Highlander’s work in the South. The first to give scholarly attention to the folk school was Hulan Glyn Thomas,


The Citizenship School project of the 1950s has been analyzed more thoroughly than any other Highlander program. The best and most complete treatment is Carl Tjerandsen, Education for Citizenship: A Foundation’s Experience (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Emil Schwarzhaupt Foundation, 1980), pp. 139-231. Other informative accounts are Jerome D. Franson, “Citizenship Education in the South Carolina Sea Islands, 1954-1966” (Ph.D. diss., George Peabody College for Teachers, 1977); Guy and Candie Carawan, Ain’t You Got a Right to the Tree of Life?; Mary A. Twining and Keith A. Baird, eds., special issue on “Sea Island Culture,” Journal of Black Studies 10 (June 1980); and Cynthia Stokes Brown, “Literacy as Power,” Radical Teacher, no. 8 (May 1978): 10-14.


Highlander


Intensive studies of major episodes during the era of black protest and of the organizations and individuals involved in them have produced a more complex and useful framework for understanding the dynamics of the civil rights movement than that offered by earlier accounts. No other analysis of the Supreme Court’s historic 1954 school desegregation decision approaches the breadth and quality of Richard Kluger,


Southern white opposition to school desegregation and to groups like the Highlander staff that championed racial change was often characterized by the mingling of anti-Communist investigations and propaganda with well-organized, well-publicized defenses of white supremacy. Numan V. Bartley ably describes this strategy of reaction in The Rise of Massive Resistance: Race and Politics in the South during the 1950's (Baton

This book has not addressed at length Highlander’s work in southern Appalachia since the mid-1960s, but several monographs help explain the school’s long-standing approach to the problems of the region. For many years, observers and would-be reformers stereotyped Appalachia as a subculture with unique customs, values, and ways of life that were obsolete and tied to the poverty, isolation, and powerlessness of the area. In the 1960s, however, critics of the subcultural model, drawing on Harry M. Caudill, Night Comes to the Cumberlands: A Biography of a Depressed Area (Boston: Little, Brown, 1963); and C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South, 1877-1913 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Univ. Press, 1951), began to assert that Appalachia was an “internal colony” suffering persistent social and economic ills because of the continued exploitation and domination of outside industrial interests. It is an argument expressed by Highlander staff members as early as the 1930s, and a growing body of literature on Appalachian history has used this colonialism model, such as Helen Matthews Lewis, Linda Johnson, and Donald Askins, eds., Colonialism in Modern America: The Appalachian Case (Boone, N.C.: Appalachian Consortium Press, 1978); Henry D. Shapiro, Appalachia On Our Mind: The Southern Mountains and Mountainneers in the American Consciousness, 1870-1920 (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1978); David E. Whisnant, Modernizing the Mountainneer: People, Power, and Planning in Appalachia (Boone, N.C.: Appalachian Consortium Press, 1980); Whisnant, All That Is Native and Fine: The Politics of Culture in an American Region (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1983); and Ronald D. Eller, Miners, Millhands, and Mountainneers: Industrialization of the Appalachian South, 1880-1930 (Knoxville: Univ. of Tennessee Press, 1982).

The largest task facing students of the history of progressive reform in the South since 1930 is to apply greater rigor in examining and analyzing the social movements that have helped to reshape the region. The broad outlines of the struggles for economic and racial justice have been established; the need now is for a better understanding of the course of the southern labor, farm, and civil rights movements and of the individuals and institutions involved in them over the past five decades.
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